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Preface 

The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TPTR) 
made significant experimental progress in a number 
of important areas during a relatively brief 1991/ 
92 experimental period. Improved wall-conditioning 
techniques and new ion cyclotron range of frequency 
(ICRF) limiters produced enhanced supershot per
formance in large (R = 2.6 m) plasmas, allowing 
the favorable confinement regime to be extended 
to plasma currents of I p = 2 MA and beam power P[, 
= 30 MW and yielding new record neutron product 
rates (4 x 1 0 1 6 neutrons/second) at this major 
radius. With two additional ICRF antennas, the 
coupling of high-power ICRF to these plasmas 
should be favorable. Indeed, the coupling of 7 MW 
of ICRF power was already achieved with the two 
antennas presently installed. 

The TFTR also continues to make major con
tributions to the study of plasma transport in high-
temperature tokamaks, directed especially at 
understanding the differences between the low-
confinement mode (L-mode) and supershot regimes. 
An important result has been to use density and 
current profile control to achieve confinement en
hancement factors up to 3.5 over the L-rnode. 

An objective of the 1991/92 experimental run 
was to test the helium and oxygen glow cleaning 
technique, which is planned to be used in the 
deuterium-tritium (D-T) phase to remove tritium 
trapped in layers of eroded and redeposited carbon. 
A three-month outage followed the 1991/92 exper
imental period for the purpose of installing two 
additional ICRF antennas, to allow up to 12.5 MW 
of coupled power, and for installing D-T diagnostics, 
the tritium pellet injector, and auxiliary tritium 
equipment. 

Experimental operations resumed in May, 1992. 
The goals for the run were: (i) to develop deuterium-
deuterium (D-D) operating regimes for higher pro
jected values of Qr/p and for more intense popu
lations of alpha particles, especially higher alpha-
particle contributions to the plasma beta value; (ii) 
to develop specific experimental run sequences to 
be employed in the D-T experiments; and (iii) to 

continue transport and advanced-tokamak-orieuted 
studies with the objective of completing TFTR's D-
D contributions to the Transport Initiative. The 
parameters achievable in the TFTR supershot 
regime have been extended to electron temperature 
Te(0) < 12 keV, ion temperature Tj(0) < 35 keV, with 
a peak D-D fusion reactivity corresponding to about 
5.6 x 10 1 6 neutrons/second. The advanced tokamak, 
high beta-poloidal regime in TFTR has been 
extended to Troyon coefficients of about 4.5 and 
energy confinement times up to 3.5 times the L-
mode value; a substantial fraction of the plasma 
cross section in these cases is in the second stability 
regime for ballooning modes. 

Four different fluctuation diagnostics are now 
operational on TFTR. Results from microwave re-
flectometry and beam-emission spectrometry (BES) 
continue to indicate relatively long (2-3 cm) radial 
correlation lengths; the poloidal wave-number 
spectrum is dominated also by quite long wave
lengths (=6 cm). The BES diagnostic has been able 
to provide a revealing statistical visualization of 
turbulence in TFTR over a substantial fraction of 
the radius. The motional Stark effect diagnostic has 
been brought into operation; for a high beta-poloidal 
TFTR plasma discharge, the q(r)-profile is found to 
evolve in a way that raises q(0) somewhat above 
unity—an encouraging result in the context of 
advanced-tokamak concepts. New direct measure
ments of escaping fast-ion flux further confirm the 
identification of fluctuations seen at low toroidal 
field values as toroidal Alfven eigenmodes (TAE 
modes) excited by beam ions; there is also clear 
correlation between the neutron rate and the 
magnetic fluctuations when these modes are 
present. The ion cyclotron heating power in TFTR 
has reached 11.4 MW, essentially its design value. 
With H-minority ion cyclotron heating at relatively 
low ICRF power, TAE-like activity has been 
observed, apparently excited by ICRF-energized 
minority ions as predicted by theory. 

Preparations for D-T operation are underway. 
Activities are well advanced in relation to the 
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Preface 

tritium handling systems, heating systems (i.e., 
tritium beams), D-T diagnostics (neutron "hard
ening" of existing diagnostics and new alpha-
particle and thermal helium diagnostics), and 
environmental, safety, and health compliance. The 
tritium systems are now operational in deuterium 
and the neutral-beam D-T operating scenario has 
been demonstrated using deuterium and helium-4. 
Installation of supplementary shielding on one Test 
Cell wall allows up to 1 0 2 1 deuterium-tritium 
neutrons per year, corresponding to about 1,000 
total D-T plasma shots, including about 100 high-
power shots, during the planned 1993/94 ex
perimental period. The TFTR Environmental 
Assessment was approved by the U.S. Department 
of Energy and the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection and Energy, and its 
"finding of no significant impact" has been discussed 
with the local community. A supplemental analysis 
to the Environmental Assessment has resulted in 
approval for increasing the in-vessel tritium limit 
to 20,000 Curies. 

The TFTR program now involves collaborations 
with over thirty universities, laboratories, and 
industries, including several foreign institutions. 
Major university collaborators include Columbia 
University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
University of California at Irvine, University of 
Illinois, University of Texas, and University of 
Wisconsin; laboratories with substantial involve
ment in the TFTR program include Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Lab
oratory, Sandia National Laboratories (Albu
querque and Livermore), Idaho National En
gineering Laboratory, Savannah River Plant, the 
Environmental Measurement Laboratory, the 
Kurchatov and Ioffe Inst i tutes, and General 
Atomics. 

The Laboratory's effort on the Burning Plasma 
Experiment (BPX) was successfully redirected to 
design studies for a new Tokamak Physics Exper
iment (TPX). Specifically, the former BPX en
gineering and physics team was reconstituted as a 
"core team" to support several "advocacy groups" 
in the analysis of various candidate TPX concepts, 
including a reduced-scope BPX with an initial 
advanced-tokamak phase (BPX-AT), a long-pulse/ 
steady-state highly driven burning-plasma exper
iment (SBX), and a steady-state advanced tokamak 
(SSAT), this last with several different magnet 

options. The Fusion Energy Advisory Committee 
(FEAC), as well as a National Task Force formed 
to oversee the activities of the advocate groups and 
core team, expressed a strong preference for the 
SSAT concept, given program needs for advanced 
tokamak studies and the constraint of approx
imately $500M capital cost (Total Project Cost, fiscal 
year 1992 dollars). 

The TPX design effort has now been successfully 
launched as a national project with a project team 
drawn broadly from United States fusion labora
tories. The Laboratory is advised on all aspects of 
the TPX Project by a National TPX Council, and 
the TPX Project is advised on technical require
ments by a Program Advisory Committee. The 
overall programmatic mission of the TPX is to de
monstrate (i) the physics and technology needed to 
extend tokamak operation into the steady-state 
regime and (ii) advances in fundamental tokamak 
performance parameters on time scales long 
compared with current-relaxation and plasma-wall 
equilibration times. Favorable results from TPX are 
essential to further development of an attractive 
steady-state advanced-tokamak fusion reactor. 

The modified Princeton Beta Experiment (PBX-
M) resumed experimental operations early in FY92. 
The PBX-M program is aimed at the exploration of 
advanced techniques for entry into the "second 
stability regime," using strong magnetic shaping 
of the plasma cross section, together with radio-
frequency heating and current drive to tailor the 
plasma pressure and current profiles. The PBX-M 
is now equipped with 1MW of lower-hybrid current 
drive (LHCD) and 2 MW of ion-Bernstein-wave 
heating (IBWH), as well as its original 6-MW 
neutral-beam-injection system. Hardware for an 
electrically biased double-null divertor experiment 
has also been installed. The PBX-M has a complete 
range of plasma diagnostics, including a motional 
Stark effect polarimeter for obtaining the q(r)-
profile, a tangential hard X-ray imaging diagnostic 
for energetic-electron profile measurements, and 
several fluctuation diagnostics. After a successful 
restart of experimental operations in November, 
1991, the emphasis of the experimental program 
has been to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
LHCD power for shaping the current profile and to 
determine the distribution and transport of fast 
electrons with the tangential hard X-ray diagnostic. 
The major results to date are (i) that the LHCD 
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can be deposited either centrally or at intermediate 
radii, (ii) that the energetic electrons are well 
localized in radius except when MHD activity is 
present, and (iii) that the current profile can be 
modified sufficiently to raise q(0) above unity. A 
major collaboration has been established with the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which will provide 
an experimental team to make contributions to 
transport and stability studies (including equi
librium reconstruction) and fluctuation studies. 
Important collaborations have also been established 
with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(LHCD, paths to "second stability," and fluctuation 
diagnostics), the University of California at Los 
Angeles (edge physics and divertor bias), Columbia 
University (wall effects on stability), and with 
several other, including foreign, institutions. 

The Laboratory's theoretical program continues 
to address critical issues in fusion physics and is 
benefiting from a reorganization to provide stronger 
interactions with experimental needs, with a near-
term emphasis on the D-T experiments in TFTR 
and advanced tokamak concepts in PBX-M and 
TPX. A "numerical tokamak" project funded 
through the High-Performance Computing Initia

tive has been launched, based on gyrokinetic plasma 
models. 

The Laboratory has continued to provide strong 
support for the International Thermonuclear Ex
perimental Reactor (ITER), supplying the US Home 
Team leader for physics and providing several 
candidates for key Joint Central Team positions. 
In July 1992, the formal agreement for engineering 
design of ITER was signed by the United States, 
Russia, Japan, and the European Community. The 
six-year Engineering Design Activity will produce 
a detailed engineering design which may be used 
to construct ITER. 

The small CDX-U (Current Drive Experiment-
Upgrade) experiment has extended the helicity-
injection current-drive technique and has imple
mented several diagnostic upgrades. 

The Laboratory's major involvements in inter
national collaboration have included the Joint 
European Torus (JET) in England, the JT-60U in 
Japan, the Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment-
Upgrade (ASDEX-U) and the Tokamak Experiment 
for Technologically Oriented Research (TEXTOR) 
in Germany, the Tore Supra in France, and the 
TBR-F in Brazil (with CDX-U). 
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Principal Parameters of Experimental Devices 
Fiscal Year 1992 

Parameters 

Experimental Devices 

Parameters TFTR j PBX-M CDX-U 

R(m) 2.6 1.65 0.32 

a(m) 0.9 0.3 0.23 

l p (MA) 3.0 0.6 0.01 

B T(T) 5.2a 2.0 0.15 

^AUX < s e c ) 2.0 0.5 0.1 

PAUX WW) 

NB 33(110kV) 6 (45 kV) — 
RF 11.4 (40-80 MHz)b 2.0 (40-80 MHz)c 0.01 (2.45 GHz)d 

2.0 (4.6 GHz)e 0.21 

n(0) (cnr 3)* 5.0 x 1 0 1 4 1.5 x I 0 1 4 5.0 x 10 1 2 

Ti(0) (keV)* 35 5.5 0.04 

T E (msec)* 550 80 0.1 

'These highest values of n, T, and t were not acriieved simultaneously. 
aAt R = 2.48 m, the design basis. 
b lon Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF). 
clon-Bernstein Wave Heating (IBWH). 
dEIectron Cyclotron Heating (ECH). 
eLower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD). 

'DC-Helicity Injection. 
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Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 

During FY92, emphasis was on preparations for 
the implementation of deuterium-tritium (D-T) ex
periments in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 
(TFTR). The D-T program has been designed to 
demonstrate scientific achievement of significant 
amounts of fusion power, to study alpha-particle 
physics, and to perform the experiments without 
impact to the environment, and has had the high
est priority within the US magnetic fusion program. 
During the year, the TFTR project advanced along 
two distinct tracks towards operation with D-T plas
mas: there were about six months of experiments, 
including a number of new or improved physics 
studies and a more than doubling of the ion cyclo
tron range of frequencies (ICRF) power into the 
plasma, and much progress was made in getting 
the tritium system hardware ready and the regu
latory documentation associated with preparations 
to bring tritium on site. In both areas, there were 
significant contributions by collaborators from other 
institutions. 

Figure 1 shows the revised schedule of the TFTR 
research program taking into account preparations 
necessary for D-T operation. The research program 
has been carefully and thoroughly planned, incor
porating input from the TFTR Program Advisory 
Committee. The schedule shows that D-T experi
ments will be conducted for approximately one year, 
ending in September 1994. The program allows for 
an initial goal of 5 MW output power from fusion 
reactions to be followed by physics studies in the 
presence of alpha particles. With more time, and 
building on experimental insight from the early 
phases of the D-T program, a goal of 10 MW of fu
sion power is planned for 1994. This will be followed 
by a period of no activity, during which power sys
tems will be made safe for the removal of equip
ment near the tokamak, and then the decontami
nation and decommissioning of the TFTR itself. This 
will leave the Test Cell ready for occupancy by a 
new device, the Tokamak Physics Experiment 
(TPX). 

TFTR Research Plan 

CY-92 CY-93 CY-94 CY-95 CY-96 
> m i l l l l l l l ' l l l M I N I M i l I I I I I I M I I I i n n m i 11 

OD D-T 
PREP 

0-D D-T 0-T Decontamination anC 
Decommissicn.ng 

A 1 
OF1R 

Develop 0-T 
tun sequences 

D-D 
Complete transport initiative 

issues wiin new diagnostics 
Study beam-driven alpha-elleus 
Develop D-T run sequences 

O-T 
{-1000 shots) 

Maximize fusion power (-to WW! and 
alpha-d-.ven effects 

Confinement and heating m D-T plasmas 
Alpha heating of electrons 
Study energetic alpha transport 
Document alpha-coltective instabilities 
Alpha ash accumulation 
Evaluate rfheated D-T plasmas 
Evaluate alp)1* diagnostics 

O-T 
(-200 sholsl 

5 MW ol fusion power 
Confinement and heating ol D-T plasmas 
Measu e escaping alphas 
Evaluate diagnostic performance 

with 14 Mev neutrons 

Figure 1. The TFTR Research Plan. 

To focus the program of experiments more 
tightly toward the obtaining of these goals, the phys
ics operation on the TFTR was reorganized into 
three task forces. These task forces were titled: "Fu
sion Power Task Force," addressing the issue of 
optimizing the plasma scenarios with neutral beams 
and ICRF; "DT Technology Task Force," address
ing the integration of the new pellet injectors, the 
new alpha-particle diagnostics, and the measure
ment of alpha-particle-driven effects; and "Trans
port and Advanced Tokamak Physics Task Force," 
addressing the continuation of the transport stud
ies of the plasma, including helium and impurity 
transport and issues of importance to the Inter
national Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 
(ITER). 

Seven papers, summarizing the physics pro
gram, were presented at the International Atomic 
Energy Agency conference on Plasma Physics and 
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research in Wiirzburg, 
Germany in September, 1992, 1 - 7 while an eighth 
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Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 

paper describing extrapolations of the plasma pa
rameters of TFTR centrally fueled plasmas to fu
ture devices was also given.8 

Reference 1 is a summary of the overall TFTR 
physics program, while the other papers cover in
dividual physics topics in greater detail. Reference 
2 describes the increased ICRF capability of TFTR 
and discusses the observed central electron heat
ing and sawtooth suppression, as well as a new 
observation of a Toroidicity-Induced AlfVen eigen-
mode, or TAE, instability apparently excited by the 
tail ions. High poloidal beta (Pp) plasmas with sig
nificantly higher (3p gained in current ramp-down 
experiments than for supershots and at least a close 
approach to the second stability regime are de
scribed in Ref. 3. The important result discussed in 
Ref. 4, which is about the careful experiments that 
kept nondimensional plasma parameters as con
stant as possible, is that the dependence of the en
ergy transport is nearer to the Bohm prediction than 
the gyroBohm projection. Another critical piece of 
information for future ignition devices is the trans
port of the alpha-particles, both of the fast particles 
and the thermalized helium "ash," and this is the 
topic of Ref. 5. The loss of the fast ions and deute
rium-deuterium (D-D) fusion products is the topic 
of one of TFTR's key physics programs and new 
results on ripple-induced loss and a delayed loss 
are described in Ref. 6. Reference 7 addresses the 
issue of disruptions, the rapid termination of toka
mak plasmas. This set of measurements is clearly 
of major importance to future devices in the fusion 
pit/gram, even if the program concentration is on 
core physics and fusion products rather than on 
divertor performance. 

Fiscal Year 1992 marked a significant change 
in direction in the development of new diagnostics 
for TFTR away from transport diagnostics fprinci-
pally methods for investigating plasma density fluc
tuations) toward diagnostics of the confined alpha-
particles. Three new diagnostic systems were 
started: (1) a charge-exchange spectroscopic method 
(a-CHERS Diagnostic) which has the potential to 
measure the energy spectrum up to about 800 keV 
over the full radius; (2) a charge-exchange neutral-
particle technique (a-Charge-Exchange Diagnostic) 
that uses a lithium pellet as the source of target 
particles for the alpha-particles and has the poten
tial to measure the whole energy spectrum but is 
limited by the pellet flight in the plasma; and (3) a 

collective Thomson scattering technique that uses 
a 200-kW gyrotron (Gyrotron Scattering System) 
with a 200-msec pulse length to give both full en
ergy and spatial coverage. The first two systems 
were just operational at the end of the year, but 
the gyrotron scattering system had to be abandon-ad 
because of serious problems with the borrowed 
equipment and with some of the engineering inter
faces that made both the increased costs and the 
timeliness of the equipment readiness problematic. 

The TFTR neutral-beam system continued to 
operate extremely reliably. Detailed studies were 
made and some resulting hardware changes car
ried out in preparation for using the injectors with 
tritium. Many of the ion sources were refurbished. 
The ICRF Upgrade Project was completed in Au
gust, leading to the addition of two new antennas 
and additional power for TFTR, the results of which 
were repor'-'d in Ref. 2. 

The participation of collaborating groups in the 
TFTR program enabled a number of programs to 
be pursued which would not have been possible oth
erwise. In particular, the participation of ihysicists 
from the University of Wisconsin in the a-CHERS 
diagnostic development and plasma transport stud
ies, physicists from Columbia University in the 
high-Pp studies, physicists from Cornell University 
in the disruption studies, and physicists from Gen
eral Atomics and the Ioffe Institute in St. Peters
burg, Russia, in the a-Charge-Exchange Diagnos
tic development made for significant progress 
during the year. A complete list of collaborators 
appears in Table I. 

During the year, significant progress was made 
in the engineering of the hardware necessary for 
D-T operation. This ranged from specific hardware 
completion in the tritium system to shielding of di
agnostic components. Tests of the tritium equip
ment were completed with deuterium, and many 
hours of operation were performed. The operators 
and supervisors are well advanced in their special
ist training. Hardware changes, such as new diag
nostics or shielding for existing diagnostics, have 
progressed to design and the changes necessary for 
the vacuum systems begun. Preparation of the neu
tral beams included the modification of the vacuum 
system and the design of a tritium gas injection 
system. 

The plans to use tritium as a component in the 
gas mixture to fuel plasma experiments in TFTR 
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Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 

Table I. TFTR Collaborations and Industrial Participants in FY92. 

Universities 

Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 
Columbia University, New York, NY 
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 
Courant Institute, New York University, New York, NY 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 
University of California, Irvine, CA 

University of California, Los Angeles, CA 
University of California, San Diego, CA 
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 
University of Texas, Austin, TX 
University of Tokyo, Japan 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl 

Industries 

Burns and Roe Company, Oradell, NJ 
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project, Canada 
Ebasco Services, Inc., New York, NY 
Fusion Physics and Technology, Inc., Torrance, CA 
General Atomics, San Diego, CA 
General Physics Corporation, Columbia, MD 

Grumman Advanced Energy Systems/Fusion Projects, 
Bethpage, NY 

Lodestar, Boulder, CO 
Millitech Corporation, South Deerfield, MA 
Radiation Science, Inc., Belmont, MA 

Laboratories 

ENEA, Frascati, Italy 
Environmental Measurement Laboratory, New York, NY 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID 
loffe Physical-Technical Institute, Russia 
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Russia 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan 
JET Joint Undertaking, United Kingdom 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 
Max Planck Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Germany 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oa^ Ridge, TN 
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 

and Livermore, CA 
Savannah River Plant, Aiken, SC 

and TFTR's unique position in the US magnetic 
fusion program and in the Office of Energy Research 
within the Department of Energy (DOE) resulted 
in a significantly higher level of review and scru
tiny of the hardware and software design modifica
tions and upgrades for D-T operation. With the in
troduction of more than 1000 Ci of tritium, TFTR 
will be considered a Category 3 "low-hazard facil
ity," as defined by the latest DOE standards, and, 
before D-T operations, a number of personnel safety 
and environmental protection requirements must 
be fulfilled. 

The Environmental Assessment prepared to 
evaluate the various possible impacts on the sur
rounding environment that would result from D-T 
experimental operations in TFTR, received final 
DOE approval in January, 1992. Subsequently, the 
Laboratory held two meetings for the general pub
lic in March to which broad invitations were issued. 
At the meetings, senior Laboratory and officers from 
the DOE Princeton Area Office presented an out
line of the TFTR D-T Program Plan and then ad

dressed in detail the topics and levels of the sev
eral risks and hazards that the conduct of these 
experimental operations will pose to Laboratory 
staff and also to residents and businesses in the 
surrounding localities. Attendees demonstrated a 
lively interest in the research program, posed a 
number of very good questions and points for dis
cussion, and left with a consensus of strong sup
port for the Laboratory's fusion program, both now 
and through deuterium-tritium operations. This as
pect of the Project's regulatory compliance require
ments was determined to have been successfully 
completed. 

A close-to-final version of the Final Safety 
Analysis Report (FSAR), prepared to cover the D-T 
phase of plasma research operations on TFTR had 
been submitted to DOE for approval in June, 1991. 
This document received parallel reviews by several 
groups within DOE, including Chicago Operations, 
the Office of Nuclear Safety, and an independent 
review group established by the Office of Energy 
Research. Well over 400 comments were generated 
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as the result of these reviews and most of them have 
been resolved. 

The DOE employs a mechanism called an Op
erational Readiness Review (ORR) to ascertain 
whether or not a given project is ready to move from 
the construction phase into an operational mode. 
The ORR to support testing of the tritium systems 
and for D-T operation is an independent review of 
the hardware, personnel readiness, and manage
ment system by a group of experts from outside the 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL). The 
ORR team has the task of determining the project's 
state of readiness to proceed with the operations 
phase by reviewing designs, as-built hardware, test 
programs, personnel training, and organizational 
structure(s) and then comparing these elements 
with known standards and guidelines as they are 
applied elsewhere in similar projects within DOE 
as well as in industry. The team makes recommen
dations to the Laboratory Environment, Safety, and 
Health (ES&H) Executive Board regarding correc
tive actions to be taken prior to commencing opera
tions. Satisfactory complr-'ion of the ORR process 
is a prerequisite for appr^ /al for testing and opera
tion. 

The TFTR Project plans and schedules have 
been developed based on a two-stage process for 
implementing the D-T phase of experimental op
erations. Preparation for the initial testing of the 
tritium systems was reviewed by a PPPL-ORR team 
in July 1992. The findings generated in this review 
are presently being acted upon and a follow-up team 
review is planned for April 1993. The ORR for full 
D-T operations will occur in June of 1993. 

Physics Program 
ICRF Experiments 

The number of ICRF antennas was doubled in 
FY92. The present ICRF antenna configuration 
consists of four antennas mounted on adjacent out
board mid-plane ports; six radio-frequency (rf) gen
erators feed the antennas. To date, a fixed frequency 
of 47 MHz has been used at power levels up to 11.4 
MW. The two new antennas have each operated well 
at power levels of 2.8 MW. 

Experiments which employ hydrogen minority 
ICRF heating of helium plasmas have recently been 
extended to rf power levels above 11 MW. Earlier 
work with rf powers up to 6 MW in this regime had 

established a global confinement time for these plas
mas which was enhanced over the low-confinement 
mode (L-mode) by 20-30% due to the presence of 
the well-confined 500-800 keV nonthermal hydro
gen tail. However, at higher power levels a satura
tion of global stored energy is observed (Fig. 2), with 
global energy confinement dropping to close to the 
L-mode level at the highest rf powers. One expla
nation for this behavior is that as the rf power is 
increased, the minority ions become more energetic 
and therefore develop larger banana widths. The 
minority ions then spend more time further from 
the plasma core where their slowing down time is 
shorter and hence the tail's stored energy saturates, 
resulting in a saturation in the global stored en
ergy. The observed saturation may also result from 
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Figure 2. Dependence of stored energy (Elot) and energy 
confinement time (rE) on total heating power (Ptot) for an 
ICRF power scan into a helium plasma with a hydrogen 
minority species which had a fundamental resonance at R 
= 2.75 m; lp = 1.65 MA, B,(0) = 3.2 T, R = 2.62 m, and a 
= 0.96 m. The stored energy is observed to saturate for 
ICRF powers greater than 6-7 MW and the global energy 
confinement time drops to close to the Goldston L-mode 
value at the highest rf powers. 
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an enhanced fast-ion loss due to interaction of the 
minority ions with the TAE. 

ICRF Heating 
A major physics objective of the ICRF heating 

experiments in TFTR 2 is to enhance the perfor
mance of plasmas during the D-T plasma phase. 
The ICRP heating applied during the NBI pulse can 
improve the performance of TFTR D-T supershot 
plasmas in two ways. The increased core electron 
temperature produced by ICRF heating will in
crease the alpha-particle slowing-down time and 
hence the beta of the alpha particles fia(0) for the 
same alpha-particle source rate. In addition, the 
ICRF can suppress sawteeth instabilities which 
limit performance at the high plasma currents (I p 

- 2.5 MA) required to avoid beta limits at the high
est available NBI powers. 

Most of the work on the ICRF heating of deute
rium supershots in TFTR during 1992 has taken 
place in the helium-3 minority regime, which can 
be used at the full toroidal magnetic field with the 
present 47-MHz heating system. Figure 3 shows a 
comparison between two deuterium supershots with 
a helium-3 minority, both with 23 MW of NBI be
tween three and four seconds. One of these dis
charges (dashed line) had 5.7 MW of ICRF heating 
coupled into it between 3.2 and 4 seconds. The cen
tral electron temperature (Te) increases by 40% and 
the global stored energy (Etot) increases by 20% with 
the addition of ICRF. There was no significant 
change in measured ion temperature. The neutron 
production (S r ) rate is very similar. This is expected 
since the critical energy for the deuterium beam 
ions is already about 200 keV due to the high core 
electron temperature even without ICRF heating 
(approximately 9 keV). The calculated slowing-
down time for the neutral-beam full-energy compo
nent (t s) is approximately 150 msec at 3.7 sec for 
both plasmas. The confinement time (TE) and cen
tral electron density [ne(0)] evolution are similar 
in both discharges, however there is a small (about 
10%) increase in Zefj- with the application of ICRF 
heating, presumably resulting from impurities com
ing from the antennas and/or the limiters. It is im
portant to minimize this impurity influx during the 
ICRF pulse, since it will lead to reduced reactivity. 
The relatively small increase in impurities mea
sured here results from the beneficial effect of ex
tensive antenna conditioning which preceded these 
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Figure 3. Comparison of various major plasma parameters 
for two supershot plasma shots with lp = 1.85 MA, Bt(Q) 
= 4.8 7, R = 2.62m,a = 0.96 m, and helium-3 minority in 
deuterium. One with NBI alone (solid line) the other with 
the addition of 5.7 MW of ICRF (dashed line). The funda
mental resonant field location for helium-3 was at R=2.75m. 
A 3-4 keV electron temperature rise is measured in the 
plasma core with no change in plasma reactivity. 

experiments. The ICRF power increases the elec
tron temperature in a region extending in radius 
out to r/a = 0.4. The electron power deposition (Qe) 
was calculated with a time-dependent transport 
code (TRANSP) and was found to increase signifi
cantly in the core region from 0.4 MW/m3 with NBI 
only, to 1.4 MW/m3 with the addition of ICRF. 

A D-T plasma simulation was performed for the 
pair of discharges in Fig. 3. In these simulations, 
deuterium beams which were oriented counter to 
the plasma current (about 40% of the applied NBI 
power) were replaced by tritium beams. The cen
tral alpha-particle slowing-down time increases by 
over 50% with the application of ICRF. The aver
age increase of the slowing-down time for the vol
ume inside r/a = 0.15 is about 30%. A D-T TRANSP 
projection out to 4.3 seconds which assumes con
stant plasma parameters (i.e., with the NBI and rf 
heating pulses extended by 0.3 seconds) gave an 
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equilibrium Pa(0) increase of 30% with the addi
tion of ICRF heating. Experiments conducted at 
higher plasma currents (I p = 2.2 MA) and higher 
neutral-beam-injection (NBI) powers (approxi
mately 30 MW) have demonstrated ICRF suppres
sion of sawtooth activity, in addition to significant 
core electron heating (approximately 3-4 keV), with 
up to 7.4 MW of ICRF power. 

Direct electron heating by ICRF has significant 
potential for D-T experiments since no minority 
species is added to dilute the reactive ions. Fur
ther, energetic tail ions generated during helium-3 
minority ICRF heating can complicate alpha-par
ticle measurements; direct electron heating avoids 
this difficulty. Since the direct electron heating 
mechanism is relatively weak, it is essential to mini
mize competition from ion cyclotron resonances in 
the plasma. Two regimes of direct electron heating 
have been explored. 

In the low magnetic field experiments, a 
helium-3 plasma was employed, and the rf power 
was 100% modulated with a 4-Hz square wave. The 
time history of the central electron temperature de
termined from electron cyclotron emission measure-
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ments showed significant core heating. From the 
rate of change of electron temperature [A(dTj/dt)] 
when the rf power changed, it is possible to calcu
late the local power deposition on the electrons, Q e. 
It was assumed that the electron heat transport re
mained constant in time and there was no sudden 
discontinuity in the electron density. The deposi
tion was then calculated using the equation Q e = 
1.5neA(dTf7dt). Approximately 30-50% of the rf 
power was determined to have directly heated elec
trons. The deposition profile shape is consistent 
with that predicted by a combination of transit-time 
magnetic pumping and electron Landau damping. 
The remainder of the rf power is assumed to be 
absorbed by ion resonances, in particular the hy
drogen fundamental resonance. 

The high magnetic field experiments used a 
deuterium plasma in which the only ion resonance 
was a weak deuterium resonance on the high-field 
side. Figure 4 shows the rf power waveform and 
the time evolution of the electron temperature at 
the magnetic axis and halfway towards the edge. 
A 5-Hz square wave modulated the 1.5-MW rf pulse. 
Theory predicts that the electron beta needs to be 
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Figure 4. Time evolution of ri power (Prt), electron temperature (Te) att = 0 and a/2, central electron density [ne(0)J, and 
stored energy (Elot) for a plasma which exhibits direct electron damping of ICRF. Efficient direct electron heating is seen in 
the core of a deuterium supershot plasma at Bt = 4.7 T (at R = 2.82 m) when 5-Hz modulated 47-MHz rf power is applied in 
the absence of a minority species. Modulation of the central electron temperature is evidence for significant core heating. 
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maximized in order to get reasonable single-pass 
absorption; this was accomplished by preheating 
the discharge with 24 MW of NBiT. There is a clear 
modulation of the central electron temperature (ATe 

~ 1.5 keV) by the rf power. Once again the electron 
temperature data were analyzed by the two meth
ods described above. As shown in Fig. 5, the rate of 
change analysis gave a centrally absorbed rf power 
which was 60% of the applied power. The integrated 
power deposition to the electrons (P e) determined 
by the rate of change of electron temperature was 
found to be similar to the applied rf power. How
ever, modeling with a three-dimensional (3-D) full-
wave spectral code (PICES) indicates that approxi
mately 80% of the power goes directly to the 
electrons; the rest is probably absorbed by the fun
damental deuterium ion resonance. 

Observation of TAE Modes 
Driven by RF Tail ions 

The ICRF minority tails have the potential to 
simulate D-T alpha-particle effects in D-D plasmas. 
The ICRF-driven minority tail energies extend to 
about 1 MeV and are therefore particularly well 
suited for the simulation of alpha-particle-driven 
instabilities, such as the toroidicity-induced Alfven 
eigenmode (TAE) instability. Earlier work has al
ready shown that the TAE mode can be driven at 
low toroidal magnetic fields by about 100 keV pass
ing NBI ions, but this mode is also expected to be 
driven by trapped ions. 9 

Experiments have been performed in TFTR in 
helium L-mode plasmas to investigate the trapped-
particle-driven TAE mode. The ICRF heating was 
used to create an energetic (500-700 keV) minority 
tail at B t(0) = 3.2 T and I p = 1.3-1.85 MA, and aver
age electron densities were in the range 1.5-4 x 10 1 9 

n r 3 . The behavior of the trapped-particle-driven 
TAE mode appears similar to the behavior observed 
previously for the NBl-driven TAE mode in TFTR. 
The rf power threshold for driving the instability 
under these conditions was found to be about 3 MW. 
At this power level, the stored energy in the minor
ity tail was about 100 kJ, corresponding to a thresh
old <Ptail>vol ~ 0.03%, comparable to the theoreti
cally derived threshold. With about 3 MW of rf 
power the instability is observed 100 msec after rf 
is coupled into the plasma; at higher rf powers the 
delay shortens, consistent with a critical ptaii for 
driving the instability. The instability was mea-
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Figure 5. Power deposition profile (Qg) and volume-inte
grated power (Pe) at the time indicated in Fig. 4. Approxi
mately 80% of the rf power is absorbed directly by electrons 
and the deposition profile shape is consistent with a combi
nation of electron Landau damping and transit time mag
netic pumping. 
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sured by both the Mirnov coil system and the mi
crowave reflectometer as shown in Fig. 6. The ob
served instability frequencies lie in the range 150-
200 kHz, have a narrow spectral spread and scale 
with the TAE mode frequency, co = VA/2qR when v^ 
is calculated with the density at the q = 1.5 sur
face. Both the reflectometer and Mirnov coil data 
show multiple instability frequencies presumably 
due to multiple toroidal modes. A relatively small 
fast-ion loss (about 1%) is seen by lost-ion probes at 
the threshold rf drive power. However, as the rf 
power is increased from 3 to 11 MW \he fast-ion 
loss fraction increases by an order of magnitude. 
The fast-ion losses at the highest rf power levels 
studied so far may be a significant fraction of the 
fast-ion population; this may explain the observed 
saturation of stored energy for rf powers above 
about 7 MW shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 6. Observation of a mode consistent with the 
trapped-particle-driven TAE mode as seen (a) on the time 
evolution of the Mirnov coil spectrum and (b) on the fre
quency spectrum of density fluctuations measured at 2.6 
seconds [the time indicated by the thick line in (a)] within 
10 cm of the plasma center with the x-mode microwave 
reflectometer. 

High Poloidal Beta Discharges 
There are several important advantages for 

future fusion reactors to operate at high poloidal 
beta (epp ~ 1, e = a/R): low plasma current, high 
bootstrap current fraction, and the possibility of im
proved confinement because of equilibrium modifi
cation. However, since the plasma current is rela
tively low at high EP P , the achievement of high 
fusion reactivity generally requires operation at a 
high L-mode normalized confinement, H = xg/ 
TE-ITER-89P a r "d a high Troyon-normalized beta, PN 
s 108 <[}> aBo/Ip. 

High Fusion Reactivity 
A significant improvement in magnetohydrody-

namic (MHD) stability in TFTR had been obtained 
earlier by making use of a rapid current ramp-down 
to produce discharges with high internal induc
tance, ! j . These first high eP p discharges in TFTR 
had been produced with I p < 0.85 MA. In FY92, the 
ramp-down technique was used to produce high-Pp 

discharges with up to 1.4 MA of plasma current. 1 

High-£j, high-Pp, discharges achieved PN - 3.5 at 
1.0 MA. Supershots, on the other hand, are re
stricted by MHD instabilities to PN < 2.5. Since fu
sion reactivity scales roughly as the square of the 
stored energy in TFTR, this 40% improvement of 
the beta limit produces a twofold increase in the 
fusion reactivity for a given value of plasms cur
rent. Figure 7(a) illustrates this result by showing 
the peak neutron rates obtained both when using 
the plasma current ramp-down technique and dur
ing supershot operation. The higher neutron rate 
observed below 1.4 MA is a direct result of the im
proved MHD stability of the transiently modified 
current profile. 

The high i j , high eP p discharges also achieved 
high QED, since discharges with I- > 0.85 MA have 
global energy confinement comparable to that ob
tained in typical supershots. For high-ePp plasmas 
with currents between 1.0 and 1.2 MA, the global 
energy confinement times were between 0.12 and 
0.16 sec. A QDQ as high as 1.3 x 10"3 was measured 
at 1.0 MA and e£ p ~ 0.95. For lower currents (<0.85 
MA), the global energy confinement time tg de
creased in a manner consistent with ITER-89P L-
mode scaling (xg <*= Ip1-85). The xg was found to be 
between 2.5 and 3.7 times larger than the ITER-
89P value when the ratio between the preramp and 
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High Neutron Rate at Low Current 
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Figure 7. (a) Contours of the observed peak neutron rates as a function of plasma current for TFTR supershots and high-efSp 

discharges, (b) TFTR's operational diagram showing two high-QDD operating regimes as a fur^tion ofe/}p and the cylindrical 
safety factor, q'. 

postramp current levels was greater than 1.5 and 
the beam power was sufficient to produce ep p ~ 1. 

Figure 7(b) shows TFTR's two high QDD oper
ating regimes as a function cf e)Jp and q* where q* 
= 5a 2Bo(l + K 2 ) /2R. High-QoD supersh&ts can be 
produced in plasmas with 1.2 < I p < 1.9 MA (3.5 < 
q* < 5) provided the injected balanced neutral-beam 
power increases with increasing current. However, 
supershot operation is limited at high current by 
the presence of sawteeth and associated confine
ment degradation and at low current by pressure-
driven MHD instabilities. 1 The high-p p, h igh-Q D D 

operating regime occurs between 1.0 < I p < 1.2 MA 
(5 < q* < 6) when high-power NBI (about 25 MW) is 
applied immediately after a rapid ramp-down. This 
regime is called the high-($p operating regime. 

Long-Pulse High-epp 

Discharges 
Because of the transient nature of the current 

profile modification that follows a plasma current 
ramp-down, the enhanced stability created by the 
rapid current deteriorates as the heating pulse 

length is extended. To investigate this effect fur
ther, high-epp discharges were maintained for a 
constant-current relaxation time. This was done by 
substantially reducing both neutral-beam power 
and plasma current so that eP p ~ 1 while PN ^ 2. 

Figure 8 illustrates the time evolution of two-
long pulse, high-ePp discharges. Figure 8(a) shows 
a discharge prepared with a 1.0 MA to 0.6 MA cur
rent ramp with 9 MW of neutral-beam heating (5.5 
MW co-injected and 3.5 MW counter-injected), and 
Fig. 8(b) shows a discharge following a 0.85 MA to 
C 4 MA current ramp with 8 MW of nearly balanced 
injection. These discharges represent the longest-
lived high-ePp plasmas produced so far in TFTR. At 
0.6 MA, a disruption terminated the discharge af
ter 1.9 sec of neutral-beam heating at PN ~ 2. At 0.4 
MA, a mild beta collapse dominated by (m,n)=(3,2) 
oscillations occurred after only 0.5 sec when PN ~ 
2.5; however, the (3,2) oscillations subsided and the 
discharge remained at ep p - 1 for an additional 2 
sec when it suffered a beta collapse at PN ~ 1-4 as
sociated with (3,1) oscillations. For both current 
levels, when the power was reduced so that PN < 
1.1, high amplitude MHD oscillations did not occur 
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Figure 8. Two high-epp discharges maintained for more than 
a constant-current relaxation time. From top to bottom; the 
injected beam power, the plasma current with calculated 
beam and bootstrap currents, the evolution ofejip, and the 
calculated values of 2/ and q(0). Motion Stark effect mea
surements of q(O) are superimposed onto the TRANS? 
calculated values. 

for the entire 4 sec neutral-beam pulse; however, 
these plasmas had a relatively large surface volt
age, and the energy confinement time (and P p) 
gradually decayed to a low-current L-mode. 

The current profiles following the current ramp 
were highly peaked, £; > 3, and they evolved on a 
constant-current, resistive time scale to a relaxed 
state with a very small voltage throughout the 
plasma. Figure 9 shows the current and voltage 
profiles calculated by TRANSP at the beginning and 
end of each high-ep p discharge. The large negative 
surface voltage and the outer current reversal layer 
produced by the plasma current ramp-down are 
indicated. About 2 sec after the ramp-down, the 
measured surface voltages were less than 50 mV, 
and the TRANSP-calculated voltage profiles van
ished except near the magnetic axis. The sum of 
the bootstrap and neutral-beam-driven currents 
were calculated to constitute approximately 90% of 
the 0.6-MA discharge and more than 75% of the 
0.4-MA discharge. Measurements of the q(0) evolu
tion using a motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnos
tic were made during the first 2 sec of each dis
charge, and the TRANSP calculations were in 
reasonably good agreement with the measurements 
of the 0.4-MA discharge. 

Ideal-MHD stability analyses for n=l free-
boundary modes were performed for the equilibria 
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Figure 9. The current and voltage profiles calculated by 
TRANSP for the discharges shown in Fig. 8. 

reconstructed by TRANSP at several times indi
cated in Fig. 8 by either "S" or "U" (for stable or 
unstable). As shown, the appearance of MHD in
stabilities approximately corresponds to theoreti
cal expectations. The equilibrium calculated to be 
unstable at 4.5 sec in the 0.4-MA discharge could 
be stabilized by a slight reduction in the peak pres
sure. Although the initial plasma profiles were far 
from stability boundaries at the reduced power lev
els, as the profiles evolved, the calculated onset for 
n=l instabilities appears to describe operational 
stability limits of the high-e(3p, nearly steady-state 
discharges. 

Ballooning Modes 
The economic feasibility of the use of tokamaks 

as fusion reactors is strongly dependent on the 
maximum value of beta that can be achieved in 
these devices. The beta in present-day tokamak 
experiments is limited by fast disruptions that ter
minate the plasma discharge or by instabilities that 
may either suddenly or gradually degrade the 
plasma confinement. Empirically, it has been found 
that the maximum beta obtained in tokamaks is 
consistent with the Troyon limit, p* m a x = 3 x 1 0 8 1/ 
aB, which is based on theoretically predicted thresh
olds for ideal-MHD kink and ballooning modes. The 
MHD instabilities have a helical structure that is 
characterized by a pair of poloidal and toroidal mode 
numbers (m,n), respectively; ballooning modes are 
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high-n (n>4) modes with fast growth times (approxi
mately 10 usee) that are well localized in both 
poloidal and toroidal directions. 

Heretofore, ballooning instabilities had not been 
observed or identified in large tokamak experi
ments. A significant result of FY92 work is the ob
servation of medium-n (4 < n < 10) ballooning modes 
that appeared in a series of TFTR plasma dis
charges in the high-p p regime. 1 0 These ballooning 
modes occurred during a slow degradation in the 
plasma beta and preceded a sudden partial collapse 
in the central plasma pressure. The amplitude of 
the mode is larger on the outboard (low-field) side 
of the torus and has a fast growth rate, both char
acteristics of an ideal-MHD ballooning instability. 
This is the first reported observation of a balloon
ing mode in the interior of a large, collisionless toka
mak plasma. 

The time evolution of the electron temperature 
profile and the soft-X-ray emission profile at the 
moment of the beta collapse is shown in Fig. 10. 
The plasmas were created by rapidly decreasing the 
plasma current prior to neutral-beam injection of 
18 MW. [The electron temperature was measured 
with a 20-channel grating polychromator looking 
at the electron cyclotron emission (ECB). The data 
were collected with 2-psec time resolution and 3-
cm radial resolution. The channel separation was 
6 cm, and the channels covered the major radius 
from R = 2.3 to 3.3 m. The soft X-rays were detected 
with a vertical viewing camera of 20 detectors and 
a horizontal viewing camera of 60 detectors.j Tn 
order to find mode structure, it is useful to view the 
perturbation profile, Fig. 10(b). Here, the ECE per
turbation f(t) = f(t) - <f(t)>, where fit) is the ECE 
signal and <f(t)> is an average over 35 usee on ei
ther side of t [70 usee is a one-cycle period of the 
(3,2) mode]. The contour plot of the perturbation 
amplitude provides a visual representation of the 
instabilities and facilitates identification of the lo
cation and relative spatial intensity of the oscilla
tions. 

A slow degradation in (3p begins about 80 msec 
prior to the beginning of Fig. 10, with the growth of 
an (m,n) = (3,2) mode. At At = 0.14 msec (0.14 msec 
after the start of Fig. 10), a second, higher-frequency 
mode starts to grow. This second mode is located 
near the radius of the (3,2) mode. After the onset of 
this higher-frequency mode, the MHD activity ex
pands inward. At At = 0.3 msec, a strong n=6 mode 
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Figure 10. Contour plots of the time evolution of the elec
tron cyclotron emission (ECE) and soft X-ray profiles of shot 
54018: (a) electron temperature (the contour step size is 
300 eV); (b) perturbation of the ECE signal; (c) chord-inte
grated soft-X-ray emission profile (horizontal view). 

appears and the flattening of the temperature pro
file near the q = 1.5 surface is completed. During 
the crash (At = 0.35 - 0.43 msec), a (1,1) mode ap
pears and the central electron temperature de
creases. Following the crash, the (3,2) mode appears 
along with the (1,1) mode. The radius of the q = 1.5, 
estimated surface from the (3,2). mode, does not 
change before and after the crash. The n=6 mode 
has a strong growth time of less than 20 usee. This 
mode shows a strong inside-outside asymmetry with 
a larger amplitude on the weak-field side as might 
be expected for a ballooning mode. 

Transport Studies 
Nondimensional Transport Studies 

General principles of plasma physics indicate 
that the power flow Q(r) through a magnetic flux 
surface should scale as Q(r) = Qfiohm^ where F 
= F(p*. p, v*, s, T e /T i ( . . . ) is a function of local, non-
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dimensional plasma parameters and Qsohm 
<* [n eT|a/eB){r3R/(a 2-r2)2]; p* = P i / a is the ion 
gyroradius normalized to the plasma radius, p is 
the plasma pressure normalized to magnetic field 
pressure [8jme(Te+T;)/B2], v* is the ratio of electron 
collisonality to bounce frequency (v* = Vj jRq/v tj,£3/2), 
and s is the magnetic shear [s = (r/q)dq/dr]. Previ
ous experiments on TFTR varying p*, while hold
ing the other nondimensional parameters constant, 
showed better agreement with Bohm (F indepen
dent of p*) than gyroBohm (F <«= p*) scaling. 1 1 This 
result indicates that heat transport in tokamak 
plasmas is driven by turbulence whose character
istic size is determined by the tokamak size, rather 
than by pureiy local quantities such as ion gyro-
radius or temperature gradients. Comparisons with 
a critical gradient temperature transport model, 
which is gyroBohm in character, show that it 
overpredicts the temperature increase expected 
with increasing magnetic field.4 The Bohm expres
sion for thermal diffusivity at constant p* and v* 
^Bohm °e cT/eB) can be expressed as 

*B0hm « (p 'WPW^aSZr f r /Mj )™ 
xW[p\v*,p*,q,s,(Te/T;),...] 

where W is an unspecified function of dimension-
less parameters. Thus, in experiments done in 
FY92, varying beta at constant p* and v*, we ex
pect a weak increase of transport with p from Bohm 
scaling, plus whatever dependence is contained in 
W. If the global energy confinement time obeyed 
the ITER-P scaling, it would require an additional 
deterioration of magnitude W °= pl | /2(v*)1 / 4. 

A sequence of discharges spanning a factor 4.5 
in beta at constant p* and approximately constant 
v* was obtained by varying the heating power and 

density in a toroidal iield scan over the range 3.3-
4.6 tesla. Both toroidal and poloidal beta remained 
small (P t < 0.006, P p < 0.6) throughout the scan, far 
from the Troyon beta limit. The sequence was per
formed in neutral-beam-heated, high-recycling plas
mas contacting the inner bumper Iimiter (R = 2.55 
m, a = 0.89 m) with one ohmic discharge at low beta. 
Plasma conditions for the beta scan are summa
rized in Table II. The observed global energy con
finement time remained about 20-30% above L-
mode projections. As desired, p* was held quite 
constant across the entire scan, as was Te/Tj (in 
the neutral-beam-heated plasmas), while v* was 
less well controlled. 

The variation of global thermal energy confine
ment time with beta as deduced from temperature 
and density profile measurements is shown in Fig. 
11. The global thermal energy confinement time 
decreased by a factor of about 3 as beta increased a 
factor of 4.6, implying an "average" deterioration 
as approximately p-°- 7 4 across the scan. This is pre
cisely the behavior expected for ITER-P scaling (i.e., 
Bohm scaling with an additional P 1 ' 2 deterioration). 
The observed beta-dependence of transport may 
suggest a role for electromagnetic phenomena in 
governing tokamak plasma transport even at very 
low beta. However, the variation of local transport 
with beta is more complicated than a simple power 
law; the global thermal energy confinement time 
decreased rapidly with beta through the three low
est beta members of the scan, then decreased more 
slowly as the heating power was increased beyond 
about 7 MW. This volume-integrated analysis is 
supported by local analysis of the normalized power 
flows. As shown in Fig. 12, qB0hm> ^ n e local heat 
flow Q(r) normalized to the scaling expected from 
Bohm (qBohm = QfrVQliohm). increases substantially 

Table II. Plasma Conditions in the Beta Scan. The p* and T e/T; are Evaluated at r/a = 0.5. 

Shot 
B, 

(Tesla) 
•p 

(MA) 
Pfa 
(%) 

Pb 
(MW) 

"e 
(10 1 9 m-3) 

Te(») 
(keV) (msec) TJT, P* v*min Ztff 

66638 
64817 
65012 
64964 
64805 

3.28 
3.80 
4.07 
4.33 
4.59 

1.39 
1.59 
1.70 
1.81 
1.92 

0.010 
0.18 
0.24 
0.32 
0.45 

0.0 
2.4 
6.8 

13.3 
23.5 

1.5 
2.0 
2.6 
3.2 
4.7 

3.1 
3.3 
4.4 
5.2 
5.7 

307 
203 
126 
112 
98 

1.5 
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0.8 

0.0028 
0.0028 
0.0027 
0.0026 
0.0026 

0.036 
0.046 
0.049 
0.036 
0.064 

1.4 
1.5 
1.8 
1.5 
1.7 
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Figure 11. Global thermal energy confinement time (T'E) 
for the beta (ft,) scan calculated from density and tempera
ture profile measurements. There was good agreement 
between kinetic and magnetic measurements ofElot (stored 
energy) except for the plasmas at(3t=0.18%, for which the 
kinetic analysis reproducibly yields larger stored energies 
than magnetic analysis. Error bars represent the difference 
between the kinetic and magnetic measurements. 
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Figure 12. The heat flow, normalized to the Bol.m predic
tion, at three minor radii as a function of volume-averaged 
toroidal beta. 

through the first three data points, then remains 
remarkably constant as beta is raised an additional 
factor of 1.9. Interestingly, the qBohm curves at three 
different minor radii have roughly the same shape 
despite the use of "volume-averaged" beta as the x-
axis. This behavior would be inconsistent with a 
transport machanism that involves a threshold in 
local beta, since local beta is a factor of about 2.5 
lower at r/a = 2/3 than at r/a = 1/3, unless the thresh
old itself varies with radius. 

An unresolved issue is whether the observed 
increase of heat transport with beta is caused by 

an intrinsic beta dependence. If tokamak plasma 
heat transport is governed by a mechanism that 
has a sharp threshold in some dimensionless pa
rameter, similar to the onset of fluid turbulence at 
a Reynolds number of about 2200, then the small, 
unintended variations in other dimensionless pa
rameters in this beta scan might be responsible for 
the observed trends in heat transport. 

Particle and Energy Transport Studies 
and implications for Helium Ash 
in Future Fusion Devices 

The relation between helium particle transport 
and energy transport is a determining factor in the 
size, cost, and viability of future tokamak reactor 
scenarios. Also, a multispecies comparison can be 
used as leverage in distinguishing between differ
ent transport models. To this end, the local particle 
transport measurements of fully stripped thermal 
helium (He 2 +), helium-like iron (Fe 2 4 + ) , and elec
trons have been compared and contrasted with re
sults from energy transport studies. 5 . 1 2 An L-mode 
and supershot of the same plasma current, toroi
dal field, and auxiliary heating power have been 
examined. Density perturbations of H e 2 + and F e 2 4 + 

have been studied with charge-exchange recombi
nation spectroscopy (CHERS), while electron trans
port has been studied by analyzing the perturbed 
electron flux following the same helium puff used 
for the H e 2 + studies. The local energy transport has 
been examined with power balance analysis. Par
ticle and energy transport results from the super-
shot have been compared to a transport model based 
on a quasilinear picture of electrostatic toroidal 
drift-type microinstabilities. 

The toroidal field of these plasmas was 4.8 T, 
the plasma current was 1.0-1.1 MA, and the bal
anced-injection neutral-beam-heating power was 
12-13 MW. The major radius was 2.45 m, and the 
minor radius was 0.8 m. For the helium and elec
tron transport experiments, helium was introduced 
into the plasma during the electron density flattop 
with a short (24 msec) gas puff at the plasma pe
riphery. For the iron transport measurements, iron 
was introduced with the laser ablation technique. 
Figure 13 shows steady-state helium density pro
files obtained 150 msec after the puff. Profiles are 
normalized to central values. The H e 2 + density pro
files are peaked in the source-free region of the 
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Figure 13. Steady-state helium density profile shapes measured 150 msec after the gas puff for a (a) supershot and'.(b) L-
mode plasma. The profiles are normalized to central values. Shaded areas represent uncertainties in the profile shape; 
primarily, they are the result of uncertainties in the neutral-beam stopping cross section. 

supershot, indicating that convective fluxes must 
play a role in low-Z impurity transport in some cir
cumstances. The density profiles obtained in the L-
mode plasma are considerably broader. Although 
the profiles of these impurities for the supershot 
are more peaked than the electron density, the im
purity dynamics indicate that the transport is gen
erally far from neoclassical, as is discussed below. 

For all perturbations, it was assumed that the 
flux (D can be represented as the sum of diffusive 
(D) and convective (V) flows, i.e., T = -DVn + Vn, for 
each species. Profiles of diffusivities of all density 
perturbations for the three species are shown in 
Figs. 14(a)-(c) for both the L-mode and supershot. 
All are radially hollow and typically one to two or
ders of magnitude larger than neoclassical values 
throughout the plasma cross section, except possi
bly at the magnetic axis. For r/a < 0.4, the helium 
diffusivity Djj e is smaller in the supershot than in 
the L-mode. Important to note is that the iron 
diffusivity Dp e is actually "larger" in the supershot 
than in the L-mode. Also, the perturbative electron 
diffusivity D e is not equal to Djj e in the L-mode, 
although they come from the same perturbation. 
These observations underscore the point that par
ticle transport of a given plasma is not necessarily 
characterized well by a single species. 

Using the TRANSP code, the effective thermal 
transport coefficients have been evaluated. Changes 
in the average effective thermal conductivity x^[ 

between L-mode and supershot are similar to 
changes in D H e [Fig. 14(d)]. Such a correspondence 
between ion-energy and particle transport is 
expected from transport driven by electrostatic 
drift-wave-type instabilities. The similarity between 
Djfc and thermal transport coefficients appears to 
be a feature of TFTR plasmas in general. 

A numerical model for calculating eigenmodes 
and eigenfrequencies of electrostatic and electro
magnetic modes in a toroidal geometry has been 
developed and applied to the present transport stud
ies. The predictions of V H e / D j j e show that the gen
eral characteristics of the measured supershot H e 2 + 

profile (strong peaking in the center and a broad 
pedestal in the outer half of the plasma) are consis
tent with quasilinear theory of drift wave-driven 
transport. The dominance of the ion channel over 
the electron channel as inferred from power bal
ance analysis is consistent with predictions from 
the theoretical predictions. However, the predicted 
ratio cf the ion heat flux to the electron heat flux 
Qj/Qe is typically larger than the experimental 
value. 

The measured relationships between the core 
transport coefficients D H e , Vjj e, a l>d x^[ have been 
found to be favorable from the point of view of ash 
accumulation. If the edge transport and pumping 
is rapid enough, simulations of ignited ITER plas
mas using the relations between transport coeffi
cients found here (Djjg/xf *t ~ *~^ indicate that the 
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Figure 14. Transport coefficients for L-mode and supershot plasmas, (a) Helium diffusivity. (b) Iron diffusivity. (c) Perturbative 
electron diffusivity. (d) Single fluid thermal conductivity. 

thermal helium particles will transport sufficiently 
rapidly to the edge region without quenching the 
burn. The feasibility of ash removal will thus de
pend on the existence of an edge region that has 
rapid transport across the separatrix and the de
sign of an adequate helium pumping system. 

Charged-Fusion Product 
and Fast-Ion Losses 

Good confinement of the fusion product alpha-
particles born at 3.5 MeV in D-T plasmas is essen
tial for efficient and predictable alpha heating of 
future tokamak reactors. In addition, any unantici
pated loss of only a few percent of the fast-alpha 
population could potentially damage the first wall 
or divertor structure, since these fast alphas will 
contain approximately 10-30% of the total stored 
plasma energy, and this energy loss might be highly 

localized or might occur on a faster time scale than 
the thermal plasma loss. 

Several different fusion-product and fast-ion 
loss processes have been observed in TFTR using 
an array of pitch angle, energy, and timo-resolved 
scintillator detectors located near the vessel wall. 
For D-D fusion products (3-MeV protons and 1-MeV 
tritons) the observed loss at the vessel bottom has 
previously been shown to be consistent with the ex
pected first-orbit loss in MHD-quiescent plasmas 
at R = 2.6 m up to I p = 2 MA, and at R = 2.45 m up 
to I p = 1.4 MA. In addition, the observed loss near 
the outer mid-plane appears to be dominated by 
stochastic toroidal-field (TF) ripple loss when I p > 
1 MA. 1 3 Both these loss processes are "classical" in 
the sense that they can be calculated from the 
known magnetic structure of TFTR. 

Studies of charged-fusion product and fast-ion 
loss in 1992 have concentrated on four nonclassical 
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"anomalous" loss processes6: (a) MHD-induced loss 
of fusion products, (b) delayed loss of fusion prod
ucts, (c) TAE-induced loss of fast neutral-beam-in
jected ions during NBI, and (d) instability-induced 
H-minority ion loss during ion cyclotron resonance 
heating ixperiments (ICRH). Clarification of these 
loss processes will aid in the design of D-T alpha 
experiments scheduled for 1993-1994. 

MHD-lnduced Loss of Fusion Products 
Increases in the loss of D-D fusion products due 

to coherent MHD have been observed in 1992, as in 
earlier yeai s. Progress this year has been made on 
the theoretical modeling of this loss process by us
ing a fast and accurate guiding-center Monte-Carlo 
orbit code which includes the effects of stationary 
low-n helical magnetic islands A test case for TFTR 
was chosen with I 0 = 2 MA and B t = 5 T in a plasma 
with K = 2.45 m, a = 0.8 m, and a limiter centered 
at R = 2.61 m with a = 0.99 m. The calculated loss 
fraction for alphas at E 0 = 3.5 MeV for various as
sumed perturbations is shown in Fig. 15, where the 
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Figure 15. Modeling of the global alpha-particle-loss frac
tion for a TFTR plasma with lp = 2MA and B, = 5T. The 
assumed magnetic island amplitude and mode number is 
varied for E0 = 3.5-MeV alphas, and the calculated MHD-
induced loss becomes comparable to the first-orbit loss at 
Br/B, = 2-3 x 10'3 for single-helicity modes. Note that the 
horizontal scale for the (3,2)+(2,1) case refers to the (2,1) 
amplitude only, not including the 1.6 times larger (3,2) am-
pf'tude. The loss of 3.5-MeV alphas in an ITEFI-sized (but 
circular) machine should be roughly equivalent to the loss 
of approximately 0.6-MeV alphas (or D-D fusion products) 
in TFTR. 

perturbation is specified by the maximum B r /B t 

near the mode rational surface. For single-helicity 
modes with (m,n)=(l,l), (2,1), and (3,2) the MHD-
induced loss becomes comparable io the first-orbit 
loss level (approximately 5% at B r /B t = 0) at a per
turbed field strength of B r /B t , n = 3 x 10"3, and the 
loss fraction rises approximately linearly with B r /B t 

above this threshold. The connection between these 
calculations and the observed MHD-induced losses 
is not yet clear. However, since the observed MHD-
induced loss (at the 90° detector) is comparable to 
the local first-orbit loss only at an estimated B r / B t 

about 5-10 times lower than this level, the calcu
lated loss is mainly near the outer mid-plane, not 
at 90°. 

Delayed Loss of Fusion Products 
A new ieature of deuterium-deuterium fusion 

product loss has been observed at plasma currents 
I p = 1.4-2.5 MA and NBI powers of P N B I = 7-32 MW 
in discharges with a plasma major radii of R = 2.40-
2.52 m. The scintillator patterns in this range show 
a persistent loss at high pitch-angle v/.>, ^ illus
trated in Fig. 16(b), which increasingly dominate 
the 90c-detector signal as the plasma current and 
neutral-beam power are increased. This high-x fea
ture appears to be superimposed on the usual first-
orbit loss, which dominates the signal at low cur
rents, as shown in Fig. 16(a). The anomalous loss 
feature remains near % = 70° in this current range, 
whereas the first-orbit feature shifts to lower x with 
increased cuiTent, as expected and as observed for 
I p < 1.4 MA and for R = 2.6 m plasmas. 

At I p = 2 MA the gyroradius distribution of the 
total loss to the bottom detector corresponded to an 
average ion energy of E/E 0 = 55% ± 15% compared 
to the birth energy E 0 expected for deuterium-deu
terium fusion products, as shown in Fig. 16(c). This 
surprisingly low energy was correlated with the 
observed time dependence of the anomalous feature 
at high pitch-angle, which was delayed by approxi
mately 0.2 sec with respect to the prompt first-or
bit loss at the beginning of NBI, and which per
sisted approximately 0.2 sec after the first-orbit loss 
feature disappeared at the end of neutral-beam in
jection. This corresponds to the time needed for deu
terium-deuterium fusion products to collisionally 
thermalize to about half of their birth energy. The 
possible causes of this new loss process are under 
investigation. 
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Figure 16. Pitch-angle (x) and gyroradius distributions of 
D-D fusion product loss to the 90° escaping-alpha detector 
for two plasmas with R = 2.45 m and B = 4.8T. (a) lp = 0.8 
MA discharge dominated by first-orbit loss (as expected), 
and (b) 2.0-MA discharge dominated by the anomalous 
delayed loss feature at pitch-angle = 70°. The gyroradius 
distributions for (a) and(b) are shown in (c), where the 0.8-
MA case is consistent with first-orbit loss at the birth en
ergy, but where the 2.0-MA case is better fit by loss at an 
energy E = 55 + 15% times the birth energy, EQ. 

TAE-lnduced Loss of Fast NBI Ions 
The increased loss of NBI ions during TAE 

(toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmode) activity has 
been measured using the detector 20° below the 
outer mid-plane (which was modified to accept these 
low energy ions). The observed loss is typically in
creased by about a factor of two during bursts of 
high-frequency (f ~ 100 kHz) magnetic fluctuations 

and associated drops in the neutron emission iden
tified with TAE modes, 1 4 as illustrated in Fig. 17. 
In addition, increased neutral-beam-ion loss was 
also observed coincident with lower-frequency MUD 
activity, such as fishbone activity and axisymmetric 
neutral-beam-driven modes. This loss may be analo
gous to possible passing alpha-particle loss during 
TAE modes in D-T. 

Figure 17. Loss of deuterium NBI ions at E = 100 keV as 
detected 20° below the outer mid-plane during TAE mode 
activity. The increased losses are correlated in some cases 
with high-frequency bursts of magnetic fluctuations and a 
drop in the D-D neutron rate. 

Instability-Induced H-Minority Loss 
During ICRH 

The increased loss of about 0.5- to 1.0-MeV hy
drogen minority tail ions during ICRH experiments 
was also measured using the mid-plane probe dur
ing the 1992 run. This high-energy-particle loss 
increased during periods of high-frequency mag
netic fluctuations at f = 170 kHz, as shown in Fig. 
18. These fluctuations have been tentatively asso
ciated with TAE modes. The relative loss of these 
tail ions increases with ICRH power, and estimates 
of the absolute loss suggest that about 10% of the 
ICRH minority tail ions may be lost at the highest 
ICRH power (11 MW). This demonstrates the po
tential effects of alpha-driven instabilities, which 
can cause a significant loss of the fast-ion-heating 
power, and which can also cause damage to local
ized regions inside the vessel (which was observed 
in ion-grad-B ripple regions after the 1992 run). 

Centrally Fueled Tokamaks 
Experiments in TFTR and other tokamaks have 

shown that peaked-density profiles often have en-
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Figure 18. Loss of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 MeV hydrogen 
minority tail ions as detected20" below the outer mid-plane 
during fCRH heating (without NBI). An increase in losses is 
correlated with 170-kHz magnetic fluctuations which have 
been tentatively identified as TAB modes. These modes 
have an onset threshold of approximately 3 MW, although 
sawtooth crashes are seen to strongly affect their ampli
tude (perhaps through modifications of the fast-ion pres
sure profile). 

hanced-energy confinement. The sawtooth suppres
sion which commonly occurs in these discharges as 
well as the expected enhancement of the fusion 
power density and the bootstrap current caused by 
peaked-density profiles are also very beneficial for 
power-producing tokamaks. The feasibility of pro
ducing peaked-density profiles has been assessed 
in one-dimensional (1-D) simulations of tokamaks 
with central fueling by neutral beams and pellets. 8 

It has been found that even in the absence of a 
particle pinch, centrally peaked-density profiles can 
be produced by particle source profiles which are 
peaked off-axis; this greatly improves the feasibil
ity of generating such profiles with either neutral-
beam fueling or pellet injection. In addition, the 
weak temperature dependence of the fusion power 
density of a discharge with fixed total stored en
ergy can be exploited by tailoring the plasma to the 
requirements of the fueling method: low density and 
high temperature facilitate neutral-beam fueling, 
while pellet fueling is easier with low temperature 
and high density. 

Reducing the power required by a neutral-beam-
fueling system to a level which can be supplied by 

the tokamak fusion output requires particle con
finement for the fuel ions which is much better than 
the energy confinement (x/D > 20). The helium ash 
buildup leads to significant reduction in the net 
power output if x/DHe < 10. Extension of the 
supershot regime (with y/D ~ 3) to power produc
ing tokamaks thus requires a large improvement 
in the ratio of thermal to particle confinement. 

Negligible power requirements are a great ad
vantage for pellet fueling. Simulations show that if 
injectors can be devised to produce pellets at 6-7.5 
km/sec it should be possible to sustain a peaked-
density profile with about 10% variations in the 
fusion power arising from the pellet-induced per
turbations of the density and temperature profiles. 

It is concluded that the potential for enhanced 
performance of plasmas with peaked-density pro
files has not been adequately explored and that the 
incorporation of the characteristics of each fueling 
method in tokamak trade-off studies should lead to 
high-Q tokamak designs which can more fully real
ize the advantages of peaked-density profiles. 

Disruptions 
q-Profile Measurements 
Prior to Disruptions 

For the first time in TFTR, q-profile measure
ments were made prior to plasma disruptions us
ing the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic. 1 5 

The absolute error in q is 0.15 and the relative er
ror is 0.03, with a time resolution of 5 msec. Figure 
19 shows how, in a high-Pp discharge with neutral-
beam heating of 10 MW for 2 sec, q(0) starts to in
crease about 200 msec before the disruption, from 
about 0.94 to greater than 1.02. Simulations from 
TRANSP using neoclassical resistivity agree with 
this q(0) time evolution. Until 9.5 msec before the 
thermal quench of the disruption begins, the pro
files are little changed. It has not been possible to 
obtain data throughout the disruption and into the 
current-quench phase since MSE measures the 
Stark shift of line emission from neutral-beam par
ticles and it has been standard practice to turn the 
neutral beams off when a disruption occurs. 

First Wall Heat Load Distribution 
Experimental studies of heat-deposition distri

bution on the first wall of TFTR due to disruptions 
were continued7 using the extensive array of ther-
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Figure 19. Top: Time evolution ofq(O) prior to a disruption. 
Time resolution is 5 msec. The three vertical lines denote 
times of q-profiles shown in bottom figure. Bottom: Time 
evolution ofq(R) profiles prior to disruption. Profiles are at 
t = 4.0025, 4.2525, and4.5275 sec, the last being 10 msec 
before the start of the current-quench phase of the disrup
tion. The location of the magnetic axis, as measured by the 
motional Stark effect diagnostic, is denoted by the arrow; 
at t = 4.5275, the magnetic axis has started moving out
ward due to the increased plasma beta. 

mocouples with which the bumper limiter is instru
mented. 1 6 This information is important in the de
sign of future devices such as the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and 
the Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX). These 
studies were extended this year to include both low-
q disruptions and high-density disruptions. 

In TFTR, with a large surface area limiter, dis
ruptions generally deposit energy on the same first-
wall areas that receive the most energy during 
nondisruptive discharges. These areas are usually 
closer to the plasma or are unshielded by neighbor
ing areas. However, there is some variability to the 

heat deposition, even from disruptions of the same 
type, which would make protection of only selected 
areas less effective in preventing damage. In addi
tion, some types of disruptions show significant dif
ferences in wall loading from other types. 

The spatial variations of the temperature in
crement AT are characterized by defining a peak
ing factor in the toroidal direction, as a function of 
poloidal angle, 9, as f p e a k (6) = Max AT(9)/Avg AT(6). 
For nondisruptive discharges, peaking factors range 
from two to four. In general, most of the energy is 
deposited near the mid-plane. Intentional low-q 
(1.95 < q < 2.5) disruptions, created to condition 
the limiter of TFTR, are produced by rapidly mov
ing the plasma onto the bumper limiter at constant 
plasma current I p . A typical low-q, I p = 1.6-MA dis
ruption increased the total bumper limiter loading 
to more than five times that of similar discharges 
where the major radius was decreased nearly to the 
point of disruption and then increased to the point 
where the plasma was not limited by the bumper 
limiter. The peaking factor for the disruptive por
tion alone ranges from 2 to 5. Away from the mid-
plane, peaking factors for the disruption heat load 
sometimes can exceed 25, although the heat load 
in these areas is usually less than near the mid-
plane. 

In contrast to low-q disruptions, high-density 
disruptions generally result in very little additional 
heating compared to that from companion dis
charges which have nearly the same time evolu
tion (e.g., plasma current I p , major radius R, input 
power Pjn). Often the disruptive discharge produces 
less average heating and lower peak temperatures. 
This suggests that there are significant differences 
between the two discharges in the balance between 
radiated power and power conducted to the bumper 
limiter along field lines. Radiated power heats not 
only the bumper limiter but also the rest of the wall. 
These differences may contribute to the onset of the 
disruption in one discharge and not the other. High-
density disruptions also often created hot spots, but 
fewer in number than from other types of disrup
tions. In general, results were similar for both ohmi-
cally heated and neutral-beam-heated discharges. 

Locked modes redistribute the heat load 1 7 from 
disruptions much more significantly than any dis
charge-to-discharge variations. Locked modes (e.g., 
m/n = 4/1) always alter the heating pattern in TFTR, 
creating helical patterns which clearly match the 
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expected trajectories based on the m/n mode num
bers. Locked modes make what were the coldest 
areas into the hottest areas, heating areas which 
are very rarely heated. Mirnov coil data and tomo
graphic analysis reveals that the high heat flux 
paths on the limiter lie near the X-points of the 
mode. Tomographic analysis also reveals that the 
plasma shape is distorted due to the mode, with 
the plasma extending closer to the wall at the X-
points. In discharges with rotating ir odes, the heat 
is distributed in a more toroidally symmetric pat
tern. Peaking factors for locked-mode disruptions 
are significantly enhanced compared to either peak
ing factors for nondisruptive discharges or peaking 
factors at the mid-plane for disruptive discharges. 
Peaking factors range from 2 through 10 and are 
large (approximately 10) even near the mid-plane. 
By causing an unusually high deposition of heat in 
normally cold areas which may not be sufficiently 
conditioned for the large heat fluxes, large influxes 
of impurities come from the walls. This is evidenced 
by the difficulty in producing discharges after a dis
ruption and by the oxygen-dominated discharges 
which are finally produced following a disruption. 

In a typical ohmic disruption at I p = 1.1 MA, 
the maximum energy load can be approximately 1.2 
MJ/m 2. Assuming that half of the energy is depos
ited during the thermal quench time (about 2 msec), 
the power loading would be approximately 310 
MW/m2. (For comparison, the power loading for a 
nondisruptive discharge with 20 MW of neutral-
beam power is only about 1 MW/m2.) These disrup
tion values are of the same order of magnitude as 
those deduced from fast (200 kHz) surface tempera
ture measurements using a 15-channel poloidal 
array of infrared detectors which covers ±30° 
poloidally with respect to the mid-plane: The local 
surface temperature from a typical high-current 
disruption can rise from less than 625 °C to greater 
than 1250 °C in about 100 usee near the mid-plane 
during the thermal-quench phase, corresponding to 
a maximum heat load to the surface, calculated from 
the time history of the temperature integrate a over 
the entire disruption time, of 2 MJ/m 2 (slightly less 
than twice that measured from thermocouples for 
the disruption example above). However, although 
the corresponding time-averaged heat flux is ap
proximately 200 MW/m2 (only slightly less than 
that measured with thermocouples for the example 
above), the peak heat flux is measured to be about 

500 MW/m2, much greater than the time-averaged 
value. 

For ITER, the general predictability of the dis
tribution of the heat load is a benefit. However, the 
occasional variability and the unexpected heat pat
tern from locked-mode disruptions may pose prob
lems. A tentative characterization of disruptions for 
a representative ITER scenario has been made. It 
assumes a peaking factor of five on the first wall 
(not the divertor), which is on the high end of peak
ing factor values actually measured in TFTR in 
general. However, measured peaking factors from 
locked-mode disruptions can be larger (x2) than 
typical disruption design values for ITER. The same 
design includes the possibility of a peak energy load 
on the first wall of 5 MJ/m 2, more than four times 
that for the disruption above. Based on ITER de
sign energy loads of 2 MJ/m 2 during thermal quench 
times of 0.1 to 3.0 msec, the power loads would be 
0.67 to 20 GW/m2, much greater than that of the 
experimental example above. 

Runaway Electrons 
In view of the experimental observation of 

strong runaway electron beams during disruptions 
in tokamaks and the projected serious wall dam
age potential for large tokamaks and for ITER in 
particular, an effort to study runaways in disrup
tions was initiated on TFTR. Several new theoreti
cal processes of runaway electron generation were 
suggested to be effective in large-tokamak disrup
tions (including TFTR and ITER) for a sizable range 
of discharge parameters. A preliminary assessment 
of hard X-ray data from TFTR appears consistent 
with their generation from disruption-generated 
runaways. 

A theoretical analysis of potential runaway 
sources (including the usual Dreicer process, as well 
as two new processes) indicates that strong run
away beams may be generated in disruptions of 
large tokamaks, including TFTR and ITER, over a 
sizable range of operating parameters. Using the 
presently accepted disruption model and typical 
plasma parameters [plasma current density j and 
density n e in the disruption are assumed to equal 
their predisruption values and electron tempera
ture T e in the final phase is assumed to be approxi
mately 10 eV], a systems-type analysis indicated 
that three different runaway sources, including two 
not normally considered previously, can be effec-
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tive in large (several MA) tokamaks: (1) The well-
known Dreicer-type generation through evapora
tion of runaways from the thermal distribution is 
found to generate beams carrying a sizable frac
tion of the original current in existing tokamaks 
(TFTR, JET) and, in particular, in high-current low-
to-medium density discharges. This process will be 
self-quenching because of a reduction in the resis
tive E-fields resulting from the increasing runaway 
currents. (2) Trapped high-energy thermal electrons 
from the original discharge surviving the thermal 
quench will run away whenever they become 
untrapped after reclosure of the magnetic surfaces. 
Analyzing the collisional decay of trapped-electron 
populations and recognizing that only a density of 
trapped electrons of (10 - 3 to 10 - 4) x n e will be suffi
cient to generate beams carrying the full predis-
ruption j , it is found that this process will be lim
ited by the time needed for reclosure of the magnetic 
surfaces. Assuming reclosure will be completed 1 
to 2 msec after the thermal quench, this process 
will be effective by itself mainly in high-Te, low-to-
medium-n e disruptions. The above processes will 
be completed within the first 2 msec after the ther
mal quench. (3) Close collisions of any existing run
aways with the cold plasma electrons can transfer 
recoil energies exceeding Ecr{t of the Dreicer theory, 
and most of these recoil electrons will run away. 1 8 

Such avalanching will lead to an exponential growth 
of any runaway population during the current-
quench phase. Using Coulomb cross sections, the 
exponentiation time is found to equal the time 
needed for relativistic runaways to gain 10 to 20 
MeV from E, independent of plasma parameters; 
assuming sufficient runaway confinement for large 
tokamaks, the runaway population will grow by an 
order-of-magnitude per 1 to 1.5 MA decrease in to
tal discharge current. In TFTR and JET, this pro
cess may lead to significant enhancement factors 
of 10 to 10,000. Analysis of TFTR data for compari
son to this theoretical analysis is in progress. 

In ITER, it is expected that the Dreicer-type 
generation process will be limited mainly to den
sity significantly below presently projected values. 
The third process of runaway generation can be 
dominant in ITER with avalanche enhancement 
factors of up to 10 1 0 to 10 1 4 . Thus, a few runaway 
electrons per centimeter cubed can lead to beams 
carrying a sizable fraction of the predisruption cur
rent. 

An experimental study was initiated with a sta
tistical analysis of data from three hard X-ray 3-
inch Nal(Tl) flux monitors located on the different 
walls of the TFTR bay, nearly at the mid-plane level. 
Hard X-rays are observed during some TFTR dis
ruptions. Wide statistical differences in the ampli
tude and time dependence for any given discharge, 
as well as between discharges, were found. Such 
features might be expected in view of the strongly 
forward-focused distribution of bremsstrahlung X-
rays produced by multi-MeV electrons and the ex
pected variation in the impact position at the wall. 
Also, such differences are consistent with the ob
servation that heat loads also show some variations. 

The X-ray bursts just before the current spike, 
indicating the loss of already existing runaways, 
are observed only in a very few cases. Subsequently, 
in disruptions without current tails, major X-ray 
bursts are observed when the current has decayed 
to 10 to 30%; leakage of runaways during the ear
lier part of the current-quench phase is not ob
served. In disruptions with current tails, X-ray 
bursts tend to appear near the transition to the tail. 
Thereafter, less emission is observed during the 
slow tail decay followed by a stronger signal at the 
final drop-off. In some cases, no significant emis
sion is observed during the tail decay. These fea
tures appear consistent with the generation of these 
X-rays from disruption-induced runaways. Corre
lation analysis of these features and discharge pa
rameters is in progress. 

Operations 
The TFTR was operated for two experimental 

run periods during FY92: from October 1991 
through January 1992 and from July 1992 through 
the end of the fiscal year. The first run period was 
a continuation from FY91 and the second contin
ued into FY93. In between these two run periods, a 
scheduled outage took place. During the outage, the 
ICRF system was upgraded with the addition of two 
antennas and two new 2.5-MW transmitters, an 
additional rf limiter was installed to protect the new 
rf antennas, and a new pellet injector was installed. 
Activities during the first experimental run period 
utilized NBI and ICRF systems. The upgraded rf 
limiter installed in FY91 allowed operation at a 
major radius (R) of 2.6 m and neutral-beam power 
of 33 MW for one second without the occurrence of 
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carbon blooms and excessive limiter heating that 
had limited such operation earlier. During the sec
ond experimental period in FY92, all auxiliary sys
tems worked well. The ICKF system injected 11.4 
MW of power, the neutral beams operated at up to 
30 MW, and the new pellet injector worked reli
ably. A total of 6,697 plasma shots were performed 
during FY92; of these shots, 2,178 had neutral-beam 
injection and 807 had ion cyclotron range of fre
quencies heating. 

ICRF Upgrade 
Ion cyclotron range of frequencies operation 

with both the "old" Bay M antenna and the "new" 
Bay L antenna, which had been rebuilt to more 
closely match the M antenna, began in October, 
1991. One "old" transmitter, capable of delivering 
3 MW of rf power into a matched load, was coupled 
to each of the two current straps of the Bay M an
tenna, while one new transmitter, capable of deliv
ering 2.5 MW into a matched load, was coupled to 
each of the two current straps of the Bay L antenna. 
Bay L now was able to reach a power level of 3.5 
MW with an antenna voltage of 50 kV, compared to 
its previous limit of 1.7 MW. Operation with both 
antenna bays allowed the continuation of studies 
of plasmas with the ICRF heating of supershots and 
of sawtooth stabilization up to a combined rf-power 
level of 7.3 MW, by the end of the run campaign in 
February, 1992. 

Two further antennas were added to the origi
nal complement, one each at Bay K and at Bay N, 

in May 1992. These new antennas are similar to 
that of Bay M, but with small differences primarily 
in the Faraday shields. The characteristics of all 
four antennas are shown on the accompanying 
Table III. 

Two new transmitters of the same 2.5-MW class 
added in the previous year, as well as improvements 
to the existing transmitters, were commissioned by 
the end of July 1992, allowing antenna condition
ing and low rf-power experiments to start in Au
gust. The transmitter-antenna assignment and cou
pling is shown in Fig. 20. 

Physics investigations were centered on the 
addition of high-ICRF power to neutral-beam-
heated supershot plasmas, radio-frequency heating 
of pellet-fueled plasmas, the investigation of plasma 
effects due to high-energy ion tails resulting from 
high-power radio-frequency heating of low-confine
ment mode plasmas, and attempts at direct elec
tron heating and possibly radio-frequency current 
drive. The level of radio-frequency power coupled 
into the plasma increased systematically through
out September and continued into October, with the 
maximum achieved each day depending on the 
amount of time devoted to antenna conditioning, 
both in vacuum and in quiescent target plasmas, 
before the start of the day's physics experiments 
and the number of shots available to proceed along 
the particular experiment's radio-frequency-plasma 
matching, coupling, and plasma response learning 
curve. A brief summary of the radio-frequency sta
tus is shown in Table IV. 

Table III. Antenna Characteristics. 

Antenna Max Power Any Run Faraday Shield k„(m-i) 

BayK 2.5 MW Single Row 
Slanted 6° 
Oval Rods 

11 

BayL 3.6 MW Double Row 
Straight 
Circular Rods 

11 

BayM 5.2 MW Double Row 
Straight 
Circular Rods 

9 

BayN 2.7 MW Double Row 
Slanted 6° 
Oval Rods 

11 
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Figure 20. Layout of the ion cyclotron range of frequencies 
(1CRF) system for TFTR. 

Table IV. ICRF Parameters. 

Operating Frequency 
Number of Antennas 
Available Power 

47 MHz 
4 (two straps each) 
16MW 

Maximum Achieved Power 
L-Mode, H-Minority 
Supershot, ^e-Minority 
Pellet-Fueled Plasma 

11.4 MW 
7.6 MW 
5.7 MW 

Bumper Limiter Alignment 
The bumper limiter alignment project is a long-

term, two-part program of limiter improvements 
based on operating experience and understanding 
the plasma-limiter interaction as it exists in TFTR. 
Operationally, limiter damage is detected during 
an outage, the cause is studied and understood, and 
repairs are performed to prevent a reoccurrence. 
This approach is adequate as long as plasma oper
ating conditions do not vary significantly from those 
which caused the damage. Without an adequate 
model of the plasma-limiter interaction, it is diffi
cult to project limiter performance to higher power 
levels or plasma conditions than those already 
achieved. 

In order to determine the limits of the TFTR 
limiters under conditions not already investigated 
by actual machine operation, the position and shape 
of the limiter system with respect to the toroidal 
field were measured. With this information, it is 
possible to calculate the response of the limiters to 
various plasma configurations realistically. Two 
approaches were taken. In the first, prescribed 
power flux models were used to calculate limiter 
temperatures. In the second, model parameters 
were varied to best match measured limiter tem
peratures. This constrained model was then used 
to determine the limiter response at higher auxil
iary heating power. 

Both approaches indicated that the bumper lim
iter would perform adequately at the design auxil
iary heating level of 50 MW injected power for two 
seconds, assuming that half of this power was ab
sorbed by the limiter and the other half radiated, 
consistent with observed behavior. In the prescribed 
power flux model with a short, one-centimeter 
power scrape-off length, approximately 0.5 m 2 of 
the 24 m 2 limiter area exceeded the maximum al
lowed surface temperature of 1700 °C for bulk heat
ing. It was decided that the expense of reshaping 
the limiter to correct this problem was not justi
fied, especially since the prescribed model is con
servative. The constrained power flux model with 
a longer, three-centimeter power scrape-off length, 
resulted in temperatures which did not exceed the 
1700 °C limit. 

The long power scrap-off lengths implied by the 
constrained power flux model can result in over
heating of the top and bottom edges of the bumper 
limiter. This problem has been recognized for some 
time and a design of new limiter tiles for these re
gions with better power-handling capability was 
started. Also as part of this task, unused penetra
tions in the limiter were to be covered. This activ
ity progressed to the final design review stage. 

As part of the continuing effort to understand 
the plasma-limiter interaction, studies of plasma 
transport to the bumper limiter were undertaken 
as part of a collaboration with the Canadian Fu
sion Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP). The basic 
objective of this study is to understand the trans
port of plasma in the vicinity of the limiter. In par
ticular, the deuteron flow in the scrape-off layer to 
the limiter surface should be reflected by the spa
tial distribution of D„ radiation. The details of the 
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plasma transport can be understood by comparing 
model distributions with those measured. The de
tailed map of the bumper limiter was useful in the 
analysis of the experimental data. Preliminary re
sults from this study indicate that the particle flow 
to the limiter occurs over a large area, similar to 
the constrained power flux models and contrary to 
the usual, short scrape-off length prescribed mod
els. These results could have a significant impact 
on the design of the next generation of fusion reac
tor experiments and future reactors. 

The mechanical measuring device used to de
termine the position of points in the vacuum vessel 
was rebuilt and calibrated for the 1991-1992 out
age. Diagnostic calibrations and checks of the lim
iter position were performed. Mechanical engineer
ing students from The University of Delaware 
fabricated and tested a composite graphite link for 
the measuring device as part of their senior design 
project. Their work was supported at the Labora
tory by providing technical support when required 
and allowing full access to the measuring device. 

Deuterium-Pellet Injection 
During FY92, deuterium-pellet injector opera

tions resumed on TFTR under a continuing collabo
ration with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
Operation resumed using a new injector which is 
suitable for use during the D-T Phase of TFTR op
erations. The injector employs a "pipegun" approach 
to both simplify injector design and minimize the 
amount of deuterium required to form pellets. Al
though the present pellet injection facility, as a 
whole, is not capable of tritium operation, the new 
injector is suitable for use with tritium pellets. 

The new injector is capable of injecting inde
pendently up to four pellets, each containing ap-
proximarely 2 x 10 2 1 atoms of deuterium or hydro
gen with one of the pellets capable of injection at a 
speed greater than 2 km per second. During FY92, 
several experiments were carried out (although 
neither the hydrogen pellet capability nor the higher 
speed capability was used). In the first application, 
deuterium-pellet injection was used to assist in 
modifying current profiles as part of TFTR high-
beta poloidal activities. In the second application, 
deuterium-pellet injection was used to establish 
target plasmas for high-power auxiliary heating by 
neutral beam alone or in combination with ion cy
clotron resonance heating. 

In addition to the new injector, an upgrade of 
the pellet cryosystem using helium gas cooling be
came operational during FY92. Use of gas cooling 
provides improved cryostat temperature stability 
and allows the injector to operate using the exhaust 
gas from an adjacent neutral-beam cryopanel. 

Both the new injector and the modified cryo
genic system worked very well during FY92 opera
tions. 

Radiation Shielding 
Measurements 

The TFTR design objective is to limit the total 
dose-equivalent at the nearest PPPL property lines 
from all radiation sources and pathways to 10 mrem 
per calendar year. The primary radiation sources 
are the prompt direct component, the prompt re
flected components (ceilings and sky), activated air 
from the Test Cell, and normal tritium leakage 
through walls and seals. Table V shows recent esti
mates of the maximum annual dose-equivalent 
during D-T operations at the nearest northeastward 
property line for 1 x 10 2 1 TFTR D-T neutrons. It 
can be seen that the present shielding is quite ef
fective and that the installation of planned supple
mental shielding along the Test Cell north wall will 
permit a significant extension in D-T operational 
capability. 

Measurements and analyses continued during 
the 1992 TFTR experimental program to complete 
the characterization of the present D-D radiation 
fields in preparation for D-T operations. Extensive 
film badge measurements, employing different en
ergy thresholds, were made in the Test Cell to mea
sure neutron and gamma-ray radiation contours 
along horizontal, vertical, and ceiling planes. The 
results of measurements of neutron dose-equiva
lents per TFTR D-D neutron at the Test Cell walls 
along the horizontal mid-plane were in close agree
ment with previous measurements performed by 
PPPL and the USDOE Environmental Measure
ments Laboratory. The results of neutron and 
gamma-ray dose-equivalent measurements made 
along the Test Cell ceiling, 60 feet above the floor, 
along a North-South line over the vessel, indicate 
that the higher energy neutron contour (1 to 50 
MeV) is strongly peaked over the vessel, whereas, 
the lower energy neutron contour (0.5 eV to 10 
MeV), which includes scattered thermal energy 
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Table V. Maximum Annual Dose Equivalent during D-T Operations 
at Nearest Northeastward Property Line for 1 x 10 2 1 TFTR D-T Neutrons. 

Radiation Path With Present Shielding 
With 12-Inch Thick 

Supplemental Shielding 

Total Direct 
(D-D mrem/D-D neutrons) 

4.6 ±2.0x10-22 
mrem/D-D neutrons 

Attenuation x2* to x3+ 

Total Direct 
(D-T mrem/D-T neutrons) 

3.2 ±3.0x10-2* 
mrem/D-T neutrons 

Attenuation x2* to x3 + 

Total Direct (mrem) 3.2 ± 3.0 mrem 1.0-1.6 mrem t 

Activated Air (mrem) 0.73 mrem 0.73 mrem 

Tritium (mrem) < 1.3 mrem <1.3mrem 

Annual Property Line 
Dose-Equivalent 

<5.2 ± 3.0 mrem <3.6 mrem 

Number of High-Q Pulses 
(at6x10if>D-T.T/pulse) 

-150 -300-450 

Number of Low-Q Pulses 
(at2x 1017 D-T n/pulse) 

-750 -1500-2250 

Notes: 
The radiation simulation estimates a net direct attenuation at the property line of x2 with residual contributions from 
sky and upper reflections. 
The initial radiation survey results imply a net direct attenuation at the property line of x3 with residual contributions 
from sky and upper reflections. 
Beyond a shielding thickness of about 12 inches, the prompt component is negligible and activated air, tritium, and 
upper reflections become the limiting contributions to the property line dose-equivalent. 

neutrons, exhibits a more filled-in, uniform distri
bution, as also does the gamma-ray contour. These 
trends are consistent with the results of simula
tion studies. 

The efficiency of the TFTR radiation shielding 
reduces the deuterium-deuterium neutron dose-
equivalents at the D-Site fence to levels which are 
small or comparable to fluctuations in the natural 
cosmic ray background radiation. In order to char
acterize the neutron energy spectral distributions 
due to cosmic ray events and those due to TFTR 
operations more thoroughly, the United States De
partment of Energy Environmental Measurements 
Laboratory performed neutron spectral measure
ments, in a trailer at the northeast D-Site bound
ary fence, for a continuous ten week period during 
the high neutron yield experiments this year. A 
sensitive 12-detector array of BF 3 Bonner Spheres 
of various diameters was monitored by an auto
mated PC-based system that was triggered by a 

remote CICADA (Central Instrumentation, Control, 
and Data Acquisition) timing pulse. This system 
allowed the continuous automatic data acquisition 
of ungated signals resulting from background cos
mic ray neutrons, and CICADA-gated signals from 
neutrons occurring during the TFTR neutral-beam-
injection pulse. The analysis of these measurements 
is in progress and will yield detailed cosmic ray 
neutron energy spectra, daily and seasonal fluctua
tions in this signal, the TFTR neutron energy spec
tra, and neutron dose-equivalents at the D-Site 
fence in the direction of the nearest northeast prop
erty line. 

Newly installed portable neutron and gamma-
ray radiation detectors were used to perform ra
diation contour measurements at the property lines 
and on the Test Cell roof. The locations for the ini
tial measurements were selected to obtain improved 
statistical accuracy and characterization for key 
baseline reference points. 
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In order to evaluate the use of neutron bubble 
detector technology for application during TFTR D-
T operations, neutron bubble detector dose-equiva
lent measurements were performed on the PPPL 
asspu/Be neutron calibration source and TFTR D-D 
neutron radiation fields inside the Test Cell, in the 
Mock-up area close to the wall with the Test Cell, 
and the Test Cell Basement near the Tritium Vault 
by R. Apfel of Yale University and Apfel Enter
prises. Measurements of the PPPL 2 3 8 Pu/Be neu
tron detector calibration source using bubble de
tectors calibrated with the 2 4 1Am/Be neutron source 
at Yale University were in good agreement with 
present PPPL National Institute of Standards and 
Technology traceable values. The results of mea
surements in the three locations above were in 
agreement with previous measurements made us
ing activation foils, film badges, and electronic de
tectors, respectively. It was concluded that neutron 
bubble detectors could be useful during D-T opera
tions for the purposes of providing fast, complemen
tary, confirmation of initial D-T neutron dose-
equivalents and for providing a fast check on 
intermediate strength D-T neutron fields that might 
be intense enough, at some locations, to cause count
ing losses to electronic detectors. 

A survey of radiation contours in and around 
D-Site control rooms, work areas, and personnel 
pathways continued during high-powered D-D op
erations for the purpose of estimating expected dose-
equivalents during D-T operations. The available 
results indicate that access to D-Site during D-T 
operations meets radiation safety requirements and 
will be permitted. During all but prolonged main
tenance periods, access via the existing card read
ers will be permitted to persons who have passed 
training related to access restrictions during D-T 
operations and wearing appropriate dosimetry. 
Preliminary results indicate that it will be neces
sary to exclude personnel from some areas in the 
line-of-sight of penetrations from the Test Cell to 
adjacent areas. Personnel will be able to remain in 
areas other than the Test Cell, Test Cell Basement, 
DARMs (Data Acquisition Rooms), and the above 
mentioned roped-off areas. 

A review of TFTR shielding simulations and 
measurements was performed at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory. 1 9. 2 0 The cross-sec
tion data and methods used in the TFTR radiation 
simulation, the TFTR site and component model

ing, and the available measurements were reviewed 
and evaluated. Benchmark calculations were per
formed and compared with TFTR simulation re
sults. This work noted the difficulty in creating a 
realistically detailed model of the TFTR site for 
shielding calculations and found that the present 
TFTR approach, starting with the initial simula
tion in the absence of measurements, and followed 
by additional simulation work calibrated to the 
available measurements, was correct and practical. 
It was recommended that this approach be contin
ued during D-T operations to thoroughly charac
terize the D-T radiation field. 

Diagnostics 
Motional Stark Effect 
Polarimetry 

A ten-channel motional Stark effect (MSE) po-
larimeter was installed on TFTR 1 5 during FY92, 
oriented as shown in Fig. 21. The MSE diagnostic 
measures the local magnetic-field pitch-angle by 
measuring the direction of polarized light caused 
by collisions between neutral-beam atoms and the 
background plasma. Knowledge of the pitch-angle 
allows a determination of the q profile from which 
the current density profile can be inferred. Accu
rate measurements are required to make valid tests 
of many aspects of tokamak physics phenomena. 

The MSE polarimeter is now in routine use and 
has obtained data documenting sawteeth, high 
poloidal beta operation, current ramping effects, 

Figure 21. Schematic of the motional Stark effect (MSE) 
diagnostic polarimeter as installed on TFTR. 
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and noninductive current-drive schemes such as 
bootstrap and neutral-beam-driven currents. Neu
tral-beam current drive is an important topic be
cause of the application to steady-state tokamak 
operation and current profile control. Neutral 
beams can provide a source of fast ions which cir
culate around the torus and can carry a significant 
fraction of the plasma current. Varying the mix of 
co- to counter-injected power varies the magnitude 
and direction of the neutral-beam-driven current 
and may have a significant effect on the evolution 
of the value of q at the magnetic axis, Fig. 22 . 2 1 

The plasma current was 1.0 MA in these discharges. 
A small increase in q(0) is seen for the low-power 
(2.5 MW) co-injection case, whereas a small decrease 
was measured in the counter-injected case. In the 
case of 9-MW co-injected power, q(0) rises rapidly 
to a value of about 2.3 before decreasing to 1.8. The 
decrease may be due to a change in the location of 

neutral-beam-energy deposition since initially the 
density is very low, but as the neutral beams heat 
the plasma, they also provide fueling which causes 
a large increase in the density. There is also a large 
toroidal rotation of the plasma which will also 
modify the beam-driven current profile. From this 
series of discharges, it is clear that the current den
sity profile is quite sensitive to neutral-beam cur
rent drive. Recently, neutral beams have been used 
to modify the current profile to achieve improved 
confinement and second stability. 

Mirnov Coil System 
The Mirnov coil system continues to be one of 

the most sensitive and useful diagnostics for MHD 
and fluctuation studies in TFTR. Improvements to 
the system during FY92 included software and 
hardware enhancements. The analysis codes for the 
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Figure 22. Strong co-injection of neutral-beam power can lead to large values of q(0). 
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integrated Mirnov data have been improved to deal 
more accurately with eddy current corrections, 
making the data more useful for equilibrium 
reconstructions, particularly in the high-Pp experi
ments. An improved correlation code has been writ
ten for turbulence studies and general improve
ments in the other software have been made to 
make the codes more useful for nonexperts. En
hancements were also made in the automatic dis
play software. This improvement was instrumen
tal in the discovery of the rf-driven TAE instability. 
Two additional poloidal arrays of closely spaced 
Mirnov coils were added for turbulence studies. 
Preliminary data was collected from the arrays in 
January of 1992, and more extensive data was col
lected towards the end of the 1992 experimental 
run. From the analysis of this data, the poloidal 
and parallel correlation lengths of the magnetic 
turbulence have been determined. In Fig. 23(a) the 
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Figure 23. Correlation coefficients for turbulence (80-100 
kHz), (a) high-Pp shot with an edge q of greater than 20 and 
(b) standard 1.8-MA supershot with an edge q of about 3.5. 

correlation coefficients for turbulence in the fre
quency range 80-100 kHz is shown for a high P p 

shot with an edge q of greater than 20. The poloidal 
correlation length is about 15°, or about 30 cm, and 
the toroidal correlation length is of the order of the 
machine circumference. In Fig. 23(b), similar data 
is shown for a standard 1.8-MA supershot with an 
edge q of about 3.5. The poloidal correlation length 
is a more typical 5°, or about 10 cm. The toroidal 
correlation length is about 80°, or about 2.5 m. These 
preliminary results are very exciting in their im
plications for studies of edge turbulence. 

Stationary Magnetic 
Perturbation Diagnostic 
(Locked Mode Detector) 

A set of magnetic detectors were installed on 
TFTR for the purpose of identifying stationary 
magnetic perturbations (SMP's) and assessing their 
effects on plasma performance. These perturbations 
are termed "stationary" here, because their spatial 
structure has a (nearly) fixed relationship with re
spect to the Laboratory frame of reference. Mag
netic detectors of the type described here are com
monly referred to as "locked-mode detectors." 
Locked modes should, however, be regarded as one 
of several classes of stationary perturbations that 
can be sensed by these detectors. 

Several classes of stationary magnetic pertur
bations may exist: 

• Static error fields permanently built into a 
tokamak due to errors in construction or 
through necessary nonaxisymmetric sub
structures, such as coil leads (static vacuum 
error fields). 

• Dynamic error fields which come into (or go 
out of) existence because of the displacement 
or deformation of tokamak substructures due 
to forces exerted by currents (and permanent 
magnets in some cases). These error fields 
may be subdivided into two categories de
pending upon the involvement of plasma cur
rent: error fields due to forces exerted by coil 
currents and their eddy currents (dynamic 
vacuum error fields), and error fields due to 
forces exerted by the plasma current and its 
eddy currents (dynamic plasma-induced er
ror fields). 
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• Fields associated with a nonrotating MHD 
instability in the plasma (locked mode). The 
free energy of the plasma is essential to their 
existence, although their topology and mag
nitude may be influenced by the presence of 
error fields. A locked mode may be an ini
tially rotating mode that grows as it slows 
down and becomes "locked" with respect to 
the laboratory rest frame, or a mode that 
grows without any rotation (purely growing 
mode). 2 2 . 2 3 

There are detectors at four locations around the 
torus, Bays D, F, N and P. The detectors are in
stalled outside the vacuum vessel on the diagnos
tic port covers and are nominally centered with re
spect to the vessel mid-plane. Each detector consists 
of a main multi-turn magnetic loop oriented to 
couple primarily the radial field, a pair of single-
turn auxiliary loops oriented to couple mainly the 
toroidal field, and a pair of single-turn auxiliary 
loops oriented to couple mainly the vertical field. 
All loops of a detector are mounted on a single rigid 
"picture frame," approximately a meter tall and a 
half-meter wide. An example of the detector is 
shown in Fig. 24. The mechanism for securing the 
frame to the port cover allows the frame orienta
tion to be adjusted in two degrees of freedom in or
der to minimize direct coupling of the main radial-
field loop to fields generated by the toroidal and 
equilibrium field circuits when each of them is in
dividually energized. 

All loops are constructed from a length of 
shielded multicoiductor flat cable commonly used 
for connecting computer equipment. The main ra
dial-field loop has an effective coupling area of 13.4 
m 2 for Bays D and F and 17.3 m 2 for Bays N and P. 
Both the toroidal-field and vertical-field auxiliary 
loops at all locations have a total (sum of the two 
members of a pair) coupling area of approximately 
440 cm 2. The auxiliary loops are meant to be used 
to compensate the main radial-field loop signal for 
unavoidable residual coupling to coil currents and 
eddy currents induced by them. 

The detectors at Bays D and N are located on 
the diametrically opposite sides of the tokamak. So 
are the detectors at Bays F and P. The lines con
necting the members of the two pairs intersect each 
other at a nominal angle of 36°. Thus, the signals 
from the four detectors can, in principle, provide 
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Figure 24. A stationary magnetic perturbation detectorused 
on the TFTR tokamak. The thin dark element around the 
outer perimeter of the frame is the main radial field sensor 
made of a multiconductor flat cable commonly used in con
necting computer equipment. (92E0590) 

information on perturbations with n=0 and 1 toroi
dal-mode numbers. Some information on the n=2 
toroidal mode can also be obtained from the sig
nals. A few instances of a locked mode are found 
using these signals for which the presence of a pre
cursor mode with the frequency slowing down to
ward "locking" is verified by independent means 
(Mirnov coils). 

The difference between the signals from the Bay 
F and P detectors is shown in Fig. 25 after some 
compensation processing. The difference is an in
dicator for the presence of an n=l-like SMP. The 
difference signal is nearly steady over the period 
shown, up to about 3.8 sec at which point it abruptly 
begins to grow. (The measured steady value is not 
zero in this discharge. But the compensation pro
cedure implemented is incomplete, and the true zero 
level of the radial field is not known.) There is no 
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Figure 25. An example of the difference signal showing an abruptly growing n=1 like stationary magnetic perturbation 
(SMP) that precedes a disruption during the plasma current ramp-down period. 

evidence of oscillations, either in the SMP detector 
signals or in Mirnov coil signals. The abrupt grow
ing SMP in this discharge is followed by a disrup
tion during the plasma current ramp-down phase. 
Such a "tail-end disruption" is frequently found to 
be preceded by an abruptly growing SMP. The phe
nomenon under observation can be a purely grow
ing locked mode, but the persistence of perturba
tions after the disappearance of plasma observed 
in some discharges points to a possibility of dynamic 
field errors. Efforts to make more positive identifi
cation of the phenomenon are presently underway. 

An abruptly growing stationary magnetic per
turbation is also found to precede a disruption dur
ing early discharge phases. A SMP that grows to, 
and persists at, a large amplitude is also found to 
co-exist with a state of degraded energy confine
ment. A high degree of correlation between the pres
ence of a SMP and poor plasma performance is sug
gestive of the existence of a causal relationship 
between them, which is the subject of continuing 
investigation. 

Multichannel Neutron 
Collimator 

Time-resolved neutron-emission profiles were 
obtained on a routine basis throughout the year, 
using NE-451 ZnS plastic scintillators in ten verti
cal sightlines through a massive shielding struc
ture. The profiles demonstrate an inward shift of 
neutron emission with respect to the magnetic axis, 

apparently due to poloidal nonuniformity of the 
beam-ion parallel velocity. 

The ZnS detectors are not suitable for planned 
D-T operation. Consequently, a new detector con
sisting of a ZnS screen sandwiched between clear 
plastic plates was developed. Some of the recoil pro
tons arising in the plastic reach the screen and pro
duce scintillations. The detector efficiency can be 
calibrated in situ using Cf-252 and PuBe sources. 

A fifth detector was added to the array of He-4 
proportional counters in the collimator, in order to 
provide more detailed radial profiles of the spec
trally resolved neutron emission. The counting sys
tem was improved to eliminate pileup problems 
associated with the electronics. 

Neutron Activation 
Measurements 

A new reentrant irradiation end for the neu
tron activation system was installed on a top port 
of TFTR. This end allows the pneumatic transport 
system to place activation foils very close to the 
plasma, so that one can make a more credible "cali
bration" of the foil response to plasma neutrons with 
the MCNP (Monte-Carlo Neutron and Proton) 
neutronics code. Foils of six elements with differ
ent energy thresholds useful to the forthcoming D-T 
experimental program were tested with D-D neu
tron emission in TFTR. The differing resp. nse of 
the foils to scattered neutrons will help quantify 
the uncertainties in the MCNP code results. 
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Escaping Alpha Diagnostic 
The escaping alpha diagnostic measures the 

energies and pitch angles of ions lost from the 
plasma which have energies in the MeV range. 
These measurements are made with several probes 
located approximately 1 cm behind the face of the 
limiter at a single toroidal location and at poloidal 
angles of 20°, 45°, 60°, and 90° below the mid-plane. 
Several improvements were made to the diagnos
tic during FY92. These were: installation of up
graded heat shields for the probes, use of a better 
scintillator in the probe itself, and modification of 
the -20° probe to allow it to detect lower-energy 
particles, including 100-keV deuterium-beam ions. 
Operation of the probes, from August 1991 through 
January 1992, revealed that, in spite of the instal
lation of new heat shields (termed "mushrooms" 
because of their shape), the tips of the probes were 
still reaching extreme temperatures. 2 4 These tem
peratures were of concern because of damage done 
to the probe tips due to localized melting and crack
ing (found after the machine was vented in Fe
bruary), and because the scintillator response di
minishes as its temperature exceeds 120 °C. 
Temperatures registered on thermocouples at
tached to the probe tips frequently exceeded this 
limit, rendering calibrations of scintillator light 
intensity to MeV ion flux inaccurate. 

The mushrooms were redesigned so that the 
probe tips were totally enclosed, except for a small 
aperture where the MeV ions could enter the probe 
itself. In contrast, the first mushroom design had 
left one side of the probes exposed to heat flow along 
field lines from the plasma. The new design also 
incorporated water-cooled base plates which were 
affixed to the bottom of each mushroom, so that the 
mushroom would be cooled between discharges. 
Plasma operation during the subsequent run pro
duced no damage to the mushrooms or the probes. 
In addition, the temperatures at the probe tips were 
never seen to exceed 100 °C, so that the scintillator 
response could be taken to be constant throughout 
the run. Figure 26 shows the improved probes af
ter the end of plasma operation. Although there is 
discoloration due to deposited films, no damage to 
the mushrooms is seen. 

The second modification made to the diagnos
tic during FY92 was the installation of different 
scintillators in the probes. The scintillators act to 
convert the MeV ions which enter the probe into 

Figure 26. The improved escaping-alpha probes after the 
end of plasma operation. Although there is discoloration 
due to deposited films, no damage to the mushrooms is 
seen. (92E0761) 

light, which is then transmitted through fiber op
tics to detectors. All previous operation had been 
with EIA-type P l l phosphor, coated directly on a 
quartz plate. In March 1992, replacement scintilla
tors were installed which incorporated P31 phos
phor, affixed to a quartz plate which had been coated 
with a thin layer of aluminum. Tests of the alumi
num-coated substrate verified its desirability: it 
improved the response of the phosphor by reflect
ing light toward the detectors, and the coating sup
pressed charge buildup that sometimes caused sur
face arcs on the plates. 2 5 The new scintillators had 
essentially the same calibration factor of light in
tensity per MeV ion flux and produced a lower level 
of neutron-induced background noise. 

The third significant change in the diagnostic 
was the removal of a thin foil at the entrance aper
ture of the -20° probe ("mid-plane probe"), allowing 
it to detect neutral-beam ions in addition to MeV-
energy ions. This modification produced no increase 
in background signal to the probe, and permitted 
the probe to be used to study particle losses during 
neutral-beam ion-driven toroidicity-induced Alfven 
eigenmodes (TAEs) and other instabilities. 1 4 Beam 
ions could, in fact, be detected at the same time as 
fusion products were, even at TFTR's full toroidal 
field of 5 T . 2 6 
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Alpha-CHERS 
A spectroscopic diagnostic (Alpha-CHERS) 2 7- 2 8 

for measurement of confined, nonthermal alpha 
particles during D-T operation of TFTR has been 
constructed an J operated in deuterium plasmas. 
This project is a collaboration between PPPL and 
the University of Wisconsin. The visible He + line 
at 468.6 nm is excited by charge-exchange recom
bination of alpha particles with a heating neutral 
beam, and the distortion of the line profile caused 
by alpha particles with energies up to 0.5 MeV is 
observed. 

The high throughput optical system consists of 
two spectrometers equipped with low-noise charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera detectors. The spec
trometers are coupled via optical fibers to vertical 
and horizontal arrays of sightlines on TFTR of five 
spatial channels each. 

During the Fall 1992 run, the performance of 
Alpha-CHERS diagnostic was evaluated in deute
rium plasmas by simulating the alpha particles with 
energetic 3 H e + + ions created by ICRF heating. The 
signal is shown in Fig. 27 for three times during 
the discharge: Before the rf pulse, at an early time 
during the rf pulse before the population of ener
getic 3 H e + + ions is fully developed, and late in the 
rf pulse when the energetic ion population is fully 
established. The clear enhancement of the wing of 
the line during the rf pulse demonstrates that the 
energetic ions can be detected, giving confidence 
that the Alpha-CHERS will be a viable diagnostic 
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Figure 27. Alpha-CHERS diagnostic signal at three times 
during ICRF heating showing the enhancement of the line 
wing due to energetic 3He++ ions. 

for detection of slowing-down alpha particles dur
ing D-T operation. 

Alpha Charge-Exchange 
Diagnostic 

In a collaboration between General Atomics in 
San Diego, the A.F. Ioffe Physical-Technical Insti
tute in St. Petersburg, Russia, and PPPL, the fea
sibility of using impurity injection to measure the 
energy distribution of the fast confined alpha-par
ticles in a reacting plasma 2 9 is being investigated 
in TFTR. A small fraction of the alpha particles 
incident on the pellet ablation cloud will be con
verted to helium neutrals. In the case of lithium 
pellets, both the double charge-exchange reaction 

H e 2 + + Li + -» He 0 + Li3+, 

and sequential single charge-exchange 

He + + Li + -» He 0 + Li2+ 

will result in helium neutrals whose energy is es
sentially unchanged by the charge transfer inter
actions. Interactions with Li + are of special inter
est because the cross sections are relatively large 
(compared with boron or carbon) and a large spa
tial region of the cloud is expected to be dominated 
by this helium-like ionization state of lithium. By 
measuring the resultant helium neutrals escaping 
from the plasma using a mass and energy resolv
ing charge-exchange analyzer, this technique offers 
a direct measurement of the energy distribution of 
the incident high-energy alpha particles. 

The Alpha Charge-Exchange (ACX) diagnostic 
that has been assembled on TFTR uses a high en
ergy (1 to 3.5 MeV 4He) neutral particle analyzer 
that was designed and fabricated by the Ioffe Insti
tute and previously used on the JET tokamak. 3 0 A 
photograph of the apparatus on TFTR is shown in 
Fig. 28. The impurity injector that was used in con
junction with the analyzer was built by the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and is ca
pable of injecting lithium, boron, and carbon pellets. 

During D-D operations prior to the D-T phase, 
a series of preliminary experiments will be con
ducted to observe neutrals from beam-injected deu
terium ions and the high-energy 3 He tail produced 
during ICRF minority heating interacting with the 
ablation cloud from lithium, boron, and carbon pel
lets. Later experiments will attempt to measure the 
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Figure 28. The alpha charge-exchange diagnostic on TFTR. 
(92E0713) 

energy distribution of the 3.7-MeV alphas created 
by 3He-D reactions during ICRF minority heating. 
This will result in a fully tested alpha-particle di
agnostic, as well as providing information on single-
particle alpha physics prior to D-T operation of 
TFTR. The final goal of the TFTR experiments, of 
course, is to measure the energy distribution of the 
3.5-MeV alpha particles during D-T operation. This 
will require shielding of the existing apparatus 
against neutron and gamma radiation and coupling 
the scintillators by fiberoptics to the detectors out
side the TFTR Test Cell. 

Gyrotron Scattering System 
Among the various proposed diagnostics for the 

confined alpha particles, collective Thomson scat
tering has unique features such as excellent tem
poral and spatial resolutions, and full-energy spec

trum of the ions from the thermal energy level to 
the birth energy of the alpha particles. In 1989, col
lective Thomson scattering technique in a tokamak 
plasma employing a high-power laser source was 
successfully demonstrated. 3 1 Advances in scatter
ing theory including lower-hybrid effects on the 
scattered spectrum from the alpha particles 3 2 fur
ther encourages implementation of this technique 
to probe D-T plasmas. In order to overcome the in
trinsic weaknesses of this technique in practical 
applications (problems associated with the detec
tion of ultra-low scattered and plasma background 
signals), an X-mode scattering system employing a 
high-power gyrotron source (P = 200 kW, f = 60 GHz, 
and pulse length = 0.5 sec) has been designed for 
TFTR. 3 3 The optical system is designed to measure 
the radial profile of alpha particles and to orient 
the incident wave vector (kg) to test electromagnetic 
effects in the scattered spectrum perpendicular to 
the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 29. In addition 
to the study of alpha physics in D-T plasmas, this 
scattering system can be used to measure bulk ion 
temperatures and the energy spectrum of fast ions 
produced by neutral-beam and/or ICRF heating in 
TFTR. 

There are several reasons for choosing the 
source frequency of 60 GHz, which is below the fun
damental electron cyclotron frequency for most of 
the plasma operation regimes in TFTR. The propa-

TFTR Gyrotron Scattering Geometry 

Polciaal View Toroidal View 

Figure 29. Detail schematic of poloidal and toroidal views 
of components of the proposed gyrotron scattering system, 
close to the plasma. 
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gation of this frequency as the X-mode in TFTR is 
feasible. 3 4 The level of electron cyclotron emission 
(ECE) in the detection system is minimized. High-
power microwave technology is well developed at 
this frequency. The measured ECE level has been 
in the approximately 20 eV range for a good 
"supershot" discharge. In addition, the long pulse 
length of the gyrotron will provide enough integra-
•on time to improve the post detection signal-to-

noise ratio. Based on the measured background 
noise and characteristics of the gyrotron, the pro
jected signal-to-noise ratio of the scattered spectrum 
from both bulk ions and alpha particles in a "super-
shot" plasma is 100-1000, as illustrated in Fig. 30. 
Historically, one of the main obstacles in Thomson 
scattering experiments has been a stray light prob
lem. Therefore, it is essential to have good beam 
and viewing dumps in detecting extremely small 
signals. The required conditions on the dump ma
terials are high vacuum compatibility, minimal 
gas retention problems, mechanical stability from 
the high heat load, and in addition, ultrahigh ab
sorptive properties for the probe frequency of 60 
GHz. An efficient absorber (up to 28 dB below the 
incident microwave power) based on high density 
SiC has been designed and tested to satisfy the re
quirements. Because of budgetary considerations, 
this diagnostic will not be completed on TFTR. 
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Figure 30. Signal-to-noise ratio of the scattered signal is 
shown as a function of detection channels for various al
pha-particle densities. In this calculation, the background 
noise and integration time were 20 eV and 200 msec, re
spectively, at the scattering angle of 20". Plasma param
eters used in this calculation were as follow: ne = 9x 10w 

m-3, T) = 30 keV, and Te = 10 keV, with the slowing-down 
spectrum of alpha particles. 

Optical Tritium and 
Deuterium Diagnostic 

Emission at 6560 A from tritium alpha (T„) is 
expected when tritium is introduced into TFTR in 
1993 and an upgrade to the HAIFA (Hydrogen Al
pha Interference Filter Array) diagnostic system 3 5 

has been implemented to measure emission from 
tritium alpha, together with deuterium alpha (D„), 
and hydrogen alpha (H a). This emission occurs in 
the scrape-off region when molecular hydrogen iso
topes, recycled from the wall, undergo various elec
tron impact dissociation reactions. 3 6 Additional 
contributions to T a , D n , and H a arise from charge-
exchange neutrals and fast reflected particles. This 
region is critically important since it (1) controls 
the tritium inventory accumulating in the TFTR 
wall, (2) permits the creation of supershots, and (3) 
affects the heat and particle flux to the first wall. 3 7 

The wavelengths of the H o / D , / ^ emission lines are 
separated by a small isotope shift arising from the 
differences in the reduced mass and are at 6562.8 
A, 6561.04 A and 6560.45 A respectively. This in
strument was ready for test at year's end. 

Beam Emission Spectroscopy 
In 1990, a versatile multichannel beam emis

sion spectroscopy (BES) system was installed on 
TFTR to observe microturbulence in a high-tem
perature tokamak plasma. 3 8 It does so through the 
optical measurement of fluctuations in the deute
rium alpha fluorescence emitted from a deuterium 
neutral heating beam following collisions with the 
plasma. 3 9 Determination of the spatial character
istics of the fluctuations requires large numbers of 
individual detectors. An important feature of BES 
is the ability to make multiple spatially localized 
measurements simultaneously. This is achieved by 
using 95 optical fiber bundles which independently 
collect light from different locations in the plasma. 
Each fiber bundle consists of four 1-mm diameter 
fused-silica fibers in a 2 x 2 pattern which collects 
light through a 20-cm diameter lens assembly lo
cated at a diagnostic port on the tokamak mid-
plane. 

Twenty-eight individual detector systems are 
used to simultaneously record data from multiple 
radial and/or poloidal channels. The time required 
to carefully exchange the fibers among the 28 de
tectors and make accurate records limited the abil-
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ity to scan across the plasma rapidly, greatly in
creasing the time required to complete data collec
tion for an experiment. To reduce the time spent 
exchanging and yet preserve the flexibility offered 
by the extensive fiber array, it was decided to em
ploy a mechanized fiber switching bank. This de
vice would selectively couple bundles from the en
tire existing fiber array from the tokamak to a 
second bank of fibers which would transmit the light 
to the detectors. 4 0 

Because photon statistical noise limits the mea
surable amplitude of the density fluctuations in this 
instrument, any system designed to select fibers 
must limit associated transmission losses to a mini
mum. Two banks of fibers are placed immediately 
opposite each other (butt-coupled) in a motorized 
translation stage, as shown in Fig. 31. Minimiza
tion of transmission losses requires precise, repro
ducible positioning, having the fiber faces in very 
close proximity, and reducing reflections. Keeping 
misalignment losses to less than 3% requires that 
fibers be positioned with 50-mm (0.002-inch) preci
sion. A sandwich design is used to anchor the fi
bers in a translating plate. Precision placement of 
the fibers is provided by a 0.03-inch stainless steel 
plate fastened onto the front surface of the alumi
num block. Optical coupling fluid is used to reduce 
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Figure 31. Diagram of the fiber optic switching assembly 
including the translation stage, index-matching fluid, and 
mounting plates. 

separation losses and reflective losses at the both 
faces. 

The detector design is the other major improve
ment on the BES diagnostic. 4 1 A second upgrade of 
the detector system consisting of a low-dark cur
rent (less than 1 nA), low-capacitance (9 pF) photo-
diode (EG&G FFD-100) and low-noise (less than one 
nanavolt of the Hertz square root) FET/op-amp com
bination (AMPTEK A250) was installed. 

Multichannel Reflectometer 
In 1992, the two-channel correlation reflecto

meter came into operation producing valuable new 
data on the radial correlation length of turbulent 
fluctuations in TFTR. Figure 32 illustrates the cor
relation between the 122-GHz fixed-frequency and 
tunable (110-123 GHz) reflectometer channels for 
a range of cut-off layer separations Ac. The broader 
of the two curves represents a typical correlation 
length of 4.5 cm taken in the core region of an ohmic-
heated discharge. The second curve in Fig. 32 is for 
measurements in the core region of a neutral-beam-
heated discharge and corresponds to a correlation 
length of 0.8 cm. 

It is apparent that the correlation length in the 
ohmic-heated discharge is larger than during the 
neutral-beam-heated discharge. Although simulta
neous measurements at a larger radii are not avail
able in a single discharge, measurements taken over 
a range of discharge conditions suggests a decrease 
in the radial correlation length with increasing ra
dius. 
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Figure 32. Radial correlation of fluctuations in ohmic-heated 
and neutral-beam-heated plasmas obtained by a two-chan
nel correlation reflectometer. 
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Figure 33 illustrates the spectrum of fluctua
tions taken during TAE (toroidicity-induced Alfven 
eigenmode) activity in an ICRF-heated discharge. 
The multiple peaks of variable amplitude corre
spond to different toroidal mode numbers. The re-
flectometer is the only diagnostic capable of resolv
ing the local structure of TAE modes in TFTR. 
Further application of this technique to turbulence 
and TAE modes in D-T plasmas will require a mod
est upgrade of the reflectometer system. 
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Figure 33. Spectrum of density fluctuations of toroidicity-
induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) in ICRF plasmas. 

Electron Cyclotron Emission 
Grating Polychromator 
Systems 

The original Grating Polychromator System, 4 2 

named GPC I, continued to perform reliably and 
provide important data on MHD modes and fluc
tuations, as exhibited in the temperature profile, 
on both the fast time scale (500 kHz) and the slow 
time scale, for a wide variety of experiments. This 
system measures the electron cyclotron emission 
from along the mid-plane at one toroidal location 
and disperses it into 20 different frequencies, cor
responding to 20 different radial locations; the re
sulting analyzed data yields the electron tempera
ture profile as a function of major radius and time. 
This system was particularly useful for studying 
the evolution of the temperature profile during 
disruptions, 7- 4 3 which revealed that a very fast 
growing (1 msec) cold bubble structure moves into 
the plasma at the start of the thermal quench for 

both high-density disruptions and low-q disruptions 
(Fig. 34). 

During the upcoming D-T operation, the per
formance of the existing soft X-ray cameras is ex
pected to degrade with time and will be unsatisfac
tory during the higher-Q discharges. Therefore, a 
decision was made to fabricate and install a second 
grating polychromator system, GPC II. This sec
ond system is to be installed at Bay S, 126° toroi-
dally from the first system (Bay F). This will allow 
determination of the toroidal mode structure inter
nal to the plasma and will provide effectively greater 
radial resolution, among other things. 

During this year, the basic design successfully 
passed the Preliminary Design Review phase. The 

PPPL»93X0316 

Figure 34. Profiles of the electron temperature and soft X-
ray emissivity at the beginning of a major disruption of a 
low-q(a) discharge[q(a) - 2.5, a = 0.8m, <ne> = 4.5x 1019 

m-3,R = 2.45m, lp = 2.5MA, andB, = 5.21 T]. Profilesd, e, 
andf correspond to the same time in the two figures. There 
is 50 msec between profiles. The experimental profiles are 
referenced to a two-dimensional schematic of the tempera
ture contours. 
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detector system was specified and purchased. Test
ing of the helium-cooled fast InSb photo-conductive 
detector system was started, showing that the de
tectors meet specifications, so far. Low loss wave
guide will transmit the electron cyclotron emission 
across a bridge through an existing penetration in 
the Test Cell wall to a labyrinth in the mock-up 
area where the polychromator, detector system, 
amplifiers, and digitizers will be located. 

Lithium Pellet Injector 
During the opening, the lithium pellet injector 

(LPI), built by MIT, was moved from Bay K and 
reinstalled at Bay A in order to make room for ad
ditional ICRF hardware. In addition, as part of a 
campaign to make the injector compatible with D-T 
operation, the barrel of the gun was modified. The 
gun barrel was increased in length from about 8 
feet to about 25 feet. This lengthening permits the 
magazine to be located farther away from TFTR 
and will facilitate maintenance and reloading ac
tivities during the D-T phase of operation. In addi
tion, a new seismically qualified stand was provided 
for the injector and the interface of the gun with 
the vacuum vessel was modified. 

With the help of the MIT group, the modified 
and relocated gun shown in Fig. 35 successfully 

Figure 35. The lithium pellet injector with its extended bar
rel being installed in its new location at Bay A. Also seen in 
the immediate background is the deuterium pellet injector 
located at Bay T. (92E0658) 

injected lithium, carbon, and boron pellets into 
TFTR in September, 1992. 

High-Resolution 
Pellet-Ablation Studies 

The TFTR is uniquely positioned for studying 
pellet fueling in a high-temperature plasma with 
reinstallation of both hydrogenic and impurity pel
let injectors. In order to fully utilize this opportu
nity, a set of pellet diagnostics have been designed 
which will provide detailed information on the dy
namics of pellet ablation and plasma interaction. 
From these diagnostics, it is expected to learn about 
instabilities in th t pellet cloud and to use the pellet 
as a diagnostic probe of the hot interior plasma in 
TFTR. 

The Los Alamos National Laboratory provided 
a compact photomultiplier array package to view 
pellet light emission, using 16 fiber optically coupled 
sight lines along the LPI injection line. This array 
has high time resolution (in excess of 400 kHz) and 
is digitized by 12-bit Lecroy 6810 digitizers at one 
microsecond sampling rate. Any one of the fibers 
from the LPI, or also from the Deuterium Pellet 
Injector (DPI), can also be routed to a 0,3-meter 
McPherson Model 218 visible spectrometer, config
ured to look at Stark-broadened line emission from 
the dense pellet cloud at up to eight wavelengths 
simultaneously. 

Figure 36 is a schematic of the diagnostic lay
out. A 28 to 70 mm zoom lens mounted on the Bay 
A mid-plane images the plasma onto sixteen 1-mm 
cuartz fibers arranged in a "cross" pattern. The fi
bers transmit the light into the TFTR Test Cell 
Basement where the remotely controlled Hama-
matsu HC-120 phototube array and spectrometer 
are located. Signals are acquired on the tritium 
pellet injector (TPI) Micro VAX II computer, 
through a CAMAC crate filled with 16 channels of 
digitizers. Four other quartz fibers come from a view 
of the cryogenic pellet injector located in Bay T. 

Figure 37 shows the actual hardware prior to 
installation, consisting of lens and shoebox-sized 
detector assembly. The detector assembly slides into 
a rack-mounted iron shielding box to protect the 
phototubes from residual TFTR magnetic fields in 
the Test Cell Basement. Missing from this picture 
is the nearly one kilometer length of 50 meter con
necting fibers and a crate full of digitizers. First 
data was obtained in early September, 1992. 
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Hamamatsu HC 120-05 
Compact Photomultiplier Assembly 

Figure 36. Schematic layout of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory pellet photomultiplier array diagnostic which 
views the visible light emission from high-speed pellets 
(hydrogenic or impurity) as they are shot into TFTR plas
mas. Insert compares the photomultiplier assembly size to 
a pencil. 

X-Ray Crystal Spectroscopy 
Given the large values of the plasma volume of 

500 n r 3 and the stored energy of 600 MJ, which 
have been specified in the ITER conceptual de
sign, 4 4 the experiments on ITER will face two ma
jor problems: to measure the central ion tempera
ture and to control the energy release from the 
plasma under quasi-continuous operation with 
pulse lengths of 2,500 sec. To control the energy 
release from the plasma and to reduce the heat load 
on the plasma limiter, it has recently been proposed 
to inject high-Z impurities into the plasma to pro
vide radiative cooling of the plasma edge region at 
a level of 100 MW. 4 5 The most likely candidate will 
be krypton (Z = 36), since it is chemically inert and 
since its quantity can be easily controlled. Krypton 
can be used to solve both problems: the high-charge 
state of heliumlike krypton can be used for ion 

Figure 37. The lens and detector assembly of the pellet 
photomultiplier array. The compact "shoebox" contains 16 
interference filters, photomultipliers, low- and high-voltage 
power supplies, and preamplifiers. Light signals come in 
via fiber optics, and electrical signals go out to be digitized 
and stored on the computer. (92X3197) 

temperature measurements and the lower charge 
states of krypton can provide the required radia
tive cooling. 

However, in order to explore the potential of this 
experimental approach, it is necessary to study ef
fects of the krypton injection on the plasma perfor
mance and to obtain accurate atomic physics data 
for all the krypton charge states which will be 
needed for plasma simulation calculations to pre
dict the effects of radiative cooling. Another experi
mental challenge is the development of efficient 
crystal spectrometers at wavelengths of 0.95 A, 
since high spectral resolution 0J&X> 10000), which 
is needed for Doppler broadening measurements, 
can only be obtained in second-order Bragg reflec
tion at the expense of a significant reduction (by a 
factor of 10) in crystal reflectivity. In order to ad
dress these questions, one channel of the TFTR 
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vertical X-ray crystal spectrometer was modified to 
observe spectra of Krxxxvii using a 2023-quartz 
crystal in second-order Bragg reflection.4 6 Experi
ments with injection of krypton were performed for 
ohmically heated discharges with three different 
plasma currents of I p = 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 MA. These 
discharges had peak electron temperatures of 5-6 
keV, but different radial electron temperature pro
files varying from very peaked profiles for I p = 1.4 
MA and I p = 1.6 MA to wide profiles for I p = 1.8 
MA. Satellite spectra of heliumlike krypton were 
only observed for the latter experimental conditions. 
The radiative power loss due to the injection of kryp
ton, which was measured by the bolometer, de
creased from 1MW for discharges with I p = 1,4 MA 
and I p = 1.6 MA to 0.5 MW for the discharges with 
Ip = 1.8 MA; whereas the krypton alpha radiation, 
which was measured by the PHA (Pulse-Height 
Analyzer) system, increased with increasing plasma 
current. This was due to the fact that the ioniza
tion equilibrium was shifted to the higher charge 
states for the broader electron temperature profiles 
and that the higher charge states emit significantly 
less radiation than the lower ionization states. As 
a result of the difference in radiative power loss, a 
noticeable drop of the central electron temperature 
was only observed for the discharges with I p = 1.4 
MA and I p = 1.6 MA, but not for the discharges with 
I p = 1.8 MA. 

Inert Gas Pumping by 
the TFTR Graphite Limiter 

The TFTR graphite limiter must be conditioned 
to make supershots. This process is not fully un
derstood, but a major component is to deplete the 
graphite of deuterium. The deuterium recycling 
coefficient may be as low as R - 0.5 when condi
tioning is completed. It has been noticed that un
der these conditions the inert gases are also pump
ed, whereas in the usual low-mode discharges they 
recycle at a constant level for the rest of the shot. A 
study was made of this process and of the subse
quent release of the pumped gas at the end of a 
day's operation. 4 7 

Figure 38 compares the helium content of a L-
mode discharge following a puff of gas with the be
havior of a supershot. Other inert gases show the 
same behavior with shorter time constants. A sum
mary appears in Table VI. 
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Figure 38. When helium is puffed into a low-mode plasma 
(solid curve}, with its unconditioned limiter, the helium re
cycles until the end of the beam pulse att=1.0 sec. When 
the limiter has been depleted of deuterium and TFTR is 
making supershots, the puff is pumped out during the shot 
by the limiter (dashed curve). The time scale starts when 
the beam turns on. The helium was puffed at 0.45 sec for 
the low mode and 0.40 sec for the supershot. 

Table VI. Pumping Times for Deuterium and the 
Inert Gases in TFTR with a Well-Conditioned 
Graphite Limiter tor a 1.4-MA Plasma Current. 

Gas 

Deuterium 

Pumping Times 
(Sec) Gas 

Deuterium 0.12 
Helium 1.00 
Neon 0.70 
Argon 

Krypton 
0.20 
0.08 

The release of the gas following an experimen
tal run period shows very complex behavior. The 
release of the inert gases is a first-order process, 
characterized by an exponential decay of the par
tial pressure. This is unlike the experience of other 
machines and unlike the behavior of molecules like 
carbon dioxide in TFTR, which is a power law de
cay with an exponent of approximately -0.5. A power 
law is characteristic of a diffusive release; the ex
ponential decay argues for a release in which a dif
fusive mechanism, if present, is not the limiting 
effect. Moreover, the best data on outgassing, for 
argon, shows a clear dual time constant. This points 
to two trapping sites in the graphite at different 
depths. The shallower trap appears only after 
plasma operation; the deeper may be characteris
tic of unperturbed graphite. The interaction of these 
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gases with deuterium is not clear; it is unlikely that 
the same trapping sites are used by both deuterium 
and the inert gases. However, the presence of deu
terium in the graphite seems to block access to the 
inert gas sites. 

The capacity of this inert gas reservoir has not 
been measured, but it is likely to be comparable to 
that for deuterium. This means the helium ash re
moval calculations for TFTR in its D-T phase should 
be able to count on an effective lifetime of the fu
sion-produced helium of less than one second. 

Radiation Effects 
on Fiber Optics 

The diagnostics for TFTR use high-purity S i0 2 

fibers as light guides in many applications. In prepa
ration for D-T operations, the effects of radiation 
from the D-D fusion reactions on the fibers have 
been studied. The radiation affecting the fibers is 
primarily from gamma rays released following the 
thermalization and capture of neutrons from the 
reaction D + D -> 3 He (0.8 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV). 
During D-T operations, the reaction will be D + T 
- » 4 H e (3.5 MeV) + n (14 MeV), and the number of 
neutrons will be about 200 times higher due to the 
increased reactivity of D-T over D-D. 

There are two effects of the radiation. For diag
nostics looking at low-level signals, gamma-induced 
fluorescence will add background to the signal. Fig
ure 39 shows the clear relationship between the 
observed luminescence on the emitted neutron in-
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Figure 39. Radiation-induced luminescence at 5270 A in a 
PCS fiber exposed to a high neutron flux from TFTR during 
a deuterium plasma. The luminous units are surface bright
ness, photons/fs-A-cm2 steradian). Between 3 and 4 sec
onds, 24 MW of neutral-beam heating was injected. 

tensity as a function of time during noutral-beam 
heating. 4 8 All diagnostics will be affected by the 
radiation-induced loss of transmission in the fibers. 
This transmission loss is of two types: transient and 
permanent. Figure 40(a) shows a transient loss of 
transmission during a D-D supershot. Not all of the 
radiation-induced transmission loss is transient, 
however. The cumulative transmission loss in a fi
ber that has been instalW in the TFTR Test Cell 
for four years has been measured. These results are 
shown in Fig. 40(b). 4 9 
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Figure 40. (a) The reference fiber's transmission in dB at 
5270 A during 23 MW of neutral-beam injection from 4 to 6 
seconds, followed by a recovery from 6 to 8 seconds. The 
smooth line is a fit giving a time constant oftD-1.5 sec for 
the defect self-annealing, (b) The transmission data for the 
damaged and undamaged fibers (the fiber that runs to the 
Test Cell and back and the fibers that have stayed spooled 
in storage) The horizontal error bars are the full-width at 
half-maximum of the LED spectra used to measure the 
transmission, and the vertical error bars are an estimate of 
the uncertainty in the transmission measurement. The curve 
is the manufacturer's typical transmission data for this type 
of fiber. The data from the damaged fiber suggest that the 
effect of radiation on transmission increases at shorter wave
lengths. 
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If this response of the fibers is extrapolated to 
the higher radiation levels during D-T, fluorescence 
as large as the signal for the visible bremsstrah-
lung diagnostics and a doubling of the limiting noise 
level on the alpha-CHERS diagnostic are predicted. 
The transient loss of transmission during a shot 
will be 50%. The cumulative transmission loss could 
be as large as 500 db/km. Shielding and other re
mediation techniques are being planned. 

Remote In-Vessel Inspection 
Internal components of the TFTR vacuum ves

sel are inspected routinely during nonoperational 
periods using in-vacuo illumination probes in con
junction with a periscope viewing system. 5 0 The 
probes presently in use must be inserted manually 
by personnel in the Test Cell and, thus, are not suit
able during the D-T operating phase of TFTR. A 
new probe concept was developed which is compact, 
mechanically robust, and remotely operated. 5 1 

As illustrated in Fig. 41, the illumination probe 
is an integrated design which is supported on a 10-
inch conflat flange. Each probe consists of four 650-
W tungsten-halogen lamps mounted on an Inconel 
reflector. A rotatable shutter is incorporated in the 
design which has the form of a half-cylinder with 
covered ends. The shutter is positioned in front of 
the lamps during wall-conditioning procedures and 
plasma operation to shield them from deposition of 
materials such as carbon and boron. When the illu
mination probes are to be used, the shutter is ro
tated behind the lamps. In this position, the shut
ter also acts as an additional thermal-radiation 
shield to reduce heating of the vacuum flange and 
surrounding port area. The probes are operated 
remotely. A number of sensors, including limit 
switches on the shutter actuator and current sen
sors on the lamp power, are provided to monitor 
proper operating conditions for the illumination 
probes and to provide interlocks. The interlocks 
prevent use of the illumination system during TFTR 
operation and protect personnel against exposure 
to possible thermal or electrical-contact hazards 
during maintenance operations inside the vacuum 
vessel. 

A prototype illumination probe has been fabri
cated and an extensive test program has been car
ried out to assess the mechanical, electrical, and 
thermal performance, and to certify the cyclic op
erating life under conditions which closely simu-

Figure 41. Mechanical layout of the prototype, remotely 
controlled illumination probe for vacuum vessel inspection 
on TFTR during D-T operation. 

late the operating environment in TFTR. Prior to 
D-T operation, three remote illumination probes will 
be permanently mounted inside the vacuum vessel 
at top ports, which are distributed to provide the 
most uniform illumination practicable. 

Heating Systems 
The upgrade of the ICRF heating system was 

the major accomplishment during FY92 for TFTR 
Heating Systems. With the upgrade, the power out
put of the ICRF antennas was nearly doubled to 11 
MW, and thus the combined power output capabil
ity of the ICRF and neutral beams was increased 
to 44 MW. To date, 38 MW has been used to heat 
the plasma, the highest level of auxiliary plasma 
heating of the world's tokamak experiments. 

An important feature of the D-T program will 
be the use of neutral beams to inject tritium into 
the torus. Up to six beam sources will use tritium, 
while the remainder of the twelve sources will use 
deuterium. Beside heating the plasma, the neutral 
beams will control the plasma fuel input and they 
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can provide driven plasma current. Intensive phys
ics and engineering studies are underway to ensure 
the readiness of the neutral beams for this purpose. 
The preparations include a review of personnel and 
equipment safety, installation of a new gas injec
tion system, realignment of the vacuum system, 
installation of remote controlled equipment to the 
water system, testing of beam isotope switchover, 
and a review of maintenance, repairs, and spares 
provisioning anticipated for D-T operations. Dur
ing the experimental run periods this year, the re
liability and availability of the neutral beam, ICRF, 
energy conversion, and motor-generator equipment 
remained at high levels, a favorable augur for the 
success of upcoming D-T operations. 

Neutral Beams 
The neutral beams were operated during the 

year for both experimental run periods. In the first 
experimental period, more than 1,000 injection 
shots were achieved, including many high-power 
supershots. Also, an experiment was performed 
with a krypton beam (Z-beam) in an attempt to in
duce a radial potential in the plasma. The second 
experimental period produced approximately 2,000 
neutral-beam-injection shots with operation above 
30 MW achieved routinely. Despite some compo
nent failures, the overall neutral-beam equipment 
availability remained high at 74%, while the shot-
to-shot performance factor, which measures the 
total injected energy versus the requested energy, 
was about 85%. 

A significant engineering effort was undertaken 
to prepare the neutral beams for the injection and 
handling of tritium and to minimize personnel ra
diation exposure during repair and maintenance 
actions. Failure modes and Test Cell repair sce
narios and repair times were estimated and spe
cific beam upgrades and facility modifications iden
tified. The most notable of the changes required are 
the water system upgrade, the redesigned SF 6 han
dling system, and the new dual gas injection sys
tem. Remotely controlled valves are being added to 
the water flow paths for the beamlines to mitigate 
the consequences of an internal leak with tritium 
on the cryopanels. The operation of filling and 
evacuating with SF 6 will be made remote to mini
mize external radiation exposure of personnel when 
removing or installing sources. Additional protec
tion, such as temporary glove boxes, will be installed 

around the sources to limit internal radiation ex
posure due to airborne and surface contamination 
by tritium. Other glove boxes will be available for 
removal of the calorimeter and ion dump assem
blies. The vacuum system controls will also be modi
fied to accommodate the rerouting of the exhaust 
lines to the tritium area for turbopump backing and 
system roughing. Toward the end of the year, neu
tral-beam engineering support for the D-T program 
was expanded to generate detailed preoperational 
test procedures. 

Also in preparation for deuterium-tritium op
erations, several experiments were performed on 
the beamline and Long Pulse Ion Source (LPIS) to 
optimize the location of the gas injection and the 
stabilization time of the pre-injection gas. The gas 
lead-in time was reduced from the original 3.6 sec
onds to 1 second in gradual steps, while the source 
operation was monitored and adjusted as necessary. 
The shorter lead-in time was eventually imple
mented on all twelve sources, and the extensive 
operational experience gained indicates that the 
sources can be reliably operated with a significantly 
reduced tritium consumption. This improvement 
gives an increase in number of plasma shots per 
uranium bed fill from about 8 to 18. Additional ex
periments compared gas injection locations at the 
source exit and the rear of the arc chamber. The 
source operated satisfactorily at either location and 
exit injection was selected as the deuterium-tritium 
operational configuration because its ground poten
tial location greatly simplifies installation and 
maintenance. 

The design and development of the D-T gas in
jection hardware and control system was completed 
this year, and a prototype was installed and suc
cessfully tested on a beamline. The new design has 
separate flow and control paths for deuterium and 
tritium to prevent inadvertent mixing of the gases. 
In the D-T phase, the tritium will be transferred 
from the tritium storage facility to a small plenum 
in the gas injection system. During the pulse, the 
tritium in the plenum will be bled down at a con
stant rate through feedback control until the tri
tium is depleted. The transfer and control mecha
nization has been designed to maximize the 
throughput of tritium and minimize any holdup of 
tritium in the system components. A series of in
terlocked isolation valves will control the transfer 
process. 
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Five LPISs were completely refurbished and 
tested during this reporting period. The upgraded 
hardware modifications previously introduced, e.g., 
installation of helicoils, source exit scraper modifi
cations, and rebrazing of grid masks, have been 
implemented as the LPISs were rebuilt, thereby 
expediting the preparations for the D-T experimen
tal phase. Also, small random leaks in the water 
lines to the arc chamber have on occasion raised 
the dew point of the insulating SF 6 gas in the source 
enclosure. The problem was traced to deformation 
and scouring of the water fitting surfaces during 
fabrication and was solved by increasing the hard
ness of the fitting materials. To further ensure con
trol of the dew point, the SF 6 will be circulated 
through a dryer mounted locally on the source en
closure. 

Improvements to the LPIS maintenance area, 
including an improved source drying system, an 
independent water supply for source testing, and 
an upgraded high-potential test setup, vere imple
mented in preparation for the complet; refurbish
ment of all LPISs prior to operation with tritium. 

Neutral-Beam Physics 
Preparation for the D-T program was fully sup

ported with scenario development for the tritium 
beam phase. At the end of this year's e: perimental 
run, a test was done to verify the opera.ional feasi
bility of switching between deuterium and tritium 
from one pulse to the next. For the test, the gases 
used weTe deuterium and helhim-4 (u tng inertial 
pumping so the helium would not initiate cryopanel 
regeneration). A beam of helium-4 has very nearly 
the same effective mass in the extractor/accelera
tor structures of the sources (and thus the same 
perveance characteristics) as a beam of tritium, 
when it is taken into account that the helium is 
extracted entirely as atomic ions, whereas the tri
tium is extracted as a mixed beam of atomic, di
atomic, and triatomic ions. For these purposes 
helium-4 is a better surrogate for tntium than 
helium-3. Initial experiments were performed at 
86 keV, and the changeover between gases did work 
successfully. Early in the next experimental run, 
this test should be repeated at higher voltage. 

Details of the measurement of beam divergence 
and power of the TFTR neutral beams have been 
published in Ref. 52. 

ICRF Upgrade 
The ICRF Upgrade Project began in April 1989 

and was completed in August of 1992. Two new 
antennas were added and the source power avail
able for the ICRF heating experiments on TFTR 
was increased from 9 MW to 16 MW. The two new 
antennas were installed on TFTR next to the exist
ing ICRF antennas. The additional 7 MW of radio-
frequency power was gained by upgrading the 
power output of the two operational 1.5-MW sources 
to 2.5 MW each, and by adding two new 2.5 MW 
radio-frequency sources. The upgrade brought the 
total number of TFTR ICRF sources to six. Two 
additional 10-MW dummy loads were also provided 
for testing and conditioning of the new radio-fre
quency sources. After completing all pertinent Pre
operational Test Procedures (FTP) in July, an In
tegrated System Test Procedure (ISTP) was 
conducted to exercise both the original system and 
the new upgraded system. During this test, all an
tennas were conditioned to their full radio-fre
quency voltage and current requirements. 

ICRF Source Operations 
During FY92, ICRF Source Operations assume' 

responsibility for the operation of the new and up
graded 2.5-MW sources provided by the ICRF Up
grade project. The total ICRF power available is 
now 16 MW from the six sources. These systems 
were operated into the TFTR antennas and deliv
ered power in excess of 11 MW to the plasma. The 
limitation, thus far, on delivered power has been 
related to the antenna impedance matching and the 
load variations experienced with TFTR supershot 
plasmas. 

Some equipment problems were discovered dur
ing high-power TFTR ICRF plasma operations. Due 
to the erratic nature of the plasma load (especially 
supershot plasmas), protection systems for the high-
power vacuum tubes used in the sources had to be 
reevaluated. A program of circuit changes has been 
started to limit tube currents and dissipations dy
namically to permit the output tubes to operate 
reliably under unpredictable load conditions. The 
ultimate output power during antenna load mis
matches must be somewhat less than is possible 
into a well-matched load. The operation of the six 
ICRF sources will be optimized by using feedback 
control for the drive power to the final tube and by 
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carefully selecting the voltage from the high-volt
age power supply in accordance with the particu
lar output power required. The Laboratory is work
ing with the tube manufacturer to establish the 
transient limits on currents and dissipations for 
reliable operation. These hardware changes will be 
installed prior to D-T operation. 

Energy Conversion Systems 
Continued modifications, repairs, upgrades, and 

preventative maintenance of the Energy Conver
sion System (ECS) for the TFTR coils has produced 
a record on-line availability greater than 98%. A 
prime example of this technical support is the imple
mentation of the soft-close disconnecting and 
grounding switches on the ohmic heating system. 
The soft-closure feature, which was installed on the 
toroidal-field (TF) system last year, is invoked for 
all operations except a fault condition requiring a 
fast closure, thus substantially reducing mechani
cal failures and unscheduled repairs. Additional 
switchgear improvements included the purchase of 
four new operating mechanisms for the 15-kV 
switchgear to rebuild old worn out units and the 
completion of a major switch maintenance program 
on all 38 of the ECS rectifiers. 

Several new diagnostic and calibration tools 
were added to the ECS to improve troubleshooting 
and maintenance. Newly designed monitoring cir
cuit cards for the dc current transducers in the ECS 
rectifiers improve monitoring and eliminate a com
plicated and time-consuming calibration cycle. 
Shunts in the poloidal-field (PF) system conductors 
provide an in situ means of calibrating Halmar cur
rent transducers in the PF system. On-line moni
toring of the ohmic heating interrupters is now pos
sible, with the introduction of new fiber optic 
transmitters and receivers. The fiber optic devices 
have a long battery life and lend themselves for use 
in high-voltage applications that are inaccessible 
during operating periods. Also, fault lights were 
added to the ohmic heating interrupters and to the 
Electrical Fault Detection System (EFDS) unit to 
improve the capability for diagnosing faults. 

Another operational enhancement is the digital 
firing generator to improve the current balancing 
of the TF parallel leg currents during the pulse dis
charge cleaning cycles. This feature will eventually 
enable the discharge cleaning to be done at higher 
and more effective current levels up to 13 kA. 

A number of steps were taken to improve equip
ment repair and turnaround time, including new 
circuit board testing fixtures for the ECS rectifier 
circuit boards and a new mechanical test fixture to 
facilitate the safe handling of the four-hundred-
pound rectifier power and bypass modules. In ad
dition, the Ross Amplifier maintenance and cali
bration procedures were revised to simplify and 
reduce the calibration turnaround time. 

Motor Generator System 
The motor generator system for the TFTR 

project continued operation in FY92, with an excel
lent reliability of 99%. Some upgrades of the sys
tem were carried out. These included: 

• Modification of the lube oil system to improve 
reliability during hot summer days where the 
bearing is running 3 °C cooler and therefore 
avoiding unnecessary downtime. 

• Repairing of all weld cracks on motor stator 
key bars for both MG sets. These cracks were 
discovered during the annual maintenance. 
A periodic inspection revealed no further 
weld cracks since the repair. 

• Rebalancing of Motor Generator #2 to de
crease the shaft runout. 

D-T Engineering 
Tritium Operations Branch 

The Tritium Operations Branch is responsible 
for constructing, commissioning, and operating the 
tritium systems, including all tritium-related as
semblies that will provide complete tritium-han
dling capabilities. Much progress has been achieved 
in this area over the last few years. 

During FY92, the main emphasis was placed 
on preparing the tritium systems for tritium op
eration. The areas of high activity included: 

• Recruiting and training of operation person
nel. 

• Completing major heating, ventilating, and 
air conditioning modifications. 

• Completing the design and installation of the 
area, stack, and process monitors. 

• Operating the tritium systems with hydro
gen or deuterium. 
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• Completing and "walking down" the approxi
mately 130 new operating procedures. 

A great deal of the effort for FY92 consisted of 
recruiting and training twelve new operators. An 
intensive training program was developed for these 
operators, and by the end of the year each of them 
had received more than 550 hours of hands-on train
ing either at TFTR or at other facilities. 

The tritium system, installed in four glove 
boxes, is capable of receiving, analyzing, storing, 
and delivering tritium to the injection systems at a 
rate of 80 Ci per minute at pressures up to 2,000 
Torr. The tritium systems are operated from a lo
cal control panel. The computer-aided control equip
ment has been upgraded to industrial compatible 
equipment, maintaining its original design control 
philosophies. The Quadrapole Mass Spectrometer 
(QMS) has been successfully brought into opera
tion. The operators were trained on this system, 
and achieved high equipment performance runs. 

Three tritium cleanup systems which remove 
elemental tritium and tritium oxide from various 
gas streams, including the plasma exhaust, and 
combine the tritium with oxygen in a controlled 
environment are used on TFTR. The cleanup sys
tems are catalytic recombiners in which the cata
lyst is platinum or palladium on an alumina base. 
These systems are in an advanced commissioning 
stage and are described below. 

Torus Cleanup System 
The Torus Cleanup System (TCS) will collect 

the plasma exhaust gases, after regeneration of the 
neutral-beam cryopanels, and various other process 
gases that contain tritium. After converting the tri
tium to tritiated water, the water will be collected 
on molecular sieve beds which will be shipped off 
site for long-term storage. In FY92, helium leak 
checking of the TCS was repeated, and the test re
sults were fully documented. Many system perfor
mance runs were completed, all of which satisfied 
the design objectives and requirements. 

Tritium Storage and Delivery 
Cleanup System 

The purpose of the Tritium Storage and Deliv
ery Cleanup System (TSDCS) is to maintain a pure 
argon atmosphere (free of oxygen, moisture, and 
tritium) in the Tritium Storage and Delivery Glove 

Box. The TSDCS has been in operation for several 
hundred hours. It is capable of removing oxygen 
and maintaining glove-box concentrations below 10 
ppm (parts per million). With the exception of the 
recombiner, which cannot be evaluated in the ab
sence of tritium, all system operating requirements 
were satisfied. The heaters have been fully insu
lated, which enabled the operators to demonstrate 
the heater performance. 

Tritium Vault Cleanup System 
In the event of a tritium leak into the atmo

spheres of the Test Cell basement, tritium vault, 
or tritium cleanup room, the Tritium Vault Cleanup 
System (TVCS) will be capable of removing the tri
tium and preventing tritium releases to the envi
ronment. The system flows have been established, 
and all control loops were fully tested. With the 
helium leak testing still to be done, component- and 
system-performance testing will be completed next 
year. 

Tritium Purification System 
In order to reduce the number of shipments of 

elemental tritium and tritium oxide to and from 
TFTR, a decision was made to procure an on-site 
Tritium Purification System (TPS). The TPS is de
signed to extract the tritium from the plasma ex
haust gases and to return the extracted tritium to 
the Tritium Storage and Delivery System as new 
fuel. In this manner, the number of shipments of 
elemental tritium can be reduced from 41 to 4, pro
vided that the delivery and commissioning of the 
TPS is completed at the time that the D-T experi
ments start. More important, however, is the fact 
that the high-level waste that will be produced dur
ing the experiments will be reduced to a low-level 
waste of less than 1000 Ci per shipment. 

Tritium Monitoring Systems 
The design of the tritium-monitoring systems, 

consisting of the stack monitors and the area moni
tors, was completed. Installation is in progress and 
will be completed in FY93. 

Each of the eight stacks has been provided with 
a monitor that measures the radioactivity of the 
activated air and tritium. The combined stack-ex
haust mixture will be measured with a differenti
ating monitor that detects activated air, elemental 
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tritium, and tritium oxide. Each experimental room 
has been provided with one or two monitors that 
identify the tritium component. The monitors are 
gamma compensated, and the Test Cell monitors 
are magnetically shielded as well. Only the Test 
Cell has been supplied with two monitors which 
differentiate between activated air and tritium. 
During each experiment, the Test Cell air will be
come activated with the relatively short-lived iso
topes 1 3 N, !6N and 1 4 Ar. 

In August 1992, the series of tasks needed to 
complete the Tritium Monitoring Systems for TFTR 
were initiated. This effort includes the following: 

• Calibration and testing of eleven area tritium 
monitors and eight real-time stack tritium 
monitors. 

• Design, installation, calibration, and testing 
of nine tritium systems process tritium moni
tors. 

• Redesign, installation, calibration, and test
ing of the real-time stack sampling system. 

• Design, installation, calibration, and testing 
of the discriminating stack tritium monitor. 
This will be used to determine the ratio of 
elemental tritium to tritium oxide that is 
present in the stack. 

Design Branch 
Water Cold Trap for D-T Operations 

Preliminary design of the portable system for 
removing water has been initiated. This system will 
be capable of removing up to 30 gallons of water 
from the neutral-beam boxes. The system will con
sist of a water pump and drum mounted on a por
table cart which can be moved about the Test Cell 
to each neutral-beam box. 

D-T Seismic Analysis 
Analyses of the neutral-beam cryopanels have 

been completed. Detailed finite-element models of 
the cryopanels were analyzed using the MSC/ 
NASTRAN code for a Most Intense Earthquake 
(MIE) scenario. The analysis predicts that the 
cryopanels will perform satisfactorily during an 
MIE seismic event. 

The engineering consulting firm of EQE Inc. 
performed a seismic verification of the cryopiping 

that runs to the beamlines. No deficiencies were 
noted with the exception of the restraint of the neu
tral-beam boxes themselves. 

Evaluation of the configuration for the neutral-
beam box supports was also done. These analyses 
showed that in addition to the neutral-beam boxes 
requiring lateral restraint during an MIE event, 
they were also susceptible to uplifting and/or over
turning. A support clamp has been designed which 
will restrain the boxes both laterally and vertically. 
The clamps capture each support leg, and are 
welded to the steel-embed plates in the Test Cell 
floor. 

With the installation of the supports in the Test 
Cell basement for the high-voltage enclosure (HVE) 
and the modification of the neutral-beam supports, 
the seismic qualification of the systems and com
ponents that are related to the beamlines is essen
tially complete. 

D-T Diagnostics 
For FY92, the main goal of the D-T Diagnostics 

Branch was the continuation of the designs neces
sary to allow reliable operation in the TFTR D-T 
high-radiation environment and to commission an 
alpha-particle diagnostic for the summer D-D ex
perimental run. 

The following diagnostic systems comprised the 
major activities for D-T Diagnostics: 

Alpha-Particle CHERS. This important diag
nostic was installed in late summer, with signals 
being taken by fiber optics from the TFTR to the 
shielded Hot Cell. Experiments were conducted to 
establish proof of principle. Using a simulated popu
lation created by 3 He minority radio-frequency heat
ing, emissions were observed from ions with ener
gies up to 400 keV. 

Vacuum Vessel Illumination. The mechani
cal engineering design, fabrication, and installation 
of a prototype remotely operated illumination probe 
was completed. The prototype was tested in place 
on TFTR. Thermocouples were used to monitor vari
ous temperatures associated with the probe while 
operating the illumination lamps at different power 
levels. A further improvement to the inspection 
capability was the provision of an integrating CCD 
(charge-coupled device) camera. Excellent light sen
sitivity was demonstrated. 

Second Grating Polychromator. During this 
period, the system design of a second grating poly-
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chromator was completed. The requirements for the 
corrugated wave guide and 20-channel cryostat 
were established, and the components were ordered. 

M u l t i c h a n n e l N e u t r o n Coll imator. A detec
tor was developed to allow neutron measurements 
in fluxes 300 t imes greater than for D-D operation. 

E p i t h e r m a l N e u t r o n s . Some changes were 
required to make the maintenance and repair of 
the epi thermal neut ron system easier, and the de
sign and instal lat ion of some new detectors of lower 
sensit ivity to operate in the higher D-T fluxes were 
s tar ted. 

D-T N e u t r o n Cal ibrat ion . The key element 
for D-T calibration, a new portable neutron gen
erator , was purchased and received. This genera
tor has the possibility of being placed a t any point 
a round the tokamak for the detailed calibration 
necessary with 14-MeV neutrons . In FY93, the gen
erator will be characterized and used in the vacuum 
vessel for D-T calibration. 
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Princeton Beta Experiment-
Modification 

A new plasma regime, called "second stability," 
holds promise for improving the performance of 
tokamak plasmas. As an advanced-physics facility, 
the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification (PBX-
M) is uniquely capable of achieving and exploring 
second stability at reactor-relevant values of the 
"safety factor" q*. The plasma pressure itself is pre
dicted to aid in stabilizing pressure-driven inter
nal (ballooning) modes in this regime, and this may 
provide the basis for an attractive fusion-power re
actor. 

The primary goal of PBX-M is to reach second 
stability in kink-stable plasmas over at least 90% 
of the plasma profile at reactor-relevant values of 
q* (4-6) and q(0) > 1.5 in order to assess the ben
efits of this regime. A secondary goal is the explo
ration of plasma stability at higher-q*. 

Fiscal year 1992 was devoted to the develop
ment of tools to improve the stability of the plasma 
and to study plasma behavior. Among the achieve
ments were: 

• Installation of a lower hybrid current drive 
(LHCD) system for the purpose of control
ling the current profile and for increasing the 
value of q(0) above 1. 

• Addition of two megawatts of power at a fre
quency corresponding to Ion-Bernstein Wave 
Heating (IBWH) for the dual purpose of con
trolling the pressure profile and supplement
ing the neutral-beam system for plasma heat
ing. 

• Addition of a new capability to bias the 
divertor plates in order to affect the radial 
and poloidal electric field and the current 
distribution at the edge of the plasma, 
thereby modifying the plasma transport. 

• Installation of a two-dimensional (2-D) hard 
X-ray camera to indicate damping location 
and fast electron confinement for LHCD 
power. 

• Addition of a 12-channel motional Stark ef
fect (MSE) diagnostic to provide the profile 
of q(r), a measurement of basic importance 
to the mission of PBX-M. 

• Development of a Lower Hybrid Simulation 
Code (LSC) that interfaces with the Toka
mak Simulation (TSC) and TRANSP codes 
in support of the current profile control ex
periment. 

• Initial modification of the SURFAS code to 
provide fast equilibrium reconstruction. 

With these tools, PBX-M experiments have pro
duced significant advances in current profile con
trol, pressure profile control and plasma heating, 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium recon
struction, and plasma edge physics. 

Current Profile Control 
LHCD Experiments 
Real-Time Phase Control 

The PBX-M lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) 
system consists of 1-MW of radio-frequency (rf) 
power at 4.6-GHz frequency, with a pulse duration 
of 0.5 seconds. The power is coupled to the plasma 
via a 32-waveguide array. The system is unique for 
its fast response phase shifter, which can adjust 
the phase of the launched lower hybrid wave dur
ing the discharge (response time is about 9 msec 
for 180° shift, 20° per msec). Ultimately, a total 
power of 2 MW is planned in FY93 with two launch
ers. 

The effect of the applied power has been as
sessed principally by means of two diagnostics: a 
2-D hard X-ray camera, which records the brems-
strahlung emission in the forward electron drift 
direction across the entire plasma cross section, and 
a diagnostic based on the motional Stark effect 
(MSE), which provides a 12-point radial profile of 
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the poloidal magnetic field with time resolution 
down to 4 msec. 

As in most of the preceding lower hybrid cur
rent drive experiments, the coupling to the plasma 
has been found to be in good agreement with theory, 
with reflection coefficients of typically 10% at the 
phase of interest. Most notably, such good coupling 
has been observed in high-confinement mode (H-
mode) discharges, which at times has generated 
concern about the high edge density causing high 
reflection: At the transition, the reflection coeffi
cient increases transiently to about 30%, but then 
returns to the initial low level. These measurements 
have beon done in conjunction with edge density 
measurements using the fast reciprocating 
Langmuir probe installed by University of Califor
nia at Los Angeles (UCLA) staff. The measured 
value of the reflection coefficient through the low-
confinement to high-confinement mode transition 
and during the H-mode agrees well with that pre
dicted by the coupling theory using the edge den
sity measurements from the probe as a constraint. 

The current drive efficiency was found to be 
approximately 0.08 (10 1 4 A-nr2/W), approximately 
a factor of two lower than in PLT (Princeton Large 
Torus) or ASDEX (Axially Symmetric Divertor Ex
periment), but in agreement with the general scal
ing of (ope/Q)ce (about 0.75 in PBX-M, a higher value 
than any other experiment). The current drive effi
ciency decreases with density, as expected, and with 
increasing the n|| of the waves. 

As in most other LHCD experiments, sawteeth 
oscillations have been strongly affected or elimi
nated, as described in the MHD Modification with 
LHCD section below. 

Safety Factor Raised and Lowered 
Lower hybrid current drive has been used as a 

tool to modify the current profile. Discharges have 
been obtained in which the bulk of the radio-fre
quency power has been deposited in the central part 
of the plasma, thereby "peaking" the current pro
file. In this situation, the sawtooth inversion ra
dius moves outward and the value of q(0), as mea
sured by the MSE diagnostic, decreases. Off-axis 
deposition of the lower hybrid power results in a 
broader current profile, with a measured q(0) value 
of 1.09. 

In support of the lower hybrid current drive 
experiments, a Lower Hybrid Simulation Code 

(LSC) has been developed and interfaced with two 
long-standing and much relied upon modeling codes 
at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 
(PPPL): the Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC) and 
the TRANSP analysis code. The LSC relies on mul
tiple ray tracing in a specified plasma equilibrium 
which is restricted only to be axisymmetric. The 
relation between power in a ray and coupling to 
the electrons for interactions parallel to the field is 
stored as a function of flux surface for any number 
of flux surface crossings. Then, an iterative method 
estimates the radio-frequency quasilinear diffusion 
coefficient DQLCF.VH) and one-dimensional electron 
distribution function fef4*,V||) on each flux surface. 
These quantities are used with the direct current 
(dc) electric field E(jc(4') in fits to a two-dimensional 
solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 1 to obtain 
the current driven. This approach gives a fairly eco
nomical calculation of the spatial dependence of the 
current driven for a given spectrum, plasma, local 
electric field, etc. Also calculated is the electron 
heating profile due to the lower hybrid waves. Not 
treated are long-time acceleration of electrons and 
cross-field diffusion. The evolution of n|j due to tor
oidal effects is found to be extremely important. 

The LSC, TRANSP, and TSC codes have been 
combined to analyze and simulate many PBX-M 
plasma discharges. One very important result has 
been that q(0) has been computed to rise slightly 
above unity under conditions in which the sawteeth 
were eliminated (off-axis deposition). This value is 
consistent with that measured by the motion Stark 
effect diagnostic for this discharge condition. Fig
ure 1 shows a comparison between the magnetic-
field pitch-angle profile measured by the MSE and 
that computed by the LSC and TRANSP codes for 
the off-axis deposition case; the agreement between 
the two is very good. The results mentioned indi
cate that off-axis lower hybrid current drive can 
cause a rearrangement of current throughout the 
plasma, including a reduction in the central cur
rent density, and that such an effect can be mod
eled. Other interesting results from the modeling 
are that the geometry of the plasma is influential 
in the development of H||, and therefore the accessi
bility and the energy of the electrons driven, and 
that the ability to vary the location of the driven 
current by varying the phase at the launcher is ex
tremely sensitive to the electron temperature and 
density profiles. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between magnetic-field pitch-angle 
profiles measured by the MSE diagnostic and calculated 
by the LSC and TRANSP codes for a MHD-free plasma 
discharge. Agreement between the two is good. 

IBWH-lnduceu 
Bootstrap Current 

Long-pulse ion-Bernstein-wave heating experi
ments exhibit density profile peaking to values of 
n e(0)/<n e> up to 2.5 . This peaking is observed dur
ing either ohmic only plasma discharges or plasma 
discharges with additional heating by neutral 
beams. The density peaking produces a peak boot
strap current density contribution of 30% of the total 
current density (near a/3) and 20% of the total cur
rent (see Fig. 2). The amount of bootstrap current 
that is generated is, in this example, relatively 
small, since the neutral-beam power is modest (2 
MW) : as is the electron temperature (1 keV). This 
off-axis bootstrap current, and subsequent increase 
in q(0), could be responsible for the sawtooth sup
pression observed during these IBW peaked-den
sity profile discharges. Future experiments with 
additional heating and electron temperatures up 
to 2 keV will be more collisionless than is at present. 
In these cases, it is predicted that up to 80% of the 
current density will be generated by bootstrap cur
rent at the peak, and that the bootstrap current 
will account for approximately 60% of the total cur
rent, should the density profile reach the same 
peakedness. Similar to lower hybrid current drive, 
this bootstrap current will serve to rearrange the 

total current profile, resulting in increased q(0). The 
ability to produce peaked-density profiles without 
requiring central fueling may be particularly use
ful in future devices such as the Tokamak Physics 
Experiment (TPX) and the DEMO (Demonstration 
Power Reactor) reactors. 
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Figure 2. Total, bootstrap, and neutral-beam-driven cur
rent densities for the case of the peaked density profile 
during ion-Bernstein wave heating. 

MHD Modification with LHCD 
Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) through its 

change of the current profile can alter radically the 
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) behavior of a 
plasma discharge. By changing the plasma param
eters, especially the plasma density and LHCD 
power, sawtooth activity can be increased or totally 
suppressed, and the q = 1 radius can be increased 
or decreased to the point that q(0) becomes larger 
than one. Plasma shape, circular versus bean-
shaped, influences the MHD behavior, probably 
through a change in the propagation of the waves 
and the deposition profile. Generally, various modes 
can be excited, for example, m=l/n=l mode, locked 
global n=l mode ending in a minor disruption, m=3/ 
n=2 mode, or the modes can be completely stabi
lized. 

In the case of LHCD injection into sawtoothing 
ohmic plasmas, one of two things can happen. In 
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the first case, the discharge will continue to 
sawtooth, showing little change in this MHD activ
ity, although an increase in the central soft X-ray 
emissivity, perhaps indicating some central heat
ing, is seen. In the second case, the sawteeth gradu
ally disappear, but this activity is replaced with a 
growing n=l oscillatory mode which eventually 
slows down and locks, leading to a minor disrup
tion. The discharge recovers, exhibiting repeated 
periods of n=l mode growth, locking, and minor 
disruption. This difference in behavior depends on 
the density of the plasma discharge. Below a cer
tain density threshold, which may depend on in
jected lower hybrid power, the n=l mode that even
tually locks replaces the sawteeth. Above that 
threshold, the discharges continue to sawtooth. This 
effect may be understood by noting that more cur
rent drive, and therefore current profile modifica
tion, occurs at lower rather than higher density. 
The n=l mode has a dramatic effect on the fast elec
tron confinement, resulting in the filling in and 
peaking of the hard X-ray profile, thus indicating a 
loss of spatial localization of the driven current. 

Partial Stabilization of MHD 
The addition of the neutral-beam power to the 

LHCD in some scenarios partially stabilizes the 
modes excited by the LHCD. Immediately after the 
injection of LHCD, the sawtooth activity is sup
pressed. However, the sawteeth reappear after the 
initial suppression, but with a smaller inversion 
radius. The inversion radius continues to decrease 
until the sawteeth again become fully suppressed. 
This decrease in the inversion radius reflects a simi
lar decrease in the q = 1 surface radius, which is 
corroborated by the change in the position of the 
m=l/n=l sawtooth precursor. 

Immediately after the first sawtooth suppres
sion, a strong m=3/n=2 mode begins to grow. This 
m=3/n=2 mode appears to couple to a much weaker 
m=2/n=2 mode on the q = 1 surface. Initially this 
3/2 mode rotates in the electron diamagnetic drift 
direction, but the rotation direction changes to the 
ion drift direction with the application of neutral-
beam injection (NBI). With neutral-beam injection, 
this mode lasts to the end of the injection phase, 
and no n=l mode is observed. The effect of the 
m=2,3/n=2 mode on the hard X-ray profile is nor
mally very weak, resulting in a slight loss in hol-
lowness and in the intensity. 

Total Suppression of MHD 
In this scenario the plasma parameters were 

only slightly different than in the partial stabiliza
tion case. The neutral-beam power was almost the 
same, but the LHCD power was 50% higher than 
in the case where the discharges continue to 
sawtooth. Another difference was that the LHCD 
power was ramped up from turn-on time in the case 
where the sawteeth gradually disappear, and in the 
partial stabilization case it was not. 

The difference in LHCD power and ramping 
resulted in marked difference in the MHD behav
ior. Due to the LHCD ramping, the sawteeth did 
not disappear immediately as in the partial stabili
zation scenario, but continued into the LHCD power 
ramp. The sawtooth inversion radius gradually 
decreased and then disappeared. In this case the 
n=2 mode was not destabilized. Following the 
sawtooth suppression a weak m=l/n=l mode ap
peared but only in the central part of the discharge. 
Being very weak, this mode was not global. During 
the time the mode lasted, its amplitude steadily 
decreased. At the same time, the peak of the mode 
and its minimum moved inward, indicating that the 
location of the q = 1 surface decreased. Finally, the 
mode disappeared and the discharge stayed free of 
any MHD activity for the rest of the duration of 
LHCD and NB injection (see Fig. 3). The MSE mea
surements of the q-profile made during the MHD-
fr«>e part of the discharge indicate q(0) to be ap
proximately 1.1, which is greater than the q(0) 
measured for a sawtoothing, neutral-beam heating 
only (no lower hybrid current drive) plasma dis
charge (see Fig. 4). 
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Figure 3. Overview of a MHD-free plasma discharge. 
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The hard X-ray measurements showed that 
during the total time of the LHCD and NB injec
tion the profiles remained hollow. The sawteeth 
seem not to have had much influence on either the 
amplitude or the hollowness of the hard X-ray pro
file. The m=l/n=l mode had a minimal effect on 
the hard fast electron profile: the hard X-ray hol-
lowness was not changed, and the amplitude of the 
hard X-ray decreased by about 2% during the du
ration of the m=l/n=l mode. The hard X-ray hol-
lowness and the position of the hard X-ray peaks 
indicate off-axis deposition. Moreover, they agree 
with the MHD observation of the disappearance of 
the q = 1 surface from the plasma and with the as
sumption that LHCD deposition occurs outside of 
the q = 1 surface, thereby forcing the q = 1 surface 
to shrink. 

With the synergistic effect of NBI and LHCD in 
this case, the LHCD stabilized the sawteeth that 
are present with NBI alone, and the NBI stabilized 
all the low-n MHD activity that would be present 
with LHCD alone. 

Energetic Electron Transport 
Clearly an experiment aimed at controlling the 

current profile would be a failure at the start if the 
fast electrons generated by the waves diffused or 
were scattered across the radius before slowing 
down. From hard X-ray images it can be deduced 
immediately that diffusion is low enough to main
tain some fast electron localization by observing 
cases in which an off-center bremsstrahlung emis
sion could be maintained for a time longer than the 
magnetic diffusion time. 

Quantitative evidence for this situation is seen 
by obtaining the radial fast electron current den
sity profile from the hard X-ray images of steady-
state plasma discharges. Since the X-ray images 
are line-of-sight and energy integrated, an inver
sion process is required to obtain the radial fast 
electron current density profile. Rather than doing 
a difficult direct Abel-like inversion, the profile is 
obtained by modeling; using four variables to de
scribe the fast electron velocity distribution func
tion and three variables to describe the fast elec
tron current density radial profile, the local hard 
X-ray emissivity is obtained. Line-of-sight integra
tions are then performed, including the effects of 
various absorbers and the detector efficiency, yield
ing a simulated image which can be compared to 
the experimental image. The simulated image is 
recomputed using different parameters until a good 
comparison is found. This procedure was applied 
to the steady-state MHD-free condition described 
in the last section; the radial fast electron current 
density profile is seen in Fig. 5. Notice that the pro
file is clearly peaked off-axis, indicating sustained 
off-axis current drive. Regarding sensitivity, the 
location of the off-axis peak and the scale lengths 
for the inward and outward decline are sensitive to 
a factor of about 10%. 
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Figures. Fast electron current density profile obtained from 
an experimental X-ray image using the Stevens-Von Goeler 
code. 

Although obtaining a steady-state off-axis fast 
electron current density profile is evidence for a 
minor role of fast electron diffusion, it is useful to 
obtain an effective diffusion constant and compare 
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the diffusion time scale with the collisional slowing 
down time scale. The approach used is to assume a 
plausible physics model where the diffusion con
stant is a free parameter and the lower hybrid power 
absorption profile is extremely narrow. A diffusion 
constant is guessed initially, and the modeled fast 
electron current density profile is calculated and 
compared to the experimental profile obtained 
above. The process is iterated, using different dif
fusion constants, until a good match is found, 
thereby obtaining an effective diffusion constant 
that i£ consistent with the experimental profile in 
the context of the assumed model. Note that since 
the lower hybrid power absorption profile was nar
row, this effective diffusion constant is an upper 
bound. 

The model chosen for calculation was derived 
from the response function technique described by 
Rax and Moreau, 2 which solves the time-dependent 
Fokker-Plank equation for fast electrons including 
the physics ofcollisional slowing down, pitch-angle 
scattering, radial diffusion, and lower hybrid power 
absorption. The model was adjusted to include the 
effects of an electric field, since many of the PBX-M 
discharges had a nonzero loop voltage. 

A best fit was obtained with effective diffusivity 
Deff =1.1 m 2/sec for the MHD-free condition; this is 
shown in Fig. 6. Note that varying the effective dif
fusion constant by a factor of two leads to clear de
partures from the experimental profile in Fig. 5. 
To test further the sensitivity of this result, other 
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Figure 6. Fast electron current density profile obtained from 
a theoretical calculation using three different diffusion con
stants. The units are m2/sec. A loop voltage of 0.4 V is 
assumed. 

calculations were done for this discharge by vary
ing the loop voltage, the lower hybrid absorption 
profile in velocity space, Ze(y, and adding up to seven 
radially discrete sources to roughly model the ef
fect of a broader radial absorption profile. In all 
cases, a best fit for the effective diffusion constant 
varied by less than about a factor of two. This value 
is comparable to the value of the one-fluid effective 
thermal diffusivity for this case. Note that corre
sponding diffusive time scale is about 90 msec, 
which is much longer than the momentum slowing 
down time of about 7 msec. Planned improvements 
to the model include adding a time-varying electric 
field, a radially dependent diffusion constant, a 
momentum-dependent diffusion coefficient, and 
radially varying collision frequency. The diffusion 
calculation will be incorporated into a fully self-con
sistent LHCD ray-tracing and absorption model. 

Pressure Profile Control 
and Plasma Heating 

A 2 MW at 40-80 MHz ion-Bernstein wave 
(IBW) heating system was installed on PBX-M as a 
tool to control the pressure profile and to supple
ment the 6-MW neutral-beam system used to heat 
the plasma. By controlling the pressure profile, it 
is thought that the stable, high-beta "second sta
bility" regime can be achieved. 

Theory indicates that by varying the resonance 
location, off-axis ion heating is possible. As an off-
axis heating method, IBWH is more attractive than 
ICRF (ion cyclotron range of frequencies) heating 
because it produces bulk ion heating rather than 
creating very energetic ions. 3 Ion energy transport 
is presumably less anomalous (compared to the elec
tron energy), thus localized bulk ion heating by IBW 
should be suited for pressure profile control. The 
location of the power deposition is controlled by 
adjusting the ion cyclotron harmonic absorption 
layer position. 

The IBW heating system presently consists of 
two antennas each connected to the Tokamak Fu
sion Test Reactor's (TFTR) ICRF 2-MW, 40-80 MHz 
transmitter. The IBW antenna elements are phased 
(0-n) to reduce the low-n||-related edge losses and 
the antennas are placed in the outer mid-plane re
gion, which is the most favorable launching posi
tion. Initial operation has been at frequencies of 47 
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and 54 MHz. At B t = 1.2 T and 1.4 T, these frequen
cies correspond to the 5 £2n resonance near the 
plasma center. The high frequency is desirable for 
reducing ponderomotive effects and for launching 
faster waves to avoid excessive electron Landau 
damping (note that the launched X|j = 70-90 cm is 
fixed by the antenna geometry). Preliminary results 
for IBW heating up to about 700 kW are given here. 

lon-Bernstein-Wave Heating 
A major goal of the IBW heating program is to 

provide plasma pressure profile control. It is hoped 
to perform this task by using IBW to locally heat 
the bulk ions in the tokamak plasma. By matching 
the frequency of the IBW antenna to the frequency 
of an ion-cyclotron mode for a given location within 
the tokamak plasma, local heating may be obtained. 
In recent experiments in PBX-M, deuterium was 
the heated ion species and the match was to the 5 
£2n frequency. Ray-tracing calculations indicated 
that the IBW power deposition would be located 
about 10 cm off the central magnetic axis. Further
more, the power would be expected to be deposited 
primarily in the ions. 

Ion temperature (T;) measurements were made 
using the CHERS (CHarge-Exchange Recombina
tion Spectroscopy) diagnostic. This is a multichan
nel diagnostic which provides time-resolved radial 
profiles of the ion temperature. CHERS makes use 
of an impurity oxygen ( 0 7 + ) line excited by a heat
ing neutral deuterium beam (with injected power 
of approximately 1 MW). As will be discussed in 
more detail in the following section, there are sig
nificant changes to the plasma density when IBW 
power is applied. Gas had to be injected into the 
tokamak when IBW was not applied in order to 
match the densities. Near perfect overlap of the 
density both radially and temporally was obtained 
during operation with and without IBW. 

Figure 7 summarizes the primary effects of IBW 
heating on the ion temperature. In Fig. 7(a), the 
upper, solid (solid circle) curve represents the ion 
temperature profile when 0.6 MW of IBW power 
was applied, and the lower, dashed (open circle) 
curve represents the temperature profile for a 
matched density condition and no IBW power ap
plied. These profiles were taken towards the end of 
the 200 msec IBW pulse. There is clear, direct evi
dence of ion heating across the profile with a maxi
mum temperature increase of 400 eV observed. 

There are also important changes in the shape of 
the profile. With the application of IBW the profile 
broadens and the gradient near r = 10-15 cm steep
ens significantly about 10 cm from the center of the 
discharge (R = 165 cm). The steep gradient (dTj/dr) 
coincides with the location of the deposition of heat. 
At late times, heat transport has masked the loca
tion of the heat deposition but evidence of localized, 
off-axis heating can be obtained by examining the 
difference between ion temperature profiles taken 
with and without IBW at earlier times. This is 
shown in Fig. 7(b). At t = 0 (the time just prior to 
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the observation of IBW effects) there is no heating 
observed (open squares). Some 40 msec later (ap
proximately 10 jisec after the rf reaches full power) 
it is seen that the central ions remain unheated 
while off-axis (approximately 10 cm from the axis— 
in very good agreement with the deposition loca
tion as computed by ray-tracing) an increase in ion 
temperature (solid circles) is seen. In another 40 
msec, the profile has filled in due to heat diffusion 
(solid squares). Qualitatively, the effect is as ex
pected, and these preliminary results are indeed 
very encouraging. 

PPPL »93X0260 

Density Peaking 
It is well known that IBW heating can improve 

particle confinement as was demonstrated in PLT 4 

and Alcator-C experiments. 5 In PBX-M experi
ments, for some of the plasma discharges, IBW heat
ing has yielded very peaked density profiles, a clear 
indication of particle transport changes in the 
plasma core region. It should be mentioned that this 
density peaking was also observed during the 
JIPPT-II-U ion-Bernstein wave heating experi
ments. 6 

The density profile change takes place relatively 
slowly, over 150-200 msec. Initially, the density 
increases across the profile. However, the central 
density increases further in time, evolving toward 
a more peaked profile, as shown in Fig. 8(a). In Fig. 
8'a), the TV Thomson Scattering (TVTS) density 
profile with and without IBW heating is shown, 
where the IBW heating is applied to a circular ohmic 
plasma. The central electron pressure doubles dur
ing IBW heating. The density profile is consider
ably peaked. With this density peaking, a complete 
elimination of the sawtooth oscillation was also 
observed. 

Similar peaking of the density profile has also 
been observed with neutral-beam injection heating. 
This is shown in Fig. 8(b) where a remarkable 
change in the density profile is shown. With a rela
tively long IBW heating pulse, the profile steepens 
from the very flat, H-mode-like profile in the be
ginning of the IBW application. The central den
sity reaches 8 x 10 1 9 n r 3 , which is not normally 
possible with intense gas puffing. The density gra
dient reaches 5 x 1 0 1 2 cm - 4 in the core region (R = 
1.75-1.80 m). Again, as the density peaking occurs, 
an elimination of sawteeth oscillations was ob
served. The central ion and electron temperatures 
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(1.6 keV and 1.1 keV, respectively) remain similar 
for both cases. 

The IBWH-induced peaked density profile sug
gests a possible improvement in the core confine
ment. The longer-term evolution of the density to
ward a peaked profile suggests that IBW heating 
is influencing the central plasma transport, either 
by enhancing the plasma inward pinch and/or by 
reducing the particle diffusivity. This may be re
lated to the poloidal velocity shear stabilization of 
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turbulence by IBW heating, where the velocity 
shear layer may be created near the power absorp
tion region.7 This type of study might lead to the 
possibility of particle transport control, which is 
highly desirable for future tokamak reactors. 

MHD Equilibrium 
Reconstruction 

The fast equilibrium reconstruction code 
SURFAS was modified to improve the internal rep
resentation of the toroidal current density j ^ . This 
was done by expanding the poloidal angle depen
dence of j$ in terms of RCP,©), as determined from 
the MHD equilibrium equation. The inverse flux 
coordinates RCF,©), Z(»P,0) were determined by 
solving the Grad-Shafranov equation using the FQ 
equilibrium code and storing this information into 
a data base file. Finally, the capability to match 
MSE data (A<&) and the diamagnetic loop signal (DF) 
was incorporated into the SURFAS code. 

The criterion for selecting data base files has 
been generalized to obtain a continuous temporal 
evolution of reconstructed equilibrium parameters. 
Four options are now available for choosing the 
"closest" data base file for SURFAS reconstruction. 

The inverse equilibrium code VMEC was modi
fied to do matching of the q-profile to MSE data. 
Also, matching to external flux loop data and 
Thomson scattering pressure profiles has been in
corporated into the code. VMEC has been developed 
as a fast alternative to the accurate FQ code. On an 
IBM RISC-6000 workstation, a typical PBX-M equi
librium reconstruction may take 30 seconds, while 
a TFTR reconstruction of similar accuracy requires 
typically only 15 seconds. Further improvements 
of these time scales suggest that this MHD recon
struction could be potentially used as a basis for 
the real-time control system of TPX. 

Plasma Edge Physics 
Tokamak Divertor Biasing 
with m=1 Configuration 
H-Mode Power Threshold Lowered 

Edge plasma biasing affects the radial and 
poloidal electric field and the current distribution 
at the plasma boundary, which in turn can modify 

plasma transport. Appropriate edge conditions may 
be required to facilitate access to the high-beta sec
ond region of stability. Preliminary edge biasing 
experiments were performed in PBX-M by biasing 
the outboard divertor strike points in a double-null 
configuration with respect to the inboard strike 
points using elements of the passive plate assem
bly which surround the plasma. Bias voltages in 
the range from -75 V < Vb < 75 V were applied, and 
bias currents in the range from -300 A < lb < 200 A 
were observed. It was found that the threshold neu
tral-beam-injected power required for a transition 
to H-mode was lowered from 2.1 MW to 1.6 MW for 
V b > 20 V with I b about 20 to 30 A (Fig. 9). The 
required biasing power for this reduction in thresh
old was quite small, less than 1 kW. 
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Figure ft The H-mode neutral-beam-power threshold is low
ered by 25% for moderate bias voltages (25 V) with m=1 
biasing. 

Modification of Edge Plasma 
A fast reciprocating probe at the outboard mid-

plane was used to measure the evolution of edge 
radial profiles of the plasma density, electron tem
perature, and floating potential, when the outboard 
divertor strike points were biased positively with 
respect to the inboard strike points. It was found 
that the (negative) electric field inside the last closed 
flux surface (LCFS) was increased at the outboard 
side, possibly resulting in the formation of a trans
port barrier and in the reduction of poloidally asym
metric flow across the separatrix. A dramatic re-
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duction of the fluctuation-induced transport at the 
last closed flux surface throughout the scrape-off 
layer was observed (Pig. 10). Further differential 
biasing experiments at higher voltages, as well as 
unipolar biasing experiments, are planned. The 
divertor bias scheme will be investigated as an 
"helicity injector" in an effort to stabilize external 
kink modes with negative edge current. 

Improved Impurity Screening 
When the outboard divertor strike points were 

biased negatively with respect to the inboard strike 
points, the impurity radiation during the L-mode 
was decreased by 15-20%, as evidenced by a reduced 
bolometer signal from the outboard side of the 
plasma and a larger (40%) reduction in soft X-ray 
radiation. The scrape-off layer width was found to 
be increased at the outboard mid-plane in this bi
asing configuration, possibly leading to improved 
impurity screening of the core plasma. 

Edge Profile Measurements 
during H-Mode and LHCD 

Measurements of the edge plasma density, elec
tron temperature, and plasma potential profiles 
during the L- to H-mode transition and during 
LHCD have been obtained with the fast reciprocat
ing probe system. The data show that during the 
H-mode, both the potential and density fluctuation 
levels are significantly reduced in the entire edge 
plasma region, with potential fluctuations showing 
a reduction by a factor of 3-5 (Fig. 11). Measure
ments of fluctuation spectra and fluctuation-in
duced radial transport in different confinement re
gimes were accomplished. The influence of LHCD 
on the edge plasma profiles during the L- and H-
mode phase of the discharge was studied. 

Edge Profile Measurements 
during IBWH 

Edge density, electron temperature, and float
ing potential profiles during IBW heating were 
measured with the fast reciprocating probe system. 
The line-averaged plasma density was 1-3 x 10 1 3 

cm - 3 . Preliminary results indicate profile modifica
tions in front of the IBW couplers for rf power lev
els P r f > 15 kW. At higher power (180 kW < P r f < 
400 kW), the edge density and potential fluctua-
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Figure 10. Radial profiles of edge plasma potential (a), den
sity (b), and fluctuation-induced transport (c) with and with
out m= 1 divertor bias. An increase in the radial electric field 
inside and outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS), and 
a reduction in plasma edge transport, leading to an in
creased plasma edge density gradient, are demonstrated. 
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Figure 11. Plasma edge density profile changes (top) and 
reduced radial plasma loss speed (bottom) due to reduced 
plasma edge turbulence during the H-mode. 

tions are reduced by up to an order of magnitude 
over a region extending several centimeters in ra
dius (Fig. 12). No significant edge electron heating 
has been observed. These results are encouraging 
for IBW heating since they indicate that the if power 
is not deposited at the plasma edge. The measured 
density gradient is smooth so that the wave propa
gates to the plasma core without significant reflec
tion. A two-dimensional fluid code is being used to 
model edge plasma modifications by the ponderomo-
tive potential in front of the antennas. The edge 
plasma modification by IBW heating is important 
for antenna coupling and of great interest for edge 
plasma control concepts such as rf limiters and 
divertors. 
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Figure 12. Plasma edge density profile changes (a) and 
reduced potential fluctuations (b) during IBW heating. 

Boronization 
The initial boronization of PBX-M was per

formed using the sequential ablation of two types 
of solid-target probes. Probe-1 consisted of a 10.7% 
boronized Carbon-Carbon composite containing 3.6 
grams of boron in a B4C binder. Probe-? consisted 
of an 85% boronized graphite-felt composite con
taining 8 grams of 40 micron diameter boron par
ticles. After boronization with Probe-1, the loop 
voltage decreased 27%. Volt-second consumption 
decreased 20%. Global oxygen levels decreased by 
factors of five to six. Central oxygen (0 7 + ) decreased 
16-20%. Edge oxygen ( 0 7 + ) decreased by a factor of 
2.6. Global fluorine levels decreased by a factor of 
about five. Radiated power during neutral-beam 
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injection decreased by 43%. Probe-2 boronization 
exhibited improved operating conditions similar to 
Probe-1, but for some parameters, a smaller per
centage change occurred due to the previous boroni
zation using Probe-1. The ablation rates of both 
probes were consistent with front face temperatures 
at or slightly above the boron melting point. The 
use of Probe-1 and Probe-2 for the initial boroniza
tion of PBX-M elucidates different embodiments of 
the solid-target boronization concept by providing 
measurements at two configurational limits of the 
technique. These results demonstrate the effective
ness of the solid-target boronization technique and 
avoided difficulties associated with the use of haz
ardous borane gases. 

Investigation of IBWH-lnduced 
Parametric Instabilities 

To insure good heating efficiency and to reduce 
possible impurity generation, it is quite important 
to understand the relevant edge physics occurring 
during IBW heating. This topic has been previously 
addressed by the DIII-D (Doublet III-D) experi
ments. 8 In those experiments, evidence of density 
reduction and strong parametric activities were 
reported. In the PBX-M ion-Bernstein wave heat
ing experiment, considerable progress has been 
made in understanding the IBWH-edge plasma in
teraction, including the plasma edge modification 
during IBWH, antenna loading, parametric insta
bilities. The diagnostic which spearheaded this ef
fort was the UCLA fast reciprocating edge probe. 
The measured edge scrape-off density shows a 
strong reduction during IBW hf-?.ting. This reduc
tion of the density confirms the validity of the ob
served antenna loading based on the electron 
plasma wave excitat ion. 9 ' 1 0 A model using the 
ponderomotive force has shown a good agreement 
with the experimental observation. U Perhaps due 
to this reduced edge density, the antenna sheath 
effect may remain small during IBW heating. The 
possible sheath-related effects were observed as a 
strong light on the antenna surface when the 
plasma was moved closer to the antenna. The probe 
measurement thus far showed no sign of edge elec
tron heating nor a significant change in the float
ing potential during IBW heating. 

Associated with high-power IBW heating, a 
strong parametric instability was often observed 

during the DIII-D experiments which correlated 
well with the edge-produced high-energy ion tail 
and electron heating.H The theoretical work per
formed by the Frascati group, which included the 
convective and gradient effects, shows that the edge 
density profile is critical for the parametric insta
bility growth rate. According to the theory, the para
metric activity should increase strongly if the 
plasma is moved away from the antenna (creating 
a low-density gap region). To test this hypothesis 
on PBX-M, the plasma position was deliberately 
varied vvhile monitoring the activity. As shown in 
Fig. 13, under the normal IBW heating operating 
conditions very little parametric activity was ob
served <50 dB below pump [Fig. 13(top)]. However, 
when the plasma edge was moved by about 10 cm, 
the parametric instability activity has increased to 
within 20 dB of the pump [Fig. 13(bottom)]. This 
present result shows that the parametric instabil
ity can be controlled during IBW heating, and, 
therefore, that IBW can be used successfully as an 
auxiliary heating source. 
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Figure 13. Parametric instabilities during IBW heating. 

Edge Localized Mode Studies 
A key to accessing second stability is to ensure 

that instabilities occurring at or near the plasma 
edge are suppressed. One such instability that has 
caused significant energy loss (1-50%) is manifest 
as giant Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) during H-
mode operation. Previous work in PBX-M 1 2 indi
cated a complex structure of ELMs, including the 
existence of high-frequency (180-220 kHz) magnetic 
fluctuation precursors. This study indicated that 
the effects of ELMs were not restricted to the 
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plasma edge, and that the ELMs were most prob
ably due to the ideal external kink mode becoming 
unstable at the relatively large values of edge pres
sure that were measured. 

As part of the edge physics program, the struc
ture of the magnetic fluctuations associated with 
ELMs was revisited with upgraded diagnostic hard
ware and data acquisition equipment. The number 
of Mirnov coils in the toroidal array was increased 
from seven to fifteen, enabling a more detailed de
termination of the fluctuation mode structure. In 
addition, seven of the Mirnov coils were connected 
to LeCroy 6810 digitizers with expanded memory, 
allowing for the acquisition of over 300 msec worth 
of data digitized at a rate of 1 MHz for each of the 
seven Mirnov coils. The previous acquisition was 
limited to approximately 16 msec worth of data digi
tized at 1 MHz. Consequently, the new system is 
particularly useful for diagnosing the transient 
ELM events, which can occur at any time. 

The new Mirnov array and data acquisition 
hardware, coupled with new data visualization rou
tines, have shown the fluctuation structure during 
the course of the ELM to be far richer than thought 
previously. This new data has also enabled a clearer 
picture to be drawn of the ELM and the processes 
causing the energy loss. The analysis shows that 
strong MHD activity appears a few msec prior to 
the increase in the D a emission. This period before 
the D a increase is called the "triggering phase." The 
activity during this phase is seen at all locations, 
both on the inside and outside major radius sides, 
and has frequencies >250 kHz. The plasma energy 
begins to be lost during the triggering phase. The 
increase in the D a emission is believed to be the 
result of the process initiated during the triggering 
phase and not the start of the ELM. During the 
period starting with the increase in D a emission, 
which is called the "crash phase," the >250-kHz 
activity subsides, but a burst of activity at lower 
frequency (150-250 kHz) appears. This activity ex
hibits a clear toroidal harmonic structure with tor
oidal mode numbers from 4 to 6 and is outward 
ballooning in character. No fluctuation power is 
seen on the inside mid-plane Mirnov coils during 
this time. It is concluded from these observations 
that ballooning is not the cause of the giant ELMs 
in these PBX-M plasmas, but rather the result of 
the plasma profile modifications initiated by an in
stability during the triggering phase. 

Graduate Studies 
and General Education 
Programs 

High School students, undergraduate college 
students, and teachers from both the national and 
PPPL Summer Science Awards programs partici
pated in ion-Bernstein wave heating experiments, 
plasma diagnostics, and computer code develop
ment for PBX-M in the summer of 1992. Addition
ally, two predoctoral Princeton graduate students 
and two predoctoral UCLA students are now in
volved with experimental projects. Two Princeton 
students and a Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy (MIT) student continued their doctoral thesis 
research using electron cyclotron emission diagnos
tics. In addition, there were postdoctoral research 
scientists from MIT working on hard X-ray imag
ing and equilibrium reconstruction. 

Collaborations with 
Other Institutions 

A prominent characteristic of the PBX-M pro
gram is its involvement of a wide variety of other 
fusion laboratories and university groups. These 
collaborations include direct participation of per
sonnel as well as the construction and installation 
of hardware components. 

During FY92, the Oak Ridge National Labora
tory, in addition to supplying basic support of ex
perimental operations, took a leading role in plasma 
studies using spectroscopic tools, reconstruction of 
high-beta equilibria, and the details of plasma fluc
tuations and their link with plasma transport. Sci
entists from the UCLA Fusion Engineering Depart
ment designed and implemented the divertor bias 
experiments; in addition they constructed, installed, 
and operated the fast reciprocating probe which has 
provided crucial edge plasma measurements dur
ing LHCD, IBWH, and biasing experiments. Per
sonnel from MIT provided fundamental support in 
the areas of equilibrium reconstruction and fast 
electron diffusion analysis, in addition to modeling 
and analyzing LHCD data using a combination of 
the BALDUR and Bonoli-Englade codes. Personnel 
from MIT have also been directly involved in the 
design and installation of the Third Harmonic Elec-
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t ron Cyclotron Emiss ion F luc tua t ion diagnostic 
used for ballooning mode studies. The mult ichan
nel motional S t a rk effect diagnostic, a basic tool in 
cur ren t profile control exper iments , was designed, 
calibrated, installed, and operated in collaboration 
with Fusion Physics and Technology (FPAT) per
sonnel. Scientists from ENEA of Frascat i (Italy) 
have t aken an active role in t h e study of ion-Bern
stein wave heat ing, par t icular ly in t he investiga
t ion of t he role of pa r ame t r i c ins tabi l i t ies . Ion-
Bernste in wave hea t ing has also been the topic of a 
broad collaboration between PBX-M personnel and 
scientists from JIPPT-II-U of t he Nat ional Insti
tu t e of Fusion Studies in Nagoya (Japan) . 
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The research program of the Current Drive Ex
periment-Upgrade (CDX-U) is devoted to the ex
perimental study of advanced concepts for toka-
maks. These concepts involve a variety of hardware 
and operational alterations for tokamaks that have 
the potential to improve their performance or at
tractiveness as a fusion reactor. The central hard
ware of the CDX-U program is the CDX-U low-as
pect-ratio tokamak facility. At present, four major 
areas of reactor relevant research are being pur
sued. 

• Internally Generated Neoclassical Cur
rents: A new area of CDX-U research is the 
investigation of internally generated neoclas
sical currents due to trapped particles and 
pressure gradients that occur naturally in the 
plasma. Internally generated currents are 
considered essential for the realization of an 
economical tokamak reactor, since their pres
ence would significantly reduce the require
ments for noninductive current drive. 

• Direct-Current Helicity Injection Cur
rent Drive: In dc (direct current) helicity in
jection, a low-energy, high-current electron 
beam is used to inject helicity (magnetic en
ergy) into the plasma system and, thus, 
through radial penetration of the injected 
current, drive bulk steady-state plasma cur
rent. The efficiency of helicity-injection cur
rent drive is independent of plasma density 
since most of the current is carried by low-
energy electrons. Extrapolating toward the 
tokamak reactor regime appears to be favor
able since the larger size and the relatively 
slow helicity dissipation can keep the re
quired cathode voltage low (<200 V). The den
sity independence and uses of low-voltage dc 
power supplies make this method a particu
larly attractive candidate for maintaining 

steady-state current in hot, dense reactor 
plasmas. 

• Low-Aspect-Ratio T o k a m a k Phys ic s : 
The CDX-U tokamak facility offers a unique 
capability to explore the tokamak physics in 
aspect ratios down to about 1.4. The low-as-
pect-racio tokamak has the capability of sup
porting high current for a given safety factor 
q(a) and high plasma beta in the first stabil
ity regime that has the near-term applica
tion of a volumetric neutron source. This re
gime is also of interest for the study of 
trapped particles, which can generate neo
classical bootstrap currents, as well as 
microinstabilities. The data obtained in this 
new regime could broaden the tokamak data 
base. In order to introduce flexibility to the 
study, an ohmic-heating (OH) transformer is 
being readied for installation on CDX-U de
vice. 

* Electron-Ripple Injection for Confine
ment Improvements: To develop an active 
tool to control tokamak plasma transport, the 
CDX-U group is developing a nonintrusive 
method to control tokamak edge radial elec
tric field using electron ripple injection (ERI). 
This initiative was motivated by the recent 
experimental observations in the Continuous 
Current Tokamak (CCT) and the Doublet III-
D (DIII-D) tokamak in which the high-con
finement mode (H-mode) transition was 
found to be correlated with the formation of 
edge radial electric fields. In particular, the 
present ERI concept aims to replace the in
serted cathode approach used in the CCT-
CDXU collaboration experiment so that one 
could extend this technique toward larger 
tokamak plasmas. If successful, this study 
could lead to a more efficient method for cre
ating H-modes. 
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Other CDX-U related activities include fabri
cation of an ohmic heating transformer core and 
development of a tangential C 0 2 phase-contrast 
imaging diagnostic system. As a part of the CCT 
collaboration activity, the cathode injected electron 
currents have produced a high quality H-mode-like 
transition compared to a nonemissive cathode. 

Experimental Results 
100% Bootstrap Tokamak 

By using a toroidal mirror geometry, a fully 
bootstrap-current-sustained tokamak plasma con
figuration was achieved in the CDX-U tokamak fa
cility. With application of only about 8 kW of elec
tron cyclotron heating (ECH) power, a bootstrap 
current of up to 2.4 kA was obtained from zero cur
rent, resulting in a tokamak discharge with q(a) = 
12 and (3 = 1. For generating high bootstrap cur
rent in the experiment, it was found that it was 
important to keep the collisionality low, v* < 1, and 
beta-poloidal high, (5 = 1. This was achieved by start
ing the plasma in a toroidal mirror configuration, 
which confined the electron-cyclotron-heated ba
nana trapped electrons, together with intense vac
uum wall conditioning. 

To understand the nature of generated neoclas
sical currents, two-dimensional profile measure
ments and modeling have been performed. From 
the measured plasma pressure profiles, the current 
profile was calculated using the neoclassical model. 
When the flux surfaces are closed (I p > 600 A), the 
bootstrap current, J D 0 0 t = 2 E^KdP/drVBp], becomes 
dominant. From the measured plasma pressure 
profiles obtained from the two-dimensional micro
wave interferometer system for n e (R,Z) and 
Langmuir probe measurement for T e(r) (ngo = 2 x 
10 1 7 m-3, T e 0 = 30-40 eV, and v* < 1), the current 
profile has been calculated using the neoclassical 
model. In Fig. 1, the measured and calculated cur
rent profiles are shown. The measured current pro
file shows that the current profile is completely filled 
in. However, the calculated bootstrap current pro
file shows a hollow profile. A reasonable agreement 
was obtained by adding a helicity-conserving non-
classical current diffusion term in the bootstrap 
current calculation as shown in Fig. 1. This cur
rent diffusion created the so-called "seed" current 
on the magnetic axis which enabled the bootstrap 
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Figure 1. Measured (experimental) and calculated (neo
classical and neoclassical with diffusion) current density pro
files of the bootstrap [Jp(A/cm2)] tokamak plasma at the 
mid-plane, where R is the radius in meters. 

current to be regenerated in a self-sustaining man
ner. The present result suggests that it may indeed 
be possible to create and maintain a tokamak 
plasma configuration purely by the internally gen
erated currents. Hardware upgrade is being imple
mented on CDX-U to extend the operating regime 
to more relevant tokamak regimes. 

DC-Helicity-lnjection 
Current Drive 

In performing dc-helicity injection for a toka
mak plasma configuration, CDX-U has utilized a 
low-voltage high-current cathode source. The high-
current emissive cathode is necessary in order to 
supply sufficient current (helicity) as required 
through the plasma resistivity. The ion current, as 
in the case of the nonemissive cathode, is usually 
not large enough to supply necessary helicity to 
maintain tokamak plasma current (unless the 
plasma is sufficiently conductive as in a reactor 
plasma). On CDX-U, a LaB 6 (lanthanum hexa-
boride) cathode source was developed which emit
ted with current densities up to 100 A/cm 2. In dc-
helicity injection current drive, a low-energy, 
high-current electron beam is used to inject helicity 
(magnetic energy) into the plasma system and, thus, 
through radial penetration of the injected current, 
drive bulk steady-state plasma current. The effi-
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ciency of helicity-injection current drive is indepen
dent of plasma density since most of the current is 
carried by low-energy electrons. The density inde
pendence and uses of dc power supplies make this 
method a particularly attractive candidate for main
taining steady-state current in hot, dense reactor 
plasmas. 

In CDX-U, a dc-helicity-injection-driven current 
of 10 kA, which corresponds to an estimated edge 
safety factor of q(a) = 6-10, was obtained. Figure 2 
displays the plasma current as a function of injected 
current. The current multiplication factor, defined 
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Figure 2. Plasma current (lp) versus injected cathode cur
rent (linj). 

as a ratio of driven current to injected current (a 
measure of current drive efficiency), remains rela
tively high, approximately 20, with an applied cath
ode voltage of about 400 V. The power efficiency is 
also found to be relatively high in this experiment 
(30% of the ohmic efficiency). The efficiency is also 
found to be relatively insensitive to the plasma den
sity, which is an encouraging result. With improved 
magnetic diagnostics, the actual shape of the 
plasma, a tokamak discharge with a divertor con
figuration, has been reconstructed on CDX-U, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The magnetic measurements also 
showed the importance of plasma equilibrium. This 
result suggests a need for finely tuned vertical-field 
programming to track the current from zero to a 
large value. The CDX-U staff is now preparing a 
ring cathode and a fast vertical-field control sys
tem for the next set of experiments. 
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Figure 3. Reconstructed two-dimensional magnetic flux 
contours atlp = 7kAon the left and vacuum magnetic flux 
contours on the right. 

Improved H-Mode 
with Emissive Limiter 

An emissive limiter bias experiment on CCT 
demonstrated that a quality H-mode-like transition, 
shown in Fig. 4, can be obtained with an emissive 
cathode placed near the edge of a tokamak plasma. 
The performance of a hot (emissive) cathode was 
shown to be significantly better than an otherwise 
similar cold cathode. The emissive capability ap
pears to be important for operating at lower volt
age and reducing impurity levels in the plasma. This 
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Figure 4. Evolution of plasma parameters of a typical lim
iter H-mode discharge when the limiter was heated and bi
ased. 
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result suggests that the performance of limiter (and/ 
or divertor) bias experiments conducted worldwide 
can be improved by adding emissive capability to 
those electrodes. 

Other Activities 
Electron Ripple Injection 

In order to develop a method for inducing the 
H-mode (the so-called high-confinement plasma 
regime in tokamaks), a scheme based on electron 
ripple injection (ERI) has been developed by CDX-
U scientists. The basic idea of electron ripple injec
tion is to inject electrons with predominantly per
pendicular velocity into a small ripple field and let 
them grad-B drift into the plasma. Here, the injec
tor (and the ripple field) would be placed at the bot
tom (or top) of the plasma so that the grad-B drift 
would carry the electrons into the plasma. The 
trapped electrons will eventually become detrapped 
due to collisions and/or decreasing mirror ratio, In 
this way, one should be able to charge up the plasma 
interior well inside the last closed flux surface. By 
changing the mirror ratio of the ripple field and/or 
the energy of injected electrons, one can change the 
location of the potential layer [the DIII-D H-mode 
transition work indicates that the transition (or 
potential) layer is about 1-3 cm inside the last closed 
magnetic surface]. In this way, it is hoped to de
velop a nonintrusive method to induce H-mode tran
sition with a reasonable power level and to find a 
"knob* to control the tokamak plasma transport. A 
prototype ripple injection system ha,s been built, and 
experimental activities on the electron ripple injec
tion experiment have begun on CDX-U. The elec
tron beam measurement agrees with the calcula
tion of the ripple field structure. The effects of the 
grad-B drift have been also observed. If the proto
type testing is successful, this method will be tried 
on the CCT tokamak for a demonstration experi
ment. 

CDX-U Ohmic Heating 
Transformer Coil Fabrication 

Good progress has been made on the fabrica
tion of the replacement toroidal-field (TF) core 
which includes an 0.15 volt-sec capable ohmic-heat-
ing (OH) transformer. All the material procurement 
has been completed. The center TF bundle has been 

fabricated. The ohmic solenoid coil utilizing high-
strength copper has been wound. The components 
are now being assembled. To minimize the stray 
fields of the solenoid, the stray field compensation 
coils are being designed. By addition of the com
pensation coils, the calculated stray field was re
duced by a factor of 100. The transformer is sched
uled to be installed in the summer of 1993. 

CDX-U Diagnostic 
Improvements 

Diagnostics for the current profile and plasma 
transport measurements were installed during this 
period: 

• The two-dimensional reconstruction diagnos
tics became operational which were used in 
the 100% bootstrap tokamak experiment and 
the helicity injection experiment. 

• The CO2 phase-contrast-imaging diagnostic 
laser hardware and related optics under 
separate funding were installed on CDX-U. 
Initial measurements on the acoustic wave 
show a good wave dispersion curve as ex
pected. Full system calibration is currently 
underway and plasma measurements are 
expected toward the end of FY93. 

Graduate Student Support 
Many graduate students have been pursuing 

active researches on CDX-U. In FY92, five thesis 
graduate students and one first-year student have 
worked on CDX-U. One has completed his thesis 
(C.B. Forest, Ph.D. Thesis, Princeton University, 
1992). CDX-U continues its role as an excellent ex
perimental plasma physics facility for graduate stu
dent training. 

Collaborations 
In FY92, the CDX-U group continued collabo

rative experimental activities with the University 
of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) CCT group. A 
successful experimental result was obtained in the 
emissive limiter bias experiment on CCT, where a 
high-quality H-mode-like transition was observed. 
The collaboration with the CCT group will continue 
in the area of electron ripple injection and H-mode 
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physics s tudies . The CDX-U group is also p lanning 
collaboration activities on t he Multi-Pass Thomson 
Scat ter ing System with the GLOBUS-M group of 
the Ioffe Ins t i tu te . The GLOBUS-M tokamak is a 
low-aspect-ratio tokamak device similar to CDX-U 
device. 
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Tokamak Physics Experiment/ 
Steady-State Advanced Tokamak 

Introduction 
The Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) will 

play the important program role of determining 
whether the tokamak approach can evolve smaller, 
less expensive, and more attractive fusion reactors 
than are forecast using conventional design rules. 
The TPX is intended to advance tokamak operat
ing modes with high beta, confinement, and boot
strap current fraction to the steady-state regime. 
While the TPX would be built primarily to explore 
advanced physics regimes in the steady state, do
ing so will have the added benefit of expanding our 
tokamak technology base. Key technology develop
ments will be in the use of superconducting mag
nets, steady-state power handling in the divertors, 
low activation material usage to allow access to in-
vessel components during early phases of operation, 
and in remote maintenance techniques. 

In September of 1991, a Task Force of the Sec
retary of Energy Advisory Board (SEAB) challenged 
the fusion program to chart a course toward im
proving the tokamak, while endorsing the Interna
tional Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) 
as the vehicle for carrying out the burning plasma 
mission. A National Task Force (NTF) was estab
lished by the fusion community in October 1991 to 
provide guidance to the new initiative on issues of 
organization, mission, and design. In addition, a 
subpanel of the Fusion Energy Advisory Commit
tee (FEAC Panel 2) was chartered in November of 
that year to recommend to FEAC the proper course 
for the new initiative. In March and April 1992 the 
NTF and FEAC 2 endorsed the steady-state ad
vanced tokamak mission as filling an essential role 
in the world fusion program. In May of that year, 
the NTF endorsed the project's choice of supercon
ducting technology for the TPX magnets. From May 
through September, key decisions on the major 
tokamak parameters, configuration, heating sys
tems, and cost objectives were made. These deci
sions were reviewed and endorsed by the National 
TPX Council, an oversight committee chartered to 

participate in decisions relating to programmatic 
and managerial aspects of the Project. In Septem
ber 1992, the SEAB Task Force reconvened and 
concluded that the proposed TPX facility was re
sponsive to their challenge of the previous year. 
Upon their recommendation, the Department of 
Energy (DOE) approved the proposed mission for 
TPX and authorized the conceptual design to pro
ceed. A Conceptual Design Review (CDR), coupled 
with a Department of Energy cost review, are the 
critical steps in the process leading to full project 
approval. 

The physics design of the TPX makes extensive 
use of the criteria and analytical tools used in the 
Burning Plasma Experiment (BPX), the ITER Con
ceptual Design Activity, and earlier mainline toka
mak design studies. However, consistent with its 
role to improve the tokamak, it also incorporates 
more innovative features, borrowed from recent 
"advanced" reactor studies [ARIES (Advanced 
Reactor Innovation Evaluation Study), SSTR 
(Steady-State Tokamak Reactor)], and it capitaliz
es on recent promising developments in tokamak 
experiments and theory. 

The engineering design strategy is to limit the 
required technology development and to employ 
conservative engineering design criteria. This de
sign basis is consistent with the central role of this 
project in the US fusion program and the associ
ated need for an expeditious design and construc
tion schedule. 

T\e configuration and technology choices re
lated to the TPX design are driven, to a large ex
tent, by the requirement for long-pulse, steady-state 
operation. The choice of superconducting technol
ogy for the magnets clearly derives from this re
quirement. The range of plasma configurations that 
can be accommodated and the array of heating sys
tems selected, derive from the advanced tokamak 
mission element. The requirement for TPX to oper
ate with deuterium as a fuel results in a neutron 
fluence that has a strong influence on the configu
ration and maintenance. The requirement to oper-
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ate with deuterium derives in part from the sig
nificant increase in plasma and neutral-beam per
formance associated with this fuel. Shielding is re
quired between the plasma and the toroidal-field 
(TF) coils to reduce the nuclear heating in the mag
nets and the associated refrigeration requirements. 
This shielding facilitates the use of hands-on main
tenance outside the shield, although remote main
tenance of hardware inside the vacuum vessel will 
be required after the first few years of operation. 

The plan is to site the TPX facility at the 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), in 
the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) Test Cell. 
The TPX will make use of existing TFTR hardware 
such as power supplies, neutral beams, radio-fre
quency (rf) heating systems, diagnostics, and wa
ter cooling. An Environmental Assessment is be
ing prepared for the project. 

The TPX Project is a focused, national effort 
involving the coordinated resource of a large part 
of the DOE's fusion program. Although PPPL is 
responsible for the project, the Project includes, as 
participants, many of the US plasma physics re
search laboratories, universities, and industrial 
firms. In addition to the subsystems that will be 
assigned to industry for design and the industrial 
systems integration and construction management, 
essentially all of the fabrication will be carried out 
by industry. The industrial involvement will be 
through free and open competitive procurements. 
A Program Advisory Committee (PAC) was formed 
in December to review proposed plans and sched
ules for experimental research on the TPX facility. 
During the design and construction phase of the 
Project, the PAC will report to the Program Direc
tor and will work with the TPX physics team in 
setting details of the project physics requirements. 

Mission Statement 
The mission of the Tokamak Physics Experi

ment is to develop the scientific basis for a compact 
and continuously operating tokamak fusion reac
tor. 

Supporting objectives are to: 

• Optimize plasma performance through active 
control of the current profile and of plasma-
wall interactions, and by advanced plasma 
shaping—leading to a compact tokamak fu
sion reactor. 

• Achieve this optimization using techniques 
for noninductive current drive and profile 
control that are consistent with efficient, con
tinuous operation of a tokamak fusion reac
tor. 

• Demonstrate the integration of optimized 
plasma performance and efficient continuous 
operation in fully steady-state tokamak plas
mas. 

Major Parameters 
and Features 

The major parameters of the baseline TPX fa
cility are summarized in the "Baseline" column of 
Table I. The toroidal field, plasma current, and size 
provide sufficient performance, in deuterium plas
mas, for advanced tokamak physics studies. Refer
ence operating scenarios have been developed based 
on these parameters and the planned complement 
of heating and current-drive systems. They dem
onstrate the various attributes required for ad
vanced tokamak operation: limiting beta, high boot
strap fraction, good fast electron confinement, and 
low collisionality. 

To support the steady-state mission, the TPX 
tokamak device is designed with no inherent limi
tations on pulse length. This philosophy is reflected 
in the use of all superconducting coils, actively 
cooled in-vessel components, and particle exhaust 
with external pumps. The baseline pulse length 
requirement of 1,000 sec for the total facility is 
ample for current-profile equilibration (about 50 
skin times) and significantly longer than the pulse 
lengths that existing high-power divertor tokamaks 
[e.g., DIII-D, JET (Joint European Torus), JT-60U, 
ASDEX-U (Axially Symmetric Divertor Experi
ment-Upgrade)] will achieve. Plasma-wall equili
bration times are more difficult to predict; it is nut 
even clear whether the wall will saturate in long-
pulse operation with active pumping. In the future, 
the pulse length can be extended as needed beyond 
1,000 sec through facility improvements that re
move the limits imposed by external systems, such 
as cryopump and steady-state cooling capacities. 

The advanced tokamak mission places special 
requirements on the plasma geometry. While some 
advanced-regime experiments have been conducted 
in circular plasmas, high values of elongation and 
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Table 1. Major Parameters of the Tokamak Physics Experiment. 

Parameter Unit Baseline Maximum3 

Toroidal Field, Bt T 4.0 
Plasma Current, l p MA 2.0 
Major Radius, R0 m 2.25 
Aspect Ratio, R/a 4.5 
Elongation, KX 2.0 
Triangularity, 8j 0.8 
Configuration Double-Null Poloidal Double- or Single-Null 

Divertor Poloidal Divertor 
Heating and Current Drive: 

Neutral Beam MW 8 24 
Ion Cyclotron MW 8 18 
Lower Hybrid MW 1.5 3.0 
Electron Cyclotron MW — 10 

Plasma species Hydrogen or Deuterium Tritium 
Pulse length sec 1,000 »1,000 

a Upgrade capabilities accommodated by the baseline design. 

triangularity were chosen for TPX because magne-
tohydrodynamic (MHD) stability theory and most 
experiments indicate that a strongly shaped cross 
section with a double-null (DN) poloidal divertor is 
optimum for such studies. The DN configuration 
facilitates the formation of a high-triangularity 
plasma when using an external poloidal-field (PF) 
coil set and minimizes the heat loads to the inboard 
divertor targets. With additional power supplies, 
the TPX can also produce single-null (SN) plasmas 
to allow DN-SN comparisons under advanced 
plasma and divertor operating conditions. The 
choice of the aspect ratio R 0/a of 4.5 was motivated 
by reactor studies thai have found potentially at
tractive design points at aspect ratios in this range, 
where the bootstrap current substantially reduces 
auxiliary current-drive requirements. The TPX will 
greatly expand the tokamak physics data base in 
the high-aspect-ratio regime. 

Deuterium operation is required by the ad
vanced tokamak mission to produce more optimal 
high-confinement mode (H-mode) behavior, higher 
neutral-beam power, and higher global confinement 
times than are obtainable with hydrogen alone. To 
provide equivalent performance in hydrogen would 
greatly increase the size of the tokamak and of the 
neutral-beam system and would likely be less con
ducive to reaching advanced regimes. The use of 

deuterium is therefore cost-effective relative to hy
drogen, despite the attendant requirements on re
mote maintenance and shielding, and certainly 
more reactor relevant. 

Tokamak Systems 
The TPX elevation view is shown in Fig. 1. A 

toroidal array of sixteen TF coils produce the 4 T 
toroidal field. The physics requirement of low ripple 
(less than 0.4% within the plasma cross section) and 
neutral-beam access tangential to the plasma at 
2.0 m, were leading factors in determining the size 
and number of TF coils. The TF system is designed 
so that the inward magnetic forces are reacted by 
wedging the nose sections of the sixteen TF coils. 

The TF coils are assembled in four-coil quad
rants as shown in Fig. 2. The four-coil quadrant 
accommodates a vacuum vessel quadrant with three 
large horizontal ports, a pair of upper and lower 
divertor pump ducts, a central set of vertical diag
nostic ports, and horizontal auxiliary diagnostic 
ports located at the ends of the quadrant. The four-
coil quadrant is built from a pair of two-coil TF 
modules. The two-coil TF module assembly consists 
of a central structural weldment and two end 
weldments which complete the coil assembly. The 
conductor winding is inserted into the central 
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Figure 1. The TPX elevation view. 

weldment from the sides. A final closure weld is 
made between the central and end assemblies along 
the inside and outside surfaces. One TF assembly 
end weldment is an electrically isolated bolted in
terface that accommodates a full horizontal port; 
the second weldment provides a final quadrant-to-
quadrant closure weld interface. The factory as
sembled, four-coil quadrant reduces the final instal
lation fit-up at the nose of the coil to four (90°) 
wedged interface surfaces. 

The TF and PF conductors are internally cooled, 
cabled superconductors (ICCS) based on the US-
Developmental Poloidal Coil (DPC) conductor. 

The TF and PF coils are cooled by supercritical 
helium that is applied at a pressure of eight atmo
spheres. There are many separate channels for he
lium in each coil, and voltage isolation is provided 
in each separate path. Helium also passes through 
panels attached to the TF cases in order to inter
cept nuclear and eddy current heat from the 
intercoil structure. The TF and PF coils are housed 
in a large cylindrical cryostat which is evacuated 
prior to cooling down the superconducting coils to 
minimize convective heat transfer. 

The vacuum vessel is a double-walled structure 
located within the bore of the TF coils. It consists of 
four quadrants which are field welded together at 
assembly. The vessel material is Titanium 6AL-4V 
selected for its relatively low activation compared 
to other materials, high strength at elevated tem
peratures, and high electrical resistivity. Ribs serve 

to attach the inner and outer walls as well as pro
viding rigidity. Double rings above and below the 
horizontal ports provide additional structural rigid
ity. 

There are twelve large rectangular horizontal 
ports on the outboard mid-plane provided for re
mote maintenance access, diagnostics, and plasma 
heating and current drive. Twenty-four small cir
cular ports located at the mid-plane near the as
sembly joint provide access for services and diag
nostics. There are thirty-two circular ports located 
above and below the mid-plane providing the sup
ply/return cooling water for the divertors. 

PPPL1S3X0IBS 

Figure 2. A toroidal-field quadrant assembly for the TPX. 

Vertical ports are located at the top and bottom 
of the vacuum vessel with centerlines aligned with 
the large horizontal ports (12 top and 12 bottom). 
The vertical ports have a bathtub shape to provide 
maximum viewing area between the TF coils. Once 
the port ducts are outside the TF coil envelope a 
flat transition plate is utilized to make a transition 
to circular 24-inch pipe. In each quadrant the outer 
two vertical ports are connected to the vacuum 
pumping ducts. The middle ports have blank cov
ers which can be used for diagnostic access. 

During operation the space between the vacuum 
vessel inner and outer shells is filled with 150 °C 
water at 80 psi (pounds per square inch). This wa
ter acts as a thermalizing medium for the fusion 
neutrons produced during deuterium operation and 
serves to maintain the vessel at 150 °C for wall con
ditioning purposes. The water is circulated through 
the passive plates and inboard limiters and returns 
to the space between the double shells. Return pip
ing exits the bottom of the double shell space and 
connects to the heating and cooling system. During 
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a pulse, a heat exchanger in the heating and cool
ing system removes the heat generated. For 
bakeout, the water is drained from the wall inter
space and replaced with superheated steam at 350 
°C. This steam bakes out the vessel walls and all 
vessel internal components. Wall coolant panels are 
provided inside the vacuum vessel to protect 
vacuum vessel surfaces with line of sight to the 
plasma from radiation heat loads from the plasma. 

Radiation shielding is provided by water in the 
double-walled vessel jacket and by lead oxide/bo
ron carbide tiles on the outside of the vacuum ves
sel shell. The boron carbide absorbs thermal neu
t rons while the lead oxide provides gamma 
attenuation. In order to minimize the activation of 
peripheral components, the large horizontal ports 
(except the active neutral-beam ports) have inte
gral shield plugs installed in them which provides 
shielding equivalent to the vacuum vessel shell with 
shield tiles. Around the vertical ports and vacuum 
pumping ducts, polyethylene is used to thermalize 
the neutrons. The polyethylene contains boron for 
neutron absorption and a high density material for 
gamma attenuation. The radiation shielding limits 
the nuclear heating of the cold (4 K) mass and fa
cilitates hands-on maintenance outside the shield 
boundary. 

The maintenance approach on TPX is to pro
vide remote maintenance inside the vacuum ves
sel, but, facilitated by the shielding, rely mainly on 
hands-on maintenance outside the vacuum vessel. 
A preliminary dose map around the tokamak is 
provided in Fig. 3. A hot cell facility is provided for 
repair of activated components. All of the PF coils 
(except PF5,6/L) can be replaced without disassem
bly of the toroidal-field coils. In the event of a TF or 
lower PF coil failure, or if a major machine reconfig
uration was in order, highly activated components 
inside the vacuum vessel would be removed re
motely. After a one year cool-down period, the tita
nium vacuum vessel would cool down to where 
hands-on maintenance could be performed inside 
and the tokamak could be disassembled or re
configured. This maintenance approach reduces the 
scope and cost of remote maintenance while pro
viding substantial operating time in deuterium and 
valuable operational experience with remote main
tenance. 

The vacuum vessel is too distant from the 
plasma to provide passive stabilization for the ver-

Figure 3. A preliminary dose map (in mrem/h) for the TPX. 

tical instability. High strength, copper alloy pas
sive plates are mounted off the vacuum vessel in
board and outboard of the plasma, above and be
low the mid-plane as shown in Fig. 4. These plates 
slow the motion of the plasma down so that verti
cal position control can be effected with fast verti
cal position control coils located behind the outboard 
passive plates. The upper and lower passive plates 
are connected in a saddle configuration to facilitate 
development of the 20 V loop voltage for startup. 
The fast vertical position control coils are connected 
in a like manner. 

-"PtB J'*(t"CB : 

Figure 4. Internal components of the TPX vacuum vessel. 
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Auxiliary Heating and 
Current-Drive Systems 

Central to the TPX mission is the ability to drive 
the plasma current with external (noninductive) 
sources of power and particles. Since a high boot
strap fraction in the total current is expected, the 
profile of the driven current must be controlled to 
ensure MHD stability in the plasma, and the over
all plasma profile, which is equally important, must 
be controlled. This control is thought to be the route 
to higher performance, to higher beta in the first 
MHD stability regime and to reaching and main
taining operation in the second MHD stability re
gime. 

The auxiliary heating and current-drive sys
tems should be considered part of the experimen
tal program, to be optimized during the life of the 
machine. Since the optimum mix of systems can
not be foreseen, it is unrealistic initially to provide 
all the systems eventually expected to be utilized. 
Therefore, TFTR neutral beamlines (one beamline, 
8 MW initial operation), converted to 1,000-sec pulse 
operation and supplemented by 8 MW of ion cyclo
tron range of frequencies (ICRF) and 1.5 MW of 
lower hybrid have been chosen as the base system 
included in the project cost. 

Neutral beams are a major asset at PPPL. These 
beams are predictable in their ability to drive cur
rent, will provide fueling as well as current drive, 
and will provide some of the central seed current 
required in high bootstrap regimes. Their cryo-
pumping systems are the primary limit to the pulse 
length of TPX (a period of about one hour for 
cryopanel regeneration is required after about 7,000 
sec to avoid having an explosive mixture of hydro
gen in the pumping of that gas). 

Lower hybrid (LH) waves are likely the most 
effective for operation in the second stability regime, 
which requires controlling plasma currents on the 
outer flux surfaces, but fast wave current drive in 
the ICRF is also under consideration. The poten
tial benefits of electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and 
current drive for disruption control, startup, and 
profile control would suggest thai these systems be 
added at a later time. 

Since the TFTR experiments use 13 MW of 
ICRF, modifications of 8 MW of this equipment 
would give more radio-frequency (if) power at given 

cost than any other rf scheme. Both lower hybrid 
and ECH would be totally new systems. If the al
lotment were used for ICRF, it would allow about 8 
MW of power in the 40 to 80 MHz range for minor
ity hydrogen or second harmonic deuterium opera
tions. That power would be launched by a six-strap 
antenna properly phased for current drive. 

Power Systems 
The electrical load for TPX has the following 

characteristics: 

• The power demand of the TF system is quasi-
continuous and very small, amounting only 
to the lead losses during steady-state opera
tion. 

• The power demand of the poloidal-field sys
tem is fairly large during plasma ramp-up 
and ramp-down, but is minimal once the 
plasma has been established, amounting only 
to the lead losses plus small additional load
ing due to position and shape adjustment and 
variation in plasma confinement require
ments. 

• The power demands for fast vertical position 
control and field error correction are mod
est. 

• The major power demand is for the auxiliary 
heating systems which operate for long peri
ods once the plasma has been established. 

The power systems design has the following sig
nificant features: 

• The toroidal-field system is powered by a new 
low-voltage, high-current converter powered 
directly from the utility grid power source. 

• The poloidal-field system is powered using 
existing thyristor converters. These are sup
plied from one of the two existing motor gen
erator sets. The excitation of the generator 
is controlled such that the full converter out
put voltage range is available while ramp
ing the plasma current. Reduced converter 
output voltage range is available once the 
plasma has been established. This scheme 
reduces the reactive power loading of the con
verters, reduces the harmonic content of the 
converter output voltage, and increases the 
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precision of control resolution when low volt
age is demanded. 

• The fast vertical position control and field 
error correction coils are powered using new 
power supplies which are powered directly 
from the utility grid power source. 

• The auxiliary heating systems are powered 
directly from the utility grid power source, 
through a new 138-kV substation located at 
D-Site. This substation is adjacent to the 
load, to minimize transmission costs and 
power loss. The power levels are within the 
capability of the grid connection. As more 
auxiliary heating power is added to the ma
chine, modest modifications to the grid con
nection will be required. The energy de
manded during a pulse far exceeds that 
which would be available from motor genera
tor sets, so that the use of utility power is 
essential. 

Cryogenic and Water 
Cooling Systems 

The TPX facilities include liquid helium and liq
uid nitrogen systems, water cooling systems, build
ings, and site improvements. The cryogenic helium 
system for TPX is required to cool and maintain 
the superconducting magnets near 4 K during op
erations. Additionally, the system will provide re
frigeration for the cryogenic vacuum pumps. Heat 
loads include neutron heating, eddy current heat
ing, thermal radiation from warm surfaces, conduc
tion along supports, and helium flow to support gas-
cooled magnet leads. 

Helium refrigeration will be provided by an ex
isting 11-kW refrigerator. The refrigerator was pre
viously used on the mothballed Mirror Fusion Test 
Facility (MFTF) at Livermore, California. It in
cludes 5,700 horsepower of compressors, a cold box 
containing heat exchangers and expanders, and 
associated controls. It will be modified to deliver 
forced-flow supercritical helium to the magnets at 
about 0.9 MPa. 

A 60,000 liter liquid helium dewar, also surplus 
equipment from MFTF, will be modified to serve as 
a liquid-helium storage system and buffer volume 
for adsorbing pulsed loads from neutron and eddy 
current heating. A novel system of heat exchang

ers and valving at the dewar will ensure the refrig
erator receives the steady load required for efficient 
operation. 

A liquid-nitrogen system supported by truck-
delivered liquid nitrogen is also a part of the cryo
genic system. Its purpose is to provide liquid nitro
gen for thermal shields throughout the facility. 

The cryogenic system major components will be 
housed in a new 1,000 m 2 building about 25 m west 
of the TPX building, as shown in Fig. 5. An addi
tional 1,000 m 2 of outdoor space is used for gas
eous-helium tanks, liquid-nitrogen storage tanks, 
and truck-trailer access. 

Figure 5. Major components of the TPX cryogenic system. 

The TPX water cooling system utilizes existing 
cooling towers and auxiliaries at PPPL. These will 
be augmented by water storage tanks to provide 
for long-pulse (1,000 second) operation. The cool
ing system provides cooling water for the heating 
systems, the TF and PF rectifiers and bus, the cryo
genic refrigerators, the internal vacuum vessel com
ponents, and the motor generator set. Steam of 350 
°C will be provided to the vacuum vessel for bakeout. 
Water of 150 °C will be required for the vacuum 
vessel and certain internal components. High heat 
flux components internal to the vacuum vessel will 
be provided 35 °C cooling water during a pulse, and 
150 °C water between pulses. Tower cooling water 
of 35 °C will be required for the cryogenic refrig
eration system and the motor generator set. 

Maintenance Systems 
In general, maintenance to systems located ex

ternal to the radiation shielding will be accom-
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plished with hands-on operations. Maintenance to 
systems located internal to the radiation shielding 
will be accomplished remotely, once material acti
vation exceeds exposure limits imposed by PPPL 
administrative regulations. The TFTR hot cell fa
cility will be used for repair of activated components. 

One horizontal port is provided for primary ac
cess of the maintenance equipment into the vacuum 
vessel. Shielding is integrated into the maintenance 
systems at the port area to permit personnel ac
cess in the test cell during maintenance operations 
and during transfer of contaminated and activated 
components to the hot cell. 

Some components attached to the horizontal 
ports and subject to neutron streaming may become 
mildly activated and require special precautions 
during maintenance to limit personnel exposure. 
Examples are diagnostic equipment and the neu
tral-beam torus isolation valve. Maintenance of 
these components will be handled on a case-by-case 
basis. The typical approach to provide for mainte
nance of these items will be specialized designs that 
include localized shielding, the use of long-handled 
tools, and shielded access to fasteners, hold-downs, 
etc. 

The basic components of the in-vessel remote 
manipulator system are a transfer manipulator lo
cated at Port O and two in-vessel vehicles. The 
transfer manipulator moves one of the in-vessel 
vehicles through the port into the center portion of 
the vessel, rotates the vehicle into an upright ori
entation, and positions it on the titanium rails in 
the vessel. The second vehicle is deployed onto the 

rails in a similar manner. One vehicle is equipped 
with a power arm manipulator and the other 
equipped with a dexterous servo manipulator arm. 
An elevation view of the TPX tokamak with the 
transfer manipulator and in-vessel vehicle shown 
is given in Fig. 6. 

Transfer to and from the vessel of tooling, re
moved components, and replacement components 
is accomplished by the transfer manipulator. Acti
vated or contaminated components removed from 
the vessel are placed in a shielded transfer container 
for transport to the hot cell. 

pppt«93xoiag 

Figure 6. The transfer manipulator and in-vessel vehicle 
for the TPX. 
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The International Thermonuclear Experimen
tal Reactor (ITER) is a collaboration of the govern
ments of Japan, the European Community, the 
Russian Federation, and the United States to de
sign and construct an engineering test reactor. The 
conceptual design for ITER was carried out by an 
international design team located at the Max Planck 
Institut fur Plasmaphysik in Garching, West Ger
many, from 1988 to 1990. The next phase of the 
ITER is a six year Engineering Design Activity 
(EDA) which began in mid-July of 1992 and is be
ing carried out by a Joint Central Team (JCT) at 
three design centers which are located in San Di
ego, California; Naka, Japan; and Garching, Ger
many (Fig. 1). The Joint Central Team is supported 

by institutions of each of the ITER partners through 
"Home Teams" from each partner. The Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) participates in 
the US Home Team, in the ITER Joint Central 
Team, and in the ITER international organization. 

The PPPL actively participates in the US ITER 
Home Team. Personnel from the Laboratory serve 
as chair of the ITER Technical Advisory Commit
tee, which reviews the ITER Design, serve as the 
Physics Task Manager for the US Home Team, 
which coordinates the physics participation of the 
US in the ITER design, and serve as Task Area 
Leaders for Plasma Diagnostics and Divertor and 
Disruptions. Other PPPL staff provide scientific and 
engineering support. 
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Figure 1. International Organization for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). 
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The first half of 1992 was devoted to prepara
tion for the beginning of the EDA and the second 
half was devoted to support of the start-up of the 
EDA. 

Technical Advisory 
Committee and US 
Home Team 

The ITER governing body is the ITER Council. 
The ITER Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 
advises the ITER Council on the progress of the 
ITER Design. The TAC will meet every four to six 
months to review the status of the ITER design, and 
to address issues defined by the ITER Council. The 
first meeting of TAC was in November, 1992 to re
view the design of the ITER magnet and the Mag
net Research and Development (R&D) Program. 

The US ITER Home Team is responsible for all 
of the US support of the ITER design. It is respon

sible for coordinating, with guidance from the De
partment of Energy (DOE), all of the work per
formed by institutions in the US to support the de
sign work of the Joint Central Team and to perform 
the Technology and Physics Research and Devel
opment required to develop and validate the design. 

The US ITER Home Team was led by Dr. Alex 
Glass from the Lawrence Livermore National Labo
ratory (LLNL) and is now led by Dr. Charles Baker 
of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The 
US ITER Home Team Management consists of a 
Home Team Leader and Deputy and a Task Man
ager for Physics and a Task Manager for the engi
neering activities (Fig. 2). The Physics Task Man
ager, from PPPL, is responsible for coordinating the 
activities of approximately 50 physicists from 16 
institutions in the US in support of the ITER de
sign. There are generally five Task Area Leaders 
for physics and each engineering area. The Task 
Area Leader for plasma diagnostics, from PPPL, is 
responsible for coordinating the US support of the 
design of the plasma diagnostics systems for ITER 
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Figure 2. US National Organization for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor. 
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and for the Research and Development in the US 
for diagnostics. The Task Area Leader for Divertor 
and Disruption analysis, also from PPPL, coordi
nates the studies in the US to define the plasma 
conditions and requirements for the ITER divertor 
and the system requirements for plasma disrup
tions. Each of these activities involves a dozen or 
so researchers in institutions spread across the 
United States. 

Physics Design Studies 
During 1992, the PPPL ITER physics group 

contributed to ITER in the areas of confinement 
scaling, MHD stability, alpha-particle physics, 
divertor analysis, diagnostic design, and physics 
R&D. Since the Joint Central Team was being 
formed only late in 1992, most of the physics stud
ies at PPPL were in support of the proposed work 
plan developed at the end of the Conceptual De
sign Activities (CDA) to address several critical is
sues in both physics and engineering areas. These 
included work for: (1) energy confinement scalings 
involving improvement of the ITER low-confine
ment mode (L-mode) and high-confinement mode 
(H-mode) data bases and development and assess
ment of models for plasma transport; (2) continued 
development and application of computer models 
for alpha-particle confinement with emphasis on 
ripple losses and losses due to Toroidal Alfven 
Eigenmodes (TAE); (3) support of the use of the 
Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC) code by other 
ITER groups; (4) development and application of 
computer models for power and particle control and 
coordination of the work in the US ITER Home 
Team in this area; and (5) continued development 
of concepts and an R&D plan for plasma diagnos
tics for ITER. 

The PPPL diagnostics physicists participated 
in a complete reassessment of the ITER technology 
research and development plan, including an esti
mate of what the cost would be to perform all of the 
tasks in the United States. In addition, specific stud
ies of X-ray diagnostics, diagnostic neutral-beam 
improvements, and spectroscopic markers of tile-
ablation were made to resolve problems identified 
in the Conceptual Design Activities. The PPPL 
physicists also supported the US ITER Home Team 
in carrying out a thorough review of a potential test 
facility to address plasma-facing component issues. 

A proposal for a divertor simulation experiment was 
evaluated by the committee. 

The PPPL physicists participated in the H-mode 
data base activity by supplying and analyzing H-
mode data from the Poloidal Divertor Experiment 
(PDX) and the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modifi
cation (PBX-M), by analyzing data from all the 
machines that have contributed to the data base, 
and by attending workshop meetings held at the 
Joint European Torus (JET), located in tne United 
KingJom. 

The US ITER Home Team Physics Group par
ticipated in two ITER workshops on Physics R&D 
and Divertor Design called by the Joint Central 
Team. Three reports and studies were prepared for 
the meetings: one which described the US physics 
R&D program for ITER, one which described the 
US Program in power and particle control physics, 
and one which described the US program in divertor 
modeling. 

H-Mode Confinement Data Base 
The work of the ITER H-mode Data base Work

ing Group continued through the year along sev
eral fronts. The first compilation of the H-mode con
finement data base (DBl) was released to the public, 
with an article describing its contents and giving a 
preliminary analysis published in Nuclear Fusion.1 

The second compilation of the confinement data 
(DB2), including better estimates of values of cer
tain variables and new data from various machines, 
will soon be released; an article, describing the up
dated data base, has been submitted to Nuclear 
Fusion.2 Further work to resolve subtle dependen
cies of certain variables will continue into FY93; 
the objective of this additional work is to be able to 
determine with more certainty whether the scalings 
determined from the data are more Bohm-like or 
gyroBohm-like, although recent analysis suggests 
that, given the uncertainties in the data including 
issues such as the relative openness or closedness 
of the divertors, answering this question will re
quire dedicated experiments be performed. 

Work has begun on a data base for the thresh
old for achieving the H-mode; the objective of com
piling this data is to be able to understand the 
plasma parameters governing the transition from 
the L to the H-mod», and thus be able to predict 
with more certainty tht power requirements for this 
transition for future devices. This data base is 
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scheduled for release in 1993. As with the confine
ment data base, an article describing the threshold 
data along with a preliminary analysis will be pre
pared for submittal to Nuclear Fusion. A presenta
tion of analyses of the updated confinement data 
base and condition and preliminary results of the 
threshold data base was made at the 1992 Interna
tional Atomic Energy Agency's International Meet
ing on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics held 
in Wiirzburg, Germany. 3 

Divertor and Disruptions 
The major task is to manage and direct the ef

forts of the US ITER Divertor and Disruptions Phys
ics group. Disruption and vertical displacement 
modeling activities are centered at General Atom
ics (GA), with efforts to analyze DIII-D (Doublet 
IH-D) data and extend the interpretation to ITER. 
Improvements in the (primarily) fluid models used 
to simulate ITER divertor conditions have been 
made, integrating activities at New York Univer
sity (NYU), Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LAND, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
(INEL), PPPL, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), 
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
(LLNL). The chief improvements are more realis
tic atomic physics processes and rates, including 
both hydrogen and impurity species, and the inclu
sion of drift motion. Most robust numerical models 
have also been implemented in the fluid codes. 
These may allow more ready analysis of multiple-
component plasma behavior. 

These models have been applied to the EDA 
design and include considerations of gas-target and 
radiative divertors. The EDA divertor design is even 
more challenging than the CDA, because of the 
three-fold higher fusion power. These simulations 
have shown even greater power loads and divertor 
erosion in the EDA than the CDA, unless major 
changes in the assumptions on the plasma bound
ary conditions and transport are made. Increasing 
cross-field transport a factor of ten or separatrix 
density a factor of five can reduce the power loads 
to below the CDA values. Erosion, however, remains 
unacceptably high. 

Axisymmetric Magnetics 
Support was provided by groups at LLNL and 

at ORNL to perform calculations using the Toka-
mak Simulation Code (TSC) for the vertical stabil

ity of the ITER plasma and the motion of the ITER 
plasma during disruptions. The code development 
effort concentrated on refining a new algorithm for 
shape control which controls the shape of the 
plasma according to a preprogrammed scenario but 
without the need for using recalculated coil current 
wave forms. If the plasma parameters (heating sce
nario, density evolution, Zeff, etc.) change, the al
gorithm automatically maintains the desired shape 
evolution. 

Plasma Diagnostics 
The diagnostics part of the US ITER Physics 

program was guided toward addressing some of the 
questions raised during the CDA about some key 
measurements. The areas pursued were the mea
surement of electron density for feedback control, 
the measurements of ion temperature by the pres
ently used X-ray or charge-exchange spectroscopy 
techniques, magnetic diagnostics for control and for 
long-pulse operation and measurement of the abla
tion of protective tiles. 4 Diagnostic techniques for 
the divertor plasmas were hardly addressed at all 
in the CDA so that some studies have been started 
in this area and some of the technology questions 
raised in the optimistic proposals for the use of 
microwave reflectometry are being addressed. 

X-Ray Diagnostics 
The measurement of Doppler broadening of 

impurity lines using an X-Ray Crystal Spectrom
eter (XCS) is a potential technique for measuring 
ion temperature in ITER. Predictions for expected 
signal strengths using the MIST impurity trans
port code indicate that high-Z elements such as 
krypton or molybdenum will be required for ion tem
peratures greater than 20 keV and that emissivi-
ties will be only two to three times higher than that 
of iron in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) 
supershots for the same impurity concentration. 
Measurements of high resolution spectra of kryp
ton were made with an XCS on TFTR, and the con
centration of injected krypton was measured with 
the Pulse-Height Analyzer (PHA) diagnostic to cali
brate these predictions. Calculations of the expected 
noise due to neutrons and gamma rays suggest that 
XCS could operate with an adequate signal-to-noise 
ratio if the shielding is ideal. Success with nonideal 
shielding would likely require development of a high 
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count rate technique for gamma-ray noise rejection 
via rise time discrimination. 

Studies indicated that other conventional X-ray 
diagnostics would work on ITER only if the X-ray 
beam and diagnostic were removed from the direct 
neutron beam from ITER, e.g., by X-ray optics and 
if extensive nuclear radiation shielding were placed 
around the detector. The relevant parameters such 
as aperture sizes, required angles, X-ray energy 
bands achievable, and throughputs were calculated 
for grazing-incidence X-ray mirrors, natural and 
synthetic, multilayer crystals, and for bundles of 
X-ray transmitting glass capillaries embedded in a 
shield. 

Diagnostic Neutral-Beam Evaluation 
for Spectroscopy Diagnostics 

A neutral hydrogen beam which may serve as 
an energetic particle source for the measurement 
of ion temperature profiles via charge-exchange 
recombination spectroscopy has been modeled. Cal
culation of the neutral-beam attenuation used the 
multi-step ionization cross-sections of Boley, Janev, 
and Post. 5 Whereas beam penetration toward the 
center of the ITER plasma increases with beam 
energy, the relevant charge-exchange cross sections 
for the familiar C 5 + , n = 8-7 transition decreases 
above 50 keV, leading to an optimum beam energy 
that yields the maximum charge-exchange bright
ness for each set of plasma conditions. This energy 
is in the range of 100-150 keV. As a consequence of 
the high plasma density, temperature, and plasma 
size, the detected signal is dominated by visible 
bremsstrahlung integrated along the detector sight 
line, placing a premium on beam intensity, beam 
current density and beam chopping with a synchro
nous detector. 

This work is being continued to investigate the 
characteristics and usefulness of the different ex
isting or planned neutral-beam technologies, and 
to evaluate synchronous signal detection tech
niques. It is complemented by the atomic physics 
and spectroscopy studies of the University of Wis
consin Group. 

Spectroscopic Markers for Monitoring 
Wall Erosion 

This study is designed to assess the feasibility 
of measuring the erosion of plasma facing compo

nents in ITER by using "markers" in the plasma 
facing components which will be eroded into the 
plasma when the total erosion has reached a par
ticular level. The results of the study have shown 
that the behavior of multicomponent markers un
der low-energy light-ion bombardment leads to suf
ficient spectroscopic sensitivity and discrimination. 
The main concentration has been on metal elements 
and an alloy, 45% gold, 40.5% palladium, 5.0% sil
ver and about 5% indium and the remainder pri
marily gallium with trace amounts of other met
als. 6 For such a marker to be effective, the energy 
threshold for light-ion sputtering must be low and 
there must be sufficiently high-resolving power in 
the spectroscopic systems, such that discrimination 
between many different elements will be possible. 
Also a means by which such markers can be 
emplaced without significantly degrading the per
formance of the wall material must be devised. 
While the initial physics study was successful, there 
are some clear technological problems remaining. 
The production of stable multicomponent alloys, 
their embedding into the wall material with ad
equate thermal coupling, and response to local arc
ing must all be evaluated. Also the sputtering yield 
is not in accord with empirical rules of threshold 
locations or the dependence of yield on projectile 
energy so that further evaluations in the high-den
sity, low-temperature environment of one of the 
large tokamaks must be done. 

Computer 
Communications 

At the end of 1990, the National Energy Re
search Supercomputer Center (NERSC) network 
began to phase out the Magnetic Fusion Energy 
Network (MFENET) and the associated electronic 
mail system. Since rapid communication with elec
tronic mail, including the exchange of computer 
files, is crucial to the coordination of the national 
and international ITER activities, the PPPL Com
puter Division developed and implemented a strat
egy for rapid electronic transfer of mail and com
puter files using INTERNET. Electronic mail is 
handled using the Eudora program developed by 
the National Supercomputer Center at the Univer
sity of Illinois. All of the US ITER staff and many 
of the foreign ITER staff have been connected to 
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this software. To facilitate the storage, access, and 
rapid exchange of computer files and information, 
a UNIX fileserver and large disk were purchased 
and connected to INTERNET (Fig. 3). Software was 
purchased and installed which allow any ITER per
son connected to INTERNET to use the UNIX 
fileserver from a Macintosh, IBM PC, SUN work
station, etc. In this way, important ITER docu
ments, design drawings, etc. are almost instantly 
available to anyone working on ITER regardless of 
where they're located in the world provided they 
have an INTERNET connection. 

provide plasma exposure equivalent to the first 
eight years of ITER'S operational life, i.e., approxi
mately 0.5 burn-years. 

A preconceptual design study was initiated with 
Grumman Aerospace Corporation. The IDEAL de
vice is now envisioned to be 30 m in length with up 
to 10 MW of heating power (see Fig. 4). The required 
superconducting axial field magnets, with a field 
strength of 2.5-3.5 T, would be built with existing 
medical magnetic-resonance imaging technology. 
Similar efforts have been made to reduce the tech
nical requirements of other subsystems to ensure 
IDEAL reliability for the extended technology mis-

Geiwral Purpose 
Server 

Figure 3. Proposed Computer Support Configuration for 
the ITER Joint Central Team. 

IDEAL Design 
The ITER Divertor Experiment and Laboratory 

(IDEAL) was proposed as a means to test ITER 
divertor concepts, models, and prototypes.7 This 
research and development project focuses on tech
nology issues of divertor design, namely, heat flux 
capacity, thermal fatigue in a hydrogen environ
ment, erosion and redeposition, safety, and reliabil
ity. Divertor concepts, such as radiative and charge-
exchange cooled divertors, would be studied first. 
A major emphasis would be on atomic physics meth
ods to distribute the heat. Basic plasma physics 
processes, such as kinetic effects and parallel en
ergy or particle transport, could also be addressed 
in an 18-month physics assessment phase. The two-
year duration technology phase of IDEAL would 

Gas-Target 
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Vacuum 
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Hydrogen 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of ITER Djvertor Experi
ment and Laboratory (IDEAL). 

In the IDEAL, ion cyclotron range of frequency 
waves can heat both electrons and ions, producing 
power flow in the plasma parallel to B between 300 
and 3000 MW/m2. In the heating region, the pre
dicted ion and electron temperatures are 200-800 
eV and 40-130 eV, respectively. These then give the 
gradients necessary to properly simulate impurity 
flows. The divertor plate would be oriented at 2-12 
degrees with respect to the magnetic field, appro
priate for replicating the erosion and redeposition 
physics associated with the magnetic sheath ex
pected in ITER. A gas-target configuration, with 
individual cooling tubes rather than a single plate, 
has also been designed. With either configuration, 
the IDEAL device would produce plasma equiva
lent to a flux tube of approximately 50 cm 2 croas 
section, originating at the ITER divertor region and 
extending about 0.5 meters away in the poloidal 
direction. It is here in ITER that most processes 
important to heat load dissipation, helium exhaust, 
and erosion and redeposition occur. 
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Joint European Torus 
Pellet experiments provide a means to investi

gate plasma transport both in new plasma regimes 
and over a wide range of plasma parameters. Un
der the Joint European Torus (JET) pellet collabo
ration, confinement in peaked-density profile pel
let-fueled plasmas, fueling of limiter and x-point 
plasmas using extended multipellet fueling se
quences, and ablation and deposition of pellet mass 
in high-temperature plasmas have been studied. 
During FY92, JET completed operation in its origi
nal machine configuration and began an extended 
outage. Prior to the start of that outage, pellet ex
periments were carried out which concentrated on 
four areas of research: core energy transport in the 
presence of strong off-axis heating, fueling of high-
confinement mode (H-mode) plasmas, use of pel
lets as a probe of limiter and wall conditions in long-
pulse discharges, and power scaling of core 
confinement in pellet-enhanced discharges. Subse
quent analysis performed under the collaboration 
has emphasized the first three of these areas. 

Core Energy Transport 
Experiments 

Initial analysis was completed and further ex
periments conducted to study energy transport 
within the plasma core following pellet injection. 
The studies were conducted using strong off-axis 
radio-frequency heating. Results were reported at 
the Innsbruck meeting of the European Physical 
Society,1 at the Transport Task Force meeting in 
1992, and in Nuclear Fusion.2 

Pellet-Fueling Experiments 
Experiments were carried out and analysis be

gun of H-mode plasmas fueled by multipellet se

quences of 2.7-mm and 4-mm pellets. Pellet pen
etration does not extend to rhe plasma center in 
these fueling studies where t e pellet events serve 
to fuel the discharge and per . j rb the H-mode but 
do not strongly peak the density profile. Initial re
sults from these experiments w^re reported at the 
Innsbruck meeting of the Europsan Physical Soci
ety. 3 Results of earlier fueling studies investigat
ing the effective particle source provided by the 
pellet perturbation were completed and reported in 
Nuclear Fusion. 4 

Pellet Perturbations 
Experiments 

Pellets were used during JET one-minute 
plasma experiments to probe changes in limiter and 
wall conditions. The pellet perturbation is well 
suited for this purpose since it introduces particles 
efficiently and reproducibly within the confined 
plasma. The decay of the pellet density perturba
tion is a measure of both the particle confinement 
time and the particle recycling coefficient. Initial 
results from these experiments were also presented 
at the European Physical Society meeting.5 

Modeling 
Improved core confinement can follow pellet 

perturbations which cause major changes to the 
density profile. Since these profile changes alter the 
n,i parameter of the discharge, a link to ion-tem-
perature-gradient-driven turbulence (ITGDT or 
ITG) in which n; is a key stability parameter is be
ing investigated. Such a link was first suggested 
by experiments on Alcator-C. In the JET case, how
ever, actual comparisons with ITG theoretical pre
dictions have produced mixed results. Initial com
parisons of experimental transport results showed 
that the predictions of various ITG theories could 
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differ by orders of magnitude. Most of these theo
ries were base on fluid models with limited appli
cability to collisionless plasmas such as in JET. 

In FY91/92 an approach was developed to ex
tend the fluid equations to the collisionless regime 
including the modeling of Landau-damping3 and 
gyro-averaging. 7 ' 8 A nonlinear three-dimensional 
(3-D) slab code (ITG) was developed to solve the 
resulting gyrofluid equations to study ion-tempera
ture-gradient-driven turbulence, and it was found 
that the slab mode was probably too weak to ex
plain the experimentally measured ion thermal con
ductivity. However, toroidal effects are linearly pre
dicted to increase the growth rates and mode widths 
to a level which may explain the experiments. 

Also, in FY91/FY92 period, the gyrofluid theory 
was extended to include the main toroidal ITG 
drive 9 - 1 0 and was implemented in the nonlinear 3-
D code, using a nonlinear ballooning transforma
tion presented by Steve Cowley.1 1 This work is also 
part of the national Numerical Tokamak Project, 
one of the Grand Challenges selected by the High 
Performance Computers and Communications Pro
gram in the US Department of Energy (DOE). 

The ITG code is being exercised in a number of 
regimes to study convergence properties end its 
basic nonlinear properties. Results so far (with ge
neric plasma parameters) indicate that longer wave
length modes (k^pj « 1) tend to dominate, very 
roughly consistent with Beam Emission Spectrom
eter measurements in the Tokamak Fusion Test 
Reactor (TFTR). The first observation of strong self-
generated poloidal flows in an ITG turbulence simu
lation has also been made. This sheared poloidal 
flow becomes so large that it eventually stabilizes 
the turbulence. Since this is not what happens in 
the core of tokamak plasmas (though self-generated 
flows from other modes near the edge of the plasma 
has been proposed as a mechanism for the H-mode 
transition 1 2 - 1 3 ), additional physical effects which 
may need to be included to make the simulations 
more realistic are being investigated. 

If the poloidal flow is artificially suppressed, the 
turbulence seems to grow slowly throughout the 
simulation and there is no clear saturation. The 
rotation is a real consequence of the present equa
tions being solved, and some physical effect needs 
to be properly added to change the results. Possi
bilities include trapped-ion and collisional effects, 
which are important at long wavelengths and are 

responsible for neoclassical damping of poloidal 
flows (which may or may not be strong enough to 
change our results). The JET data will provide a 
major test of the code once development is complete. 

ASDEX-Upgrade 
Participation of Princeton Plasma Physics Labo

ratory (PPPL) personnel in edge plasma, radio-fre
quency heating, neutral-beam-injection heating, 
and plasma control experiments on the ASDEX-
Upgrade (AUG) tokamak is performed under the 
framework of the "International Energy Agency 
(IEA) Implementing Agreement on a Cooperative 
Program for the Investigation of Toroidal Physics 
in, and Plasma Technologies of, Tokamaks with 
Poloidal Field Divertors: IEA ASDEX/ASDEX-Up-
grade Agreement." Particular attention of the AUG 
research program is on issues that are critical to 
the International Thermonuclear Experimental 
Reactor (ITER). PPPL personnel have unique ca
pabilities in these areas, and the AUG facility pro
vides unique opportunities for these experiments. 
Hence, PPPL participation in the AUG program will 
greatly aid the attainment of programmatic goals. 
These activities are part of a US-wide Department 
of Energy-coordinated program at ASDEX-Up
grade. 

The AUG tokamak started initial operations in 
the spring of 1991. The emphasis of PPPL involve
ment during FY91 was on plasma start-up, plasma 
position and shape control, plasma boundary and 
divertor physics, and plasma disruptions. Contact 
was established in the area of high-power radio-
frequency heating. A total of nine physicists from 
PPPL spent eight months a t the Inst i tut fur 
Plasmaphysik (IPP), Garching, during FY91. 

In FY92, four PPPL scientists spent a total of 
seven months at IPP, and about three months at 
PPPL acquiring and analyzing data on plasma con
trol and divertor plasmas. A workshop on plasma 
control was held at General Atomics in January 
1992, at which PPPL scientists reported results on 
the application of the TSC code to VDEs and dis
ruptions. Particular attention was paid to halo cur
rents in the internal support structures. Analysis 
of internal inductance changes during lower hybrid 
heating experiments, a major effort in 1988-1990 
PPPL activities on the Axially Symmetrix Divertor 
Experiment (ASDEX), was completed and pre
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sented at the European Physical Society (EPS) Con
ference (1992). 

In collaboration with the Courant Institute, 
AUG edge-plasma simulations were performed with 
the B2 fluid plasma code. Improvements to the 
boundary conditions in B2 were made. These and 
related results were reported at the EPS and 
Plasma-Surface Interactions (PSI) meetings (1992) 
and published in Journal of Nuclear Materials and 
Contributions to Plasma Physics. First successful 
divertor plasma profiles were measured late in 
1992, with a scanning Langmuir probe built 
through the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology 
Program (Fig. 1). In parallel, PPPL staff assisted 
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Figure 1. Density and temperature profiles in the ASDEX-
Upgrade divertor region measured with a fast-scanning 
Langmuir probe. 

in spectroscopic measurements of the divertor re
gion. These two techniques will eventually form a 
complete picture of impurity generation and trans
port in the divertor region. 

As part of the PPPL/AUG exchange program, 
two IPP scientists spent a total of 40 weeks at PPPL 
during FY92. Their work was on combining the B2 
and EIRENE computer codes and spectroscopic 
studies related to charge-exchange recombination 
diagnostics. 

Tore Supra 
and TEXTOR 

The Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory par
ticipates in the US Department of Energy sponsored 

collaborations with Tore Supra (Superconducting 
Torus Tokamak, Cadarache, France) and with 
TEXTOR (Tokamak Experiment for Technologically 
Oriented Research, Jiilich, Germany). Other par
ticipants in the collaboration with Tore Supra in
clude the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the 
Sandia National Laboratory (Albuquerque), and 
General Atomics. Other participants in the collabo
ration with TEXTOR include the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles and the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. The emphasis of the PPPL contribu
tions in these collaborations is in the modeling of 
core plasma phenomena to better understand the 
plasma physics. Various codes, including the 
TRANSP plasma analysis code, are being used to 
analyze plasma discharges. 

The PPPL efforts for Tore Supra have concen
trated on studying the effects of lower hybrid heat
ing and current drive and ion cyclotron resonance 
heating. Two plasma discharges have been studied 
in detail. One (9044) had a long duration of lower 
hybrid current drive and exceptionally efficient 
heating of the electrons. The electron temperature 
became very peaked, obtaining peak values near 
10 keV. Results have been reported in Ref. 14. The 
energy confinement was enhanced above low-con
finement mode (L-mode) values by approximately 
1.4. The safety factor OMHD profile for this discharge 
had been measured with a five-channel Faraday 
rotation system, and the results indicate that the 
profile has negative shear near the center and rises 
above one at the center. These results .stimulated 
speculations that the negative shear led to the im
proved electron confinement and that the inner re
gions of the discharge were near second stability. 
The TRANSP modeling code is using a new module 
that computes the lower hybrid heating and cur
rent drive. The modeling is still preliminary, but 
results for the plasma currents shown in Fig. 2 ap
pear qualitatively correct. The modeling will be re
fined and the results will be used to study the trans
port and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of 
the discharge. 

Another Tore Supra discharge, 8871, with ion 
cyclotron heating, was extensively modeled. This 
discharge had suppression of sawteeth resulting in 
monster sawteeth, as shown in Fig. 3. The TRANSP 
code results were used as the basis of an ideal-MHD 
analysis of the growth rate of the sawtooth and 
fishbone modes. The TRANSP results were also 
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Figure 3. Sawteeth for TORE SUPRA plasma discharge 
8871. 

used in the EQGAC code to calculate detailed equi
libria at one time, and the AKES code was used to 
calculate the growth rates. The results show that 
the discharge is marginally stable to sawtoothing 
during the monster sawtooth phase, consistent with 
the observation. This is shown in Fig. 4. An analy
sis of the high-n MHD stability is shown in Fig. 5. 
This discharge is far below the computed unstable 
regions. 

At TEXTOR, PPPL staff have been aiding the 
team from the Ecole Royal Militaire using the 

TRANSP code to analyze discharges with neutral-
beam injection and ion cyclotron heating. One area 
of particular interest is understanding the TEXTOR 
I-mode plasma discharges that exhibit enhanced 
energy confinement. These plasma discharges have 
properties very similar to those of supershots in 
TFTR. Recent results are discussed in Ref. 15. An 
example of the beta values achieved in one of the 
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Figure 5. High-n stability for TORE SUPRA plasma dis
charge 8871. Parameters are: t= 10.3 sec, lp = 1.47 MA, 
ePp = 0.12, PN = 0.83, q0=0.69, andqa = 3.43. 
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best I-mode discharges is shown in Fig. 6. The limit 
°f Pnorm is close to the limits achieved in TFTR 
supershots. A comparison of the high-n ideal-MHD 
stability of this I-mode discharge and a TFTR 
supershot is shown in Fig. 7. 

Several modifications to the TRANS code sug
gested by scientists at TEXTOR, ASDEX-U, and 
JET were made by PPPL researchers. The improved 
version was disseminated in February, 1992, and 
was installed at Jiilich. Subsequently, PPPL aided 
in fixing various problems encountered at Jiilich. 

Most work is performed at PPPL, but brief vis
its to the Tore Supra and TEXTOR sites are made 
to discuss physics issues and to acquire data. In 
FY92, PPPL scientists visited TEXTOR for one 
week and Tore Supra for a total of about eight 
weeks. 
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Figure 6. Beta values achieved forp'nom and pnorm for a 
TEXTOR I-mode plasma discharge. 
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X-Ray Laser Studies 

During FY92, work in X-Ray Laser Studies con
tinued in several areas: 

• Progress was made in the development of a 
small-scale "portable" soft X-ray laser. 

• Work to develop applications of soft X-ray ra
diation to biological imaging continued, with 
the first images being obtained from a 
femtosecond soft X-ray source. Ultrashort 
pulse illumination is advantageous because 
it completely eliminates any possibility that 
radiation damage can produce artifacts in the 
image. 

• A powerful subpicosecond laser, capable of 
producing single or multiple pulses with fo
cal intensities in the order of 10 1 8 W/cm2, was 
used for investigation of high harmonic gen
eration. Plans to improve the efficiency of 
harmonic generation by difference frequency 
mixing are underway. 

• New experimental results on quenching of 
A-coefficients by photons in a short discharge 
tube were obtained. Experiments with the 
short discharge tube eliminated questions 
related to the effects of absorption in a long 
laser tube and confirmed earlier results. 

Development 
of Small-Scale Soft 
X-Ray Lasers 

It is clear from the history of conventional la
sers and their applications that there is a strong 
correlation between the scale (and cost) of a laser 
system and the range of its applicability. The wide
spread applications of the diode laser and the he
lium-neon laser are a clear example of this. While 
the C 0 2 pump laser for the original soft X-ray laser 
(based on a rapidly recombining plasma in strong 
magnetic field1) is a half-room sized unit, it is very 
desirable to develop a small-scale (tabletop) X-ray 

laser. Such a laser could find applications in many 
areas, such as soft X-ray microscopy, lithography, 
solid state physics, and material sciences, and could 
be used in research conducted at the investigators' 
own institutions. This laser would be a convenient 
complement to large centralized synchrotron or X-
ray laser facilities. In this vein, work is in progress 
at Princeton to develop a small-scale (portable) soft 
X-ray laser at 18.2 nm in hydrogen-like carbon plas
mas, at 15.4 nm in lithium-like aluminum, and at 
13.0 nm in silicon plasmas created by a 1.05 mm 
Nd/Glass laser with beam energy of the order of 
10 J. 

A general view of the experimental arrangement 
is presented in Fig. 1. The laser beam is line-fo
cused onto the cylindrical target by the combina
tion of a spherical lens and a cylindrical lens. The 
target system has the capability of rotating the tar
get so that for every shot a fresh target surface is 
illuminated by the laser. The interaction region of 
a target is surrounded by a miniature chamber with 
stainless steel walls and blades. This enclosure con
fines the plasma and provides additional cooling 
both by radiation losses from iron impurities intro-

Figure 1. Experimental set-up lor tabletop soft X-ray laser 
development. (92X3101) 
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duced into the plasma and by thermal conduction. 
Radiation cooling and adiabatic expansion gener
ate fast recombination and high gain. A viewing 
slot in the mask selects a spatial region that is seen 
by an axial grazing-incidence soft X-ray spectrom
eter, equipped with multichannel detector (MCP). 
The relative position of the viewing slot with re
spect to the target surface can be adjusted. The 
emission in the axial direction can be directed by a 
grazing-incidence mirror onto the entrance slit of 
the spectrometer or (in recent experiments) viewed 
directly (without the mirror) by the spectrometer. 

The first results of high gain G = 8 cm"1 on the 
C VT 18.2-nm transition in a very small system were 
obtained in an experiment in which a plasma col
umn of 3-mm maximum length was confined in a 
50-kG magnetic field.2 The pump energy was only 
15 J on target and was provided by a Nd/Glass la
ser with 3-nsec pulse duration. However, a crucial 
observation for development of tabletop soft X-ray 
lasers was the observation that even without a 
magnetic field and with only 6-J laser pumping 
energy, gain of up to 4.5 cm - 1 on C VI 18.2 nm could 
be generated. Such gain was measured for plasma 
length up to 4.5 mm. Gain was typically observed 
in region 0.6-0.8 mm from the target surface. 

Recently, experiments were begun with a dif
ferent target geometry in which the target has many 
fins, as shown in Fig. 2. The width of each fin is 0.2 
mm, and each fin is separated by 0.3 mm (in present 
experiments this separation is decreased to about 
0.1 mm). The purpose of the fins is to enhance the 
expansion cooling by initially creating a series of 
small plasmas. Later, in the recombination phase, 

«"PL 91X0335 

TARGET 

Figure 2. Schematic of "finned" target used in the small 
soft X-ray laser. The fins enhance expansion cooling of the 
plasma. 

these initially separated plasmas merge to form a 
continuous gain region. The driving laser energy 
was 13 J, and each section of target had 8, 16, and 
24 fins corresponding to 4-, 8-, and 12-mm plasma 
lengths, respectively. The intensity variation of 
spectral lines in the vicinity of 18.2 nm is shown in 
Fig. 3. The initial experiments, even without cool
ing blades have already demonstrated gain-length 
GL = 2.9 for C VI 18.2 nm, which is significantly 
better than the GL = 1.8 for a plain target with the 
same incident laser energy. The higher gain and 
the gain location occurring closer to the target sur
face with the multiple-fin target than with the plain 
cylindrical target, indicates a faster expansion and 
cooling rate of the plasmas. With the addition of 
cooling blades and confining walls it is expected to 
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Figure 3. Experimental data obtained with the target ge
ometry shown in Fig. 2. The target lengths were 4, 8, and 
12 mm and the incident Nd/Glass laser energy was 13 J. 
The estimated gain was 2.4 cm-1. No blades or side walls 
were used. 
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increase further the gain-length values for this type 
of target. 

Two stainless steel cooling blades have been 
installed parallel to the line-focused laser beam just 
before the target. The blades help to rapidly cool 
down the carbon plasma by radiation and thermal 
conduction. Since the 18.2-nm line from C VI is 
blended with the same wavelength line from Fe XI, 
the iron contribution is subtracted. The line inten
sity of Fe XI 18.2 nm is known to be about the same 
as that of Fe XI 18.04 nm. The Fe XI 18.04 and 18.2 
nm are transitions of a multiplet from one upper 
level. A 0.2 x 2 mm viewing slot is used to elimi
nate the intense background from the target sur
face and scan the gain region. The intensity varia
tion of spectral lines in the vicinity of 18.2 nm is 
shown in Fig. 4. The pumping laser energy is 4 J 

PPPL«93X0290 

2 mm Target 

4 mm Target 

with 2-nsec pulse width, the distance between the 
target and cooling blades is 0.8 mm, and the slot 
position is 0.3 mm from the target surface. The data 
of Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5, with the fitted gain. 
The gain of C VI 18.2 nm is 6.8 cm"1. When a longer 
target is used the gain is reduced. Figure 6 shows 
the gain of a 10-mm target. The gain of the 18.2-
nm line is 4.2 cm - 1 which provides GL = 4.2, simi
lar to that for a shorter target. The pumping en
ergy is 4 J in a 2-nsec pulse width, the distance of 
the blades and the target is 0.6 mm, and the slot 
position is 0.4 mm from the target surface. 
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Figure 5. The gain fitted graph of Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. The spectra of a carbon target with 2-, 4-, and 6-
mm length. 

The major problem with transversely pumped 
recombining schemes is that it is difficult to main
tain a high value of gain per centimeter as the 
plasma length is increased. Although the main 
cause of this effect has not been clearly identified, 
refraction, inhomogeneities, or some type of vortex 
development with increasing length may be respon
sible. In order to overcome this problem, two short 
separated gain media instead of a single long gain 
medium have been used. This concept has been 
successfully demonstrated in the neon-like germa
nium soft X-ray laser. Experiments have already 
begun on testing this system. 
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Figure 6. The gain fitted graph of 3; 6-, and 10-mm target 
length. 

A new diagnostic for more precise measurement 
of small gain has been incorporated in the experi
mental set up (see Fig. 7). The principle of this new 
diagnostic relies on the major difference between 
stimulated and spontaneous emission, namely, the 
directionality of the stimulated emission.3 For ex
ample, a "candidate" plasma with a low level of gain 
is illuminated by radiation from an additional 
"probe" plasma, which is created in a small target 
chamber some distance away by the same pump 
laser using a beam splitter. On the opposite side of 
the "candidate" plasma is a multilayer mirror, re
flective at the wavelength of the gain line. The mir
ror provides spectral isolation of the gain line and 
reflects the light from both p 1 somas to a CCD 
(charge-coupled device) detector. If no gain is 
present, the emission will be uniform across the 
detector field and the detected signal will follow the 
response of the detector and the mirror reflectivity. 
However, when gain is present in the "candidate" 
plasma, amplification of the emission from the probe 
plasma will be apparent as an enhanced intensity 
in the far field but only within the solid angle en
compassing both the spontaneous emission region 

in the "probe" plasma and the gain region in the 
"candidate" plasma. A feature will appear in the 
far field pattern that can only be caused by direc
tional, that is stimulated, emission. In this way, 
stimulated emission at gain-lengths down to GL ~ 
0.1 can be detected. This diagnostic should help also 
in understanding the cause of decreasing gain per 
centimeter with increasing length in recombination 
soft X-ray lasers. 
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Figure 7. Schematic of instrument designed to measure 
precisely small values of gain. 

Application of Soft X-Ray 
Lasers to Microscopy 

Present knowledge of the internal structure of 
cells has been gained largely by the development 
and application of the techniques of electron mi
croscopy. This knowledge rests on the premise that 
the intensive procedures necessary to prepare a 
specimen for electron microscopy do not signifi
cantly influence the detailed structure observed. 
Nonetheless, unanswered questions remain about 
the fidelity of an image of a cell that has been fixed, 
stained with heavy metals, and sectioned, to the 
original living cell. Biologists have long dreamt of 
observing the form and function of "living" cells at 
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high resolution. X-ray microscopy offers a new way 
to look at unaltered cells in their natural state. This 
comes about because absorption edges in the X-ray 
spectra of naturally occurring cell constituents pro
vide contrast without the addition of heavy metals 
to the cell, as necessary in electron microscopy. X-
ray microscopy thereby bridges the gap between 
electron microscope images of nonlive cells that 
have undergone extensive specimen preparation 
and low-resolution but high-fidelity images of live 
cells recorded with light microscopes. 

We are in the midst of an ongoing revolution in 
soft X-ray sources, optics, and applications, and 
work has begun using high brightness synchrotrons, 
laser-produced plasmas, and soft X-ray lasers as 
light sources for X-ray microscopy. The unparalleled 
brightness of soft X-ray laseTS together with their 
short-pulse duration offers the exciting prospect of 
imaging live cells at high resolution, with an expo
sure time that precludes the possibility of radia
tion damage producing artifacts in the image. A 
second advantage is that their monochromaticity 
and directionality are ideally suited to X-ray op
tics, such as zone plates and Schwarzschild objec
tives. Work is in progress to develop tabletop X-ray 
lasers. 4 These could be used in soft X-ray micro
scopes located at the investigators' own institutions 
and provide a convenient complement to large cen
tralized synchrotron or X-ray laser facilities. The 
X-Ray Laser Group has developed a soft X-ray re
flection imaging microscope5 and a Composite Op
tical X-Ray Laser Microscope.6 

In 1992, soft X-ray microscopy was investigated 
using illumination by ultrashort pulses generated 
with the powerful subpicosecond laser (see Har
monic Generation in Gases and Plasmas Using the 
Powerful Subpicosecond Laser). A train of four 330-
femtosecond pulses were focused on a lead target 
at an angle of 45 degrees to the surface normal (in 
its present configuration the subpicosecond laser 
produces a four-pulse train). The specimen is placed 
at 90 degrees to the input beam. This configuration 
(see Fig. 8) was chosen because the expanding 
plasma and the bulk of the debris from the laser 
target interaction are ejected normal to the target 
surface. In this way, the input window and the speci
men itself are better protected against incidental 
damage from the plasma or debris. It also allows 
the specimen to be placed closer to the plasma it
self thereby maximizing the flux available for con-
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Figure 8. Experimental setup for ultrashort pulse X-ray mi
croscopy. 

tact imaging. Soft X-rays in the 40-A region were 
generated and were used to make a contact expo
sure of Helen Lane (HeLa) cervical cancer cells us
ing PBS resist. After development, the resist was 
viewed by an Normaski microscope, and the results 
are shown in Fig. 9. The significance of ultrashort 
pulse exposure is that when an image is acquired 
on a femtosecond time scale, the motion of the com
ponents in the specimen is necessarily limited to a 
distance much smaller than one resolution length 
and hence the image exactly reflects the conditions 
in the specimen before the X-ray exposure (on a 
picosecond time scale, light itself travels only 300 
Hm). 

Figure ft Resist replica of HeLa cells viewed by an optical 
microscope. The cells were exposed to X-rays created in a 
lead plasma formed by the pov/erful subpicosecond laser. 
A 600-A thick chromium filter was used to reject UV and 
VUV emission from the plasma. (93X3095) 
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Harmonic Generation 
in Gases and Plasmas 
Using the Powerful 
Subpicosecond Laser 

The development of ultrahigh intensity lasers 
has stimulated several new approaches to the de
velopment of shorter wavelength X-ray lasers. Such 
lasers are capable of focused intensities in excess 
of 1 0 1 3 W/cm 2 with an associated electric field 
strength many times the Coloumb field between the 
nucleus and electrons in an atom. One promising 
approach to the production of short wavelengths is 
the generation of very high harmonics of the inci
dent laser light emitted from the nonlinearly po
larized atoms created by these intense laser fields. 
During 1992, a series of experiments were per
formed at the Princeton Plasma Physics Labora
tory (PPPL) using the Powerful Subpicosecond La
ser (PSPL) to examine this phenomenon as a 
possible practical X-ray source. 

The PSPL system is capable of producing 300 
mJ of ultraviolet laser light (248 nm) in a pulse that 
is only 350 femtoseconds (fsec) long which can sub
sequently be focused to an intensity of 2 x 10 1 8 W/ 
cm 2. Experiments performed with this laser inter
acting with a puff' of neutral gas at an intensity of 
10 1 6 W/cm2 have observed the generation of up to 
the seventeenth harmonic in helium, argon, and 
neon. 

Present conversion efficiencies ant low (less 
than 10"9) and improvements in efficiency are de
sirable for practical applications. However, when 
the laser is operated at higher intensities (10 1 8 W/ 
cm 2) the efficiency of harmonic production is re
duced even further. In such cases, when the laser 
intensity exceeds the multiphoton ionization thresh
old, electrons are stripped away from the target 
atoms and a plasma is formed. The free electrons 
in the plasma produce dispersion, leading to a phase 
mismatch between the harmonic and the pump 
beam, thus not allowing the ions to radiate the har
monic frequencies coherently and reducing the out
put signal. 

Experiments have also been undertaken with 
thin metal foil targets ionized by a low-intensity 
"prepulse" with which the high-intensity beam sub
sequently interacts. Production of seventh and 

ninth harmonics were observed in such situations 
but at a reduced efficiency due the adverse phase-
matching effect (see Fig. 10 ). 

The goal is to produce a practical X-ray source 
suitable for applications. Present conversion effi
ciencies are low (in the 10"9 range) and improve
ments in efficiency are desirable for practical ap
plications. High efficiencies (<1) are common in the 
conversion of visible laser beams in birefringent 
crystals because of the high density of atoms and 
because the amplitudes of the harmonic fields gen
erated by all the atoms sum coherently (are phase 
matched) to yield a high-harmonic intensity. Much 
lower efficiencies are obtained when ultrahigh in
tensity laser beams are focused in gases, especially 
when the laser intensity exceeds the ionization 
threshold and a plasma is formed. Although ions 
possess significant advantages over atoms for fre
quency conversion, free electron dispersion leads 
to a positive phase mismatch and can lower the ef
ficiency of frequency conversion. 

Fortunately, theoretical work on the dispersion 
properties of plasmas 7 has found an elegant solu
tion to this problem: difference-frequency mixing. 
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Figure 10. Spectra showing high harmonic production from 
aluminum plasma targets. 
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We propose to investigate this effect experimentally. 
A special aspect of the facilities at Princeton Uni
versity Plasma Physics Laboratory is that a combi
nation of different laser beams can be brought to 
bear on a target. It is planned to use two lasers (a 
high-energy Nd:Glass laser and ultrahigh intensity 
subpicosecond laser) to investigate and optimize the 
conditions for efficient frequency upconversion with 
the aim of producing a practical soft X-ray source 
suitable for applications. 

Quenching 
A-Coefficients 
by Photons 

New experimental results on quenching of A-
coefficients by photons in a short-discharge tube 
have been obtained. Experiments with the short-
discharge laser tube have eliminated questions re
lated to the effects of absorption in a long-discharge 
laser tube and h^'-e provided good confirmation of 
earlier results. 

E'.nstein A- and B-coefficients are treated as 
constant coefficients for atoms and ions. For iso
lated atoms and ions this is true, as was shown 
many years ago by Weisskopf and Wigner, and the 
Fermi Golden Rule formula may be applied directly. 
However, for atomic systems which are not isolated 
but under the influence of electromagnetic field, 
which perturb them on a time scale T much shorter 
than T A = A - 1 , the assumptions on which the Fermi 
Golden Rule formula is based might be violated. 
Hence, in such a case A and B values may not be 
the same as for isolated atomic systems. For ex
ample, in plasmas one would expect quenching of 
A- (as well as B-) coefficients for transitions for 
which TA » i, where t, in this case, is determined 
by the frequency of inelastic collisions between elec
trons and atoms or ions. 8 A similar effect could be 
expected also for atoms and ions under frequent 
"collisions" with photons, e.g., in relatively high-
power density laser beams. 9 

One of the major issues here is the question of 
power broadening of stronger lines and the related 
effect of the decrease of the absorption of these lines 
in a long-discharge laser tube. Although some of 
the measurements and calculations indicated that 
this should not be the case, 1 0 it is believed that di
rect experimental evidence would be the best indi

cator of the validity of this explanation. Our ap
proach was to place a short-discharge laser tube, 
in which the absorption is negligible for all lines of 
interest, inside a laser cavity. 1 1 This configuration 
eliminates the possible change of absorption for 
stronger lines. 

Another advantage of a short-discharge laser 
tube placed inside the laser cavity is that one may 
change discharge conditions in the tube, leading to 
the change of levels population, without changing 
the power density in the resonator. In this new ex
periment, one-channel-type detectors on the spec
trometers were replaced with multichannel detec
tors. This allowed the monitoring, simultaneously, 
of lines for which quenching of A-coefficients could 
occur and those for which quenching was not ex
pected. The observed changes of branching ratio due 
to the presence of high-intensity photon flax pro
vides support for the idea of a changing of Einstein 
A-coefficient for atoms or ions in strong electromag
netic fields. 

Graduate Studies 
The X-Ray Laser Group continues to provide 

an excellent environment for graduate study. A 
graduate student has the opportunity to acquire 
"hands on" experience with many aspects of mod
ern laser and plasma techniques and to become re
sponsible for operating small-scale experiments and 
analyzing the data. K. Krushelnik and C. Hui are 
investigating the interactions of the powerful 
subpicosecond laser with solid targets and pre
formed plasmas. F. Trintchouk participated in the 
microscopy experiments and is beginning theoreti
cal work related to a 60-nm vacuum ultraviolet la
ser. 
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Plasma Processing: Deposition 
and Etching of Thin Films 

Plasmas are used extensively in several current 
high-technology applications to fabricate advanced 
materials. A prime example is in the field of micro
electronics where plasma etching of complex pat
terns and plasma deposition of conducting, semi
conducting, and insulating films play a large and 
vital role in the fabrication of advanced semicon
ductors for computers, communications, and con
sumer electronics. Similar plasma processing is 
employed in the fabrication of micro-optical and 
microengineered components, the latter including 
important future applications of microsensors and 
microscopic medical components that could be used 
within arteries. Other materials deposited with 
plasmas include antireflective coatings on glass for 
architectural and automotive applications, tribologi-
cal coatings to reduce friction and wear, as in an oil 
drilling bit, magnetic and magneto-optic coatings 
for a.ata storage, and catalytic coatings in the chemi
cal industry. 

The utility of plasma processing derives from 
two general characteristics of low-temperature dis
charges: (1) electrons in the temperature range of 
2-10 eV, which can break chemical bonds to form 
reactive species for deposition or etching, and (2) 
directed ions with energies of 25-200 eV, which can 
be used to sputter material for deposition, or syn-
ergistically influence thin-film deposition and etch
ing. In the case of etching, this synergism under
lies the ability to produce anisotropic features, 
which are essential for achieving the high density 
of devices present in memory and logic chips. 

The present focus of plasma processing work at 
the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), 
which is done jointly with the Department of Chemi
cal Engineering within Princeton University's 
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, is on 
developing the reactors and associated processes to 
effect the etching of devices and structures of sub-
micron dimensions. A key objective is the capabil

ity of etching anisotropically to produce structures 
with vertical sidewalls perpendicular to the sub
strate—these structures have vertical dimensions 
equal to or greater than their lateral dimensions, 
as is required for advanced devices and such things 
as optical waveguides. This is accomplished by form
ing a low-pressure (typically 1 mTorr) plasma, 
which produces chemically reactive etching species, 
and ions, directed perpendicular to the substrate, 
to enhance the vertical etching rate. Unlike older 
methods of anisotropic etching, which use medium-
to-high energy ions (200-500 eV) and rely on the 
deposition of a polymer passivation layer on 
sidewalls, our approach utilizes low-energy (10-50 
eV) ions with no sidewall passivation. This elimi
nates or reduces the damage caused by the higher-
energy ions, and alleviates contamination of the 
substrate by passivation polymers. Our interest is 
in gaining a more fundamental understanding of 
the complex homogeneous plasma chemistry and 
heterogeneous substrate surface chemistry that 
occur during etching, including the effects of ion 
bombardment. In this regard, we are exploring a 
number of methods for controlling both the homo
geneous and heterogeneous chemistries to increase 
our capability to fabricate submicron features with 
vertical sidewalls. These techniques are also appli
cable to the deposition of thin films, including those 
that must cover complex submicron topographies. 

The major activities, discussed below, are the 
development of an electron cyclotron resonance 
plasma etch reactor, along with diagnostics suit
able for characterizing the discharge and homoge
neous chemistry in order to relate them to the etch
ing results. Work in these areas has been done 
within the New Jersey SEMATECH Center of Ex
cellence for Plasma Etching. This is one of nine 
national centers established by SEMATECH to pro
vide supporting research in areas critical to the fab
rication of advanced semiconductor devices. 
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Electron Cyclotron 
Resonance Plasma 
Etching 

Present trends in plasma etch technology in
clude single wafer etching with high-density sources 
at low pressures. Additionally, it is important to 
have independent control of the homogeneous 
plasma chemistry and the bombarding energy of 
the ions incident on the wafer. This work is concen
trated on etch tools which have these characteris
tics and are capable of meeting the stringent etch 
process requirements of current and future devices. 
Over the past four years, the focus of this work has 
been on electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma 
etch tools. Electron cyclotron resonance tools show 
considerable promise for meeting advanced etch 
requirements, though questions exist as to whether 
an ECR tool represents the lowest cost-of-owner-
ship (COO). Looking more broadly, however, an 
ECR tool is useful generally for high-density tool 
research, owing to the strong similarities among 
the new generation of high-density tools. Thus, the 
ECR results are applicable to other types of sources 
as well. One example of this is our studies of the 
strong plasma-wall interactions which occur in ECR 
and other high-density tools and can significantly 
influence processes. Furthermore, because ad
vanced reactors typically operate in a "decoupled" 
mode where the source is separated from the wa
fer, details of the wafer surface reactions obtained 
for ECR sources will be relevant to other configu
rations. 

With these considerations in mind, our primary 
objective is to exploit the ECR plasma etch tool as 
a vehicle for investigating the complex issues of the 
wafer-surface chemistry that occur in such high-
density plasma environments. To facilitate this, we 
have adopted a formalism for characterizing the 
etch process in terms of reaction parameters, which 
are described below. To a great extent, such char
acterization is independent of the particular type 
of plasma source used. This approach is useful for 
process optimization. It has also afforded insight 
into controlling mechanisms, such as the effects of 
ion flux on anisotropy and selectivity. This meth
odology is also being used to investigate cryogenic 
etching. 

Another objective is to investigate generic ECR 
source issues, with clear process implications, such 
as microwave coupling and power absorption. These 
results are applicable to other ECR technologies like 
deposition or ion implantation. They are also im
portant for optimization of the ECR source, and to 
the extent that ECR tools differ from other high-
density alternatives, these results will provide a 
data base for comparison. 

Results 
During the years, an ECR plasma etch tool has 

been designed, constructed, and operated. The tool 
has an all-metal-sealed stainless steel vacuum ves
sel, comprising a 15-cm diameter source region and 
a 60-cm diameter downstream chamber where the 
wafer is held on a helium-cooled, 13.56-MHz radio-
frequency-biased chuck. The reactor is pumped by 
a corrosion-resistant system consisting of a 
turbomolecular pump backed by a roots blower and 
mechanical pump. A magnetic field is established 
by a pair of coils in the source region, where plasma 
is formed by up to 1.5 kW of waveguide-coupled 
2.45-GHz microwave power. A third coil is used to 
control the magnetic field at the wafer, which can 
be positioned 0-40 cm from the source. Wafers are 
loaded through a cryopumped load-lock. The plasma 
parameters are measured by a number of diagnos
tics including a residual gas analyzer, Langmuir 
probes, radio-frequency probes, high-frequency 
chuck current and voltage probes, microwave in-
terferometry, optical emission spectroscopy, and 
laser-induced fluorescence. The etch characteristics 
are determined by optical interferomotry and scan
ning electron microscopy. The capability for spectro-
photometric film thickness measurements was 
added in 1992. 

Cryogenic cooling of the wafer was implemented 
this past year, through the installation and imple
mentation of the Polycold PFC-500 cooling unit, 
newly constructed cryogenic chuck, and electrical 
heater and temperature controller. The new chuck 
incorporates a larger coolant chamber extending 
beyond the 100-mm wafer diameter for better ra
dial temperature uniformity. The stainless steel 
chuck surface is only 1.2-mm thick for good heat 
transfer, and it is domed for mechanically clamped 
helium backside cooling operation. The problem of 
radio-frequency isolation has been solved by using 
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Ceramaseal ceramic-to-metal seal electrical isola
tors on the stainless steel coolant inlet, outlet, and 
helium lines. The severe fragility problems experi
enced in the past with these parts have been cir
cumvented by arranging the respective lines with 
sufficient flexibility to relieve the stresses of ther
mal contraction. Single-turn copper coils provide 
this flexibility for the coolant lines without sacri
ficing pressure rating, while an edge-welded bel
lows is used on the helium line. Mass spectrometer 
tests show that neither the maximum cool-down 
pressure of the PFC-500 at startup [in excess of 325 
psig (pounds per square inch guage)], nor cool-down 
thermal cycling causes any detectable leak of re
frigerant into the vacuum chamber. The PFC-500 
unit has demonstrated an ability to cool the chuck 
down to approximately -131 °C. We have also imple
mented a Luxtron temperature probe on the chuck. 
The probe is in thermal contact with the wafer and 
provides an accurate measurement of the wafer 
temperature during both cryogenic and room tem
perature etching. 

The ECR tool has been used to investigate aniso
tropic etching of polysilicon over oxide, as is char
acteristic of the gate electrode formation, using an 
SFg/Ar (sulfur hexafluoride and argon) chemisti? . 
During the year, SEMATECH donated to the NJW 
Jersey SCOE (SEMATECH Center of Excelle-ice) 
an ECR etch reactor, Plasma Etch Tool #14 (Pet 
14), which had been operational in the SEMATSCH 
fabrication line in Austin. This tool was buil1; by 
Plasma Quest as part of the SEMATECH ECR Etch 
Tool Development Program, and it is designed to 
operate with CI2 and HBr chemistries. This tool is 
being installed in a new laboratory in the Chemi
cal Engineering Department at Princeton Univer
sity. The new laboratory, which is being built with 
non-SEMATECH funding, will provide all of the 
facilities for Pet 14, including toxic gas service and 
ventilation. Pet 14 will facilitate the extension of 
our scope of work to investigate aspects of poly etch
ing with the heavier halogens. All of the results 
reported here were obtained with our original ECR 
tool. 

Extensive etching results were obtained dur
ing 1992 using patterned wafers with 5000-A thick 
n-doped polysilicon over 1000-A thick oxide. The 
purpose of these measurements was to provide a 
room temperature baseline for the cryogenic etch
ing experiments to follow and to determine the con

trolling mechanisms for the etch processes, espe
cially the anisotropy and selectivity tradeoff. In 
particular, the etching of polysilicon and silicon di
oxide in a 1 mTorr SFg/Ar SCR plasma under low-
energy ion bombardment was investigated and the 
experimental results compared to the predictions 
of a surface chemistry model. The model is based, 
on a set of reaction parameters, which includes fluo
rine concentration, wafer ion current, wafer ion 
energy, and wafer temperature. 

The utility of characterizing the process in terms 
of the reaction parameters is shown in Fig. 1. The 
reaction parameters are determined by the reactor 
controls (pressure, flow rates, microwave power. 
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Figure 1. Schematic relationship of tool control, reaction, 
and etch parameters. 

radio-frequency bias, and wafer position). In turn, 
the reaction parameters determine the etching char
acteristics (poly rate, oxide rate, selectivity, anisot
ropy). This latter correlation can be compared di
rectly to a surface chemistry model of the etching. 

The reaction parameters serve to decompose the 
correlation between reactor controls and etching 
characteristics into one part which is tool "depen
dent," determined by the reactor configuration, and 
another which is largely tool "independent," and 
depends upon the process. The formalism provides 
a much more comprehensive way to compare 
plasma sources in terms of the reaction parameters 
which they provide. This represents a considerable 
improvement over simply comparing sources based 
upon some plasma parameter, such as density. 

Inclusion of the reaction parameters also pro
vides a more powerful approach to process devel
opment and optimization than does the traditional 
RS/1 or RSM mapping of the reactor controls to the 
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etching characteristics. This conventional approach 
inextricably combines the reactor characteristics 
and etch chemistry. This obscures any insight into 
the etch process. It is also not extensible to other 
tools. 

What makes this approach particularly power
ful is that in a downstream tool, such as our ECR 
reactor, we can exploit the inherent independent 
control of radical flux and ion bombardment to con
trol the reaction parameters, which can be mea
sured from optical emission actinometry and 
Langmuir probe measurements. In this sense, we 
are utilizing the ECR reactor as a convenient ex
perimental test bed to determine characteristics of 
the process which will apply more broadly to other 
types of plasma sources. 

The polysilicon etch rates (vertical and lateral) 
were measured by scanning electron microscopy, 
and the oxide etch rate was determined by optical 
endpoint measurement. Data were obtained by in
dependently varying the microwave power from 800 
W to 1500 W, and the wafer chuck position from 10 
cm to 45 cm from the source. The pressure and flow 
rates were held constant. Under these conditions, 
the fluorine concentration was measured to be es
sentially constant, owing to the large degree of dis
sociation. Furthermore, we determined that the 
fluorine concentration was uniform in the down
stream chamber. This means that the fluorine flux 
to the wafer was independent of wafer position. The 
ion energy was approximately constant at the wa
fer, while the ion current varied over a range of 0.5 
to 15 mA per cm 2, due to both microwave power 
and wafer position variation. 

Data for vertical and lateral poly rates are 
shown in Fig. 2. Here we plot results obtained for 
three different values of microwave power at vari
ous chuck positions in terms of the wafer ion cur
rent which were measured for the particular condi
tion. As is apparent from the overlaying of data for 
different microwave powers in Fig. 2, the wafer ion 
current is the fundamental variable describing the 
dependence of the etch rates on the tool control 
parameters of power and chuck position. We also 
see from Fig. 2 that the vertical polysilicon etch rate 
increased with ion current from 0.7 to 1.5 micron 
per minute, while the lateral etch rate decreased 
with ion current from 0.55 to 0.1 micron per minute. 

These results are consistent with a model of the 
surface chemistry in which ion bombardment re-
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Figure 2. Vertical and lateral polysilicon etch rates as func
tions of wafer ion current. 

suits in the desorption of an intermediate etch prod
uct, SiF2- In this model, we assume that the sur
face coverage of F (fluorine) is constant over the 
bottom and sidewall of the feature. Consequently, 
as the ion current increases, the etch rate increases 
on the bottom of the feature due to the increased 
product desorption. This increases the consumption 
of F on the bottom of the feature, resulting in a de
crease of the sidewall coverage and consequent de
crease of the lateral etch rate. 

Data were also obtained for the oxide etch rate 
and are shown in Fig. 3. Oxide etch rate appears 
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Figure 3. Oxide etch rate as function of wafer ion current. 
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strongly ion-assisted and varies almost linearly with 
ion current. Selectivity ranged from 3.5 to 24. 

Considerable work has been directed towards 
optimization of the ECR plasma source, using our 
original ECR plasma etch tool. As reported previ
ously, the performance of the ECR tool has been 
improved by the implementation of a specially de
signed microwave coupler. The coupler launches aa 
azimuthally symmetric field and obviates the need 
for external tuning, thus greatly simplifying tool 
operation. At present, we are investigating the pos
sibility of incorporating the coupler, which has been 
patented, in a commercial ECR source as part of 
the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) 
Technology Insertion Program. 

Subsequent to optimizing the microwave cou
pling, we have explored the details of the absoip-
tion of the microwave power in the ECR plasma. 
Wave absorption measurements have been made 
by using a heterodyning technique. These measure
ments have shown that a single-mode whistler or 
helicon wave is launched in the plasma and is ab
sorbed in the plasma at magnetic fields between 
1000 G and 925 G. This is considerably higher than 
the 875 G resonance, as is commonly assumed. The 
difference is due to the fact that the energetic (5-8 
eV) electrons Doppler-shift the frequency of the 
wave and absorb the power at higher magnetic 
fields. Figure 4 shows microwave absorption pro
files for argon and SFg plasmas under a variety of 
conditions. In cases (a), (b), and (e), the magnetic 
field at the microwave window was approximately 
1050 G, In these cases, the power propagated with-
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Figure 4. Absorption profiles of microwave power as func
tions of magnetic field for various plasma and magnetic field 
conditions. 

out significant attenuation to lower fields and was 
absorbed between 925 G and 1000 G. Increasing 
pressure results in a steeper absorption profile. The 
SFg case (e) has a lower density than the corre
sponding argon case at the same pressure (b), so 
that absorption occurs less rapidly. Cases (c) and 
(d) represent lower values of the magnetic field at 
the window. Here the microwave power is absorbed 
immediately after the window, with a steeper pro
file compared to the high-field cases. 

We also find that the radial uniformity of the 
plasma is strongly correlated with the magnetic 
field profile in the source. The plasma radial uni
formity is, in turn, correlated to the etch unifor
mity, especially for etch processes that are domi
nated by ion bombardment. When the wave is able 
to propagate five or more wavelengths (typically 
about 8 cm), radially uniform profiles result, pri
marily from refraction, which distributes the wave 
power to the outer edges of the plasma. If the wave 
is damped near the vacuum window, a peaked pro
file results, owing to the wave power profile at the 
window which is effectively impressed on the 
plasma. Our measurements indicate that etch uni
formity is strongly correlated to the plasma unifor
mity. In addition, plasma uniformity is essential 
for reducing damage to thin gate oxides. 

Bar >d on our observation that radial uniformity 
correlates to the profile of the microwave power in 
the case where the wave is absorbed at the micro
wave window, we constructed a new microwave 
coupler which has a flat power profile. This is ac
complished by multiplexing two modes, TEn and 
TMQI, with a 50%-50% power split. 

Figure 5 shows ion saturation current profiles 
in the source and stream using the T E n mode, the 
TMoi mode, and a 50%-50% combination of the two 
modes. The microwave power was about 600 watts 
and argon flowing at 14 seem (standard cubic cen
timeter per minute) was used. The source profile in 
Fig. 5(a) shows a case where the magnetic field at 
the microwave window is adjusted such that it is 
approximately 875 gauss so that the microwaves 
damp immediately upon entering the plasma. The 
ion saturation current profile for the T E n is quite 
peaked, while that of the TM 0 i is more uniform, 
and the 50%-50% combination is approximately 
midway between the two. Figure 5(b) shows pro
files in the downstream processing chamber for the 
same magnetic field. The stream profiles are quali-
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Figure 5. Ion saturation current profiles in the source and downstream chamber as functions of radial positions for various 
coupler combinations. 

tatively similar to the source profiles and again 
show that the combination of modes is an approxi
mate average of either mode taken separately. 

The correspondence between the ion saturation 
current profiles and the microwave power density 
profiles is only qualitative, when the microwaves 
are damped near the window. The 50%-50% combi
nation of modes has an almost uniform power den
sity profile over the inner two thirds of the source 
diameter, yet the resulting ion saturation current 
profile is still peaked. Also, the TMoi mode has a 
hollow microwave power density, yet the source 
profile in Fig. 5(a) shows only a hint of being hol
low. Thus, other factors go into the plasma unifor
mity determination in addition to microwave power 
density. These factors include radial plasma losses 

and possibly radial variations in plasma produc
tion due to differing magnetic field gradients. 

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show a magnetic field (B) 
where the microwaves can propagate some distance 
before being absorbed (B = 1060 G) and we thus 
expect the coupler mode will have less effect on the 
ion saturation current profiles. This is indeed the 
case. The ion saturation current is lower than for 
the case in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) but it is also more 
uniform. The T E U mode appears to produce a high
er density than the T M 0 1 mode for this magnetic 
field configuration and the 50%-50% combination 
of modes again produces a profile between that of 
the two modes individually. The ion saturation cur
rent profiles are quite uniform over an approxi
mately 25-cm diameter in the downstream region. 
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During FY92, the Electron Diffusion Gauge 
(EDG) apparatus was completed and first plasma 
achieved. The EDG apparatus is a Malmberg trap, 
capable of confining pure electron plasmas for min
utes or longer. This type of trap can potentially be 
used as a primary pressure standard in the ultra
high vacuum regime (<10"5 Pa). The aim of the 
present set of experiments is to test the feasibility 
and operating range of such a standard. 

Underlying Principles 
Pressure measurement using a pure electron 

plasma is of interest because of the well-defined 
state of the confined plasma. Trapped electrons re
lax to a quasi-equilibrium state in which their ve
locity distribution is easily determined. Using this 
velocity distribution, the rate of gas interaction can 
be calculated more accurately than in other types 
of pressure gauges. 

A Malmberg trap confines electrons radially 
using a uniform magnetic field and axially using 
electric fields produced by biased colinear cylinders 
(Fig. 1). A trapped-electron cloud is considered a 
plasma if its Debye length, given by A.D = (kT e/ 
47tn ee 2) i y 2 , is much shorter than the characteristic 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the plasma confinement structures 
of the Electron Diffusion Gauge apparatus. 

system size. These plasmas are unique because they 
have confined quasi-equilibrium states. The con
fined states occur because the plasma must give up 
its angular momentum to reach the wall, and in a 
single-species cylindrically symmetric system it has 

no ready way to do so. In the ideal case of constant 
angular momentum, there is a bound on the num
ber of electrons that can ever reach the wall. 

The trapped electrons relax to a state where 
their rotation frequency about the axis of the cylin
drical system is independent of radius. This rigid-
rotor equilibrium is a function of three parameters: 
the total number of electrons, the total energy, and 
the total angular momentum. In real systems, im
perfections in the symmetry of the fields (misalign
ment or irregularity) allow the angular momentum 
of the plasma to change slowly. This leads to radial 
expansion of the plasma and sets a limit on its con
finement time. 

If neutral gas is present, collisions between elec
trons and neutrals will also perturb the plasma. 
This is the underlying principle of the pressure 
measurements. The three parameters mentioned 
above that are required to describe the plasma state 
will be measured as a function of time. At base pres
sure, this will determine the angular momentum 
change caused by field asymmetries. At higher pres
sures, the effects of field asymmetries can be sub
tracted or neglected, and the evolution is due to the 
neutral gas. Using a reference value for the elastic 
momentum transfer cross section of the neutrals, 
the required neutral gas density for the observed 
evolution will be computed. 

EDG Apparatus 
The Malmberg trap used in this experiment is 

a 21-inch-long solenoid with a 10-inch inner bore. 
The strength of the main magnetic field is up to 4 
kG. Two sets of trimming coils cancel the earth's 
magnetic field and give precise alignment of the 
electric and magnetic fields. The estimated accu
racy of the magnetic field in the plasma region is 
better than 0.01%. 

The main vacuum chamber for the EDG is made 
of aluminum to avoid modifications to the applied 
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field due to permeability. This chamber, provided 
through an equipment Joan from the SMC Corpo
ration, has achieved base pressures below 5 x 10"8 

Pa, corresponding to an outgassing rate below 2 x 
10" 1 0 Pa liter/cm2 sec. This low outgassing rate will 
be needed to ensure the purity of added gases in 
later experiments. 

The source of the EDG plasma is a directly 
heated, thermionically emitting filament in the 
shape of a flat spiral. Emitted electrons stream 
along magnetic-field lines through a sequence of 
colinear cylinders. The inner surfaces of the copper 
cylinders have a gold sputter coating to minimize 
their surface oxidation and resistance. Voltages 
applied to the cylinders cause electrostatic reflec
tion of the electron beam. Electrons can be trapped 
between any two nonadjacent cylinders by biasing 
first the downstream and then the upstream cylin
der to a negative voltage. The trapped-electron cloud 
will be a plasma if the correct voltages have been 
applied to the source filament. 

The plasma can be centered radially within the 
cylinders by use of a feedback system. One of the 
cylinders has been divided into two electrically iso
lated halves. A noncentered plasma will cause a 
current to flow between the two halves due to the 
movement of image charges. If the current passes 
through a resistor, the image charges will lag the 
electrons, and the resulting electric fields will couple 
angular momentum out of the plasma. Using an 
active circuit element, the image charges can be 
made to lead the electrons, increase angular mo
mentum, and center the plasma. 

The electron plasma can be dumped onto an 
analyzer by returning the downstream cylinder to 
ground potential. The analyzer consists of a mov
able plate for collecting the bulk of the electrons, 
w: ,h a Faraday cup behind a hole for collecting the 
electrons along a particular magnetic-field line. The 
hole position is moved radially to build up a profile 
over a sequence of shots. Energy information is 
found by incrementally lowering the potential of the 
downstream cylinder toward ground. The electrons 
with largest energies parallel to the magnetic-field 
will escape in earlier steps, and those with lower 
energies in later steps. From this measurement, the 
parallel temperature can be found. Assuming that 
the perpendicular temperature is equal to the par
allel temperature, the plasma total energy and an
gular momentum can now be determined. 

The shot sequences are controlled using custom 
software on a Macintosh computer. Voltage se
quences for a single shot are written in a simple 
programming language. The sequences are com
piled by the program into byte streams to be sent 
to custom control hardware. Nested cycles of shots 
through a dialog box. Signals are digitized and 
stored in a format readable by most analysis soft
ware. Other portions of the control software record 
the vacuum system pressure and display its sta
tus. 

Goals of the EDG 
For a primary pressure standard based on the 

EDG to work, two conditions on plasma behavior 
must be met. First, the presence of gas in the sys
tem must be a small perturbation to the rigid-rotor 
equilibrium. Second, the diffusion due to field asym
metries must be smaller than the diffusion due to 
the gas. The first condition ensures that the plasma 
is in a known state whose evolution can be calcu
lated from theory. It is met when the relaxation to 
equilibrium process is faster than the diffusion pro
cess. The second condition allows neglect of pro
cesses not fully understood. 

The parameter regime where the two conditions 
are met is unknown. Experimental measurements 
of the scaling of plasma behavior with density have 
not been performed, and that is the immediate goal 
of this work. Other system parameters, such as 
plasma temperature, may also need to be manipu
lated to satisfy the primary standard conditions. 
Once the proper parameter set is determined, then 
actual operation will be demonstrated, assuming 
the requisite parameters are within the capabili
ties of the EDG. 

Experimental Results 
An initial experimental run with the EDG be

gan in FY92 with the goal of checking proper op
eration of equipment. Plasma confinement of five 
seconds has been routinely achieved without use of 
the trimming coils to properly align the magnetic 
field (Fig- 2). Filament emission, a limiting factor 
in earlier tests, is currently ten times higher than 
the minimum required. The total initial trapped 
charge is normally 1.5 x 10 8 electrons. 
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Figure 2. Decay of total charge for the unaligned EDG ap
paratus at base pressure. 
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Theoretical Studies 

The Theoretical Division has several roles in 
the Laboratory's research program. It works with 
experimental groups to help interpret the results 
and suggest new experimental approaches. It works 
to propose new theories for existing and undiscov
ered phenomena, and it works to aid in machine 
design for future experiments. In addition, it has 
an active role in the Graduate Studies Program and 
has an involvement in non-fusion areas of plasma 
physics. The group also has an extent!. ^ ongoing 
collaborative effort with groups in the US and 
abroad. 

Some of the major new efforts include the suc
cessful development of a 3-D (three-dimensional) 
gyrokinetic simulation code, development of a hy
brid kinetic-magnetohydrodynamic code which can 
treat an energetic particle population in a fully to
roidal resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ini
tial value code, new theories of kinetically driven 
instabilities, application of microinstability theory 
in realistic geometries, and significant advances in 
the theory of turbulent transport. 

This report is divided into four sections cover
ing magnetohydrodynamics, transport and micro-
instabilities, energetic particle effects, and non-
fusion studies. 

Magnetohydrodynamics 
High (3 MHD Stability Studies 
with PEST 

The PEST code is a variational ideal-MHD sta
bility code 1- 2 which determines the linear stability 
of an equilibrium to infinitesimal perturbations. 
The stability analysis is best accomplished in a 
straight field-lina coordinate system. The varia
tional problem can then be reduced to the determi
nation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
generalized matrix eigenvalue problem. The per
turbations are represented by a finite subset of a 
complete set of functions <JKr) It is found to be con
venient to use a mixed finite-element and Fourier 
harmonics representation for <J>, 

4>(r) = X/.m.nty.mCy) exp [i(/8-n<t>)], 

where $(VH) represents a finite element in the f 
direction, where 4* is the flux-surface label, and 9 
and (j> represent poloidal and toroidal angles, rerpec-
tively, and where / e |ALj, m=l ... M and n is the 
toroidal mode number. An accurate representation 
of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors generally re
quires a very large number of expansion functions. 
Since this number is limited by computer memory 
and time, it is often necessary to extrapolate the 
results from the use of successive sets of functions.3 

In the radial direction the choice of basis func
tions is finite elements. The simplest elements con
sistent with the requirements of the function space 
are linear elements, see Fig. 1(a). In a typical sta
bility analysis run, approximately 100 finite ele
ments are used. 

AAAAAAAA/ 
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\ A 

to 

L1\I\J\I\ : 
Figure 1. (Top) Linear finite elements used in the PEST 
code. This example shows ten elements identified by su
perposed labels. (Bottom) Hermite cubic functions used as 
finite elements. Each element is labeled and both even, 
0E, and odd, &Q, functions are shown. 
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The choice of / values is determined by n and 
the range of variation in the safety factor, q, pro
file. These requirements are also dependent on the 
choice of the Jacobian which defines the straight 
field-line coordinate system. The two most com
monly used Jacobians are: PEST where J <* x 2 and 
equal-arc length for which J °= x/1 Vy I. 

The choice of the Jacobian, i.e., the choice of 
poloidal coordinate, 0, is particularly useful in lim
iting the number of poloidal harmonics required to 
represent the instability. With the PEST Jacobian, 
6pest has a sparser distribution on the low-field side 
compared to 6eq.arcs a n ^ would require more Fou
rier harmonics to represent the displacement vec
tor. Consequently, the equal-arc-length coordinate 
system has been the standard choice for most of 
the previous studies. These previous studies were 
mainly limited to relatively low-P and low-q equi
libria, and the convergence properties followed the 
established behavior. 

Recently the interest in second stability which 
requires q-mis ~ 2 and EP P O I > 1 has required ex
tending these studies into these new regimes. 

In the high eP p oi > 1, high-q regimes, two new 
difficulties are encountered: 

• The high q implies that the range in I must 
be increased substantially to ensure an ac
curate representation of the high I compo
nents. 

• High Pp0i implies a separatrix very close to 
the plasma edge and a rapidly changing ra
dial contribution. 

In this regime, it is found that the equal-arc-length 
coordinates give poor convergence in the radial di
rection, see Fig. 2. In order to remedy this, higher-
order finite elements have been introduced in the 
"F direction to improve the radial convergence for 
the equal-arc-length coordinates. The new repre
sentation is based on Hermite cubic polynomials. 
Both even and odd functions are included and each 
element spans five grid points. A schematic of these 
functions is shown in Fig. Kb). With this represen
tation, significantly improved convergence is found 
in the equal-arc-length coordinates, comparable to 
that obtained in PEST coordinates. The convergence 
in PEST coordinates with cubic rather than linear 
elements is relatively unchanged, unlike the results 
in equal-arc-length coordinates. The improved con
vergence with cubic elements is most dramatically 

observed when examining the stability of high-q 
high-p equilibria. The results fo.' an ARIES-2 equi
librium, R/a = 4, K = 1.8,8 = 0.6, p p o ] = 4.65, g = 6.4, 
are shown in Fig. 2, where -co2 (the eigenvalue) is 
plotted against 1/M2. It is clear that with linear el
ements the code has great difficulty converging to 
the correct answer as the region of asymptotic con
vergence is not reached even when 1200 finite ele
ments are used! In contrast, with just 200 cubic el
ements we are within a few percent of the converged 
solution. 

In conclusion, the PEST stability code has been 
significantly improved by the introduction of higher-
order finite elements, cubic as opposed to linear, 
and is now capable of correctly determining the sta
bility properties of high-P, high-q equilibria. 

Figure 2. Convergence in M in equal-arc-length coordinates 
for a high-P, high-q ARIES-2 equilibrium, for linear and cu
bic elements. The values of M are given at the top of the 
figure. 

Tokamak Simulation System 
The initial phase of the Tokamak Simulation 

System (TSS) project is well under way. As a result 
of the search for a suitable standardized data file 
system to store data and link codes within and out
side of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 
(PPPL), the selection of the existing systems has 
been narrowed down to three or four candidates. 
Prominent among these are the netCDF and the 
HDF formats, which are two widely available file 
formats, with netCDF probably having the edge. 
Because of the impending proposal to interface 
these two formats while preserving compatibility 
with the netCDF subroutine calls, there are com-
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pelling reasons to predict that netCDF will be the 
choice in the fusion community. As a testbed, some 
of the PPPL MHD codes have been converted to use 
netCDF for linking them together. This 'splaces 
Bruce Langdon's ZIO routines which have been used 
until the CRATS conversion to UNICOS, and the 
subsequent interface of the ZIO calls to the UNICOS 
equivalent. The codes which are converted are the 
JSOLVER (the flux equilibrium code), DMAPX (the 
relevant flux mapper), one of the BALLOON codes, 
and the CAMINO code. 

. Cartesian equilibrium codes like FQ, and their 
corresponding mapper, should be converted also. 
Other codes which read the mapping—like the 
PEST codes, the NOVA system, the ORBIT code, 
and the kinetic code for high-n microinstabilities 
(FULL)—may be also converted. These conversions 
are probably best done using the existing conver
sion as templates to initiate them. 

Transport and 
Microinstabilities 
Anomalous Transport 

The relationship between quasilinear theory 
and the more recent gBL transport theory is clari
fied4 by computing the rate of turbulence-ii. iuced 
energy exchange within the framework of these two 
related theories. Quasilinear theory is not valid for 
the nonlinearly saturated steady-state of greatest 
interest experimentally. The gBL theory may be 
regarded as a modification of quasilinear theory to 
be valid for steady-state turbulence, keeping extra 
terms due to the self-consistent back reaction of 
particles on the fluctuations. It is found that the 
expressions for the turbulence-induced energy ex
change in the two theories are formally closely re
lated, but can yield predictions of very different 
magnitude in concrete applications. 

Alpha-Particle Transport 
The stochastic transport of MeV (mega electron 

volt) ions induced by low-n magnetic perturbations 5 

has been investigated, focusing chiefly on the 
mechanism operative for "passing" particles in "low" 
frequency perturbations. Fusion product measure
ments on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) 
have found a large enhancement of the loss flux in 
the presence of low-co MUD perturbations, produced 

by particles which are thought to be born passing. 
It is shown analytically and numerically that the 
mechanism can exhibit a wide variety of scalings 
of transport with ion energy, depending upon the 
particular characteristics of the perturbations in
ducing the transport. This fact resolves an appar
ent contradiction between the TFTR fusion prod
uct enhancement and the initial theoretical work 
on this mechanism, 6 which concluded that at the 
perturbation levels needed to stochasticize energetic 
ions, the magnetic field should also be stochastic, 
so that massive loss of the bulk plasma should ac
company the enhanced-fusion product loss. It also 
opens the possibility of an energetically inexpen
sive ash-removal mechanism, by inducing a pertur
bation which confines particles near the alpha birth 
energy, as well as the thermal bulk, while being 
above the stochastic threshold at intermediate en
ergies where the alphas have lost most of their en
ergy to the plasma, but are still energetic enough 
to be distinguished from the thermal bulk. 

Gyrokinetic Code 
A fully operational, three-dimensional, electro

static, toroidal, gyrokinetic simulation is now avail
able to study tokamak turbulence and transport. 7 

This code has been used to investigate the ion-tem
perature gradient-driven instability and the asso
ciated nonlinear behavior. The ion gyrokinetic equa
tion is evolved using a fully nonlinear weighting 
scheme,8 which allows a considerable reduction in 
the number of particles needed for resolution rela
tive to a conventional particle simulation. The elec
trons are treated as adiabatic. In addition to new 
numerical techniques, recent advances in massively 
parallel computing have allowed simulations of rela
tively large systems (e.g., minor radius a > 100 pj, 
where pj is the ion gyroradius). Various algorithms 
have been explored using data parallel program
ming on both the CM2/200 and CM5. Typical runs 
use one to eight million particles with one or two 
particle per grid cell. The cpu (central processing 
unit) time is approximately 2.5 microseconds per 
particle per timestep on the full (64 k processors) 
CM200.9 

Results from the 3-D toroidal simulations are 
shown in Fig. 3. In the initial phase of the run, a 
clean linear growth of the most unstable toroidal 
harmonic and the associated two-dimensional (2-
D) eigenmode in che poloidal cross section (r,6) with 
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a ballooning-type structure where k r « kg [Fig. 
3(a)J is observed. These results are in reasonable 
agreement with the linear eigenmode calculations 
of Rewoldt and Tang. 1 0 In the steady-state, both 
long- and short-perpendicular wavelengths are en
hanced, and the ballooning structure is reduced, but 
still predominant [Fig. 3(b)]. Broad scale (many 

PPPL#93X0252 

Figure. 3. (a) Electrostatic potential poloidal cross section 
during linear phase £2$=5000. (b) Saturated turbulent state, 
Qjt = 12,500; 1,048,576 particles, 128x128x64 grid, Ax = 
Ay = 1.5pj, a = 96pj, LT = 50p,. 

modes present) turbulence with fluctuation a level 
of e I <(>]< I /T < 1% is observed, where <(>k is mode am
plitude and T is the temperature. 

In the future, it is planned to add drift kinetic 
electrons and finite beta effects to the toroidal code, 
greatly extending its applicability. 

Gyrokinetic Fluctuation Theory 
The problem of computing the noise levels due 

to particle discreteness in finite-beta gyrokinetic 
simulations was addressed. 1 1 - 1 3 Knowledge of these 
levels is important because they determine the 
minimum number of particles that must be used to 
perform a physically meaningful simulation; the 
thermal noise levels must be small compared to the 
expected saturation level of unstable collective 
modes. The calculations were performed by devel
oping and employing a gyrokinetic fluctuation-dis
sipation theorem (FDT). 1 2 The wavenumber power 
spectra of the charge density, electrostatic poten
tial, and perpendicular electric field are indepen
dent of beta, while those of the parallel current, 
parallel vector potential, and perpendicular mag
netic field are increasing functions of beta. Both the 
beta scaling and the absolute fluctuation levels pre
dicted by the theory have been compared success
fully with gyrokinetic simulations. 1 4 ' 1 5 

Long-Wavelength 
Microinstabilities 
in Toroidal Plasmas 

Realistic kinetic toroidal eigenmode calculations 
have been carried out to support a proper assess
ment of the influence of long-wavelength microtur-
bulence on transport in tokamak plasmas. This is 
a very important and relevant issue in that scat
tering diagnostics have generally indicated that the 
largest fluctuation amplitudes occur at the longest 
measurable wavelengths. The recent implementa
tion of new diagnostics (beam-emission spectroscopy 
and reflectometry) capable of measuring much 
longer wavelength fluctuations in major devices 
such as TFTR has greatly heightened interest in 
the development of appropriate theoretical models 
of such phenomena. Moreover, results from empiri
cal confinement scaling studies have indicated that 
Bohm-like trends characteristic of long-wavelength 
modes could be supported. Additional motivation 
for these eigenmode studies is provided by the need 
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to produce realistic self-consistent benchmarks for 
toroidal gyrokinetic and gyrofluid codes presently 
under very active development. 

In order to efficiently evaluate large-scale ki
netic behavior extending over many rational sur
faces, significant improvements have been made to 
a toroidal finite element code 1 6 used to analyze the 
fully two-dimensional (r,8) mode structures for long-
wavelength trapped-ion and toroidal ion-tempera
ture-gradient (ITG) modes. Important new results 
from the present studies include the finding that 
even at very long wavelengths, toroidal microinsta-
bilities generally exhibit a strong ballooning char
acter with the associated radial structure relatively 
insensitive to ion Landau damping at the rational 
surfaces. This trend can be seen in the plot of a 
representative 2-D trapped-ion eigenfunction in 
Fig. 4. Note that the magnitude of the perturbed 
electrostatic potential Q> peaks around 8 = 0 (B-field 
minimum) and exhibits no significant sensitivity 
in the radial direction to the location of the ratio
nal surfaces. The ballooning nature can be associ
ated with poloidal localization effects caused both 
by magnetic trapping, as well as unfavorable cur
vature. Hence, in contrast to the long-accepted pic
ture predicted by 1-D (one-dimensional) radial 
eigenmode calculations 1 7 and supported by earlier 
idealized (very weak magnetic shear) 2-D calcula
t ions, 1 6 trapped-ion eigenmodes are "not" strongly 
localized between adjacent rational surfaces. In
stead of the ion-gyroradius scale associated with 
such fine-scale pictures of the radial localization, 
present results demonstrate that under realistic 
conditions, the actual scale is primarily governed 
by the large-scale variations in the equilibrium gra-

Figure. 4. Fully two-dimensional (r,9) trapped-ion eigen
mode structure (n=5) illustrates large-scale kinetic behav
ior extending over many rational surfaces for generic 
TFTR-like parameters. 

dients. Applications to recent measurements of fluc
tuation properties in TFTR low-confinement mode 
(L-mode) plasmas indicate that the theoretical 
trends appear consistent with spectral character
istics, as well as rough heuristic estimates of the 
transport level. Benchmarking calculations in sup
port of the development of a three-dimensional tor
oidal gyrokinetic particle code 1 8 indicate reasonable 
agreement with respect to both the properties of 
the eigenfunctions and the magnitude of the eigen
values during the linear phase of the simulations 
of toroidal ion-temperature-gradient instabilities. 

Kinetic Toroidal Analysis 
of Transport Trends 
in TFTR Plasmas 

Low-frequency drift-type microinstabilities 
driven by trapped-electron and ion-temperature-
gradient dynamics continue to be among the more 
strongly supported candidates to account for the 
anomalous transport observed in tokamak plasmas. 
The possible relevance of these instabilities is ad
dressed by applications of realistic kinetic stability 
calculations 1 9 in toroidal geometry using param
eters specific to TFTR confinement experiments of 
interest. For example, ratios of quasilinear fluxes 
are compared with corresponding results from 
multispecies transport studies in TFTR. 2 0 Reason
able agreement for a variety of interesting cases 
has been found. With regard to examining the ba
sic question of how sensitive transport might be to 
spatial gradient variations, representative L-mode 
cases have been analyzed by artificially varying the 
local density and temperature gradients for each 
species. 

Energetic Particle Effects 
Tapping Alpha-Particle 
Energy with Waves 

Thermonuclear fusion appears to be a promis
ing avenue for new energy resources, but the phys
ics and the technology of magnetic confinement do 
not yet point to a reactor that is by a wide margin 
both economical and feasible. If the fusion cross 
section were slightly larger, or if the maximum cross 
section were reached at lower temperatures, or if 
the cross section for Coulomb collisions were 
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smaller, one could easily imagine a very cheap, re
alizable, and economical source of energy processed 
by tokamak or other fusion reactors. But these cross 
sections are given. One might ask, however, where 
might significant improvement be possible in toka
mak operation if only some strongly held belief 
turned out to be untrue. 

One law that is not quite inviolable and that 
might be "violated" usefully is the law that the en
ergetic charged fusion products (alpha-particles in 
the cast of deuterium-tritium reagents) slow down 
primarily on bulk electrons. The consequence of this 
law is that electrons must be hotter than the react
ing ions, because the ion source of heat is only 
through the electrons. But electron heat is not re
ally useful, except for heating ions, and the elec
trons lose part of this heat through radiation, 
radiative transfer, and heat transport before trans
ferring this energy to the reacting ions. This is the 
case particularly in advanced fuel reactors, prob
ably making most of them impractical. 

While it is obviously impossible to tamper with 
the cross section for energetic alpha-particles to slow 
down on electrons, it may be possible to extract the 
energy of the energetic alpha-particles first by some 
collisionless means, for example, if the alpha-par
ticles were to interact with an intense wave, possi
bly a wave deliberately injected into the tokamak 
plasma. If the alpha-particles slow down collision-
lessly, then their energy will not be available to heat 
electrons collisionally. Instead, in amplifying the 
wave, the alpha-particle energy is converted to wave 
energy. The wave energy is then available for uses 
other than simple direct heating of the electrons. 

There are two very good things that might be 
done with the wave energy: One, to channel the 
wave energy into fast electrons traveling in one di
rection—this accomplishes the current-drive ef
fect. 2 1 Two, to channel the energy into the tail of 
the ion distribution—this increases the fusion re
activity. 2 2 It turns out that one plausible wave in
termediary for both of these effects is the lower-
hybrid wave. 

Lower-hybrid waves are a demonstrated, con
tinuous means of driving toroidal current in a toka
mak plasma. When these waves propagate in a toka
mak fusion reactor plasma, in which there are 
energetic alpha particles, there is, in fact, a con
cern that these waves may be absorbed, rather than 
amplified, by the alpha particles, and not absorbed, 

for example, by the electrons. In fact, for heating 
by very intense waves, the alpha particles tend to 
absorb more wp.ve power than do the electrons, be
cause the electron interaction exhibits quasilinear 
saturation, i.e., the electron velocity distribution 
flattens in the region wheTe the wave phase veloci
ties are finite. The alpha-particle interaction exhib
its no saturation, because once in resonance, the 
alpha particle remains in resonance even as it gains 
energy. In such a case, the current-drive efficiency 
would diminish greatly. 

What can be shown, however, is that there are 
conditions under which the alpha particles do not 
appreciably damp, and may even amplify, the wave, 
thereby enhancing the current-drive effect when the 
power is eventually absorbed by electrons, or the 
fusion reactivity if the waves interact with the ion 
tail. Waves traveling in one poloidal direction, in 
addition to being directed in one toroidal direction, 
are shown to be the most useful in accomplishing 
these effects. 

The waves are to be absorbed in the region of 
the largest density gradient to the energetic alpha 
particles, as the lower-hybrid rays circle the mag
netic axis. The amplification occurs at the expense 
of the free-expansion energy of the alpha particles, 
and if this happens, there would be favorable side 
effects, in that less of the alpha-particle energy 
would then be available to fuel unwanted instabili
ties, and some helium ash would be transported to 
the tokamak plasma periphery. 

Also, it should be noted that the extraction of 
energy envisioned here is essentially an in situ di
rect conversion method. Fusion products are used 
not just to heat, but to perform useful work. A fur
ther advantage over even the direct conversion of 
this energy to work is that, since it is converted in 
situ and directly to the end use, the inefficiencies 
associated with intermediate stages, such as gen
erating waves and delivering the wave power to the 
tokamak plasma, are also avoided. 

Alpha-Particle Destabilization 
of TAE Modes in TFTR D-T 
Experiments 

The toroidicity-induced shear Alfven eigenmode 
(TAE) 2 3 has received increasing attention recently. 
It has been shown theoretically 2 4" 2 6 and experimen
ta l ly 2 7 . 2 8 that the TAE mode can be destabilized by 
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energetic ions or alpha particles in tokamak plas
mas and that the excitation of the TAE modes may 
degrade the confinement of fusion alpha particles 
in an ignited tokamak plasma. Because the TAE 
mode is a global toroidal shear AlfVen eigenmode, 
direct comparison between theory and experimen
tal measurement is possible. 

The stability of the TAE mode for the TFTR D-T 
(deuterium-tritium) experiments has been studied 
with the NOVA-K global stability code. A quadratic 
dispersion relation is used to calculate pertur-
batively the destabilizing effects of fusion alpha 
particles, as well as the stabilizing effects of ther
mal particles. In addition, the collisional damping 
due to trapped electrons has been added into the 
NOVA-K code. These kinetic effects may be treated 
perturbatively since they are smaller than the ideal-
MHD terms by a factor ( i j « 1 for each species 3. In 
calculating the trapped electrons' collisional effects, 
the bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation for elec
trons, including the pitch-angle scattering colli
sional operator, is solved exactly. Thus, no assump
tion on the ordering of ve/co is made, where v e is the 
electron's collisional frequency and a> is the wave 
frequency. 

The code is applied to a projected D-T supershot 
plasma. Figure 5 shows the critical volume-aver
aged beta of alpha particles <p a> for TAE instabili
ties versus the core plasma p. The projected range 
of <P a> in steady-state D-T operation is shown by 
the shaded area. It is seen that the n=l TAE mode 
is stable except for a small range of core plasma 
beta value around (1 = 0.4% where the mode is 
weakly unstable. On the other hand, the n=2 TAE 
mode is unstable for p < 0.6%. 

Several approximations are made in obtaining 
the results described above. The finite gyroradius 
effects and the finite drift-orbit-width effects of the 
alpha particles have been neglected. The parallel 
electric field related to the finite ion Larmor radius 
has also been neglected. These finite-orbit effects 
are expected to be important for high-n TAE modes 
(n > 1 for TFTR) and they are expected to increase 
the stability threshold for these short wavelength 
modes. 

Recent work 2 9 on the alpha-particle destabili-
zation of high-n TAE modes has included the finite-
orbit-width effects of alpha particles and the paral
lel electric field in the calculation of the collisional 
damping due to the trapped electrons. Work is in 
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Figure S. Operating conditions for TFTR showing core 
plasma beta p and volume-averaged alpha-particle beta 
<j3a>. The lines show the critical <[ta>crjt for n=1 and 2. The 
shaded region shows the projected operating range for D-
T shots in TFTR. 

progress to incorporate these effects into the NOVA-
K code. 

3-D Hybrid Particle 
and Fluid Code 

The 3-D nonlinear toroidal MHD code, MH3D, 
has been used successfully to predict global 3-D 
MHD phenomena in tokamak plasmas. A program 
has been developed to extend this code systemati
cally through stages of realism until it can simu
late a tokamak plasma discharge—a Numerical 
Tokamak. The first step was to include gyrokinetic 
hot particles into the code, which was renamed 
MH3D-K.30 Next, the Hall term was added to the 
fluid part of the code, separating the ion velocity 
from the electron velocity. 

Presently, the code is being extended to include 
bulk ion gyrokinetic effects. Quasi-neutrality and 
massless electron fluid are assumed. The bulk ion 
pressure tensor and density are obtained from the 
particles. These are coupled to the magnetic and 
electric field equations through the electron fluid 
terms. The coding of this phase is nearing comple
tion. In the next phase, more physics effects will be 
added to the electron fluid. 

A new method to linearize a particle code has 
been developed also. This method follows two sets 
of particles, the unperturbed particles and the per
turbed quantities. This method drastically reduces 
the noise due to the particle statistics in the linear 
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phase. Figure 6 shows the stream lines of the in
compressible part of the velocity in a linear 3-D ki
netic ballooning mode obtained from the MH3D-K 
code using only 100,000 particles. The rotating char
acter of the mode is due to the kinetic drift of par
ticles which is absent in the usual ballooning mode. 

Figure 6. The stream lines of a linear 3-D kinetic balloon
ing mode obtained from the MH3D-K code using only 
100,000 particles. 

Non-Fusion Studies 
X-Ray Lasers 

It has been shown that it is possible to obtain 
very short wavelengths in recombination lasers. 3 1 

The rapid cooling rates necessary to achieve popu
lation inversion during recombination are attained 
by adiabatic expansion of submicron spheres. The 
lasing region is made up of many such spheres. The 
spheres are heated impulsively by a powerful 
subpicosecond laser. First, they ionize, then as they 
expand, they cool and recombine. The optimum 
sphere size and initial temperature for maximum 
gain in the n=3 to n=2 transition of hydrogen-like 
ions of elements with atomic numbers, Z, between 
10 and 30 have been calculated. A gain of about 
250 cm - 1 is calculated in aluminum at 38.8 A. The 
gain rapidly decreases with Z, so that gain in tita
nium at 13.6 A is about 10 cm - 1. The required pump 

laser intensity has been calculated and it is found 
to be attainable with current lasers. 

Magnetopause Boundary Layer 
Work on the magnetopause boundary layer of 

the earth's magnetosphere, supported by the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration and 
the National Science Foundation, has been ex
tended to include both the equatorial and meridian 
planes with the solar wind magnetic field. Tangen
tial and rotational discontinuations at the magne
topause have also been studied. It has been found 
that32.33 

• The magnetopause is always unstable with 
respect to high-frequency drift waves (drift 
cyclotron and lower hybrid drift) for the case 
of the tangential discontinuity, regardless of 
the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) 
(zero, northward, and southward). As a re
sult of the instability, the current layer is 
broadened from its equilibrium width, which 
is equal to the skin depth, to a few ion gyro-
radii thick. 

• In the meridian plane, the magnetopause is 
stable for zero and northward IMFs but is 
unstable for the southward IMF in which 
case a collisionless reconnection leads to for
mation of a magnetic island whose width is 
about the size of the solar wind ion gyro-
diameter. 

• In the presence of a radial (normal) compo
nent of the IMF, the narrow current layer is 
broadened to more than a few ion gyroradii 
which may correspond to the formation of the 
low latitude boundary layer (LLBL), 

A collaborative work, supported by the Air 
Force, is under way with the MAE Department of 
Princeton University on various space and labora
tory plasma processes. The enhanced neutral gas 
ionization in space (ATLAS-1) and laboratory (MPD 
thruster) is studied by means of a plasma simula
tion model that includes charge-exchange and neu
tral ionization in addition to the electromagnetic 
interactions. The results will be used to interpret 
the ATLAS-1 experiment. 

In collaboration with Professor H. Abe of 
Ryukoku University, Japan, a novel particle simu
lation model has been developed which can be used 
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to s tudy wave propagation in a dielectric mater ial 
such as a glass fiber.34 I t is expected t h a t the code 
will be applied to various optical communication 
problems. 
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The activities of the Tokamak Modeling Group 
are focused on the development of computer codes 
to model the behavior of tokamak plasmas. Particu
lar emphasis is placed on codes to study the trans
port of energy and plasma in the core plasma and 
on codes which model edge plasma and divertor phe
nomena. These codes are used in understanding 
current experiments at the Princeton Plasma Phys
ics Laboratory (PPPL) and in designing new experi
ments such as the Tokamak Physics Experiment 
(TPX) and the International Thermonuclear Experi
mental Reactor (ITER). 

BALDUR is a flux-surface-averaged time-de
pendent transport code describing the coupled one-
dimensional particle and energy transport equa
tions. It is used primarily as a test bed for theo
retical transport models. 

PLANET and B2 are two-dimensional fluids 
codes for the study of edge plasma phenomena. 
These are primarily used to study divertor param
eters such as the heat load on the divertor. How
ever, they are also used to study nondivertor toka-
maks such as the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 
(TFTR). 

DEGAS is a Monte Carlo code, which is used to 
model neutrals in a tokamak plasma, particularly 
near the plasma edge and in a plasma divertor. It 
can be used with fixed plasma profiles or coupled 
to a plasma code to provide a self-consistent solu
tion. 

Finally, detailed studies of the basic processes 
in the plasma sheath at a divertor plate are being 
studied using a kinetic model. 

Theory-Based Transport 
Simulations Using the 
BALDUR Code 

The objective of this research is to predict the 
plasma temperature and density profiles in toka
mak experiments by using theoretically derived 

models in the BALDUR transport code. Over the 
last few years, a combination of theoretically de
rived transport models, called the Multi Mode 
Model, has been developed that correctly predicts 
the experimentally observed steady-state tempera
ture and density profiles in TFTR and other toka-
maks. In the present version of this model,1 modes 
driven by the ion temperature gradient and trapped 
electrons dominate in the core of the plasma, while 
resistive modes driven by the pressure gradient 
dominate near the edge of the plasma. Externally 
controlled parameters (such as plasma current, 
geometry, magnetic field, plasma density, and Zefl-) 
and the plasma boundary conditions (electron and 
ion temperature and density) are taken from ex
perimental data. The rest of the temperature and 
density profiles are predicted by the simulation and 
compared with experimental data under quasi-
steady-state conditions. 

Recent simulations use a nonequilibrium im
purity radiation model together with high-recycling 
boundary conditions for low-confinement mode (L-
mode) plasmas. 2 The nonequilibrium impurity ra
diation model follows each ionization charge state 
through ionization and recombination, as the im
purities move around within the plasma. This model 
has been used in simulations of the density limit in 
radiation-dominated tokamak discharges.3 

In the theory-based transport simulations of 
TFTR L-mode plasmas, 1 it is found that the effec
tive diffusivities generally increase monotonically 
from the center to the edge of the plasma, in agree
ment with experimental observations. Scaling with 
heating power results from the temperature depen
dence of the ion-temperature-gradient mode and the 
trapped-electron modes in a core of the plasma. 
Scaling with plasma current results from the strong 
dependence on the tokamak safety factor q of the 
resistive ballooning modes near the edge of the 
plasma. Scaling with plasma density results from 
the fact that the ion-temperature-gradient mode is 
essentially independent of the density and the den
sity gradient scale length under the conditions 
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where this mode dominates most strongly in the 
core of the plasma. 2 Hence, the experimentally ob
served scalings with heating power, plasma current, 
and plasma density are reproduced by the simula
tions. The simulated temperature and density pro
files match the experimental data well, over a wide 
range of conditions. 

It has been found that the same core transport 
model can be used to simulate high-confinement 
mode (H-mode) plasmas provided the appropriate 
pedestal boundary conditions are used for the den
sity and temperature at the edge of the plasma (i.e., 
t ransport is suppress 3d near the edge of the 
plasma). Also, simulations of experimental data 
from the Doublet D-III (D-III) and the Joint Euro
pean Torus (JET) indicate that the thermal 
diffusivity decreases with elongation K roughly like 
(1 + K 2 )" 2 . With the model completed in this way, 
simulations of the Burning Plasma Experiment 
(BPX) design result in a global energy confinement 
time consistent with that expected from accepted 
H-mode confinement scalings, and these simula
tions indicate that the BPX design would produce 
about 100 MW of fusion alpha-heating power.4 

PLANET Development 
The very high recycling regime may provide the 

necessary conditions for reduction of the peak 
divertor plate heat flux, in energy-generating toka-
maks, to tolerable levels. The more obvious heat 
flux reduction mechanisms are charge-exchange 
with cold hydrogen atoms and hydrogen and impu
rity radiation. For the hydrogen radiation to be ef
fective, the divertor plasma temperature should be 
as low as possible. If the electron density can be 
kept low enough, line radiation is favored. At very 
high densities, volume recombination and the as
sociated recombination should become important, 
leading to the gaseous divertor regime. For the en
ergy transport by energetic hydrogen atoms result
ing from charge-exchange, an ionization-free region 
between the plasma and the divertor walls is re
quired. This implies a plasma temperature of 1 eV 
or less and an ionization region detached from the 
divertor plate. This is sometimes referred to as an 
"ionization front." 

To study such regimes, the model in the 
PLANET-TD edge transport code has been ex
panded to include the particle, energy, and momen

tum transport by neutral atoms. This transport is 
governed by the corresponding diffusion equations 
with transport coefficients dependent mainly on the 
charge-exchange process between the neutral (hy
drogen) atoms and the plasma ions. The code has 
also been provided with the best available atomic 
cross sections and rates for the ionization, charge-
exchange, radiation, and volume recombination 
processes in tabular form. This enables the atomic 
interactions to be treated quite accurately. The par
allel transport also appears to be classical and is, 
therefore, fully determined, in contrast with the 
radial transport which is mainly anomalous and has 
to be treated empirically. 

The numerics of the PLANET code has been 
brought to a level where the highest occurring in
teraction rates between the electrons, ions, neutral 
atoms, and some impurities can be handled with 
ease. This has made it possible to study very high 
divertor power regimes, of the ITER level, under 
conditions of recycling high enough to produce con
ditions for volume recombination and an ionization-
free region in front of the divertor plate and the 
walls. The latter phenomenon is illustrated in Fig, 
1, which shows the electron temperature and the 
(hydrogen) ionization rate as a function of the 
poloidal distance measured approximately normal 
to the plate. The plate is at the left, and the elec
tron temperature in front of it is just under 1 eV. 
The ionization front is clearly visible. The peak (par
allel) plate power here is 100 MW/m2, which is one 
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Figure 1. The electron temperature Te and the (hydrogen) 
ionization rate as a function of the poloidal distance mea
sured approximately normal to the plate. 
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half of what it would be without hydrogen radia
tion. Studies of even higher power regimes with and 
without impurity radiation are continuing. 

DEGAS Neutral Gas 
Code 

Neutral atoms and molecules play an important 
role in a tokamak divertor. DEGAS is a large Monte 
Carlo code, written at PPPL, which is the standard 
tool for studying the behavior of neutrals and their 
many interactions with the plasma. This code is 
used by many individuals at institutions around the 
world. An important goal is to maintain this code 
as a usable, flexible tool for studying neutral-plasma 
interactions. 

During this year, a major effort was initiated 
to rewrite DEGAS so that it could address present 
and future needs more effectively. The new version 
of DEGAS has two major goals: (1) to run fast 
enough to allow it to be routinely coupled to an edge 
fluid code, such as PLANET or B2, and (2) to make 
it easy to add new physics (i.e., new impurities, new 
wall materials, new reactions, etc.). 

The first goal was motivated by coupling the 
original DEGAS code to B2. While this was suc
cessful in some cases, convergence was extremely 
slow in others. One of the strategies for speeding 
up the new code is to rewrite the basic geometry 
routines in such a way as to allow a track-length 
estimator to be used. This allows step sizes for par
ticles to be much larger. The other strategy is to 
write the code so that it can take maximum advan
tage of parallel machines or a network of worksta
tions. 

The code is being structured in such a way that 
to a large extent the information about the physics 
is included in external files. This makes it easy to 
add new physics and to tailor the handling of a par
ticular DEGAS run to the problem in hand. Infor
mation about the reactions will be read from files 
in ALADDIN format, since this permits the shar
ing of data files with other applications and the use 
of the latest reaction data. 

DEGAS Applications 
Detailed analyses of experimental data and pre

dictions of future devices require greater accuracy 
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than is provided by the analytic neutral transport 
model in the B2 edge plasma code. To improve the 
treatment of neutral transport in B2, it has been 
linked to the Monte Carlo neutral transport code 
DEGAS. Initial results of the coupled system for 
limiter and divertor geometries are given inRef. 5. 
Unfortunately, it appears that, in the case of high 
recycling divertors at least, the amount of computer 
time required to complete a run is too large to make 
this a practical technique. One the other hand, the 
differences in the results relative to those obtained 
with the B2 neutrals model are sufficiently large to 
make it worth while to search for ways to speed up 
the coupled plasma-neutral transport system. The 
most promising possibility is the use of correlated 
sampling. With it, the number of flights used in DE
GAS could be decreased without impeding the abil
ity of the plasma code to react to changes in the 
neutral density and vice-versa. 

The coupled B2-DEGAS code, however, does 
work well in low-recycling regimes. For example, 
B2-DEGAS has been used recently in conjunction 
with the TRANSP code to examine the particle bal
ance in a TFTR supershot. 6 Values obtained from 
the modeling codes for the power flowing into the 
scrape-off layer and the D a radiation are consis
tent with the actual measurements to within a fac
tor of two. Further measurements and perhaps 
three-dimensional modeling are required in order 
to obtain better agreement. 

B2-EIRENE Applications 
The EIRENE Monte Carlo neutral transport 

code (developed by D. Reiter of KFA-Julich, Ger
many) shares some of its heritage with the DEGAS 
code. However, its Monte Carlo scoring algorithm 
is much more efficient in high-recycling regimes 
than the one used in DEGAS. Furthermore, much 
of the work done with EIRENE over the last sev
eral years has been geared towards coupling it with 
edge plasma codes like B2, and researchers using 
su'-h coupled codes have successfully simulated a 
number of high-recycling divertor systems. 

The PPPL has acquired a copy of the coupled 
B2-EIRENE codes to use in addressing immediate 
modeling needs and to serve as a reference point in 
the development of the revised DEGAS code, DE
GAS 2. The first application of B2-EIRENE at PPPL 
has been to aid in designing the divertor and pump-
wit 123 
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ing systems for the proposed TPX device. The re
sults of these simulations again indicate that a de
tailed neutrals model, such as that provided by a 
Monte Carlo calculation, is needed in order to prop
erly simulate the plasma and neutral particle be
havior in next-step tokamak devices. As an example, 
a contour plot of the electron density in a magnetic 
single-null configuration of TPX is shown in Fig. 2. 
The density actually has its overall peak in the pri
vate flux and not at the plate, as is seen with less 
general neutral transport models. This behavior is 
the result of the highly inclined (to the flux sur
faces) divertor plate and the open space below the 
plasma. 
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Figure 2. A contour plot of the electron density in the plasma 
scrape-off layer of the Tokamak Physics Experiment. The 
lightest regions of the contoured area correspond to the 
lowest density and the darkest regions correspond to the 
highest density. The shaded regions around the plasma 
represent the material boundaries used in the calculation 
by the EIRENE code. 
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High-Field Magnet Project 

The Nat ional Science Foundation (NSF) 
awarded a grant to Princeton University for con
struction of a High-Field Magnet at the Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL). The proposal 
requesting National Science Foundation support 
was prepared, by Professors from the University 
Physics and Electrical Engineering Departments 
with support from the Princeton Plasma Physics 
Laboratory Engineering Department. 

The magnet will be a small-bore pulsed cylin
drical solenoid providing central fields of about 60 
Tesla. It will be a general purpose facility prima
rily intended for condensed matter physics research, 
but other uses would be considered. 

The magnet will be located adjacent to the 
Princeton Large Torus tokamak on the first floor of 
the CS Building high bay area at C-Site on the 
James Forrestal Campus, and it will be connected 
to the bus work once used for that device. Power 
will be provided by the existing 400-Megajoule 
motor-generator sets. Initially, the magnet will be 
cooled to 80 degrees Kelvin using liquid nitrogen to 
reduce its electrical resistance. When pulsed, the 
magnet will be resistively heated to nearly room 
temperature. 

. 500 mm , 
Scale 

Figure 1. Cross section of the six-coil magnet with internal 
support cylinders. The magnet coils are represented by the 
rectangles with crosses. (93E0624) 
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Engineering Department 

The Engineering Department is responsible for 
managing the Princeton Plasma Physics Labora
tory's (PPPL) engineering resources. This includes 
the Engineering Analysis, Computer Systems, Me
chanical Engineering, Electronic and Electrical 
Engineering, and Facilities Engineering Divisions. 
The Office of Technology Transfer was placed un
der the Engineering Department during this past 
year. Some of the engineering staff are assigned to 
project organizations such as the Tokamak Fusion 
Test Reactor (TFTR) and the Princeton Beta Ex
periment-Modification (PBX-M), where the work is 
managed by the project. The majority are assigned 
to the Engineering Department where the work is 
managed by the respective home divisions. 

Progress during this fiscal year is reported below. 

Engineering Analysis 
The Engineering Analysis Division (EAD) sup

ports the physics programs of PPPL and the na
tional fusion effort. Conceptual and preliminary en
gineering design, evaluation and planning of new 
and upgraded experiments, and systems engineer
ing are among the services performed by the Divi
sion. The Division is divided into the Plasma Engi
neering Branch and the Thermomechanical Branch. 

Plasma Engineering Branch 
The Plasma Engineering Branch performs de

sign analyses in systems engineering, electromag
netics, power supply and energy storage, and neu-
tronics. Most of the year's effort was in support of 
the Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) with the 
remainder of the work devoted to TFTR, PBX-M, 
and reactor studies. 

TPX/SSAT 
The Branch provided support to the Tokamak 

Physics Experiment (TPX) project and the Steady-
State Advanced T-kamak (SSAT) in the areas of 

plasma stability and control and power system de
sign. 

Fixed boundary equilibria were defined for all 
high-n ballooning stable operating scenarios. Ver
tical stability for n=0 was analyzed. The discrep
ancy between TSC and TEQ calculations was re
solved. Passive stabilizing structure requirements 
were defined. Work on feedback control require
ments was begun. 

Power circuits for fast plasma position and field 
control were investigated. Design approaches to fast 
response power circuits were surveyed, and the find
ings were compiled for a selection process. 

Power system requirements were defined and 
used in compiling the System Requirements Docu
ment for TPX. The design of TPX assumed that the 
existing TFTR power supplies would be used. 
Steady-state and long-pulse thermal capabilities of 
individual components of the TFTR power supplies 
were investigated. 

The superconducting toroidal-field and poloidal-
field coils on TPX will require an energy dump to 
prevent fault damage. A survey of possible dump 
circuits was made, and the results were compiled 
for use in a selection process. 

Work was performed on the SSAT-R power sys
tem in support of a design review. A power and 
energy balance was performed. Subsystems includ
ing utility supply, energy storage, and toroidal-field 
and poloidal-field power conditioning were designed 
and analyzed. A cost estimate was performed. 

Eddy current analyses of the TPX vacuum ves
sel were performed, as shown in Fig. 1. 

TFTR 
Neutronics and radiation shielding design and 

analysis continued in support of the preparation 
for deuterium-tritium (D-T) operation. The work 
focused on qualification of existing penetrations, 
mapping of radiation dose, and recommending ac
cess limitations. 
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Figure 1. Eddy currents in the Tokamak Physics Experi
ment's vacuum vessel. 

Plasma equilibrium studies were performed, in 
conjunction with a theoretical physicist, in order to 
determine the feasibility of establishing differently 
shaped plasmas at meaningful current levels in 
TFTR with the existing poloidal-field coil system. 

PBX-M 
Simulations of the motor generator and toroi

dal-field systems were performed as part of an in
vestigation of machine operating limits. 

Guidance was provided in the development of a 
neural network for diagnosis of plasma parameters 

and in the development of an equilibrium recon
struction code. 

Reactor Studies 
The second stability reactor configuration for 

the Advanced Reactor Innovation Evaluation Study 
(ARIES) II and IV was completed. Fixed and free 
boundary equilibrium, high-n ballooning instabil
ity, n=l external kink stability, n=0 vertical stabil
ity, bootstrap current, alpha prompt orbit and ripple 
losses, and poloidal-field coil current requirements 
were investigated. It was found that there are lim
its in second stability for the high-n ballooning 
mode, and that feedback control is required for the 
n=l external kink. The full Hirshman-Sigmar boot
strap current calculation was developed, an im
proved prompt and ripple loss analysis wa„ devel
oped, and a diagram for characterization of plasma 
equilibrium and stability was developed. 

Thermomechanical Branch 
The Thermomechanical Branch performs stress 

and thermal analysis and mechanical design. Most 
of the fiscal year was in support of the TPX Project 
and the TFTR Project. Several workstations, with 
new software, including pre- and post-processing 
for the MSC/NASTRAN codes, were acquired by the 
Branch as part of the ongoing effort to enhance the 
analytical capabilities of the Engineering Analysis 
Division. 

TPX/SSAT 
A Steady-State Advanced Tokamak with resis

tive coils was proposed by an advocacy group at 
PPPL. The toroidal-field and poloidal-field magnets 
were water-cooled, high-conductivity copper mag
nets utilizing wound-coil construction. Structural 
and thermal analyses, including finite element 
models, were performed for both coil systems. 

TFTR 
From November through January, the Branch 

contributed to the effort to repair water leaks on 
TFTR toroidal-field coils 18 and 19. After conclud
ing that the epoxy resin used in the most recent 
repair of coil 18 was too stiff, a program was under
taken, in conjunction with the firm that had per
formed the repair, to develop a more pliable resin 
system that would also adhere to the copper. A va-
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riety of tests were performed by the vendor on can
didate materials. Tests were performed at PPPL 
on the selected material as well as on alternate ma
terials. The two coils were repaired successfully. 

Seismic analysis of TFTR components is re
quired for tritium operations. The Branch per
formed seismic analyses for TFTR subsystems in
cluding the D-T cold trap, the Test Cell shield wall, 
the Quadpole Mass Spectrometer {QMS) gas cali
bration manifold, the tritium gas injection system, 
and the neutral-beam gas injection system. 

Erosion of the Inconel shields at the top and 
bottom of the bumper limiter was found to have 
occurred during the previous run. A thermal and 
stress analysis of a set of extended edge tiles was 
performed. This analysis showed that tiles made 
from POCO graphite would be adequate for the heat 
loads expected. 

Computer Systems 
The Computer Systems Division (CSD) is re

sponsible for computing facilities in support of the 
scientific and engineering staffs, project specific ap
plications (TFTR, PBX-M), distributed computing 
facilities (e.g., data communications, networking, 
desktop computing, etc.), and computer security for 
all computing at the Laboratory, as well as other 
activities. 

Under this broad mission, the CSD supported 
many diverse activities at PPPL. Support for ex
perimental projects focused on reliability and sys
tem enhancements. Technical and high-level ad
ministrative support was also provided for special 
projects and events. Additionally, the CSD was able 
to actively contribute to the Science Education Pro
gram by mentoring two high school students and 
five co-op students from regional universities and 
by providing co-direction to the Laboratory's Sci
ence on Saturday program. 

Project Support 
Support for PPPL's experimental projects, 

TFTR and PBX-M, focused on system enhance
ments to improve throughput, data analysis, and 
reliability, in support of experimental operations 
in FY92 and preparation for TFTR D-T operations 
in FY93. Support was also provided at the concep
tual design level for TPX and the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). 

TFTR 
The TFTR currently produces over 100 MBytes 

of data per full-load shot. Approximately 220 re
sults waveforms are automatically computed from 
this data and are made available for graphical dis
play of each shot. Providing adequate computing 
facilities for acquiring, analyzing, storing, and 
archiving these large amounts of data is a continu
ing challenge. 

Acquisition of raw data from TFTR was en
hanced, by providing software support for up to two 
more links for the block transfer of TFTR data and 
improving the performance of existing digitizers. 
The addition of second and third block transfer links 
allowed data acquisition to proceed more quickly 
and facilitated a 20% increase in recorded data per 
full-load shot from the previous year. 

Archiving of TFTR data also improved, with the 
dedication of a VAXstation 4000/60 to the task of 
data compression. As a result, compressing data for 
archival is faster, and reliability has been improved, 
since compression can now be performed on mul
tiple nodes. The VAX Cluster now serves as a back
up to this machine. 

Improvements were also made in the Central 
Instrumentation, Control, and Data Acquisition 
(CICADA) system software, in order to implement 
a new display system that shows TFTR control 
waveforms on comfort displays and to increase re
liability of auto-posting in the event of a discharge 
fault. Hardware upgrades included the replacement 
of the master disks in the Central Facility systems, 
new disks for the Program Preparation system 
(PREP), and installation of telediagnosis modules 
on all CICADA systems to help detect voltage and 
temperature problems. As a result of all these im
provements, reliability of CICADA systems in
creased significantly from the previous year. 

In response to the replacement of deionized 
water with Fluorinert in the toroidal-field coil cool
ing system, requirements to change the TFTR Coil 
Water Flow Monitoring System were identified. The 
design effort to modify the system began with a 
successful preliminary design review in FY92. The 
final design, installation, integration, and testing 
of the system will be completed in FY93. The scope 
of the design is to modify the TFTR Coil Water Flow 
Monitoring System to accommodate a split of the 
cooling paths into toroidal-field and poloidal-field 
subsystems. The modified system will accommodate 
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an additional pump and will provide monitoring and 
interlocking functions consistent with the single 
pump design. 

Diagnostic capability was also enhanced in 
FY92, as the Diagnostic Applications Section of the 
CSD completed major upgrades in the software ca
pability of several existing diagnostics. The calibra
tion and control capability of the Toroidal-Field 
Probe diagnostic was expanded. The Multichannel 
Reflectometer diagnostic had a new bank of ana
lyzers added, and the Grating Polychromator diag
nostic had additional hardware installed. The Mul
tichannel Infrared Interferometer (MIRI) diagnostic 
was upgraded to operate on the disruption trigger 
system, and new event-driven graphics tasks were 
provided for the Charge Exchange diagnostics. 
Analysis upgrades were provided for a number of 
diagnostics, including Lost Alpha, Fusion Products, 
Hydrogen Alpha Interference Filter Array (HAIFA), 
and Microwave Scattering. The use of neural net
works to speed up curve fitting in spectroscopy di
agnostics was investigated, and results were pre
sented at a national workshop. 

Extensive preparation of computing technology 
to support deuterium-tritium (D-T) operations in 
FY93 was also provided. The tritium gas injection 
system's design phase was completed, in prepara
tion for installation and testing. 

Software for two major new D-T diagnostics was 
also developed and installed. Alpha Charge-Ex
change Recombination Spectrometer (a-CHERS), 
a spectroscopy diagnostic, was developed in collabo
ration with the University of Wisconsin; software 
to control the diagnostic hardware and acquire data 
from the experiment was designed, coded, and 
tested on the CHERS VAXstation. Alpha Charge 
Exchange, a particle diagnostic designed to oper
ate in conjunction with pellets, was developed in 
collaboration with General Atomics. Software to 
control diagnostic devices and acquire data from 
this experiment was designed, coded, and tested on 
the Encore computers. In addition, control software 
was designed, coded, and tested for the Locked 
Mode, Fabry-Perot, and Oak Ridge Reflectometer 
diagnostics. 

PBX-M 
For PBX-M, the Computer Systems Division 

provided support for data acquisition, between-shot 
and off-line data analysis and display, and high-

level analysis. To support the doubling of data 
amounts, a VAX 4000/300 replaced a VAX 785 for 
between-shot analysis. Many of the diagnostic sta
tions in the PBX-M Control Room were enhanced, 
and conventional display terminals were replaced. 
A DECstation 5000/240 was added for high-level 
analysis. The University of California at Los Ange
les (UCLA) provided a VAXstation 3100, which was 
integrated into the system. In addition, four 
gigabytes of disk space were added, as were data 
compression capability and a more sophisticated 
skimming procedure to provide more effective use 
of available storage. 

Many new diagnostics were supported: a Hard 
X-Ray Pinhole Camera, Neutron Measurements, 
Oak Ridge High Frequency MHD, three Electron 
Cyclotron Emission diagnostics, the UCLA Fast 
Reciprocating Probe and Edge Biasing System, and 
the Motional Stark Effect, Ion Bernstein Wave 
Heating, and Lower Hybrid Current Drive systems 
were supported also. 

Use of color and animation was expanded for 
data analysis. Interactive Data Language (IDL) 
from RSI, Inc. was actively supported, to enhance 
researcher data analysis capability. The Micro VAX 
II, used for neutral-beam control and data acquisi
tion, was upgraded to a VAX 4000/200, and the 
Neutral-Beam CAMAC system was converted to 
byte-serial operation, yielding significant improve
ments in performance for both systems. 

To improve remote collaboration capability, a 
client/server protocol was defined that permits ac
cess to experimental data by users at sites that are 
removed from the actual data. Access is provided 
via calls to the user's own local library, without re
gard for the format in which the data are stored on 
disk. The user interface remains the same, although 
local library routines require modification to handle 
requests for remote data. At the remote site, a server 
program responds to task-to-task requests from the 
client. The protocol defines the structure and con
tent of client's requests and the server's responses. 

TPX 
In FY92, the CSD continued to contribute to the 

Tokamak Physics Experiment design effort in the 
areas of Instrumentation and Control (I&C) design 
and communications. In the I&C design area, the 
CSD began collaboration with Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL). Requirements for the 
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reduced scope of TPX were reviewed as they related 
to I&C. Cost algorithms from the Burning Plasma 
Experiment (BPX) design were used to provide a 
basis for preliminary estimates for TPX. The BPX 
work breakdown structure provided separate esti
mates for the Supervisory Engineering and Phys
ics Support and Data Acquisition Systems. 

In the area of communications, the Computer 
Systems Division successfully advocated a stan
dardized system of electronic mail that facilitates 
attachment of electronic documents (Eudora). The 
CSD also provided an Network Final System (NFS)-
based file sharing system, which allows national 
users to share electronic documents at the desktop 
level. This file sharing system is now in use by a 
growing number of TPX participants (currently 
about 100). 

ITER 
The PPPL continued to be a contributor to the 

engineering design activity for the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). The 
design effort relies heavily on improved electronic 
communications between PPPL scientists and their 
counterparts at other fusion laboratories in the US, 
Europe, Japan, and the Russian Federation. 

The Deputy Head of the CSD, as a member of 
the ITER United States Home Team, led efforts 
within the Division to improve these communica
tions and to provide recommendations and review 
of proposed electronic configurations at the Joint 
Central Team design sites (San Diego, Garching, 
and Naka). 

In the area of communications, PPPL success
fully advocated a standardized system of electronic 
mail that greatly simplifies exchange of electronic 
documents. The Laboratory also provided an NFS-
based file sharing system, which allows interna
tional users to share electronic documents at the 
desktop level. This file sharing system is now in 
use by a growing number of ITER participants (cur
rently about 100). 

General Support 
Networking 

The PPPL network provides connectivity for 
PPPL computers. The network also provides a gate
way to the ESnet backbone, which provides PPPL 
with worldwide access. 

Fiscal year 1992 saw much activity in network
ing as the Ethernet Hub concept was expanded and 
now covers more than 250 offices. Many offices re
ceived Data Service Outlet (DSO) connections. 
These connections provide Ethernet, AppleTalk, or 
Terminal Server connections to the PPPL network, 
and can be enhanced further to provide 100 MBytes 
using FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface), or 
155 MBytes using ATM (Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode) to the user's desktop. There are now more 
than 200 Ethernet connections on the PPPL net
work. More than ten high-powered workstations, 
as well as the Central Computing Facility (CCF), 
were added to the network. There has also been 
growth in the use of X-terminals. In FY92, more 
than twenty X-terminals were installed, each re
quiring an Ethernet connection. 

With this increase in network activity, the back
bone network topology employed at PPPL ap
proached saturation. In response to this, strategies 
were formulated to reduce saturation by restruc
turing the PPPL network to a segmented topology. 
This network approach would serve until the infra
structure could be upgraded to FDDI or ATM. 

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting 
Laboratory engineers and designers employed 

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (CADD) tools 
to create usable models and drawings from abstract 
ideas. The CADD capabilities currently range from 
traditional two-dimensional representation to 
three-dimensional modeling. Visualization software 
presents picture-like renderings of three-dimen
sional design modules for models, which are used 
for design integration, checking, and display. The 
CADD configuration consists of six Sun worksta
tions, one server, and 31 personal computer (PC) 
workstations running Computer-vision CADD ap
plication software. Four plotters are employed to 
generate prints for construction and documentation. 

Twenty-three 386-based PC workstations were 
upgraded to 486-based platforms in FY92, to im
prove performance. Four 486-based PCs were 
added, due to accelerating efforts to prepare for D-T 
operation in TFTR. 

VAX Cluster 
In FY92, addition of satellite nodes increased 

the total node count from 18 to 24; one satellite node 
VAX 4000/300 was added to support PBX-M; the 
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cluster operating system was upgraded from VMS 
V5.4-2 to VMS V5.5; and many Computer Incident 
Advisory Committee (CIAC) security fixes were in
stalled and the procedure for implementing them 
was improved. 

Workstations 
Additional workstations were added to the VAX 

Cluster configuration to enhance the following func
tions: 

• Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF) 
support, 

• TFTR data compression, and 
• INGRES data base engine. 

Standalone workstation elements were also 
added, to enhance the Beam Emission Spectroscopy 
diagnostic and to provide support for PBX-M trans
port code analysis. 

Microcomputer Support 
The Distributed Computing Services (DCS) 

User Support Group provides customer service and 
support to PPPL staff members. During FY92, this 
included support for 955 Macintosh personal com
puters, 285 IBM personal computers, approximately 
216 other computers, and assorted peripherals. A 
"help" phone number was maintained, which logged 
over 4,600 service requests. Macintosh and IBM 
Users' Meetings were held bi-monthly. During these 
meetings, a variety of topics were discussed and 
software demonstrations were presented. The DCS 
User Support Group managed a Help Desk in the 
Computer Resource Center, which is staffed week
days, from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM. The center pro
vided access to IBM PCs, Macintosh computers, 
scanners, a color printer, and laser printers. A va
riety of services were also available at the center, 
including translation of IBM- and Macintosh-for
matted data. Short-term loan of desktop equipment 
for office use or portable equipment for individuals 
traveling on Laboratory business was made avail
able. 

Introductory classes for the Macintosh and IBM 
were offered upon request. A variety of instruction 
options were used: in-house classroom instruction 
taught by User Support Group staff, one-on-one 
training, and self-paced training. Approximately 80 
employees attended classes in FY92. 

Office Automation 
New to PPPL this fiscal year is the use of 

Eudora, an electronic mail program for the Macin
tosh computer that greatly enhances the conve
nience of using electronic mail. Eudora is being used 
by many PPPL staff to send and receive electronic 
mail within the Laboratory and to the outside world. 
To date, over 150 PPPL staff members are running 
Eudora. During FY92, work began on a unified 
PPPL mail server, which will be based on a Sun 
platform. All electronic mail will be directed to the 
server and redistributed from there. Completion of 
server installation is expected early in CY93. 

Computer Security 
The CSD is responsible for computer security 

for all computing at PPPL. The PPPL Unclassified 
Computer Protection Program was reviewed and 
evaluated by the Department of Energy (DOE) 
Chicago Field Office Computer Protection Program 
Coordinator, at the end of FY92. The objective of 
the PPPL Unclassified Computer Protection Pro
gram is to protect unclassified computing resources 
and the information processed or stored using those 
unclassified computing resources. 

Overall, the PPPL computer protection program 
implementation provides satisfactory assurance 
that PPPL complies with the basic DOE require
ments and Federal regulations. 

Technical Planning and Evaluation Group 
The Technical Planning and Evaluation Group 

(TPEG), composed of representatives from each 
Laboratory division, met to consider and finalize 
the PPPL Site Statement of Strategy for Comput
ing. The following recommendations were made: 

• Promote a seamless computing environment. 
• Encourage and support the increased use of 

modern cost-effective workstations. 
• Encourage the systematic replacement of 

aging, uneconomic equipment. 
• Encourage the availability of necessary com

puting-oriented products. 
• Laboratory management should encourage 

PPPL personnel to remain current in mod
ern information technology. 

• Assist in providing adequate access to 
supercomputing. 
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• Provide and support an efficient and effec
tive network utility. 

• Investigate the development of a Lab-wide 
data management system. 

• Undertake necessary security services in a 
way that is consistent with the needs of the 
research community. 

Mechanical Engineering 
The Mechanical Engineering Division (MED) is 

composed of engineers and support staffs that are 
augmented by temporary subcontract personnel, 
the number of which varies. Approximately 59 per
cent of the MED staff are assigned to projects via 
the overall matrix structure adapted by the Labo
ratory in 1988. Through this matrix structure, the 
MED provides engineering and technician services 
to the projects and home division services, includ
ing: engineering calculation, checking, and sign-off; 
seismic analysis; design review; writing of techni
cal policies and procedures; set up and maintenance 
of hoisting and rigging procedures and management 
of critical lifts; modification and maintenance of the 
non-TFTR experimental utility hardware and 
equipment; and shop services as described in the 
next section. 

In the area of training and self-improvement, 
25 engineers completed a Fracture Mechanics 
Course, 12 engineers completed a Thermodynam
ics Course, and 56 engineers attended a five-lec
ture series on superconducting materials and coil 
design. With the near-term goal of tritium on site 
and performing deuterium-tritium-fueled experi
ments, a significant number of training courses 
were held to properly prepare staff for the safe han
dling of tritium. 

Shops 
Six shops provide mechanical, electrical, vac

uum, brazing, machining, and material test tech
nology, as required, to the Laboratory's experimen
tal projects and facility maintenance and operations 
activities. The shops provide qualified and certified 
technicians who perform a wide variety of tasks. 
The tasks range from vacuum oven brazing of dis
similar materials to ultrahigh vacuum welding and 
leak checking, as well as precision machining and 
shop fabrication and on-site installation of hard
ware. 

Major tasks in FY92 included machining and 
vacuum oven brazing of a second lower-hybrid cou
pler and modification of the first lower-hybrid cou
pler for the PBX-M; machining, welding, and in
stallation of radio-frequency transmission lines and 
vacuum oven brazing of the radio-frequency feed-
throughs for the TFTRICRF Upgrade Project; ma
chining, welding, and vacuum leak checking of the 
tritium gas injection manifolds for the TFTR torus 
and neutral beams; rebuilding four 120-keV ion 
dumps for TFTR neutral beams; upgrading the C-
Site deionized H2O system from one system into 
two separate systems to allow PBX-M and TFTR to 
operate simultaneously with appropriate pressure 
and flow; rewelding of the stator frame on the TFTR 
D-Site motor generators; beginning fabrication of 
fifteen Type-A tritium shipping containers; perform
ing materia] testing of TPX epoxy and beryllium-
copper prototype materials; performing multiple 
residual gas analyzer outgassing tests on materi
als used in TFTR vacuum. 

Drafting 
During FY92, twenty-three new personal com

puters were acquired to provide increased speed and 
memory. The Computer-Aided Design and Draft
ing (CADD) software was upgraded as well, result
ing in improved efficiency and increased technical 
capability. Computer System Division engineering 
and installation support made the transition very 
smooth. 

Subcontract personnel were added, as required, 
and for part of the year the increase was as high as 
22 people. The TFTR workload included heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) modifica
tions, instrumentation, and control upgrades; relo
cation of diagnostics; and work on the tritium pel
let injector, neutral-beam upgrades, and site fire 
protection documentation. 

The TPX Project was supported through CADD 
designers working with the main frame system. The 
information produced can be electronically trans
mitted to other laboratories and subcontractors. 

Over 90 percent of the Central Drafting group 
personnel are CADD trained with additional train
ing planned for the future. 

In 1992 an environmentally safe, high-speed 
copying machine was procured. The machine re
placed an older Diazo blueprint machine and pro
vides lower operating cost, as well as higher speed. 
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Electronic and Electrical 
Engineering 

The Electronic and Electrical Engineering Di
vision (EEED) is structured into five major organi
zational units. The majority of the staff is deployed 
in a matrix structure largely involved with the 
TFTR Project. Work performed by the matrixed 
EEED employees is reported in the individual re
ports of the host projects. Work activities directly 
managed by the home organization are covered in 
the following sections. 

Electronic Calibration 
and Maintenance Facility 

During the FY92, a total of 2,860 items were 
processed through the facility. This processing in
cludes calibration, repair, and field testing. The 
calibration program data base was increased to in
clude 1,625 items, with more than 95% calibrated 
within the appropriate period. This compares fa
vorably with established records and goals. Of sig
nificance is the expanding activity included in the 
Apple Product Repair Program. For the report pe
riod, 458 units were serviced. This represents a con
siderable growth from the prior year during which 
265 units were serviced. 

Motor Generator Section 
In addition to the normal operation and main

tenance functions performed by the Motor Genera
tor (MG) Section, a new task was undertaken dur
ing the report period. This task covered the upgrade 
and repair of the courtyard rectifiers. These rectifi
ers service many of the smaller experiments located 
in the Laboratory L-Wing. The rectifiers were in a 
poor state of repair due to their age and environ
mental deterioration. As a result of the work per
formed, two units are now fully operational; they 
are completely documented and under configura
tion control. Four of the older units, which were 
severely degraded, have been safely decommis
sioned, removed, and the area upgraded. The re
maining rectifier will be upgraded as funds allow 
and as program needs dictate. 

The D-Site Motor Generator sets, which service 
TFTR, operated during the fiscal year with a greater 
than 99% record of availability. Since 1982, when 
MG #1 was placed in service, these sets have accu

mulated approximately 27,786 hours of run time 
and 2,815 start and stop cycles. The excellent per
formance achieved is due in large part to a rigor
ous preventive maintenance program which iden
tifies potential problems early and enables their 
correction, thereby eliminating costly repairs and 
extensive downtime. Illustrative of this early de
tection was the finding and repair of cracked welds 
on the motor stator key bars. 

Electronic Fabrication Facility 
To meet an unusually high volume of work, the 

Electronic Fabrication Facility employed a large 
supplemental subcontract staff complement. By 
carefully selecting and training this staff, the high 
fabrication standards set for this facility were main
tained during the report period. A full training pro
gram, co-developed with the Office of Certification 
and Training in FY91, was conducted with excel
lent results. A plant upgrade to enhance the facil
ity located in the CAS building was initiated dur
ing this fiscal year and is expected to be completed 
by mid-FY93. 

AC Power Section 
Early in the fiscal year, the AC Power Section 

implemented a major 4.16-kV power system recon
figuration that allowed the Princeton Beta Experi
ment-Modification (PBX-M) Project to resume 
operation despite shipping damage to a major, de
dicated power transfer. The configured system was 
restored to normal in the latter part of the year, 
following reinstallation and reenergization of the 
repaired transformer. 

During the Spring the Laboratory's 138-kV 
switchyard was reconfigured to allow a tower re
placement and installation of an SF6 circuit 
switcher. The new tower and circuit switcher were 
successfully placed into service by early summer. 

In late Spring, one of the Laboratory's service 
entrance breakers sustained a 138-kV breaker 
bushing failure. Interim operating arrangements 
were implemented, thus minimizing programmatic 
impact. The breaker was subsequently repaired and 
returned to service, and the normal supply system 
was restored in a timely manner. 

The Section assumed a role in preparing for the 
TFTR Operational Readiness Review. This effort 
will continue through much of the next fiscal year, 
as TFTR pursues its final programmatic milestones. 
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Throughout the year, the Section continued a 
broad range of support tasks for the existing elec
trical preventive maintenance contract, a major 
reason for improvement of the Laboratory's ac 
power system availability and reliability. A new 
multi-year project was initiated to investigate and 
identify panel board circuit loads, leading to en
hanced drawing integrity for the Laboratory's 
nearly seven-hundred low-voltage panel boards. 
Ongoing inspection and supervision of construction-
related activities continued through FY92. 

Facilities Engineering 
The Facilities Engineering Division (FED) has 

four major functional activities. These activities are: 
(1) fire protection engineering; (2) the design and 
construction of new facilities, as well as major modi
fications to existing facilities and significant site 
improvements; (3) engineering and planning asso
ciated with maintenance and operation of existing 
facilities; and (4) the maintenance, operation, re
pair, and inspection of existing facilities. In addi
tion, the In-House Energy Management program 
resides with this division. Responsibility for each 
of these activities is assigned to a distinct manager. 

During FY92, the Division made significant 
progress in meeting its goals and responding to 
Laboratory needs. The Division's FY92 accomplish
ments are reported in the following sections. 

Fire Protection Engineering 
During FY92, all responsibility for fire protec

tion engineering at the Laboratory was assigned to 
the FED Fire Protection Engineer. Work was be
gun to complete a Fire Hazard Analysis (FHA) for 
the Laboratory. Phase I, the Tritium Areas, was 
completed and work on Phase II, the Nuclear Ar
eas of D-Site, is underway. 

The fire protection section of the TFTR Final 
Safety Analysis Report was rewritten and staff sup
port was provided to resolve various related ques
tions, issues, and problems. Extensive testing was 
designed and conducted to determine the capabil
ity of the potable water system to provide fire pro
tection water. Because the results indicated insuf
ficient water available, a new higher capacity 
connection to the potable water system is being 
planned. 

The sprinkler system in the Tritium Areas was 
improved by the relocation of several sprinkler 
heads. Work is underway to provide fire suppres
sion in the Vacuum Pump Glove Box. Detection has 
been provided in th° heating, ventilating, and air 
conditioning (HVACy uuct work for the fritium 
Areas, and the design was completed for the instal
lation in the rest of the D-Site HVAC areas. 

The Line Item Project, "Safety and Fire Protec
tion Improvements," was begun, and the following 
progress made: 

• Sprinkler installation projects were com
pleted, providing sprinkler protection for the 
Cafeteria, Administration Building, Library, 
and Laboratory Building. 

• Sprinkler projects are in various stages of 
completion which will provide sprinkler pro
tection for the RF Building, Shop Building, 
CS Building, COB, Decontamination Area, 
CICADA, and the DARMs. 

• Building alarm projects are in various stages 
of completion which will provide new pull 
stations, alarm bells, and strobes and report
ing functions for all fire signals in the CAS 
Building, RESA Building, C-Site Cooling 
Tower Pump House, Warehouses, CS Build
ing, and COB. 

• All design work was completed for the Life 
Safety Code compliance portions of the 
project, and construction is in progress on 
three new exterior stairs. 

Project Engineering 
The Project Engineering Branch is responsible 

for the design and construction of new facilities, 
major modifications to existing facilities, and site 
improvements. In addition, the Branch provides 
project management and oversight during the con
struction phase of all projects. The Branch's project 
management role was expanded in the past year 
whereby Project Engineering now serves as the fo
cal point for the coordination of a variety of activi
ties, including compliance with Davis-Bacon re
quirements through the DOE Princeton Area Office 
(PAO), quality management through the proper 
integration of Quality Assurance personnel and 
general guidance to the adherence of Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regula-
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tions, and specialized Laboratory training require
ments for contractor personnel. 

Management of the Laboratory's General Plant 
Projects (GPP) program is the principal responsi
bility of the Branch. Eleven GPP projects, valued 
at $1,130,000, were completed during FY92. The 
major project for the year was the construction of a 
pedestrian bridge between the east wing of the 
Laboratory Office Building and the Engineering 
Building. The purpose of the bridge was to bring 
the Laboratory into compliance with Uniform Fed
eral Accessibility Standards and the recently en
acted Americans with Disabilities Act. Four energy 
construction projects, valued at $969,000, were also 
completed. Their focus is to reduce energy costs 
through the upgrading of existing lighting systems. 
Additionally, a groundwater protection environ
mental remediation project (valued at $437,000) 
was completed. 

The demands for new facilities and the modifi
cation of existing facilities continued to increase in 
FY92. More than fifteen individual GPP projects, 
valued at $3,768,000, are presently in design and/ 
or construction. 

The Project Engineering Branch was also in
volved with a number of Special Projects in FY92. 
These included the floor load posting program and 
site development mapping. The Branch continued 
to prepare for future projects through the initia
tion of concept designs for facility improvements. 
During FY92, a concept design providing documen
tation for future roofing system improvement 
projects valued at $2,400,000 was one of the major 
efforts in this area. 

Maintenance Engineering 
The Maintenance Engineering Branch is re

sponsible for engineering and planning associated 
with the maintenance and operation of existing fa
cilities. This includes planning and scheduling 
maintenance activities, procurement of materials, 
tracking maintenance activities through to comple
tion, and maintaining an inventory of spare parts. 
In addition, the Branch is responsible for efficiency 
and reliability analysis of all facility operating sys
tems and implementation, as needed, of corrective 
actions to improve performance. 

In FY92, the Maintenance Engineering branch 
logged 5,218 service calls. Planning was required 
for 1,590 work requests. There were 4,946 preven

tive maintenance work orders issued in FY92; 90.9% 
of them were completed on time. Total manhours 
spent on all types of maintenance work was 100,867. 

In FY92, the Preventive Maintenance (PM) com
puter program was transferred to the PPPL main 
frame computer, joining the FED work order sys
tem transferred the prior fiscal year. The PM sys
tem is now fully operational and documented. This 
transfer means that anyone who has access to 
PPPL's Public System (PUBSYS) can take full ad
vantage of the reporting features of both the work 
order and PM systems. 

In an effort to standardize the planning func
tions, Macintosh computers were purchased for all 
planners and support personnel within the Branch. 
Applications, forms, procedures, etc. are being cre
ated and implemented to standardize the planning 
and scheduling functions. The computers have also 
been connected to the FED Network and Labora
tory Network. 

A formal Procedure Program was initiated early 
in FY92, and approximately 50% of known proce
dure requirements are now complete. Although this 
effort in continuing in FY93, the completion rate 
has slowed due to limited resources. 

In-House Energy Management 
In FY92, the PPPL In-House Energy Manage

ment Program (IHEM) achieved a 19.1% reduction 
in the Laboratory's energy consumption per square 
feet of building versus the FY85 Base Year. This 
compares with a DOE goal of a 10% reduction in 
the basic British Thermal Unit per square feet (Btu/ 
ft2) Energy Utilization Rate between FY85 and 
FY95. Furthermore, there was an overall energy 
consumption reduction of 32.7% in the Btu/cubic 
feet rate for FY92 versus FY85. Reflected within 
these statistics is a 32.3% reduction in electrical 
usage and a 44.2% reduction in normalized heat
ing Btu energy usage (fuel oil, natural gas, and liq
uid propane gas). The combined savings total was 
$525 K (electric $450 K, fuel $75 K) in FY92 versus 
FY85 Base Year. 

These savings were chiefly attributable to pru
dent management of energy, EMCS/PLCS opera
tion, in-place energy retrofit projects, and overall 
Laboratory and employee energy conservation 
awareness teamwork. 

The operation of research devices or "Process" 
has always been one of the most difficult areas in 
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which to effect energy conservation. Process energy 
savings in FY92 for electric usage ($5,952 K), fuel 
oil ($22 K), and demand control ($145 K) was $6,119 
K. These savings were achieved mainly through the 
persistent energy conservation efforts of Process 
management and support staff, the Monthly De

mand Control Program, stringent device operation 
time, and plasma shot management. 

The Laboratory maintained its Interruptible 
electric service contract with PSE&G for FY92. This 
annually adjusted demand contract realized a sav
ings of more than $902 K in electricity costs in FY92. 
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Environment, Safety, and Health 
and Quality Assurance 

Environment, Safety, 
and Health 

In fiscal year 1992, the Environment, Safety, 
and Health (ES&H) Division responded to the prior 
years' self-assessment and Tiger Team audits. In 
addition, preparations were made for accepting tri
tium on-site in FY93. Many of the ES&H Directives 
were incorporated into the new Princeton Plasma 
Physics Laboratory (PPPL) procedures document 
system; the ES&H Manual remained as a major 
document providing detailed ES&H information, 
guidance, and requirements for PPPL. The ES&H 
Division expanded its internal procedure writing 
and documentation, which now encompasses six 
volumes with the largest section addressing health 
physics programs. Environmental issues continued 
to be a high priority. Environmental status and 
monitoring were reported to the US Department of 
Energy (DOE) and to the general public through 
the 10th "Annual Site Environmental Report."1 

The ES&H staff was expanded in 1992. An 
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Adminis
tration) Engineer and Area Safety Coordinator/Cog
nizant Area Supervisor (ASC/CAS) Coordinator and 
Trainer was added to the Industrial Safety Section, 
an Electrical Engineer was added to the Electrical 
Safety Section, an Environmental Specialist was 
added to Environmental Section, a subcontract In
dustrial Hygienist was added to the Industrial Hy
giene Section, and a number of subcontract techni
cal writers, a radwaste technician, and a health 
physicist were added to the Health Physics (HP) 
Branch. These individuals were tasked with ad
dressing DOE's increased emphasis on ES&H is
sues and programs. 

The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) 
Project earned the New Jersey Governor's top in
dustrial safety award by achieving more than four 
years and 2.2 million person-hours without a lost-
time accident. This award is given by the state of 
New Jersey in recognition for an outstanding acci

dent prevention record. In addition, the TFTR safety 
record was also recognized with the highest safety 
award from the National Safety Council. 

The ES&H staff attended many DOE workshops 
and conferences, including ones pertaining to the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, and DOE's 
Energy Research's Environment, Safety, and 
Health meetings, so that the DOE ES&H philoso
phy can be quickly implemented into the PPPL cul
ture. The ES&H Division also participated in 
PPPL's Science Education Teacher Research Asso
ciates Program by providing practical environmen
tal sampling exercises. 

The ES&H staff continued to participate in pro
fessional and governmental committees including 
the New Jersey State Commission for Regulating 
Utility Transmission Lines, the National Fire Pro
tection Association Technical Committee for Elec
trical Equipment, the Health Physics Society's Stan
dards Committee and respective working groups, 
DOE's Training and Resources Data Exchange, and 
the New Jersey Low-Level Radioactive Waste Dis
posal Facility Siting Board. 

Safety 
An annual ASC/CAS incentive program was 

initiated, which provided a recognition lunch for all 
ASC's and CAS's. In addition, several ASC's will 
attend the National Safety Council Convention and 
Exposition and DOE's Occupational Safety program 
held in conjunction with the National Safety Coun
cil meeting. The incentives are provided to line-or
ganization personnel who make a special effort to 
ensure the safety of their fellow employees, Labo
ratory property, and the environment. It is hoped 
that the incentive program can be expanded in com
ing years. 

Construction safety had a busy schedule with 
work-site inspections, bid reviews, and compliance 
assistance. Construction jobs included numerous 
National Fire Protection Association/Life Safety 
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Code upgrades, back-filling excavations after the 
removal and remediation of underground storage 
tanks, new stairways, building extension, and vari
ous building improvements. The Construction 
Safety Engineer introduced a follow-up report that 
rates the subcontractors' adherence to safety on the 
job and violations found and corrected. This infor
mation will be used for other bids made by the sub
contractor on future projects. 

Two major audits were conducted in the indus
trial safety area, one by DOE/Chicago Headquar
ters and the other by DOE's Office of Fusion En
ergy (OFE). Industrial safety was awarded an 
excellent rating by the Chicago visit, and only mi
nor issues were noted during the OFE visit. 

Projects that were initiated and are continuing 
include a site-wide hazard assessment, machine 
guarding assessment and implementation, and the 
expanding of a software-based safety reporting 
resource for the Laboratory popu.ation. This 
Macintosh-based system is ultimately designed to 
allow employees to enter ES&H concerns directly 
by using local computer workstations for immedi
ate processing by the OSHA Engineer and appro
priate action personnel. This system allows for 
cataloging and trend analysis of the types of ES&H 
problems so root causes can be identified and cor
rected. 

The Electrical Safety Engineer clayed an ac
tive role in reviewing DOE's Electrical Safety Ad
visory Committee's efforts to produce a generic elec
trical safety manual for DOE contractors. Working 
through National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) Technical Committees, the engineer is at
tempting to bring OSHA regulations in closer align
ment with the National Electrical Code (NFPA70)2 

and the National Electrical Safety Code (ANSI C2).3 

Electrical safety staff also initiated and conducted 
a course that trained and helped certify four Elec
trical Inspector Generals within the line organiza
tion. 

Electrical safety staff along with other ES&H 
staff participated in numerous design reviews. Some 
typical projects included installation of radio-fre
quency lines, TFTR diagnostic systems, ant* expan
sion of the power distribution system. In FY92, the 
Laboratory continued to improve its electrical safety 
posture by utilizing resources to complete biannual 
inspection of all capacitor banks, accessing proce
dures, and recertification of the assessors. Electri

cal safety continued on-site verification of person
nel-safety interlock tests. Also, electromagnetic field 
surveys continued to build a data base for PPPL 
facilities. The Laboratory's Standard Electrical 
Construction Specification was upgraded and 
changed to an Engineering Standard. In addition, 
an instrument rack grounding standard was devel
oped, approved, and issued. 

Fire safety revised the fire safety chapter in the 
ES&H Manual to coincide with new DOE directives. 
A 4.8 million dollar fire and life safety improvement 
project was started in FY9? This project will con
tinue into FY94. It will provide sprinkler protec
tion in all areas of the Laboratory that are not cur
rently protected by sprinkler systems. In addition, 
this project will result in the addition of a new, in
dependent fire alarm reporting system, life safety 
provisions such as new enclosed stairwells, and the 
separation of C-Site buildings into fire areas by the 
creation of fire barriers. 

Environment and Health 
The Nuclear and Environmental Engineer con

tinued to coordinate ES&H reviews of all proposed 
changes to the TFTR configuration through mem
bership on the Configuration Review Board (CRB). 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
reviews ensure that all existing PPPL activities and 
proposed new activities are reviewed for environ
mental considerations in accordance with NEPA 
and the implementing guidelines of the Council on 
Environmental Quality and DOE. Approximately 
330 such actions received reviews during FY92. 

Work was completed on the Environmental 
Assessment (EA) for the TFTR deuterium-tritium 
program. 4 The EA was approved by DOE following 
reviews by the New Jersey Department of Environ
mental Protection and Energy. The DOE issued a 
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) on Janu
ary 17, 1992. Two public meetings were held by 
PPPL in March 1992 to present the conclusions of 
the EA and FONSI. 

A Supplemental Analysis was prepared to 
evaluate whether installation of a Tritium Purifi
cation System and several other planned changes 
to the TFTR deuterium-tritium program would re
quire issuance of a supplement to the TFTR Deute
rium-Tritium Environmental Assessment. Based on 
their review of the Supplemental Analysis, DOE/ 
Chicago Headquarters concluded that no supple-
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ment is required. Final determination on this issue 
rests with DOE's Office of Environment and Health. 

Support was provided for the preparation of 
Action Description Memoranda (ADMs) which rec
ommended that Environmental Assessments be 
prepared for the proposed decontamination and 
decommissioning of TFTR and for the proposed 
Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) at PPPL. 
Based on these ADMs, DOE's Office of Environment 
and Health determined that one combined Envi
ronmental Assessment should be prepared for these 
proposed actions. 

The ES&H Division supported DOE in its in
terface with the US Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to obtain approval for the configura
tion of the TFTR stack monitoring system, which 
must comply with the EPA's National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants require
ments. Support and direction were given to the 
T F T K Project for the preparation of Technical 
Safety Requirements (TSRs)5 for the 1,000 Ci Test. 
PPPL is one of the first DOE facilities to prepare 
TSRs and have them approved. The TSRs prescribe 
the bounds for safe operation of the TFTR Tritium 
Systems. 

A major review during the year was conducted 
to classify TFTR tritium operations under new clas
sification requirements within DOE. The reviews 
concluded that TFTR tritium operations should be 
classified as Hazard Category 3, Low Hazard. This 
classification was later approved by the DOE's Pro
gram Secretarial Officer for Energy Research. 

The Environmental Section, through its subcon
tractors, continued monthly water-elevation mea
surements and quarterly groundwater monitoring 
of wells located in the vicinity of a former under
ground storage tank excavation. No evidence of 
petroleum hydrocarbons, which were stored in the 
underground tanks, was found in any sample col
lected in 1992. Volatile-organic compounds, such 
as trichloroethane, trchloroethylene, and tetrachlo-
roethylene, were dete :ted in five of the seven wells 
tested. Further investigation will determine the 
source(s) of the volatile organic contamination in 
the groundwater. The direction of groundwater flow 
or surface mounding is influenced by the infiltra
tion of rain water through the porous, certified, 
clean, fill materials, which were used to fill the ex
cavation. Once the area is paved with impermeable 
material, the surface mounding effect should end; 

groundwater contour maps will document what 
happens to the groundwater elevations. 

The Environmental Section's subcontractor also 
conducted monthly surface water and quarterly 
groundwater sampling. A limit (50 milligrams/liter) 
for chemical oxygen demand was exceeded in March 
1992 (66 milligrams/liter). The potential source was 
sediment from the washing of heat exchanger tubes 
in the C-Site MG Basement. Potable water was used 
to remove sediments accumulated from the Dela
ware and Raritan Canal water. Future washing of 
the heat exchangers of similar equipment will be 
routed to the sanitary system. 

Procedures were developed for environmental 
activities. These activities include surface and 
groundwater sampling and reporting, nonemergen
cy release notification and reporting requirements, 
environmental permits, and air permits, in partic
ular. 

The PPPL Waste Minimization Plan was final
ized, and activities to implement the plan were un
dertaken. Through articles in the ES&H Bulletin, 
employee awareness is stressed. Every employee is 
exposed to the requirement for waste minimization 
and pollution prevention in the General Employee 
Training course. Forms and a procedure for con
ducting process-waste assessments were drafted 
and will be implemented shortly. Surveys were con
ducted for site-wide air emission and sanitary 
waste-stream inventories. Integration of all waste-
stream data bases will be accomplished through the 
use of the Computer-Aided Management of Emer
gency Operations (CAMEO) software program. 

An application was submitted for the New Jer
sey Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NJPDES) permit for the inclusion of two new dis
charge points into the existing NJPDES surface 
water discharge permit. The new discharges were 
the storm-water discharge from the western por
tion of C-Site, which does not drain into the deten
tion basin, and the filter backwash discharge for 
the Delaware and Raritan Canal pump house. 
Other applications to NJDEPE include treatment 
works approvals for the holding tank located at the 
Calibration and Service Laboratory (CASL) build
ing, the liquid effluent collection tanks located north 
of the TFTR Mockup Building, and the modifica
tions to the detention basin. Renewal air permit 
applications for four boilers and one vent stack for 
a 15,000 gallon diesel fuel tank were completed. 
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New air permit applications for three existing dust 
collectors are in preparation. 

The location of wetlands was investigated fur
ther. Using infrared photography, wetlands vegeta
tion was located on a new site map. The extent of 
wetlands increased. Delineation by the New Jer
sey Department of Environmental Protection and 
Energy is required to determine the boundaries of 
the wetlands and the fifty-foot transition area. It is 
important to PPPL to know the location of the fresh
water wetlands and the transition area because of 
regulatory restrictions and permit and waiver re
quirements. 

The Industrial Hygiene (IH) Section made ma
jor revisions to the respiratory protection program 
and the Hazard Communication program. A new 
policy on thermal stresses was instituted in Janu
ary 1992. Revisions to the confined space policy, 
the carcinogen policy, and the hearing conservation 
policy were completed and will be approved in early 
FY93. 

An extensive program of air sampling for vari
ous contaminants was undertaken, including lead, 
welding, and soldering operations. A Lab-wide Job 
Hazard Analysis was also begun. These projects will 
enable Industrial Hygiene personnel to predict 
where hazards will be present and act in a proactive 
rather than reactive fashion. 

Industrial Hygiene staff participated in numer
ous design reviews and in overseeing new and on
going projects from a safety and health standpoint. 
In addition, the design of a new chemical bar-cod
ing and tracking system was begun. The Industrial 
Hygiene sampling data base and recordkeeping was 
improved and updated to maintain a tracking and 
trending capability for the Section. 

Great strides were made in improving the Ma
terial Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) inventory and 
placement throughout the Laboratory. Material 
Safety Data Sheets may now be updated in the field 
as well as in the main files within the ES&H Divi
sion. New training programs, including courses in 
the proper use of disposable respirators and asbes
tos awareness were developed in cooperation with 
the Office of Certification and Training, while the 
confined space entry course, the respiratory pro
tection course, the hazard communication course, 
and the hearing conservation course were revised. 
A new General Employee Training course was de
veloped with strong input from Industrial Hygiene 

and other ES&H sections. The head of Industrial 
Hygiene is responsible for conducting all general 
employee training at present. 

Health Physics 
The Health Physics (HP) Branch continued to 

provide radiological assessment, monitoring, and 
guidance to the projects at the Laboratory. This in
cluded operational health physics support during 
the operations and maintenance periods of TFTR, 
meteorological data collection, bioassay procedures, 
environmental analysis, and radiation-instrumen
tation calibration. 

The Radiological Environmental Monitoring 
Laboratory (REML) of the Health Physics Branch 
continued its program of water, soil, sod, biota, and 
air sampling and analysis. The REML maintained 
its state of New Jersey certification for analysis of 
tritium in drinking water. The air monitoring pro
gram, which uses six air-sampling stations located 
within one kilometer of PPPL and a control station 
in Montgomery Township, was active throughout 
the year. A DOE Tiger Team request to improve 
the accuracy of the differential atmospheric tritium 
sampler (DATS)6 by the addition of volume totaliz
ers to the samplers was accomplished in FY92 and 
testing of their effectiveness will continue into 
FY93. 

The REML continues to optimize its methodol
ogy, practices, and procedures in preparation for 
tritium operations. In fiscal year 1992, the REML 
analyzed "blind" samples from the US Environmen
tal Protection Agency, Las Vegas, and DOE's Envi
ronmental Measurements Laboratory in support of 
a laboratory certification in gamma-spectroscopy 
analyses. Following the Tiger Team audit of 1991, 
the REML initiated an extensive program to up
grade its quality control and quality assurance docu
mentation. A deionized water system was installed 
for better quality assurance. Glassware was up
graded to Class A standards. Many of the REML 
activities in FY92 to support TFTR Deuterium-Tri
tium Operations plans were centered around im
proving existing analysis and procedures and add
ing new procedures as needed. 

A bioassay program for tritium uptake was ini
tiated to gather extensive baseline data on the PPPL 
population. This program will see continued expan
sion in FY93. The gamma spectroscopy program 
was enhanced by the addition of more efficient de-
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tector systems, a faster analytical processor, and a 
more sophisticated algorithm for spectral analysis. 
The capability for alpha spectroscopy by liquid scin
tillation was added by purchasing an upgrade to a 
liquid scintillation counting system. 

Support of the "Annual Site Environmental 
Report" was augmented by the preparation of 
graphic presentation of data. Plans have been made 
to connect the instrumentation and staff computer 
systems at the REML to the PPPL-wide, Ethernet 
computer network. This enhancement will add to 
the capabilities of producing interactive and readily 
available analysis data. It will also reduce repeti
tive paperwork activities, improve trending analy
sis, and allow for a Laboratory information-man
agement system and data base. In addition, 
Environmental analyses were contracted for two 
other DOE facilities to provide environmental 
baselines data for their new projects. 

The Radioactive Waste Disposal Program was 
very active in FY92. This program was removed 
from the Health Physics' Operational Health Phys
ics program since these operations gained new em
phasis as the TFTR Deuterium-Tritium Program 
becomes a reality. Accomplishments included, but 
were not limited to: rewriting and expanding exist
ing PPPL waste procedures and plans; training 
staff; developing facilities for waste handling; pack
aging and shipping waste to Hanford, Washington, 
for burial; and supporting the DOE Chicago Op
erations Office. Construction of a decontamination 
facility was planned, which will be built in FY93. 
This facility will be used to sort and package tri
tium waste prior to storage in the existing PPPL 
storage yard. Planning for the future decontami
nation and decommissioning of TFTR was also con
ducted. 

Health Physics Operations staff participated in 
radiological assessments of the Princeton Beta Ex
periment-Modification (PBX-M) and support was 
provided for PPPL property line and TFTR facility 
dose equivalent studies. These studies projected 
deuterium-tritium operations compliance with DOE 
dose equivalents requirements and the adequacy 
of TFTR shielding.7 

The Health Physics Calibration and Service 
Laboratory (CASL) staff participated in the assess
ment and testing of all the tritium monitoring sys
tems for TFTR. The CASL personnel completed a 
tritium calibration facility with the installation of 

a tritium hood and the completion of various proce
dures for handling and calibrating with tritium gas. 
In the latter part of the year, the CASL staff began 
a program to qualify and calibrate all of the tri
tium monitoring systems for TFTR. This work will 
continue through the early part of FY93. 

Instrument calibration and servicing continued 
throughout FY92. All project-related and site-spe
cific monitoring systems were maintained in a work
ing and calibrated status. The CASL source range 
was completed, and general safety was enhanced 
with the commissioning of a new source interlock 
system. 

Health Physics staff began to develop a com
prehensive Material Control and Accountability 
(MC&A) plan, which will satisfy DOE Order 5633.3 
for accountability of nuclear materials. The focus 
of the plan is on the accountability of tritium; how
ever, the system has been designed to incorporate 
all source material currently on site. The MC&A 
plan is presently in revision three, after the incor
poration of DOE comments. Meetings to finalize the 
plan are scheduled for early FY93. Following its 
formalization and approval, all related MC&A pro
cedures will be completed and approved. 

Quality Assurance 
and Reliability 

The Quality Assurance and Reliability (QA/R) 
Division is organized into two Branches: Quality 
Assurance and Quality Control. 

Quality Assurance 
Quality Assurance (QA) provides several spe

cialized services for the projects and the Labora
tory. It is responsible for establishing Laboratory-
wide quality programs; the performance of audits; 
the collection and analysis of failure data; the col
lection and analysis of daily log data for the TFTR; 
reliability, availability, and trend analysis; procure
ment quality assurance; and other general quality 
assurance and reliability support. Several new or 
significantly enhanced analysis systems were de
veloped and implemented in fiscal year 1992 includ
ing the trend analysis program, the root cau e 
analysis program, and the lessons learned program. 
In combination, these programs represent an ex
cellent performance assessment and improvement 
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tool. A US Department of Energy Office of Fusion 
Energy appraisal team cited these programs as a 
Noteworthy Practice, stating that "PPPL appears 
to be leading the pack in this area." 

Institutional QA Plan 
The Institutional QA Plan was modified in FY92 

and approved in early FY93 to meet the require
ments of the new DOE order for Quality Assurance, 
5700.6C. The 5700.6C defines additional require
ments that are part of the total quality manage
ment approach. For example, 5700.6C has the re
quirement for continuous quality improvement 
programs, including the identification and improve
ment of expected performance standards, the use 
of performance data to identify trends that ad
versely impact quality, and the development of a 
"no-fault" attitude by management to encourage all 
personnel to partake in this effort. While most of 
the requirements of 5700.6C are met by PPPL, com
plete implementation will proceed in fiscal year 
1993. 

Quality Audits 
Twenty-two audits were performed in FY92, up 

from the eleven of FY91. New this year were audits 
of analysis laboratories, transporters, and treat
ment, storage, and disposal vendors of PPPL's haz
ardous waste. This was done to reduce the prob
ability of unforeseen hazardous waste disposal 
problems that could result in significant costs to 
the' Laboratory, Princeton University, and the De
partment of Energy. Eight of these vendors were 
audited resulting in eight findings, of which only 
one was serious enough to prevent continued us
age of the vendor's services until the finding is re
solved. 

Three audits were performed of vendors that 
provide ES&H related supplies and services result
ing in six findings. Only one audit resulted in sig
nificant findings for which corrective action is be
ing implemented. 

Three audits were performed on PPPL ES&H 
related systems resulting in five findings. The sys
tems audited were the Effluent Holdup and Treat
ment system for potentially hazardous TFTR liq
uid waste, OSHA compliance, and the Personnel 
Hardwired Interlock System. Corrective actions are 
currently being implemented. 

Three audits were performed on systems as
signed to the QA/R Division resulting in seven find
ings, of which the corrective action for three was 
the responsibility of non-QA/R personnel. Correc
tive actions are currently being implemented. 

Finally, five audits were performed on other 
PPPL systems resulting in 15 findings. Areas au
dited were Document Control, Control of Measur
ing and Test Equipment, Personnel Qualifications 
and Training, TFTR Conduct of Operations, and 
TFTR Vacuum Vessel Installations. 

Failure Reports 
During FY92, implementation of the failure re

porting system continued to expand over all Labo
ratory systems, equipment, and components which 
are required to directly support or operate its ex
perimental programs or are personnel or equipment 
safety related. The QA/R Division provided train
ing to TFTR Tritium System personnel as a pre
cursor to the TFTR Contractor Operational Readi
ness Review and tritium personnel have begun 
using the system to report and follow-up their equip
ment failures. The system has proven to be an ef
fective way of reporting, tracking, and sometimes 
preventing failures. It is not only useful to PPPL 
but also to other DOE and fusion facilities. Failure 
report data from TFTR was prepared and trans
mitted to Argonne National Laboratory for their use 
in the design of the Advanced Photon Source, and 
to Idaho National Engineering Laboratory for use 
in the compilation of a fusion device reliability data 
base which will be used in the design of future fu
sion devices. 

Tracking and Trend Analysis System 
The PPPL Tracking and Trending System is a 

consolidated system that tracks and performs trend 
analysis of all environment-, safety-, and health-, 
and quality-related deficiencies and action items. 
The system underwent many changes and improve
ments in FY92. Among the items which are now 
included in the Tracking and Trending System are 
Accident Analysis Reports, the Electronic Calibra
tion Program, the Preventive Maintenance System, 
Occurrence Reports, ES&H Deficiency Reports, 
Nonconformance Reports, Audit Findings, Tiger 
Team Action Plans, Self-Assessment Concerns, 
Corrective Action Requests, Potential Adverse 
Trends, and Failure Reports. 
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Procedures for trending analysis of information, 
tracking and verifying corrective actions, describ
ing the Tracking and Trending System, and par
ticipating in the DOE Performance Indicator Pro
gram were written and issued. A trend analysis 
training course was developed and provided to qual
ity assurance and reliability personnel performing 
the analyses. A trend analysis schedule for FY92 
was developed, published, and implemented. Some 
of the analyses have resulted in the identification 
and correction of adverse trends which could have 
otherwise gone undetected. 

In early FY92, personnel from QA/R met with 
senior and mid-level managers to obtain comments 
and suggestions for tracking and trend analysis 
improvements. The result was an improved and 
streamlined PPPL Tracking and Trending Report. 
The report provides progress and status updates, 
trend data, and the results of formal trend analy
ses to senior Laboratory management. 

Efforts also began to allow Laboratory-wide 
computer network access to various standardized 
tracking and trending data bases. A new data base 
for the tracking and trending of ES&H Deficiency 
Reports was developed and put into use. A data base 
for Occurrence Report information was also devel
oped and is in the testing phase. In fiscal year 1993, 
tracking and trending information will be put on
line via the Lab network for access by all Depart
ments. 

Root Cause Analysis Program 
Development and implementation of a formal 

Root Cause Analysis Program was completed in 
FY92. A Laboratory procedure orf how PPPL is to 
determine and correct root causes of problems was 
developed and issued, and individuals trained on 
the methods of root cause analysis. Six root cause 
analyses were performed by the QA/R Division in 
FY92. The system is graded based on the level of 
severity of problems which are reported, with Oc
currence Reports classified as "Emergency" or "Un
usual" receiving the most thorough investigations. 
The program is proving to be a very efficient, stan
dardized method of correcting problems. 

Lessons Learned Program 
Fiscal year 1992 marked the formalization and 

expansion of the PPPL Lessons Learned Program. 

As a result of the US Department of Energy Tiger 
Team findings, the QA/R Division was charged with 
establishing a formal method of sharing lessons 
learned from environment-, safety-, and L?alth-, 
and quality-related issues. These lessons are com
piled from experiences of other Department of En
ergy facilities, commercial industry, as well as those 
at the Laboratory. The system was developed by 
taking excerpts from existing sources of informa
tion, such as DOE and PPPL Occurrence Reports, 
and adding new sources, such as the College and 
University Safety Net. The lessons are then pub
lished in the PPPL ES&H Bulletin and discussed 
at the monthly ES&H/QA meeting. The ES&H 
Bulletin, a monthly publication of the PPPL ES&H 
Division, now contains a regular section for Les
sons Learned. 

TFTR Availability Analysis 
TFTR operated from July 8 through November 

8, 1992. Though the time period from October 1 
through November 8,1992 is actually part of FY93, 
it is included here for complete reporting of this 
experimental run period. Availability of TFTR 
during this time was 83.5%. Individual system 
availabilities are given in Table I. Figure 1 is a plot 
of TFTR availability versus time from October 1984 
until November 1992. 

Table I. 
TFTR Systems Availability for the Period 

July 8 through November 8,1992. 

AC/MG 99.3% 

Computing 96.9% 

Diagnostics 98.6% 

Energy Conversion System 98.0% 

Neutral Beams 98.4% 

Pellets 99.2% 

Radio-Frequency 99.6% 

Tokamak 92.5% 
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Figure 1. Long-term TFTR availability chart from October 1, 1984 through November 8, 1992. The solid line represents the 
long-term trend of TFTR availability. The broken line is the "actual" TFTR availability for this period. Machine openings are 
indicated by the breaks in the actual TFTR availability. Experimental run periods contained within one calendar month and 
preceded and followed by openings are represented by a dot. 

Procurement Quality Assurance 
Quality Assurance and Reliability personnel 

continued to be involved with the planning of pro
curement of items or services to assure that they 
satisfy the requirements and expectations of the 
PPPL scientists and engineers. The Quality Assur
ance and Reliability involvement starts with review 
and consultation on specifications and statements 
of work, and often includes other activities such as 
vendor audits and material inspections throughout 
the entire purchasing phase. 

Towards the end of FY92, QA/R began placing 
increased emphasis on standardizing and improv
ing communication with engineers and scientists. 
Work began on a procedure for detailing the respon
sibilities and interfaces of the PPPL QA/R, Procure
ment, and Project organizations so that adequate 
quality assurance requirements will be carefully 
thought out and specified in the beginning of a pro
curement and then followed-up. A major task for 
FY93 is to finalize this interface procedure and to 
provide training to QA/R, Procurement, and Project 

personnel. The desired results will be a streamlined 
and well-understood method of procuring items and 
services which fully meet PPPL's requirements. 

Quality Control 
Quality Control is responsible for all on-site 

inspections of installations on research devices, fab
rication inspection of critical components in shops, 
inspections of facility-related work, receiving in
spections of components fabricated by vendors, 
mechanical calibration of tools for eleven shops 
within the Laboratory, and nondestructive exami
nations of material and lift equipment at PPPL. 

Work Permits 
The TFTR Work Permit System requires Qual

ity Control to assure that: (1) all work performed 
in the TFTR Test Cell follows procedures and is 
approved by Operations prior to implementation, 
(2) the system and location where the work will take 
place is identified, (3) the lead person and individu
als performing the work have been identified, and 
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(4) the work is inspected upon completion to assure 
that it has been performed correctly and that all 
tools have been removed from the Test Cell. Qual
ity Control was involved with approximately 1,100 
work permits during FY92. 

Inspection Activities 
Inspection activities are based on the impor

tance of the task being performed. Due to limited 
resources, unless special requests for inspection 
services are received, only those items considered 
to be critical are inspected. In order to evaluate the 
importance of the task, a Risk Assessment Plan 
(RAP) is generated for each job. Within the RAP a 
determination is made whether to perform an in
spection and if so, what type of inspection. In some 
cases only a final inspection is performed, while in 
other cases the task is inspected as the operation 
proceeds. Two-hundred thirty-four Risk Assessment 
Plans were generated by Quality Control in FY92. 

The TFTR Project generated 92,184 RAPs in 
FY92. Quality Control responsibility for these tasks 
required daily monitoring during ongoing activities, 
weld inspection, termination inspections, torque 
verification, testing verification, assuring compli
ance to procedures and drawings, and final walk 
down inspections. Major activities included the 
TPTR opening from November 1, 1991 to July 8, 
1992 for D-T components installations. 

Fabrication shops throughout the Laboratory 
are monitored on a daily basis. Twelve inspection 
plans (RAPs) were developed for critical components 
being fabricated as part of the work request sys
tem and special processes performed during the 
fabrication. Included in this was the verification by 
Quality Control that all code welding throughout 
the Laboratory is performed by qualified welders 
using qualified procedures. 

Inspections are also conducted on Facility Con
struction Branch projects. During FY92, twelve 
RAPs were developed requiring the following types 
of activities: concrete inspection and testing, weld 
inspection, electrical and mechanical system test
ing, and final inspections. 

Inspection of critical vendor components is per
formed either at PPPL receiving inspection or at 
the vendor's site. In FY92, twenty-six RAPs for ven
dor inspections were generated. Quality Control 
also performed more than 75 in process inspections 
at the vendor's site. 

Finally, the PPPL Lift Program requires Qual
ity Control involvement for magnetic particle in
spection of lifting equipment (hooks and Iiftng fix
tures), witnessing of lifts, and load testing lifting 
equipment. 

Nonconformances 
Whenever inspections identify a process or work 

performed differently than specified in drawings, 
procedures or specifications, a nonconformance re
port (NCR) is generated. A total of 72 nonconfor
mance reports were generated in FY92, including 
47 for material and items supplied by vendors. A 
total of 297 lots with 4,643 pieces were inspected at 
PPPL Receiving. A decrease in the Jots rejected can 
be attributed to the increase in inspections either 
by the vendor or by QC at the vendor's site with 
corrective actions being performed at the vendor's 
site. Figure 2 shows the number and types of 
nonconformances for FY92. 

PPPl »93X02fr! 
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Type of Nonconformance Reports 
Figure 2. There were 72 Nonconformance Reports (NCRs) 
for FY92. NCR categories are: (06) Workmanship/Needs 
Repair; (01) Deviation from Document/Procedure; (02) Lack 
ofDocument/Procedure; (20) Maintenance and/or Wear and 
Tear; (07) Out of Tolerance; (11) Document/Procedure in
adequate; (21) Identification/Control of Items; (03) Code 
Deviation; (19) Procedure Manual Violation; and (04) Safety 
Violation. 

Mechanical Calibration 
Quality Control is responsible for the calibra

tion and maintenance of all mechanical inspection 
devices throughout the Laboratory site. The cali
bration is typically performed on a quarterly basis 
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during the operational period of TFTR when inspec
tion activity slacks off. During FY92, a total of 354 
i tems were cleaned, cal ibrated, and adjusted as 
necessary. In FY92, revised procedures were imple
mented to comply to requirements of ASME NQA-
1, DOE Orders , and NIST Standards . 

Certification and Training 
One QA/R engineer became a Certified Quality 

Engineer , a certification program sponsored by the 
American Society for Quali ty Control requir ing job 
experience and successful completion of a six hour 
examination. Audit t ra ining continued in FY92 with 
eleven people, four within the QA/R Division and 
seven employees of o ther Divisions, successfully 
completing the QA/R Audit Training Class. In ad
dition to the P P P L regularly sponsored courses such 
as Radiat ion Protection, t h e following courses were 
taken: 

• One staff member a t tended the 5-day Na
t ional F i r e P ro tec t ion Agency sponsored 
course covering fire a la rm systems and au
tomatic spr inklers . 

• Two staff members a t tended the 5-day "Prin
ciples of Indus t r ia l Hygiene" course given by 
the Environmenta l and Occupational Heal th 
Sciences Ins t i tu te . 

• One staff member a t tended the 5-day "Tri
t i um Safe Hand l ing" course given by the 
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project. 

s Two staff members a t tended the 5-day "High 
Voltage Electrical Safety" course given by 
PSE&G. 

• One staff member a t tended the 5-day "Elec
tronic Solder ing" course given by Mercer 
County Community College. 

• Two s ta f f m e m b e r s a t t e n d e d t h e 3-day 
"Vacuum Technology" course given by PPPL. 

• Two staff members a t tended the 2-1/2-day 
" E n v i r o n m e n t a l L a w s a n d R e g u l a t i o n " 
course given by Rutgers University. 

• One staff member a t tended the 1-day "Ra
diation Protect ion Program Management" 
course given by Rutgers University. 

• One staff member a t tended the 1-day "Ra
dioactive Waste Disposal" course given by 
Rutgers University. 

• Two staff members a t tended the 1-day "Inci
dent Management System" course given by 
Uniquest , Inc. 

• Two staff members at tended the multisession 
"National Electrical Code" course given by 
Mercer County Communi ty College. 

• One staff member a t tended the multisession 
"Technical Writ ing" course given by Mercer 
County Community College. 

In addition, some staff members took college-level 
courses on their own t ime in order to increase the i r 
skills and knowledge base. 
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The Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) is re
sponsible for the transfer of PPPL technologies to 
the private sector as defined by the National Com
petitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1990. The 
office reports directly to the Head of the Engineer
ing Department. 

The OTT is headed by a full-time senior profes
sional staff member with support from a half-time 
senior professional staff member, and full-time sec
retarial support. The Head of the OTT is the Labo
ratory representative to the Federal Laboratory 
Consortium (FLC), a federally mandated organiza
tion of Technology Transfer Officers of all laborato
ries funded by the Federal Government. The pur
pose of the FLC is to provide a forum for discussion 
of technology transfer issues. 

The Office of Technology Transfer is engaged 
in a variety of programs to promote transfer of tech
nology developed at the Laboratory to industry, 
including: 

• Licensing of inventions or technologies. 

• Cooperative Research and Development 
Agreements (CRADAs), whereby industry 
and Laboratory researchers work together on 
problems of mutual interest. 

• Sponsored research (Work for Others), 
whereby industry pays the Department of 
Energy for work performed at PPPL. 

• Employee exchange, where researchers from 
industry assume a Laboratory work assign
ment or Laboratory staff work in an indus
trial setting. 

The approach to Technology Transfer at PPPL 
has evolved from one of technology "push," in which 
PPPL seeks to find an industrial partner whose 
needs are compatible with the PPPL technology 
developed, to one of also being a technology resource. 
As a technology resource, PPPL seeks to provide 
its unique expertise to solutions of industrial prob
lems. PPPL has also endeavored to enhance its con

tact with area small business and to provide tech
nological help and guidance where possible. 

Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreements 

Cooperative Research and Development Agree
ments (CRADAs) are one of the primary means for 
transferring technology from the laboratories to the 
private sector. A CRADA is a contractual agreement 
between a federal laboratory and one or more in
dustrial or university partners, in which collabora
tion, cost sharing, and the results of a particular 
R&D (research and development) program are eq
uitably shared. One of the limitations on the abil
ity of PPPL to enter into a CRADA is the require
ment that the CRADA research must be either in a 
programmatic area related to PPPL funding, or be 
funded by a DOE agency willing to sponsor the par
ticular CRADA. One CRADA that is presently be
ing pursued is "Plasma Chemical Synthesis." A 
Memorandum of Understanding for this CRADA 
has been received from the FMC Corporation. The 
PPPL Office of Technology Transfer is actively seek
ing to find a funding source for this non-fusion 
CRADA. 

Personnel Exchanges 
A second means for transferring technology to 

industry is through Personnel Exchanges in which 
industrial personnel are funded to work at PPPL 
facilities or PPPL personnel at industrial locations. 

Project: Advanced Computer Modeling 
Environments 

Partners: Rutgers University Center for 
Computer Aids for Industrial 
Productivity (CAIP), and Super-
concurrency System Solutions 
(S3), Inc. 

Through the support of a $30,000 DOE Energy 
Research Laboratory Technology Transfer Program 
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grant for personnel exchanges, a three-way part
nership consisting of the Princeton University 
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), the Rutgers 
University Center for Computer Aids for Industrial 
Productivity (CAIP), and Superconcurrency System 
Solutions (S 3), Inc. has been formed. The project 
seeks to create tokamak plasma transport codes 
that are more flexible and easier to use than exist
ing codes and create technology enhancements 
which will benefit all three parties. 

In this project, computer plasma transport codes 
will be written in building block forms. This per
mits easier reconfiguration to meet specific user 
needs. PPPL will use the transport codes as a 
testbed for new computer application environments 
and will gain development of state-of-the-art com
puting environments in support of magnetic fusion 
research. Rutgers' CAIP will gain access to the ap
plication domain available at PPPL and will con
tribute the Graphical User (point and click) Inter
face, an area in which they have extensive expertise. 
S 3 will add the HARNESS software package which 
allows different code modules in different languages 
running on different computer workstations to 
transparently transfer information back and forth. 
Through the personnel exchange, S 3 expects to ben
efit from the opportunity to develop advanced com
puting products through its association with PPPL 
and CAIP. 

Project: Direct Soft X-ray Imaging 
with CCDs 

Industrial Partner: Princeton Instruments, 
Inc. 

Through the support of a $30,000 DOE Energy 
Research Laboratory Technology Transfer Program 
grant for a personnel exchange, a partnership con
sisting of PPPL and Princeton Instruments Inc. has 
been formalized. The project seeks to explore the 
applications of Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) to 
direct imaging of soft X-rays for use in soft X-ray 
spectrometers. The project is expected to benefit the 
research program at PPPL. Additionally, Princeton 
Instruments, Inc., a small high-tech business in the 
Trenton, New Jersey area, will gain the advantage 
of a new class of soft X-ray sensors. Other potential 
spin-off areas for this type of technology are mate
rials analysis, X-ray microscopy, and X-ray as
tronomy. 

Proposal Efforts 
The third area where the Office of Technology 

Transfer has been active in promoting technology 
transfer has been the submission of proposals for 
funding which could lead to CRADAs and Work-
for-Others programs. The following proposals were 
submitted in FY92: 

In-situ Bioremediation 
of Chlorinated Ethenes 

This is a proposal to the EM-50 division of DOE 
for a study on the ability to clean up contaminated 
soil on the Forrestal Campus. This project will be 
conducted jointly with researchers from Princeton 
University. 

Waste Management 
and Report Generating System 

This is a proposal to fund the continuing de
velopment of a Waste Management and Report-
Generating software package that will provide do
cumentation of toxic and hazardous waste and 
electronically produce local, state, and federal waste 
reports. The proposal is to enhance the system to 
handle mixed hazardous and radioactive waste. 
This proposal is presently under review at DOE, 
Chicago. Active solicitation for one or more CRADA 
partners for a commercial version of this software 
is presently underway. 

Chemical Waste Destruction 
A preliminary proposal has been submitted to 

the Hazardous Substance Management Research 
Center of the New Jersey Institute of Technology 
for a system to investigate the destruction of cer
tain toxic substances in a plasma. 

Small Business Contact 
Another method of enhancing US competitive

ness through technology transfer is work with small 
businesses in the local area. The PPPL Office of 
Technology Transfer has maintained contact with 
the Small Business Development Center in New 
Jersey, the Corporation for the Application of 
Rutgers Research (CARR), and the Technology Ex
ecutives Roundtable (a forum for the owners of 
small high-tech businesses in central New Jersey). 
Typical areas in which the PPPL Office of Technol
ogy Transfer has played a role with small high-tech 
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business is to make them aware of the technologies 
available from PPPL, as well as the access they have 
through the PPPL Office of Technology Transfer to 
the Federal Laboratory Consortium for specific help 
solving technical problems. 

Marketing Meetings 
In FY92, four marketing conferences were at

tended. 

• The MIT Entrepreneurial Technology Trans
fer Conference, San Francisco, CA. 

• NASA Technology 2001, Technology Trans
fer Exhibit, San Jose, CA. 

• Marketing Federal Technology, Atlantic City, 
NJ. 

• Technology Transfer Conference, Washing
ton, DC. 

Patent Awareness Program 
The primary vehicle for protection of the intel

lectual property associated with technological de
velopments at the Princeton Plasma Physics Labo
ratory is the Patent Awareness Program. The 
Committee on Inventions has as its charter foster
ing the disclosure of inventions and the copyright
ing of software. This is done by raising the con
sciousness of the staff to the value of intellectual 
property and providing appropriate recognition, as 
well as modest monetary rewards to the inventors. 
During FY92, thirty-two invention disclosures were 

filed, up from twenty-one in FY91. Sixty-one staff 
members shared in the distribution of $6,300 in 
incentives. 

In FY92, four patent applications were submit
ted. 

• Injection of Electrons with Predominantly 
Perpendicular Energy into an Area of Toroi
dal Field Ripple in a Tokamak Plasma to 
Improve Plasma Confinement. 

• Low Flow Meter. 
• Method and Apparatus for Improved Control 

of the Electron Energy Distribution Function 
in a Plasma Processing Source with Good 
Uniformity. 

• Method and Apparatus for Coupling a Radi
ally Uniform Power Distribution to an Elec
tron Cyclotron Resonance Plasma Source. 

Also, four patents were issued in FY92. 

• Fiber Optic Current Monitor for High-Volt
age Applications. 

• Toroidal Magnetic Detector for High Resolu
tion Measurement of Muon Momenta. 

• Method of Measuring the DC Electric Field 
and Other Tokamak Parameters. 

• An Optically Pumped CH3OH Laser with a 
Stark Tuning Capability and with a Fluid-
cooled Cavity. 
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Office of Human Resources 
and Administration 

In FY92, the Office of Human Resources and 
Administration staff devoted considerable effort to 
providing support to the Tokamak Fusion Test Re
actor (TFTR) Project in preparation for the Con
tractor Operational Readiness Review for having 
tritium on site and for eventual implementation of 
deuterium-tritium experiments. Department re
sources were also allocated to identify, consolidate, 
and develop written policies and procedures to con
form with Tiger Team requirements, Laboratory 
operations, and various audit recommendations— 
both internal and external. 

Affirmative Action received considerable scru
tiny during FY92, with particular emphasis on en
hancing communications. Accordingly, a Women's 
Advisory Committee and a Minority Advisory Com
mittee were established to identify issues and con
cerns of the staff and report them to the Director's 
Oftice for appropriate response. 

The Office of Certification and Training initi
ated a comprehensive training program to qualify 
and certify staff members on various aspects of their 
work functions and the Certification and Training 
Policy and Procedures Manual was issued. 

Occupational Medicine 
The Occupational Medicine Office continued to 

develop, revise, and implement physical ability 
standards specific to certain job categories at the 
Laboratory. In particular, new National Fire Pro
tection Association, Incorporated, and US Depart
ment of Energy (DOE) standards were incorporated 
into exist ing physical ability s tandards for 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) fire 
fighters. 

The American with Disabilities Act became ef
fective July, 1992. Under this Act, medical evalua
tions are required for new employees, employees 
returning to work, and uisabled employees. These 
evaluations take into consideration specific job skills 
and duties, and allow for reasonable accommoda
tions for personal handicaps. 

In preparation for the establishment of a Drug 
Screening Program at the Laboratory, topics were 
researched and policies developed. These included 
professional training in legal requirements, meth
ods for obtaining individual specimens, establish
ment of a chain of custody, confidentiality, regu
lations regarding the use of outside laboratory 
processing, and the costs and procedures for han
dling test results. 

During the year, Occupational Medicine formal
ized practices that comply with the Blood Borne 
Pathogens Regulations (standardized precautions 
to avoid any disease that might be transmitted to 
healthcare workers in the course of their work). 
These include use of carefully labeled medical waste 
containers; correct use and storage of needles; ex
pansion and follow-up of the Laboratory's Hepati
tis B Vaccination Program; and "Universal Precau
tions and Sanitation" procedures—basic good 
hygiene in handling potential infectious materials. 

In March, a week-long Tiger Team review of the 
Occupational Medicine Office was conducted, re
quiring considerable preparation and follow-up ac
tivities. 

A system for tracking work-related injury and 
illness was developed by Occupational Medicine and 
Environment, Safety, and Health staff for the Oc
cupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) and Laboratory management. 

The Laboratory Wellness Program included two 
successful American Red Cross Blood Donor Drives, 
an Occult Blood Screening (a test for the detection 
of blood in the intestines) Program, and a Blood 
Pressure Screening Program. During the year, the 
Wellness Program also provided a variety of infor
mation on individualized wellness and prevention 
activities to the staff. 

During FY92, the Head of the Occupational 
Medicine Office completed an extensive Medical 
Review Officer training course (in preparation for 
the Drug Screening Program), and the staff nurse 
qualified for and achieved the "Certified Occupa
tional Health Nurse (COHN)" credential. 
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Security and Emergency 
Preparedness 

The Security and Emergency Preparedness Di
vision supports the Laboratory with emergency re
sponse capability 24 hours per day, 365 days per 
year. The Division consists of two primary operat
ing units: a Security Unit and an Emergency Ser
vices Unit (whose staff provide immediate emer
gency response), as well as specialists in the areas 
of Security and Emergency Planning. A number of 
important projects and functions were undertaken 
by the Division in FY92. 

Emphasis was placed on the development of 
documented emergency plans and procedures dur
ing the year. The Emergency Preparedness Plan 
was revised to prepare for the anticipated arrival 
of tritium during FY93 to support the TFTR experi
mental plan. In addition, six new Emergency Plan 
Supplements and seventeen Emergency Plan 
Implementing Procedures (EPIPs) were generated, 
approved, and issued. The documents provide the 
structure and guidance to emergency response per
sonnel to effectively ameliorate the effects of any 
potential emergency condition. Following the 
completion of these program development activities, 
training programs were developed and adminis
tered to members of the Emergency Response Or
ganization to ensure they were familiar with the 
new documents. Drills were conducted to practice 
the response techniques under simulated emer
gency conditions. 

Enhancements were made to the equipment 
available to Emergency Services personnel to im
prove their effectiveness. A new ambulance and a 
new rescue vehicle were obtained from the Govern
ment Services Administration. The vehicles re
placed aging apparatus which were unreliable and 
costly to maintain. New Self-Contained Breathing 
Apparatus (SCBAs) were obtained, replacing the 
older, heavier models which had been in service for 
approximately ten years. These new SCBAs pro
vide an added measure of safety for fire fighters in 
the event they have to enter an environment with 
a potentially hazardous atmosphere. In addition, a 
computerized Emergency Notification System was 
placed into service. This interactive system auto
matically notifies Emergency Response personnel, 
located at or away from the Laboratory, of any ab

normal condition requiring their response. The sys
tem has proven to substantially improve the notifi
cation and response time of personnel vital to the 
emergency response effort. 

In March of 1992, the Department of Energy 
performed an appraisal of the Emergency Prepared
ness Program at PPPL. The results of the inspec
tion were encouraging and supportive of recent en
hancements made in the Program. The overall 
rating of the Emergency Preparedness Program 
improved to "good". A subsequent appraisal was 
performed by the DOE to assess the progress made 
in the resolution of items identified during the Ti
ger Team Assessment performed in Fehruary, 1991. 
This appraisal also identified that meaningful 
progress had been made in the Emergency Pre
paredness Program. 

Certification and Training 
The Office of Certification and Training, estab

lished in 1991, continued to progress in its goal to 
develop and administer training systems and pro
grams at PPPL. It is responsible for training, quali
fication, and certification of Laboratory personnel 
to assure that they are properly trained to perform 
their jobs. The development of the certification pro
gram for the Tritium Operators was a major effort 
this year. 

The Office consists of the Head of Certification 
and Training, two training specialists, a training 
coordinator, and an office staff assistant. In FY92, 
two additional subcontract training specialists were 
hired to support training for the 1000 Curie Test 
and a support staff position was added to assist in 
the development of training matrices for TFTR, the 
Engineering Department, and the Environment, 
Safety, and Health and Quality Assurance Depart
ment. 

During FY92, systems to schedule training 
courses and to notify supervisors when employees 
need retaining were develop and implemented. The 
retraining notification system alerts managers of 
employee retraining required within the coming 
three-month period and includes medical renewal 
information. A training records data base that 
tracks all employee training was also completed. It 
is continually revised to accurately capture all train
ing completed by employees, both permanent and 
temporary, and it is a source of information for all 
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courses given internally and externally. A paper 
record system was devised to handle course atten
dance sheets, training materials, and training corre
spondence. Special fire retardant files were pur
chased for record protection. A resource system for 
training videos and catalogs was also developed. 
This resource is used by supervisors in planning 
small group safety meetings, as well as in design
ing individual employee training. 

Presently, eight training documents have been 
signed by the Laboratory Director. They are: three 
policy statements—Staff Training (P-008), Testing 
for Training Courses (P-029), and Subcontractor 
Training Requirements for the PPPL Site (P-028); 
two organization and mission statements—the 
Charter for the Office of Certification and Training 
(O-033) and the Charter for the Training Advisory 
Committee (O-028); and three Laboratory proce
dures—Laboratory Training Program (TR-001), 
Minimum Access Training and Escort Require
ments (TR-002), and The Control and Distribution 
of DOE Order 5480.20, Training Implementation 
Matrix (TR-003). In addition, the Certification and 
Training and Policy and Procedures Manual was 
completed and approved. All procedures support the 
requirements of DOE Order 5480.20 and are con
sidered to be good training practices. 

Office of Certification and Training staff pro
vide assistance in the development of training and 
examination materials and review and approve the 
material for content and compliance with require
ments. Materials reviewed include learning objec
tives, course outlines, lesson plans, and written 
tests. The Office also coordinates registration and 
scheduling of training sessions, sends out remind
ers for training, publishes a monthly training cal
endar, works with instructors to set up and plan 
training sessions, arranges for the training facili
ties and audio-visual equipment, and prepares at
tendance sheets, course materials, and tests. 

This past year several Environment, Safety, and 
Health (ES&H) courses were reviewed and ap
proved. These include Basic Electrical Safety, Con
fined Space Entry, Forklift Training, Fire Extin
guisher Training, High Voltage Safety, Defensive 
Driving, Respiratory Protection, Ladder Safety, 
Laser Safety, Radiation Safety Training and Lock-
out/Tagout. 

The Basic Safety Course was also revised and 
is now called General Employee Training. This re

vision was a major effort. PPPL training staff 
worked with the training specialist from the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) who designed 
and continues to teach the General Employee Pro
gram there. Members of the Laboratory's ES&H Di
vision were used as subject matter experts. Two 
pilot sessions of General Employee Training were 
completed by the end of the fiscal year. 

Another responsibility of the Office of Certifi
cation and Training is to qualify instructors and 
subject matter experts according to training proce
dure OCT-009, Instructor Qualification and Re-
qualification. These employees are from other Labo
ratory organizations and are loaned to the Office of 
Certification and Training to teach ES&H courses 
and other technical training. Several of these in
structors, including members of the Office of Certi
fication and Training, successfully completed a 
"Train the Trainer" course which was sponsored by 
the Department of Energy and conducted at PPPL 
by training staff from the Idaho National Engineer
ing Laboratory. Other instructors have been quali
fied through programs such as the National Safety 
Council, as in the case of the defensive driving in
structors. 

To support the 1000 Curie Test, several train
ing documents were approved. These included the 
Training Implementation Plan for the 1000 Curie 
Test COP-AD-43), the Tritium Operator Certifica
tion Procedure (OP-TT-393), and the Training 
Implementation Matrix for DOE Order 5480.20. 
The latter was approved by PPPL management, the 
Princeton Area Office, and by DOE Chicago. Al
though the 1000 Curie Test is scheduled for next 
Fiscal year, most of the training for the Tritium 
Operators was completed, including training on the 
operating procedures. 

Several audits and reviews of the training pro
gram were completed during FY92. The focus of the 
audit by PPPL Quality Assurance was to assure 
management that the training program for the 1000 
Curie Test was appropriate to the needs of the test 
and would support the requirements of the DOE 
Training Order. Members of the DOE Office in 
Chicago performed two training audits in the ar
eas of Industrial Hygiene, Packaging and Trans
portation, and Safety. They were pleased with the 
progress in training and supported the direction 
chosen. In July, a review of the Office of Certifica
tion and Training was completed by subcontractors 
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hired by the Laboratory to review readiness for 
bringing 1000 curies of tritium on site. This assess
ment was beneficial in that it reaffirmed what has 
been accomplished thus far is well thought out and 
satisfactory. The members of the Training Review 
Committee did, however, concur with PPPL staff 
that there are several months of hard work remain
ing in order to satisfactorily complete all qualifica
tion requirements prior to certification of the Tri
tium Operators. 

Efforts to centralize all training functions at 
PPPL continued in FY92. Coordination of TFTR 
staff training was turned over to the Office of Cer
tification and Training. A revised system of proce
dure training for TFTR staff is in progress, and 
Certification and Training personnel continue to 
work closely with TFTR Operations Staff to cen
tralize these efforts. In addition, the scheduling and 
procurement of employee development training, 
which was the responsibility of the Human Re
sources Division, is now coordinated by this Office. 

Staff from the Office of Certification and Train
ing attend the annual workshop for "DOE Order 
5480.20, Personnel Selection, Qualification, Train
ing, and Staffing Requirements at DOE Reactor and 
Non-Reactor Nuclear Facilities." In addition, staff 
also attended the annual meeting of TRADE (Train
ing Resource and Dota Exchange). This meeting 
addresses ES&H training issues and compliance 
with DOE Orders on training. Training managers 
and specialists from all DOE Laboratories attend, 
as well as DOE personnel from Chicago and Wash
ington. 

Information Services 
The Information Services Division provides all 

Laboratory services supporting the preparation and 
dissemination of information pertaining to PPPL's 
program. Included are public and employee infor
mation, photography, graphic arts, printing, dupli
cating, and technical information. Telecommunica
tion Services are also provided. 

Public and Employee 
Information 

The Public and Employee Information Section 
of the Information Services Division is responsible 
for providing up-to-date information on PPPL's pro
gram for the public, news media, representatives 

of government and industry, and employees of the 
Laboratory. The Section maintains an information 
kit consisting of brochures and information bulle
tins and digests that are written for the layman. In 
addition, two employee newsletters, the PPPL 
HOTLINE and PPPL News Alert are published. 
The staff coordinates a speakers bureau, a Labora
tory tour program, as well as media relations and 
community relations activities. 

During FY92, forty-five issues of PPPL News 
Alert were issued along with twenty editions of the 
PPPL HOTLINE. The PPPL News Alert is a 
supplement to the PPPL HOTLINE, used to expe
dite the flow of time-dependent information to em
ployees. 

In October 1991, the Information Services Di
vision participated in preparations for the PPPL 
Fortieth Anniversary Celebration. The PPPL Over
view video and brochure were updated for the event, 
and a special publication highlighting major events 
in PPPL's history was produced. Media relations 
efforts resulted in coverage of the Celebration by 
local newspapers. Graphic, photographic and du
plicating support were provided for the Fortieth 
Anniversary Family and Community Day and the 
scientific symposium which followed. 

The most significant public information project 
in FY92 was the coordination of the public review 
of the TFTR Environmental Assessment (EA) for 
deuterium-tritium (D-T) modifications and opera
tions. A Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) 
was issued by DOE in January, 1992, followed by 
release of the Environmental Assessment in Feb
ruary for a thirty-day review by Federal, State, 
County and local officials, and the general public. 
In addition to preliminary briefings for New Jersey 
and Plainsboro Township officials, two public meet
ings, advertised extensively in area newspapers, 
were held in March. Approximately 60 individuals 
attended the public meetings to hear presentations 
on PPPL's fusion program, the role of the TFTR 
D-T experiments, and a summary of the conclusions 
of the Environmental Assessment. A tour of the 
TFTR facility, including the tritium storage and 
delivery systems, followed both meetings. 

Graphic Arts and Photography 
During FY92 the Graphic Arts staff continued 

to expand their capability in the utilization of 
Macintosh personal computers for the generation 
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of two- and three-dimensional line art and the de
sign of publications and illustrations using Adobe 
Illustrator and Aldus PageMaker software. During 
FY92, the percentage of all artwork submitted and 
returned to customers electronically increased from 
ten percent to forty percent. A total of fifteen-hun
dred pieces of line art were produced during the 
year. Approximately thirty percent of the total was 
produced in color. To meet the increased demand 
for color graphics, a dedicated color printer was 
added to the Graphic Services Section during FY92. 

The Photographic Services Section performs all 
of PPPL's location and studio photography and all 
processing with the exception of color printing. 
During FY92, the Photographic Services Section 
processed fourteen-thousand-six-hundred and-sixty 
pieces, including black and white photographic 
prints, color negatives, 35-mm color slides, and 
black and white vugraphs. This, together with lo
cation and studio photography, comprised eight-
hundred-and-eight individual jobs. 

Technical Information 
The Technical Information Section of the Infor

mation Services Division is responsible for admin
istering the Reports and Patents function. During 
FY92, seventy PPPL Report Preprints were distrib
uted, seventy-four articles published in professional 
journals, and two-hundred-seventy-four scientific 
and technical reports presented at conferences. 
During the year, thirty-two invention disclosures 
and four patent applications were filed. Four pat
ents were issued. The PPPL Patent Awareness Pro
gram recognized sixty-one inventors for invention 
disclosures, patent applications, >nd patents issued 
in FY92. 

Duplication and Printing 
Production in the Duplication Center during 

FY92 totaled 5.9 million impressions. The number 
of individual printing procurements through the US 
Government Printing Office in FY92 was forty-six, 
with an associated total cost of $59 thousand. 

Telecommunication Services 
The Telecommunication Services Section is re

sponsible for the provision of cost-effective voice 
communication services. The Section recommends 
the selection of carriers, systems, and hardware and 

supervises and coordinates repairs, installations, 
and the billing process for service, equipment, and 
all telephone and radio requests. During FY92, the 
Section processed four-hundred-twenty requests for 
moves, installations, and changes in telephone ser
vice, and one-hundred-seventy-four requests for 
radio services. Several projects were undertaken in 
FY92, including the following: 

• Addition of pocket paging to the TFTR radio 
system. 

• Conversion of the PPPL Travel Office to 
SABRENET. 

• Conversion of the FTS network from seven 
to ten-digit dialing. 

• Installation of an automated telephone di
rectory for the PPPL operator. 

• Issuance of Request for Proposals for inter
national toll call service. 

• Implementation of an audit of personal calls. 

Human Resources 
A new Director for the Human Resources Divi

sion was appointed on October 1. The functions of 
the Human Resources staff were reviewed and re
sulted in the reorganization of responsibilities. The 
position of Employee Relations Representative was 
established to provide support for both staff and 
management in understanding the implementation 
of policies and procedures. Formats for reporting 
complaints and grievances were developed and 
records are now maintained to insure communica
tion with all parties. 

Supervisory Training Program 
A new training program, Supervisory Skills 

Development, was created to strengthen skills in 
basic functions of management and to provide a 
foundation for continued managerial growth. The 
program provides a series of learning situations that 
simulate work experiences specifically tailored to 
the Laboratory environment. The program was 
implemented in fiscal 1992 and is planned to con
tinue through 1993. 

Employee Development 
The Employee Development Program provided 

several courses for college credit through Mercer 
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County Community College. In addition, the New 
Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) was con
tracted by the Laboratory to provide undergradu
ate and graduate courses for credit for the Research 
and Engineering staffs. 

In partnership with Mercer County Community 
College, the General Motors Inland Fisher Guide 
Division, arid St. Francis Medical Center, the Labo
ratory received a grant from the US Department of 
Education for the design and demonstration of a 
model program of workplace skills training that can 
be used by other business and institutions. Called 
Skills for Tomorrow—NOW (New Opportunities in 
the Workplace), the program is designed to allow 
staff to refresh their basic skills and to learn new 
ones. Additionally, through the program, a small 
group of employees were taught basic reading and 
math. 

The program, which was initiated in the fall of 
1991, continued through the summer of 1992. A 
total of thirty-one courses in math, English, and 
science were taught; more than two hundred em
ployees participated. The courses were evaluated 
by the students, providing instant feedback and the 
opportunity to make ongoing modifications. Em
ployees who participated endorsed the quality of 
the teaching and learning experience. As part of 
the agreement in the partnership, the Laboratory 
is continuing to offer similar programs in FY93. 

Affirmative Action 
In response to employee recommendations, 

Human Resources supported the establishment of 
a Director's Advisory Committee on Women and a 
Director's Minority Advisory Committee; both re
port to the PPPL Director. These committees were 
formalized with charters and in FY93 will begin to 

assist the PPPL Director in meeting the Labora
tory's Affirmative Action commitments. To provide 
a link to Princeton University, these committees 
have one representative each who is also a mem
ber of the University President's Advisory Commit
tee and the President's Standing Committee on the 
Status of Women. 

Newsletter for Supervisors 
The first issue of "Human Resources Issues" was 

published in July of 1992 and distributed to all 
Laboratory Supervisors. The purpose of the news
letter is to inform supervisors of new policy devel
opments, such as the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, and to provide regular updates on the imple
mentation of personnel policies or employee rela
tions issues. The newsletter will be published on a 
quarterly basis. 

Administrative Services 
The Office of Administrative Services, estab

lished in October 1991, provides a variety of Labo
ratory-wide administrative functions. The Office 
generally oversees Cafeteria operations and man
ages PPPL-leased apartments for intermediate and 
long-term visitors—both foreign and domestic. Ad
ditionally, the Office has responsibility for the 
Laboratory's recreational activities and social func
tions and maintains responsibility for the process
ing and control of DOE security clearances. Other 
tasks include budget preparation and monitoring, 
maintenance of official Laboratory Organization 
Charts and Supervisor and Manager listings. In 
December of 1992, the Office of Administrative Ser
vices assumed the added responsibility of visa as
sistance and processing for foreign visitors and staff. 
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PPPL Invention Disclosures 
Fiscal Year 1992 

An Improved Method for the Analysis of Data from Electrical Probes 
in a Plasma 

D. Manos and L. Lagin 

D.C. Sputtering of Pure Boron 
J. Timberlake and D. Manos 

Direct Current Sputtering of Boron from Boron/Carbon Mixtures 
J. Timberlake, D. Manos, and E. Nartowitz 

A Method for Sputtering with Low Frequency Alternating Current 
J. Timberlake 

Grounding Switch Soft Closing System 
C. AncherandS. Tureikas 

Binary Markers for Plasma-Wall Interaction Diagnostic 
D. Manos, T. Bennet, M. Herzer, and J. Schwarzmann 

Apparatus to Create a Radial Electric Field in the Edge Region 
of a Magnetically Confined Toroidial Plasma 

T. Stix 

Midplane Faraday Rotation Tokamak Densitometer 
F. Jobes and D. Mansfield 

Imaging Technique for an Opaque Neutron Scintillator 
L. Johnson andA.L Roquemore 

Remote Monitor for Transient Strains in Dielectric Materials 
D. Manos 

Software for Document Filing and Retrieval 
R. Fleming 

Bolt Insulator 
J. Ignas 
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ICRF Medicated Edge Heiium Exhaust 
C.S. Chang, S. Cohen, M. Redi, S. Zweben 

Flange System for Connecting Coaxial Fluid Systems Employing CF Type 
Knife Edge Seals 

P. LaMarche 

Feedback Stabilization of External Kink Modes in Tokamaks 
J. Manickam 

New Method for Legend Generation for Front Panels of Electrical 
and Electronic Equipment 

J. Robinson 

A Means for Positively Seating a Piezoceramic Element in a Piezoelectric 
Valve During Inlet Gas Injection 

K. Wright 

Apparatus to Measure Ice Thickness on Aircraft Wings 
S. Scott 

Lower Hybrid Current Drive in Tokamak Reactors Using Alpha Particles 
N. Fisch and J. Rax 

Method of Welding Precipitation Hardenable Materials 
H. Murray, I. Harris, and J. Ratka 

Device to Reduce Wear on Aircraft Tires Upon Landing 
S. Scott 

System for Removal of Helium Ash 
H. Mynick 

Hard X-Ray Camera 
S. VonGoeler, R. Kaita, and S. Bernabei 

Implementation of Electrodeless Discharges for Destruction of Chemical 
Warfare Agents 

S. Yoshikawa, R. Stasiak, and P. Efthimion 

Waste Gas Disposal by Means of Electrodeless Discharges (Electron 
Cyclotron Resonance Heating) 

S. Yoshikawa 
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Miniature Optical Chopper 
C. Skinner and D. DiCicco 

An Improved Neutral Beam Production Technique for Surface Processing 
and UV Photon Free Applications 

D. Manos and P. Schwartz 

Method of High Level Radioactive Waste Management 
H. Murray 

An Array Source for the Production of a Uniform Large Area Beam 
of Hyperthermal Reactive Atoms 

D. Manos, E. Donahue, P. Schwartz, C. Brown, and N. Guilbert 

Independent Controls of Electron Temperatures, Density, and Power Density 
in a Microwave-Powered Plasma Chemical Reactor 

S. Yoshikawa 

Minority Species Detection by Ion Cyclotron Transmission Spectroscopy 
in a Tokamak 

G. Greene 

Porous Electrode Method for Thin Film Deposition at High Rates 
J. Timberiake and H. Kugel 
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Office of Resource Management 

The Office of Resource Management provides 
the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) 
with financial, procurement, property, and other 
administrative services. The Office of Resource 
Management consists of the following seven activi
ties: Budget Office, Accounting and Financial Con
trols, Information Resource Management, Procure
ment, Materiel Control, Cost and Schedule Control, 
and Environmental Restoration and Waste Man
agement (ER/WM). 

It is noteworthy that the ER/WM Administra
tion group was created in the first quarter of FY92. 
The mission of that group is to provide direction, 
leadership, and guidance in the administration and 
financial management of all environmental resto
ration and waste management projects undertaken 
at the Laboratory and to provide hazardous mate
rials services to the Laboratory. The activity was 
successful in meeting its mission requirements and 
was able to fulfill the expectations that led to its 
creation. 

Fiscal year 1992 saw increased focus on com
pliance in the Department of Energy (DOE). The 
Office of Resource Management devoted consider
able resources to improve internal controls and 
documentation, while simultaneously meeting its 
mission as a "service activity" to the various pro
grams and activities at the Laboratory. The Office 
of Resource Management was able to achieve this 
objective in a very cost-effective manner; actual 
expenditures for FY92 were approximately 5% be
low budget. The positive performance against bud
get was accomplished as a result of productivity 
improvements that were generated in all of the in
dividual activities. 

The succeeding paragraphs will focus on each 
of the seven activities comprising the Office of Re
source Management and provide highlights and 
overviews for each. Tables I and II give the finan
cial activities and staffing levels of the Laboratory 
for the last five years, respectively. 

Budget Office 
During FY92, the Budget Office provided ana

lytical support to Laboratory management for bud
get and manpower planning. The preparation of the 
Field Work Proposals requesting DOE funding for 
FY94 was completed and the proposals were sub
mitted to DOE on schedule; a subsequent DOE ap
praisal of several of the Laboratory's proposals vali
dated the Laboratory's budget process. During 
FY92, the Budget Office achieved the following: 

• Assumed responsibility for the administra
tion of the Laboratory's Work-for-Others Pro
gram. A formal policy was written and was 
approved by DOE and Princeton University. 

• Completed a revision of the Budget Manual. 
• Completed and submitted to DOE a report 

on the Laboratory's functional and overhead 
costs for FY89-FY94. 

• Coordinated and submitted to DOE a ES&H 
(Environment, Safety, and Health) Five Year 
Plan, a new DOE requirement included in 
the FY94 budget call. 

• Developed a methodology for an incremen
tal General and Administrative (G&A) rate 
to be applied to plant construction projects. 

• Developed a methodology for an off-site G&A 
rate to be applied to costs associated with 
long-term off-site assignments by Laboratory 
personnel. 

Accounting and 
Financial Controls 

The Accounting and Financial Controls Division 
is responsible for recording and reporting the finan
cial transactions of the Laboratory. This includes 
payments, accruals, commitments and requisitions 
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Table I. Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Financial Summary by Fiscal Year. 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 FY92 
OPERATING (Actual Costs) 

Department of Energy 
TFTR Diagnostics 
TFTR Physics Program 
TFTR Computer Facility 
TFTR Heating 
TFTR Tokamak Operations 
TFTR DT Systems 
TFTR Other 

$11,050 $12,356 $11,384 $10,084 $9,822 
3,642 3,804 4,406 4,329 4,316 
3,743 4,478 4,214 3,863 4,063 

19,446 18,956 20,873 19,728 15,534 
15,560 18,849 19,673 15,075 20,217 
15,153 6,319 1,027 5,904 22,216 

— 2,075 — — — 

Subtotal TFTR 68,594 66,837 61,577 58,983 76,168 

CIT/BPX 6,002 14,675 17,073 17,750 14,830 
PBX-M 10,714 10,003 3,913 5,201 9,940 
CDX/CDX-U 405 524 440 585 479 
Theory 2,611 2,771 2,597 2,769 2,882 
ITER 310 488 513 565 937 
Applied Physics 894 938 1,195 1,142 810 
Other Operating - Fusion 730 313 364 579 740 
Change in Inventories 4 (224)* 1,230 (123)* 4 
X-Ray Laser Development 1,534 1,308 1,004 8 — 
Energy Management Studies 21 150 66 — 41 
Environmental Restoration/Waste Mgt — — 451 677 1,376 
Science Education — — — 71 19 
Technology Transfer — — — — 3 

Work for Others 694 726 1,309 1,372 839 

Total Operating $92,513 $98,509 $91,732 $89,579 $109,240 

EQUIPMENT (Budget Authorization) 
Capital Equipment not 

Related to Construction $3,467 $1,861 $1,746 $1,108 $3,140 

CONSTRUCTION (Budget Authorization) 
Compact Ignition Tokamak 
General Plant Projects 
Energy Management Projects 
Safety & Fire Line Item 

Total Construction 

$8,000 $3,500 — — — 
1,000 1,800 $1,479 $1,608 $1,858 

561 325 783 431 (350) 
— — — — 2,600 

$9,561 $5,625 $2,262 $2,039 $4,108 

* Change of the inventory levels on hand at the end of the fiscal year compared to the previous fiscal year. 
** Deobligation of funds for completed or cancelled projects. 
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Table II. Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Staffing Summary by Fiscal Year. 

FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 FY92 
Faculty 3 4 4 6 7 
Physicists 116 108 104 99 102 
Engineers 216 191 173 172 171 
Technicians 438 359 330 360* 358 
Administrative 124 109 102 108 126 
Office and Clerical Support J57 _78 J73 21 72 
Total 984 849 786 818 836 

' Includes the transfer of 29 Security staff from Princeton University to PPPL. 

for labor, materials, other operating expenses, 
equipment, and construction costs. It is also respon
sible for the maintenance of the financial records 
to meet the requirements of Princeton University, 
the Department of Energy and other funding 
sources. 

During FY92, the Accounting and Financial 
Controls Division continued to place a major em
phasis on reviewing its policies and procedures to 
strengthen internal controls and providing the 
Laboratory accounting and financial services at a 
minimum cost. 

The following internal control improvements 
were implemented during the year: 

• Revised Signature Authority Procedures, 
reducing the number of approvers' signatures 
by eliminating lower levels of staff from ap
proving transactions and delegation of au
thority. 

• Implemented a procedure for travel reserva
tions which will improve ability to reduce 
travel costs and better monitor cost allowabil
ity. 

• Modified the DOE contract to better align 
contract provisions for travel with those prac
tices employed by PPPL. 

• Published guidelines for petty cash reim
bursements and unallowable costs. 

• Established a formal policy on cost control of 
work-for-others contracts. 

• Expanded internal management reporting to 
provide management with additional detail 
for labor and travel expenditures. 

• Initiated yearly analysis of Petty Cash trans
actions to determine if there are any materi
als being purchased that can be pre .essed 
on a blanket purchase order so that purchase 
discounts can be realized. This information, 
where applicable, is made available :o appro
priate Laboratory management. 

• Implemented procedures for processing pay
ments for Laboratory memberships and sub
scriptions, which is in compliance with the 
contractual obligation to obtain DUE Con
tracting Officer approval. 

During the year, Accounting completed a ma
jor review and update of the DO", Real Property 
System and the Energy Researc . Facilities Data 
Base. These are separate syster is, maintained by 
two different DOE offices, which are utilized to ac
count for all the DOE property holdings and to as
sist in real property management. 

Information Resource 
Management 

The Information Resource Management (IRM) 
Division is responsible for the development and 
operation of PPPL's major Administrative Comput
ing Systems. In this capacity, IRM operates an IBM 
4381 computer, on which most of the systems re
side, and supports administrative software pack
ages on IBM PCs and compatibles for administra
tive users The IRM Division is also responsible for 
compliance with DOE orders on administrative com
puting such as POE Order 1330.1C. 
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During FY92, IRM completed development of 
the PPPL Administrative Computing Disaster Re
covery System, The system is presently functional 
and is being tested once a month to ensure readi
ness. The IRM Division also made significant 
progress toward completing the RAMIS to FOCUS 
conversion; two of the Laboratory's major data en
try systems, PERSONNEL and ETHICS, have been 
converted. Installation of the systems is scheduled 
forFY93. 

The following goals were completed in FY92: 

• The Payroll and Budget systems data bases 
were converted from RAMIS to FOCUS. This 
was necessary in order to proceed with other 
conversion efforts. Data entry is currently 
still performed in RAMIS. Full conversion to 
FOCUS is planned for FY93. 

• The Laboratory's Preventative Maintenance 
System was successfully converted from 
BASIC on a PC to FOCUS on the PPPL Ad
ministrative Computing System as man
dated by DOE. The system now meets all 
DOE Order 1330.1C requirements and is 
fully documented and operational. 

• The Laboratory's PERSONNEL System has 
been completely rewritten in FOCUS; instal
lation will be scheduled in FY93. 

• The Laboratory's Equipment Tracking and 
Control System (ETACS) has been rewritten 
in FOCUS. Currently, enhancements are 
being added to increase the usefulness of the 
system and linkages are being added to the 
Automated Receiving Processing System 
(ARPS). 

• The IRM Division is currently performing 
Disaster Recovery reload and start-up tests 
monthly and intends, in FY93, to incorporate 
user testing on a regular schedule. 

Procurement 
The Procurement Division is responsible for 

providing the resources necessary for the efficient 
and effective operation of the Laboratory. The pri
mary objective of the Procurement Division is to 
provide these requirements on the most favorable 
terms, in accordance with project schedules, and in 
accordance with the applicable Government regu
lations and good business practices. 

In FY92, the number of procurement actions 
increased by more than 17 percent and the total 
procurement dollars increased approximately 58 
percent over FY91. These increases were accom
plished with the addition of one new staff member. 
The Laboratory exceeded its small business procure
ment goal; however, PPPL did not meet its small 
disadvantaged business procurement goal. 

During this period, the Procurement Division 
participated in numerous audits and appraisals. 
Among these audits were the Chicago Operations 
Office audit of the Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control Division and the audit of the Materiel Con
trol Division on in-bound freight. In addition, the 
Princeton Area Office (PAO) conducted a surveil
lance review of the Division during the third quar
ter of FY92. Also during this time period, the Uni
versity conducted an audit of the Laboratory's 
procurement management. These audits and ap
praisals did not generate any significant findings. 
The DOE/PAO appraisal of the Procurement Divi
sion resulted in an adjectival rating of "outstand
ing." 

Procurement continued to support the Labora
tory's top priority project of injecting tritium into 
the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) device 
starting in the fourth quarter of FY93. This sup
port took the form of obtaining technical personnel 
through basic order agreement subcontracts to plac
ing a subcontract for a $1.5 plus million tritium 
purification system. 

Materiel Control 
The Materiel Control Division provides stores, 

warehousing, property, and transportation services 
in support of Laboratory operations and manages 
$7M in stores inventories, nearly $90M in capital 
and sensitive property, and 40,000 square-feet of 
storage space. 

A major project was undertaken by the Divi
sion this year to implement a gasoline conserva
tion program to reduce the fuel consumed in Labo
ratory transportation activities. The program 
consisted of three components: (1) installation of a 
natural gas dispensing station and acquisition of 
natural gas vehicles to replace gasoline powered 
vehicles, (2) reducing the number of vehicles as
signed to Laboratory operations, and (3) replacing 
pick-up trucks with electrically powered mini-
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trucks. Excellent results have been achieved thus 
far. Nine natural gas vehicles are in operation, the 
vehicle fleet was reduced to 43 vehicles from 49, 
and 5 mini-trucks have been purchased and placed 
in service. Although most of the activities were com
pleted late in the fourth quarter of FY92, a reduc
tion in gasoline consumption has already been ex
perienced. 

Other significant operational projects completed 
during the year were: productivity improvements 
that enabled the Division to absorb a 20% increase 
in workload over FY91 without an increase in staff
ing levels; a comprehensive review of stored mate
rial which resulted in a 15% reduction in used stor
age space; and, development of a stores customer 
service program which will be implemented during 
FY93. The Division also achieved excellent ratings 
on audits and appraisals and had another perfect 
safety year with no time lost accidents. 

In the Warehouse Operations Branch, the Re
ceiving area processed more than 6,500 purchase 
orders for more than 12,500 line items (a 36% in
crease over FY91). In the Shipping, Packaging, and 
Transportation area, new in-bound freight proce
dures were implemented to increase the number of 
discounted shipments to the Laboratory. Addition
ally, 2,700 domestic and international outbound 
shipments were made in support of Laboratory ini
tiatives. The Storage and Distribution section main
tained service levels in mail and priority deliveries 
including 3,100 deliveries of large equipment and 
project support items. Also, several efficiency and 
control measures were implemented including im
provements to storage rack systems, increased ca
pacity in records management, and better Receiv
ing area security. 

Property Administration successfully completed 
the FY92 statistical sampling inventory of capital 
equipment and processed more than 9,600 property 
transactions. The Excess Property Section sold 140 
tons of scrap metal and held three public sales of 
government property where 537 items were sold. 
These activities resulted in a combined return to 
the Laboratory of $50K. Reutilization of 70 equip
ment items, valued at nearly $86K, was also ac
complished. 

In Transportation Services, more than 500 pre
ventive maintenance inspections and repair actions 
were performed on Laboratory vehicles and equip
ment. The shuttle traveled 28,000 miles and car

ried 10,000 passengers. The automated mainte
nance and management program (MMP) continued 
to provide up-to-date management information on 
preventive maintenance requirements and costs. 

Stores Operations had stockroom sales of 
$1.09M for FY92, resulting in a 3.3 to 1 sales to 
inventory ratio. While the inventory budget re
mained constant this year, improved stock manage
ment of basic ordering agreements allowed in
creases in stocked material to support Laboratory 
requirements. The Stockroom staff processed 44,000 
withdrawals and achieved a 97% fill rate. Obsolete 
Spare parts worth $24K were identified for excess 
reporting. Spares sales this year were $160K and 
receipts totaled $151K. 

Cost and Schedule 
Control 

The Cost and Schedule Control Division coor
dinates project planning and scheduling activities 
and manages the Laboratory's Performance Mea
surement System (PMS). In addition, the Division 
maintains the Laboratory's Performance System 
which monitors schedule progress and cost perfor
mance on a monthly basis. This system is based on 
dividing major activities into their component parts. 
Each month the original budget and schedule are 
compared to actual performance and when devia
tions from the plan occur they are quickly identi
fied and management is informed so that correc
tive action can be taken. Accomplishments in FY92 
include: 

• TFTR Planning. In support of TFTR's upcom
ing tritium system testing and subsequent 

^-deuterium-tritium (D-T) operations, a 4000+ 
activity, resource-loaded integrated project 
schedule for the purpose of tracking work 
progress was developed. This schedule uti
lizes a primavera data base with electronic 
links to the Laboratory's mainframe PMS 
system to facilitate integration between the 
Laboratory's earned value system and the 
project planning and scheduling system. In 
addition, daily progress status meetings were 
conducted and weekly critical path analyses 
were prepared which focused on critical ac
tivities requires for the January, 1993 tritium 
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system's Operational Readiness Review 
(ORR). Preparation for an ORR conducted in 
FY92 was also supported via development 
and tracking of a MORT analytical data base. 

• Administration. A comprehensive PMS pro
cedures manual was drafted which provides 
general systems overview as well as detailed 
operating procedures for operation of the 
Laboratory's PMS system. 

• Institutional Plan. Ten-year manpower and 
funding estimates were developed for the 
Laboratory Institutional Plan. These man
power projections identify, by division and 
skill, project requirements, which are then 
compared to actual staffing levels, 

Environmental 
Restoration and 
Waste Management 

During fiscal year 1992, the Laboratory created 
the Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage
ment (ER/WM) Administration Division in response 
to the DOE's growing concern for environment, 
safety, and health. The primary focus of the Divi
sion is to provide administrative oversight for ac
tivities. This includes preparation and implemen
tation of long-range budgets and schedules; 
development of the Five-Year Plan and the Site-
Specific Plan; and the functional responsibilities for 
hazardous waste collection, storage, and disposal, 
asbestos removal and disposal, and chemical spill 
response and remediation. The creation of this Di
vision has resulted in the Laboratory's ER/WM ef
fort receiving exposure and clear direction and has 
provided the DOE with a single point-of-contact for 
ER/WM-related issues. 

During FY92, the Division performed detailed 
cost and schedule estimates for the DOE-funded 
activities that are to be undertaken at the Labora
tory between FY93-98. This process resulted in a 

significant increase in the funding requested from 
DOE and laid the groundwork for an effective Labo
ratory ER/WM program. This process also resulted 
in Activity Data Sheets (ADS) being developed for 
both environmental restoration projects and waste 
management activities. After an intense indepen
dent cost estimate review by DOE, the Army Corps 
of Engineers, and the Office of Management and 
Budget, the ADSs were approved for FY93-98. The 
Division also completed the Site Specific Plan (SSP). 
The SSP is the document presented to the public 
detailing DOE projects and activities to be under
taken at each DOE site. A copy of the SSP may be 
obtained from the DOE, the Laboratory, or may be 
found in the local public library. The Division also 
developed and implemented a comprehensive train
ing matrix and schedule to meet or exceed Federal, 
State, Department of Energy, or Laboratory em
ployee t ra ining requirements . The Division 
achieved good or better ratings on audits and ap
praisals and had a perfect safety record with no 
time-lost accidents. 

The ER/WM Administration Division continued 
to provide safe and effective hazardous waste dis
posal and environmental remediation support to the 
Laboratory. The Division played the lead role in 
the mitigation of several environmental projects 
including small spill cleanups, asbestos removal and 
disposal, and underground storage tank cleaning. 
During FY92, the Division processed more than 740 
requests for hazardous waste removal and initiated 
48 shipments for the disposal of more than 45,000 
pounds and 11,500 gallons of hazardous waste. The 
Division continued to identify areas where hazard
ous waste reduction could be achieved. Substitute 
products were tested and put into use which re
sulted in reducing employee exposure and hazard
ous waste generation. A battery recycling campaign 
was started to remove these products from the haz
ardous waste stream. The Division also provided 
significant support to the PPPL Quality Assurance 
and Reliability Division by providing technical ex
pertise wliil" ffnducting eight environmental au
dits of hazardous waste contractors. 
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Among the major facilities in the world for re
search in plasma physics and controlled fusion, the 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) is 
unique in its direct ties and close proximity to a 
leading university. For more than 30 years, PPPL 
has maintained a balance between education, fun
damental research, and leadership in the fusion 
program. That thirty to forty top-notch graduate 
students work side-by-side with PPPL staff mem
bers is a circumstance that provides invaluable 
training and experience for these students and 
youthful stimulation and expert assistance for the 
research staff. 

The Plasma Physics Program was first offered 
at Princeton University in 1959 and two years later 
was incorporated into the Department of Astro-
physical Sciences. In an environment that, over the 
past three decades, has seen enormous changes in 
the fields of plasma physics and controlled fusion, 
the Program has consistently focused on fundamen
tals in physics and applied mathematics and on 

intense exposure to contemporary experimental and 
theoretical research in plasma physics. 

Graduate students entering the Plasma Phys
ics Program at Princeton spend the first two years 
in classroom study, acquiring a foundation in the 
many disciplines that make up plasma physics: clas
sical and quantum mechanics, electricity and mag
netism, fluid dynamics, hydrodynamics, atomic 
physics, applied mathematics, statistical mechan
ics, and kinetic theory. Table I lists the departmen
tal courses offered this past academic year. These 
courses are taught by the members of the Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory's research staff who also 
comprise the twenty-member plasma physics fac
ulty (see Table II). The curriculum is supplemented 
by courses offered in other departments of the Uni
versity and by a student-run seminar series in 
which PPPL physicists share their expertise with 
the graduate students. 

Most students hold Assistantships in Research 
at PPPL through which they participate in the 

Table 1. Plasma Physics Courses Offered in FY92 and Instructors. 

Fall 1991 

Course Title 
General Plasma Physics I 
Plasma Waves and Instabilities 
Experimental Plasma Physics 
Advanced Plasma Dynamics 
Analytical Techniques in Differential Equations 
Seminar in Plasma Physics 

Spring 1992 

Course Title 
General Plasma Physics II 
Irreversible Processes in Plasmas 
Seminar in Plasma Physics 
Turbulence in Plasma 
Laboratory in Plasma Physics 

Instructor 
N.J. Fisch and C.F.F, Karney 
L. Chen 
S. von Goeler and M. Ono 
R.B. White 
S.C. Cowley 
S. Yoshikawa 

Instructor 
F.W. Perkins, Jr. 
R.M. Kulsrud 
H.P. Furth 
J.A. Krommes 
S. Cohen and S. von Goeler 
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Table II. Astrophysical Sciences and Plasma Physics Faculty. 

Faculty Members 

Nathaniel J. Fisch 
Liu Chen 
Samuel A. Cohen 
Steven C. Cowley 
Ronald C. Davidson 
Harold P. Furth 
Robert J. Golcteton 
Stephen C. Jardin 
Charles F.F. Karney 
John A. Krommes 
Russell A. Kulsrud 
Hideo Okuda 
Masayuki Ono 
Francis W. Perkins, Jr. 
Paul H. Rutherford 
Thomas H. Stix 

William M. Tang 
Schweickhard E. von Goeler 
Roscoe B. White 
Shoichi Voshikawa 

Title 

Professor of Astrophysical Sciences, Director, Program in Plasma Physics 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Staff Physicist and Lecturer 
Professor of Astrophysical Sciences, PPPL Director 
Professor of Astrophysical Sciences, PPPL Director Emeritus 
Professor of Astrophysical Sciences 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Professor of Astrophysical Sciences 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer wilh rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Lecturer wilh rank of Professor and Associate Director for Research, PPPL 
Professor of Astrophysical Sciences; Director Emeritus, Program in Plasma 

Physics; Associate Director for Academic Affairs, PPPL 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 
Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor 

Laboratory's experimental and theoretical research 
programs. In addition to formal class work, first-
and second-year graduate students work directly 
with the research staff, have full access to Labora
tory and computer facilities, and learn firsthand 
the job of a research physicist. First-year students 
assist in experimental research areas including 
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) diagnostics 
development, the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modi
fication (PBX-M), the Current Drive Experiment-
Upgrade (CDX-U), materials fabrication process 
plasmas, and X-ray laser development and appli
cations. In a similar fashion, second-year students 
assist in theoretical research. After passing the 
Department's General Examination, students con
centrate on the research and writing of a doctoral 
thesis, under the guidance of a member of the PPPL 
staff. Of the thirty-one graduate students in resi
dence this past year, eighteen were engaged in the
sis projects—eight on experimental topics and ten 
on theoretical topics. Table HI lists the doctoral 
thesis projects completed this fiscal year. 

One student in residence during FY92 held a 
Natural Science and Engineering Research Coun
cil of Canada Fellowship, another a Magnetic Fu
sion Science Fellowship, and two students held 
National Science Foundation Fellowships. In addi
tion, other students held awards from the Fulbright 
Foundation and the Fannie and John Hertz Foun
dation. Some of these fellowships are supplemented 
by partial research assistantships. Table TV lists 
the students admitted in FY92 and their under
graduate institutions. 

The plasma physics graduate studies program 
in Princeton University's Department of Astrophysi
cal Sciences has had a significant impact on the 
field of plasma physics. One hundred and fifty-three 
have received doctoral degrees from Princeton. The 
roster includes many of today's leaders in plasma 
research and technology in academic, industrial, 
and government institutions. The process contin
ues as the Laboratory trains the next generation of 
scientists, preparing them for the challenging and 
diversified problems of the 2000's. 
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Table III. Recipients of Doctoral Degrees in FY92. 

John C. Bowman 
Thesis: 

Advisor: 
Employment: 

Renlizable Markovian Statistical Closures: General Theory and Application 
to Drift-Wave Turbulence 

John A. Krommes 
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada 

Steven W. Anderson 
Thesis: 
Advisor: 
Employment: 

Limits on Galactic Dynamo Theory Due to Magnetic Fluctuations 
Russell M. Kulsrud 
Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 

Mark E. Bannister 
Thesis: 

Advisor: 
Employment: 

A Surface Wave Sustained Plasma Source of Supersonic Nozzle Beams of Metastable 
Argon Atoms (The Surfajet) 

Joseph Cecchi 
Oak nidge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Cary Forest 
Thesis: 
Advisor: 
Employment: 

Pressure Driven Currents in the CDX-U Trapped Particle Configuration 
Masayuki Ono 
General Atomics, San Diego, California 

Bruce L. Smith 
Thesis: 
Advisor: 
Employment: 

Particle Simulation of Auroral Double Layers 
Hideo Okuda 
U.S. Air Force, Washington, D.C. 

Table IV. Students Admitted to the Plasma Physics Program in FY92. 

Student Undergraduate Institution Major Field 

Christian Carrico University of Illinois Nuclear Engineering 

Benjamin Chandran Yale University Physics, History 

Edward Chao University of California, Berkeley Electrical Engineering, Nuclear Engineering 

Yang Chen University of Science and Technology of China Modem Physics 

Mark Herrmann Washington University Physics, Applied Science 

Igor Manuilskiy Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology Physics 

Jonathan Menard University of Wisconsin, Madison Nuclear Engineering, Physics 

Fedor Trintchouk Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology Physics 

Zhehui Wang University of Science and Technology of China Space Physics 
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Graduate Education: Program 
in Plasma Science and Technology 

One of the most significant benefits of the 
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory's (PPPL) as
sociation with Princeton University is the existence 
of faculty and graduate students engaged in tech
nology research areas which are related to areas of 
interest to the Laboratory and which complement 
its strengths. More recently, it has become appar
ent that the Laboratory's expertise in plasma sci
ence is highly relevant and complementary to a 
number of Princeton University research groups 
which utilize plasmas for a variety of applications 
such as the plasma processing of materials, lasers, 
ion thrusters, and plasma sources for analytical 
beams. The Program in Plasma Science and Tech
nology is agraduate program, within the University's 
School of Engineering and Applied Science, which 
provides a focus for graduate studies involving the 
application of plasmas in high-technology fields 
and provides a vehicle for enhancing the collabora
tion between PPPL and the science and engineering 
departments of the University. These collabora
tions provide important extensions of the Labora
tory's technology needs within the fusion program. 
They also provide significant couplings for the trans
fer of Laboratory technology to other plasma areas 
of near-term application within industry. One of the 
most significant benefits of the Program is the 
production of students with graduate degrees who 
have broad interdisciplinary training in the impor
tant field of plasma science and technology. These 
students will fill important research and develop
ment positions in fusion research and in other areas 
of plasma technology. 

The Program is administered by an Interde
partmental Committee. The Committee comprises 
faculty members representing the departments of 
astrophysical sciences, chemical engineering, chem
istry, civil engineering, electrical engineering, me
chanical and aerospace engineering, and physics. 
Each of the members is engaged in research in areas 
pertinent to the Program and each also serves as a 
departmental representative to communicate the 

broader Program interests of their respective de
partments. The current areas of interest for each 
department are listed in Table I. Additionally, the 
Committee is responsible for ensuring that gradu
ate courses are available within the participating 
departments to cover the educational needs of the 
students. 

Table I. Research Areas of the Program 
in Plasma Science and Technology. 

Department 

Astrop. , i ical Sciences 

Chemical Engineering 

Chemistry 

Civil Engineering 

Electrical Engineering 

Mechanical and Aerospace 

Physics 

Research Areas 

Divertors 
Limiter Materials 
Surface Physics 

Plasma Etching and 
Deposition 

Pfasma Polymerization 
Microengineering 

Processes and Devices 

Plasma-Excited Beam 
Sources 

Surface Chemistry 

Stress Analysis 
Coupled Mechanical and 

Electrodynamic Forces 
Advanced Graphic Displays 

Plasma Etching 
Plasma Deposition of 

Amorphous Silicon 
Photovoltaics 

Advanced Lasers 
Composite Materials 
Ion Propulsion 
Microengineering 

Processes and Devices 

Plasma Processing 
of Thin Films 
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Table II. Recipients of Graduate Degrees in FY92. 

Peter M. Garone 
Department: Electrical Engineering 
Advisor: Professor James C. Sturm 
Degree: Ph.D. 
Thesis: Epitaxial Growth and Fabrication 

of MOS-Gared GexSi'i.x/Si High 
Hole Mobility Transistors 

Robert Lucchesi 
Department: Chemical Engineering 
Advisor: Professor Jay B. Benziger 
Degree: Ph.D. 
Thesis: An in situ Study of Plasma Etching 

Surface Chemistry using 
Reflection Infrared Spectroscopy 

During fiscal year 1992, fifteen students were 
enrolled in the Program. They represented six de
partments: Astrophysical Sciences, Chemical Engi
neering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineering, and Physics. Other 
sources of support for students in the program were 
Laboratory funds, departmental funds, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration support, 
and SEMATECH support. The SEMATECH sup
port was provided through the New Jersey SEMA
TECH Center of Excellence for Plasma Etching. In 
addition to Princeton University, four other New 
Jersey institutions participate in this Center, in
cluding the New Jersey Institute of Technology, 
Rutgers University, Stevens Institute of Technol
ogy, and the David Sarnoff Research Center. The 
focus of this Center is the development of plasma 
etching reactors and associated processes to fabri
cate advanced semiconductor devices. Involvement 
with this Center has made available to the students 
the silicon wafer processing facilities and analysis 
capabilities of the David Sarnoff Research Center 
and surface analytical facilities at Rutgers Univer
sity. These facilities provide additional capabilities 
beyond that of PPPL and the University, signifi
cantly enhancing the research experience of the 
graduate students. 

Two students from the program were awarded 
doctoral degrees and are listed in Table II. In the 
Department of Electrical Engineering, Peter M. 
Garone, working under Professor James C. Sturm, 
completed a dissertation in which he utilized plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to 
fabricate advanced metal-oxide-semiconductor 
(MOS) transistor devices. The devices were fabri
cated utilizing a new compound semiconductor ma
terial, combining silicon and germanium Ge xSiv x , 
where x indicates the stoichiometric atom concen
tration of the germanium component. The GexSii_x 

system offers the exciting possibility of combining 
the performance advantages of semiconductor 
heterojunctions with the world of very-large-scale-
integrated (VLSI) circuits, which are based on sili
con substrates. The growth and processing of this 
material requires techniques which are capable of 
high-quality low-defect layers and interfaces, and 
with an interfacial abruptness on the order of one 
nanometer. Dr. Garone's work utilized a novel ap
plication of metal-oxide-semiconductor gating to 
modulate the hole density at a buried doped GexSi \.x 

interface to produce a working device. This necessi
tated fabricating thin layers of the Ge xSii. x , semi
conductor, and silicon dioxide. Because of the meta-
stability of the GeSi layers and the critical 
dependence of the results on the interface abrupt
ness, low-temperature processing techniques had 
to be used. Owing to these thermal budget con
straints, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi
tion was used to deposit the dielectric. This process 
utilizes a plasma run in SiH 4 and O2 to produce the 
precursors which deposit the Si02 dielectric on the 
semiconductor layers. Since the plasma electrons 
provide the necessary activation for the chemical 
precursors, the process can be carried out at the 
relatively low temperature of 400 °C, as compared 
to the 800-900 °C which .vould be required for 
conventional chemical vapor deposition. In this 
process, 10-nm thick oxide layers were produced. 

In the second thesis, Robert P. Lucchesi, work
ing under Professor Jay B. Benziger in the Depart
ment of Chemical Engineering, developed a new 
diagnostic by which the surface chemistry occur
ring during plasma etching could be studied in situ 
during processing. In particular, he studied the 
etching of silicon and tungsten in a diode reactor 
using a sulfur hexafluoride chemistry, utilizing 
reflection infrared spectroscopy (RIS). Reflection 
infrared spectroscopy is capable of detecting infra
red absorption by a molecular species on a surface 
selectively from molecules in the gas (or plasma) 
phase. It is a nonperturbing technique in which a 
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polarized infrared beam reflects from the surface of 
interest at a nonnormal angle of incidence and is 
detected to determine how it is perturbed by the 
molecular species on the surface. Infrared radiation 
may pass through the plasma reactor such that the 
only perturbation is absorption by molecular spe
cies on the surface. Thus, RIS yields information 
about the surface composition during plasma etch
ing. 

Experiments were conducted on a radio-fre
quency (13.56 MHz) diode plasma etch tool that was 

modified to provide access for the RIS diagnostic. 
Radiation in the range of 550 c m 1 to 1300 cnr 1 was 
detected. During SFg etching of polysilicon, SFX (x 
= 2-5) were detected on the surface. Similar species 
were observed during etching of tungsten. The pres
ence of the species on the surface in both cases may 
provide an important contribution of reactive fluo
rine for the etching reaction. These measurements 
are the first in situ detection of the surface chemis
try that occurs during plasma etching during etch
ing species during processing. 
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Science Education Program 

The primary purpose of the Science Education 
Program, established in 1990, is to use the facilities 
and resources of the Princeton Plasma Physics 
Laboratory (PPPL) to improve the science, math, 
and technology education of students in elementary 
and secondary schools in New -Jersey and Pennsyl
vania. 

During 1992, science education activities grew 
in size and scope. Funded approximately two-thirds 
by program funds of the US Department of Energy 
(DOE) and one-third by the General and Adminis
trative account of the Laboratory, the Science Edu
cation Program had close interaction with many 
dozens of teachers and hundreds of students through 
eight established programs (discussed below) and 
numerous occasional activities, such as tours of 
PPPL, visits by scientists to local schools, and judg
ing of science fairs. 

Programs 
The Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory con

tinued its popular Science on Saturday program. 
Organized by members of the research staff, a series 
of seven lectures geared toward high school stu
dents but open to all was presented in January 
through March. More than 300 students, teachers, 
parents, and community members attended each 
session. Topics were selected from the forefront of 
research in a variety of disciplines. The lectures 
were provided by scientists from PPPL, Princeton 
University, and industry. 

The PPPL also conducted its Summer Science 
Awards Program. Established in 1984, the Summer 
Science Awards provided an eight-week Laboratory 
research experience for 15 outstanding high school 
students from the Central New Jersey area. Stu
dents worked in plasma theory, diagnostic develop
ment, data analysis, surface science, and engineer
ing. 

The Teacher Research Associates (TRAC) Pro
gram provided an eight-week summer research 

experience at PPPL to eleven high school science 
and math teachers including three from outside the 
region (selected through the DOE national TRAC 
program). The participants worked in areas such as 
data visualization, surface science, health physics, 
and data analysis. Discussion sessions were held to 
enable the teachers to translate their PPPL experi
ence to their classroom teaching. Comments from 
program participants indicate that the program is 
highly successful and is viewed as an unique oppor
tunity. Many state that their perceptions of scien
tists and the work they do has changed as a result 
of their participation in the program and that the 
experience prepares them to better advise their 
students about careers in science. 

The Summer Teachers' Institute provided two 
weeks of on-site seminars, demonstrations, and 
workshops for elementary teachers. Two sessions of 
the Summer Teachers' Institute were held; twenty 
teachers participated in each session. Modeled on 
the American Institute of Physics "Operation Phys
ics" program, PPPL's Summer Teachers' Institute 
focused on topics in the physical sciences: electricity 
and electric circuits, magnetism, heat, and energy. 
The program has been well received by the teacher-
participants, who credited it with broadening their 
understanding of physics and providing ideas, ma
terials, and hands-on demonstrations for effective 
classroom teaching. 

In partnership with the National Geographic 
Society and the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and 
Education, PPPL presented a one-week Kids Net
work Summer Institute for 32 elementary-school 
teachers. The National Geographic Society Kids 
Network is an innovative telecommunications-based 
science and geography curriculum that offers hands-
on experience in scientific methods, expands cul
tural and social awareness, teaches computer tech
nology, and, through telecommunications, enables 
students to share data and information on an inter
national basis. The Kids Network Summer Insti
tute trained teachers in the successful implementa-
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tion of the NGS Kids Network curriculum and, by 
activities and discussions with PPPL staff, demon
strated how the curriculum studied in the class
room relates to the real-world scientific community. 

The PPPL Undergraduate Research Opportu
nities provided an eight-week research opportunity 
to ten students from Princeton University and the 
surrounding area. 

In FY92, PPPL began the National Undergradu
ate Fellowships in Plasma Physics and Fusion En
gineering to provide outstanding undergraduate 
students in United States colleges and universities 
an opportunity to participate in projects in the 
forefront of research and development of fusion 
energy. The goal of the program is to stimulate 
students' interest and encourage further study in 
one of the fields relevant to fusion research while 
providing capable assistants to fusion research 
projects. Funding was provided by the US Depart
ment of Energy. Twenty-five sophomores and jun
iors were selected to participate in the ten-week 
program. Students received a stipend, housing al
lowance, and travel expenses. The program began 
with a one-week course at PPPL to introduce stu
dents to the basics of plasma physics. Students were 
then assigned to laboratories and universities doing 
fusion research around the country. 

PPPL-Trenton 
Partnership 

Fiscal year 1992 marked the second year of the 
PPPL-Trenton School District Partnership. The 
objectives of the partnership are to: 

• Provide PPPL employee volunteers to assist 
Trenton teachers and staff in improving cur
rent science and mathematics instructional 
programs and in developing new instruc
tional programs in these areas. 

• Assist teachers in upgrading and expanding 
their knowledge of scientific and technical 
concepts. 

• Upgrade instructional and related equipment 
used in science and related classes. 

• Encourage students to pursue science and 
technical careers. 

Funding for the program was provided by the 
Office of University and Science Education Pro
grams of the US Department of Energy. 

The most important part of the PPPL-Trenton 
Partnership is the PPPL staff volunteers, who are 
available to visit classrooms to meet with teachers 
and talk to students on a variety of topics in science 
and mathematics. These professional scientists, 
engineers, and technicians serve both as technical 
resources and role models. During FY92, Labora
tory staff visited 84 classes in Trenton to provide 
hands-on lessons and demonstrations in science, 
mathematics, and engineering. Laboratory staff 
also served as science fair judges. 

Busses were provided to allow classes to visit 
PPPL for special tours and to go on science-related 
field trips to places such as the Salem Nuclear 
Power Plant, the Camden Aquarium, and special 
events at Princeton University. The Laboratory 
also arranged for a class from Franklin Elementary, 
the district's science magnet school, to travel to 
Washington, DC to visit Admiral Watkins, then 
Secretary of Energy, for a discussion of science and 
energy issues. 

Two teachers and a student from the Trenton 
High School did summer research at PPPL as part 
of the TRAC and Summer Science Awards pro
grams. One session of the Summer Teachers' Insti
tute was held for 21 elementary teachers from the 
district. 

During FY92, PPPL began the Summer Intern
ships in Trenton in cooperation with the Princeton 
University Student Volunteers Council. During July 
and August, ten Princeton University students 
worked in five community-based programs in Tren
ton serving as tutors and mentors to over 250 
youngsters living in the inner city. Their primary 
focus was on improvement of science and math
ematics skills in order to increase the academic 
achievement of the students participating. The tu
toring sessions featured individualized attention 
and focused on problem solving and learning by 
doing. 
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Section Coordinators 

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 
Kenneth M. Young 

Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification 
Stefano Bernabei 

Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade 
Masayuki Ono 
Yongseok Hwang 

Tokamak Physics Experiment/Steady-State 
Advanced Tokamak 

John Schmidt 
Sallie Young 

International Thermonuclear Experimental 
Reactor 

Douglass Post, Jr. 

International Collaboration 
JET Pellet Collaboration 

Gregory L. Schmidt 
ASDEX Collaboration 

Samuel A. Cohen 
Tore Supra and TEXTOR Collaboration 

Robert Budny 

X-Ray Laser Studies 
Szymon Suckewer 
Darrell DiCicco 

Plasma Processing: Deposition and Etching 
of Thin Films 

Joseph L Cecchi 

Pure Electron Plasma Experiments 
David Moore 

Theoretical Studies 
Charles F.F. Karney 

Tokamak Modeling 
Charles F.F. Karney 

Engineering Department 
Michael D. Williams 

Engineering Analysis Division 
Robert A. Ellis, ill 

Computer Systems Division 
Dori Barnes 

Mechanical Engineering Division 
Daniel Kungl 

Electronic and Electrical Engineering Division 
Charles Staloff 

Facilities Engineering Division 
Harry Howard 

Environment, Safety, and Health 
and Quality Assurance 

John DeLooper 
Quality Assurance 

Judith Malsbury 
Environment, Safety, and Health 

Joseph Stencel 

Technology Transfer 
Michael D. Williams 
Lewis Meixler 

Office of Human Resources 
and Administration 

Steven M. Iverson 

Office of Resource Management 
Edward Winkler 

Graduate Education: Plasma Physics 
Nathaniel Fisch 

Graduate Education: Program in P&sma 
Science and Technology 

Joseph L. Cecchi 

Science Education Program 
Diane L. Carroll 

High-Field Magnet 
Peter Bonan_. 
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Princeton Plasma 
Reports for 

PPPL-2773, October 1991,13 pp 

ECE and X-Ray Image Reconstructions of 
Sawtooth Oscillations on TFTR 

Y. Nagayama, KM. McGuire, A. Cavallo, M. 
Bitter, E. Fredrickson, K.W. Hill, H. Hsuan, 
A. Janos, W. Park, G. Taylor, and M. Yamada 

PPPL-2780, December 1991,16 pp 

Toward the Development of a Soft X-Ray 
Reflection Imaging Microscope in the 
Schwarzchild Configuration Using a Soft X-
Ray Laser at 18.2 nm 

D. Dicicco, D. Kim, R. Rosser, and S. 
Suckewer 

PPPL-2783, October 1991, 29 pp 

Overview of TFTR Transport Studies 

R. Hawryluk, V. Arunasalam, C.W. Barnes, 
M. Beer, M.G. Bell, R. Bell,H. Biglari, M. 
Bitter, R. Boivin, N.L. Bretz, R. Budny, C.E. 
Bush, C.Z. Cheng, T.K. Chu, S.A. Cohen, 
S.C. Cowley, P.C. Efthimion, R.J. Fonck, E. 
Fredrickson, H.P. Furth, R.J. Goldston, G. 
Greene, B. Grek, L.R. Grisham, G. Hammett, 
W.W. Heidbrink, K.W. Hill, J. Hosea, R.A. 
Hulse, H. Hsuan, A. Janos, D. Jassby, F.C. 
Jobes, D.W. Johnson, L.C. Johnson, J. 
Kesner, C. Kieras-Phillips, S.J. Kilpatrick, 
H. Kugel, P.H. LaMarche, B. LeBlanc, D.M. 
Manos, D.K. Mansfield, E.S. Marmar, E. 
Mazzucato, M.P. McCarthy, M. Mauel, D.C. 
McCune, K.M. McGuire, D.M. Meade, S.S. 
Medley, D.R. Mikkelsen, D. Monticello, R. 
Motley, D. Mueller, Y. Nagayama, G.A. 
Navratil, R. Nazikian, D.K. Owens, H. Park, 
W. Park, S. Paul, F. Perkins, C.S. Pitcher, 

Physics Laboratory 
Fiscal Year 1992 

A.T. Ramsey, M.H. Redi, G. Rewoldt, D. 
Roberts, A.L. Roquemore, P.H. Rutherford, 
S. Sabbagh, G. Schilling, J. Schivell, G.L. 
Schmidt, S.D. Scott, J. Snipes, J. Stevens, 
B.C. Stratton, W. Stodiek, E. Synakowski, 
Y. Takase, W. Tang, G. Taylor, J.L. Terry, 
J.R. Timberlake, H.H. Towner, M. Ulrickson, 
S. von Goeler, R.M. Wieland, M.D. Wil
liams, J.R. Wilson, K.L. Wong, M. Yamada, 
S. Yoshikawa, KM. Young, M.C. Zarnstorff, 
and S.J. Zweben 

PPPL-2784, December 1991, 59 pp 

Transport Simulations of TFTR: Theoreti
cally-Based Transport Models and Current 
Scaling 

M.H. Redi, J. Cummings, C.E. Bush, E. 
Fredrickson, B. Grek, T.S. Hahm, KW. Hill, 
D.W. Johnson, D.K. Mansfield, H. Park, 
S.D. Scott, B.C. Stratton, E. Synakowski, 
W. Tang, and G. Taylor 

PPPL-2785, January 1992,24 pp 

Phenomenology of High Density Disrup
tions in the TFTR Tokamak 

E. Fredrickson, K.M. McGuire, M.G. Bell, 
C.E. Bush, A. Cavailo, R. Budny, A. Janos, 
D.K. Mansfield, Y. Nagayama, H. Park, J. 
Schivell, G. Taylor, and M.C. Zarnstorff 

PPPL-2786, October 1991,17 pp 

Current-Drive by Lower Hybrid Waves in 
the Presence of Energetic Alpha-Particles 

N.J. Fisch and J.M. Rax 
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PPPL-2787, December 1991,13 pp 

Nonlocal Heat Transport in a Stochastic 
Magnetic Field 

J.M. Rax and R.B. White 

PPPL-2788, December 1991,118 pp 

Facilities for Technology Testing of ITER 
Divertor Concepts Models, and Prototypes 
in a Plasma Environment 

S.A. Cohen 

PPPL-2789, October 1991, 9 pp 

On Resonant Destabilization of Toroidal 
Alfven Eigenmodes by Circulating and 
Trapped Energetic Ions/Alpha Particles in 
Tokamaks 

H. Biglari, F. Zonca, and L. Chen 

PPPL-2790, October 1991, 9 pp 

A Unified Theory of Resonant Excitation of 
Kinetic Ballooning Modes by Energetic Ions/ 
Alpha Particles in Tokamaks 

H. Biglari and L. Chen 

PPPL-2791, October 1991, 9 pp 

Stability of High-Beta Large-Aspect Ratio 
Tokamaks 

S.C. Cowley 

PPPL-2792, October 1991, 48 pp 

Angular Momentum, g-Value, and Magnetic 
Flux of Gyration States 

V. Arunasalam 

PPPL-2793, October 1991, 4 pp 

Inverse Problem for Bremsstrahlung Ra
diation 

K.E. Voss and N.J. Fisch 

PPPL-2794, December 1991, 31 pp 

Structure of the Magnetopause Current 
Layer at the Subsolar Point 

H. Okuda 

PPPL-2795, October 1991, 33 pp 

The Interpretation of Reflectorm try Mea
surements of Plasma Fluctuations 

N.L. Bretz 

PPPL-2796, December 1991,13 pp 

Comparison of Explicit Calculations ft n=3 
to 8 Dielectric Satellites of the FeXX Kct 
Resonance Line with Experimental Data 
from the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor 

V. Decaux, M. Bitter, H. Hsuan, K.W. Hill, 
S. von Goeler, H. Park, and C.P. Bhalla 

PPPL-2797, December 1991, 203 pp 

Measurements of Charged Fusion Product 
Diffusion in TFTR 

R. Boivin 

PPPL-2798, January 1992, 40 pp 

Multispecies Transport Theory for Axisym-
metric Rotating Plasmas 

M. Tessarotto and R.B. White 
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PPPL-2800, December 1991, 134 pp 

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 
(PPPL) Annual Site Environmental Report 
for CY90. 

J.R. Stencel and V.L. Finley 

PPPL-2801, February 1992, 45 pp 

Effect of Nonaxisymmetric Perturbations 
on the Structure of a Tokamak Poloidal 
Divertor 

N. Pomphrey and A. Reiman 

PPPL-2802, December 1991,14 pp 

Comparison of Measured Electron Density 
Rise and Calculated Neutral Beam Particle 
Deposition in the TFTR Tokamak 

H. Park, C.W. Barnes, R. Budny, D.C. 
McCune, G. Taylor, and M.C. Zarnstorff 

PPPL-2803, March 1992,15 pp 

A Stark Tuned, Far-Infrared Laser for High 
Frequency Plasma Diagnostics 

D.K. Mansfield, M. Vocaturo, L. Guttadora, 
M. Rockmore, K. Miciai, and P.A. Krug 

PPPL-2804, January 1992, 31 pp 

A Post-Processor for the PEST Code 

S. Priesche, J. Manickam, and J.L. Johnson 

PPPL-2805, January 1992, 55 pp 

The Effects of Plasma Deformability on the 
Feedback Stabilization of Axisymmetric 
Modes in Tokamak Plasmas 

D.J. Ward 

PPPL-2806, December 1991, 18 pp 

Nonstationary Interference and Scattering 
from Random Media 

R. Nazikian 

PPPL-2807, January 1992, 11 pp 

Spitzer or Neoclassical Resistivity: A Com
parison between Measured and Model 
Poloidal Field Profiles on PBX-M 

S. Kaye 

PPPL-2808, December 1991, 65 pp 

Simulations of DT Experiments in TFTR 

R. Budny, M.G. Bell, H. Biglari, M. Bitter, 
C.E. Bush, C.Z. Cheng, E. Fredrickson, B. 
Grek, K.W. Hill, H. Hsuan, A. Janos, D. 
Jassby, D.W. Johnson, L.C. Johnson, B. 
LeBlanc, D.C. McCune, D.R. Mikkelsen, H. 
Park, A.T. Ramsey, S. Sabbagh, S.D. Scott, 
J. Schivell, J.D. Strachan, B.C. Stratton, E. 
Synakowski, G. Taylor, M.C. Zarnstorff, and 
S.J. Zweben 

PPPL-2809, January 1991, 11 pp 

A Self-Consistent Theory of Collective Al
pha Particle Losses Induced by Alfvenic 
Turbulence 

H. Biglari and P.H. Diamond 

PPPL-2810, January 1992, 35 pp 

Gyrokinetic Analysis of Ion Temperature 
Gradient Modes in the Presence of Sheared 
Flows 

M. Artun and W.M. Tang 
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PPPL Reports 

PPPL-2811, January 1992, 8 pp 

Flow Shear Suppression of Turbulence Us
ing Externally Driven Ion Bernstein and 
Alfven Waves 

H. Biglari, M. Ono, P.H. Diamond, and G.G. 
Craddock 

PPPL-2812, January 1992, 83 pp 

MeV Ion Loss During 3 He Minority Heating 
in TFTR 

S.J. Zweben, G. Hammett, R. Boivin, C. 
Phillips, and R. Wilson 

PPPL-2813, January 1992,17 pp 

Fast-Ion Radial Diffusivity Evaluated from 
Veritcal Neutral Particle Measurements Fol
lowing Short Pulse Beam Injection into a 
TFTR Ohmic Plasma 

Y. Kusama, W.W. Heidbrink, C.W. Barnes, 
M. Beer, G.W. Hammett, D.C. McCune, S.S. 
Medley, S.D. Scott, and M.C. Zarnstorff 

PPPL-2814, January 1992, 25 pp 

MHD Theory of Field Line Resonance in the 
Magnetosphere 

C.Z. Cheng, T.C. Chang, C.A. Lin, and W.H. 
Tsai 

PPPL-2815, January 1992, 21 pp 

The Effect of Internal Magnetic Structure 
on the Fishbone Instability 

D.W. Roberts, R. Kaita, F. Levinton, N. 
Asakura, R. Bell, M. Chance, P. Duperrex, 
G. Gammel, R. Hatcher, A. Holland, S. Kaye, 
C. Kessel, H. Kugel, B. LeBlanc, J. 
Manickam, M. Okabayashi, S. Paul, N. 
Pomphrey, E. Powell, N. Sauthoff, S. Sesnic, 
H. Takahashi, and R. White, R. 

PPPL-2816, January 1992, 21 pp 

Investigation of Global Alfven Instabilities 
in TFTR 

K.L. Wong, R. Durst, R.J. Fonck, and S.F. 
Paul 

PPPL-2817, January 1992, 23 pp 

Nonlinear Relativistic Interaction of an Ul
trashort 

J.M. Rax and N.J. Fisch 

PPPL-2818, January 1992, 29 pp 

Three-Dimenional Tokamak Equilibria in 
the Presence of Resonant Field Errors 

A. Reiman and D. Monticello 

PPPL-2819, January 1992, 25 pp 

External Kink Modes as a Model for MHD 
Activity Associated with ELMS 

J. Manickam 

PPPL-2820, January 1992, 37 pp 

ICRF Stabilization of Sawteeth on TF1R 

C.K. Philips, J. Hosea, E. Marmar, M.W. 
Phillips, J. Snipes, J. Stevens, J. Terry, J.R. 
Wilson, M. Bell, M. Bitter, R. Boivin, C. 
Bush, C.Z. Cheng, D. Darrow, E. 
Fredrickson, R. Goldfinger, G.W. Hammett, 
K. Hill, D. Hoffman, W. Houlberg, H. Hsuan, 
M. Hughes, D. Jassby, D. McCune, K. 
McGuire, Y. Nagayama, D.K. Owens, H. 
Park, A. Ramsey, G. Schilling, J. Schivell, 
D.N. Smithe, B. Stratton, E. Synakowski, G. 
Taylor, H. Towner, R. White, S. Zweben, and 
the TFTR Group 
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PPPL 

PPPL-2821, February 1992,19 pp 

Theory of Minimum Dissipation of Energy 
for the Steady State 

T.K. Chu 

PPPL-2822, February 1992, 25 pp 

Theory and Application of Maximum Mag
netic Energy in Toroidal Plasmas 

T.K. Chu 

PPPL-2823, February 1992, 31 pp 

Plasma-Materials Interaction Issues for the 
International Thermonuclear Experimen
tal Reactor (ITER) 

S.A. Cohen, R.F. Mattas, and K.A. Werley 

PPPL-2824, February 1992, 31 pp 

Anomalous Energy Exchange in the gBL 
and Quasilinear Theories 

H.E. Mynick 

PPPL-2825, February 1992, 41 pp 

A Predictive Transport Modeling Code for 
ICRF-Heated Tokamaks 

C.K. Phillips, W. Houlberg, D.Q. Hwang, S. 
Attenberger, J. Tolliver, and L. Hively 

PPPL-2826, February 1992, 13 pp 

Weak- and Strong-Turbulence Regimes of 
the Hasegawa-Mima Equation 

M. Ottaviani and J. Krommes 

PPPL-2827, February 1992, 39 pp 

Measurement of Ion Prnfiles in TFTR Neu
tral Beamlines 

J.H. Kamperschroer, L.R. Grisham, H.W. 
Kugel, T.E. O'Connor, T.N. Stevenson, A. 
Von Halle, and M.D. Williams 

PPPL-2828, February 1992, 32 pp 

Comparison of ATF and TJ-II Stellarator 
Equilibria as Computed by the 3-D VMEC 
and PIES Codes 

J.L. Johnson, D.A. Monticello, A.H. Reiman, 
A. Salas, A.L. Fraguas, and S.P. Hirshman 

PPPL-2829, February 1992, 23 pp 

Midplane Faraday Rotation: A Densitom
eter for BPX 

F.C. Jobes and D.K. Mansfield 

PPPL-2830, February 1992,19 pp 

Flow Shear Induced Compton Scattering of 
Electron Drift Instability 

T.S. Hahm 

PPPL-2831, February 1992, 41 pp 

Atomic Physics Effects on Dissipative Toroi-
dal Drift Wave Stability 

M.A. Beer and T.S. Hahm 

PPPL-2832, March 1992,117 pp 

Ion Bernstein Wave Heating Research 

M. Ono 
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PPPL Reports 

PPPL-2833, February 1992, 31 pp 

Calculation of Charged Fusion Product Dis
tributions in Space, Energy, and Time 

J. Schivell, D.A. Monticello, and S.J. Zweben 

PPPL-2834, March 1992, 13 pp 

Density Dependence of Reactor Performance 
with Thermal Confinement Scalings 

D.P. Stotler 

PPPL-2835, April 1992, 41 pp 

AMicrosphere-Based Short-Wavelength Re
combination X-Ray Laser 

E.J. Valeo and S.C. Cowley 

PPPL-2836, April 1992, 14 pp 

Third Harmonic Generation With Ultra-
High Intensity Laser Pulses 

J.M. Rax and N.J. Fisch 

PPPL-2837, April 1991, 17 pp 

ParticleReflection and TFTRNeutral Beam 
Diagnostics 

J.H. Kamperschroer, L.R. Grisham, H.W. 
Kugel, T.E. O'Connor, R.A. Newman, T.N. 
Stevenson, A. von Halle, and M.D. Williams 

PPPL-2838, April 1992, 35 pp 

Compton Harmonic Resonances, Stochastic 
Instabilities, Quasilinear Diffusion, and 
Collisionless Damping with Ultra-High In
tensity Laser Waves 

J.M. Rax 

PPPL-2839, April 1992, 40 pp 

TSC Simulation of Ohmic Discharges in 
TFTR 

S.C. Jardin, M.G. Bell, and N. Pomphrey 

PPPL-2840, April 1992, 37 pp 

Heat Transport in PBX-M High |3 p Plasmas 

B. LeBlanc, S. Kaye, N. Asakura, R. Bell, P. 
Duperrex, G. Gammel, H. Fishman, R. 
Hatcher, A. Holland, R. Kaita, C. Kessel, H. 
Kugel, F. Levinton, M. Okabayashi, S. Paul, 
N. Sauthoff, S. Sesnic, and H. Takahashi 

PPPL-2841, May 1992, 32 pp 

Experiments on TFTR Supershot Plasmas 

J.D. Strachan, M. Bell, A. Janos, S. Kaye, S. 
Kilpatrick, D. Manos, D. Mansfield, D. 
Mueller, K. Owens, C.S. Pitcher, J. Snipes, 
and J. Timberlake 

PPPL-2842, May 1992, 15 pp 

Scrape-Off Layer Modeling Using Coupled 
Plasma and Neutral Transport Codes 

D.P. Stotler, D.P. Coster, B.J. Braams, A.B. 
Ehrhardt, C.F.F. Karney, and M. Petravic 

PPPL-2843, June 1992, 20 pp 

Trapped Particle Dynamics in Toroidally 
Rotating Plasmas 

T.S. Hahm 

PPPL-2844, June 1992, 14 pp 

Measurements of Beat Wave Accelerated 
Electrons in a Toroidal Plasma 

J.H. Rogers and D.Q. Hwang 
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PPPL-2845, June 1992, 28 pp 

Improved Numerical Grid Generation Tech
niques for the B2 Edge Plasma Code 

D.P. Stotler and D.P. Coster 

PPPL-2846, June 1992, 13 pp 

The Interaction of Energetic Alpha-Particles 
with Intense Lower Hybrid Waves 

N.J. Fisch and J.M. Rax 

PPPL-2847, July 1992,19 pp 

Plasma Fluxes to Surfaces for an Oblique 
Magnetic Field 

C.S. Pitcher, P.C. Stangeby, M.G. Bell, J.D. 
Elder, S.J. Kilpatrick, D.M. Manos, S.S. 
Medley, D.K. Owens, A.T. Ramsey, and M. 
Ulrickson 

PPPL-2849, July 1992, 14 pp 

Collisional Avalance Exponentiation of Run
away Electrons in Electrified Plasmas 

R. Jayakumar, H.H. Fleischmann, and S.J. 
Zweben 

PPPL-2850, August 1992,16 pp 

Observation of Ballooning Instabilities with 
Medium Toroidal Mode Number in High 
Temperature Tokamak Plasmas 

Y. Nagayama, S.A. Sabbagh, J. Manickam, 
E.D. Fredrickson, M. Bell, R.V. Budny, A. 
Cavallo, A.C. Janos, M.E. Mauel, K.M. 
McGuire, G.A. Navratil, G. Taylor, and M. 
Yamada 

— • B _ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ PPPL Reports 

PPPL-2851, July 1992, 27 pp 

A Fully Nonlinear Characteristic Method 
for Gyrokinetic Simulation 

S.E. Parker and W.W. Lee 

PPPL-2852, July 1992, 38 pp 

Excitation of High-n Toroidicity-Induced 
Shear Alfven Eigenmodes by Energetic Par
ticles and Fusion Alpha Particles in Toka-
maks 

G.Y. Fu and C.Z. Cheng 

PPPL-2853, July 1992, 16 pp 

The Multichannel Motional Stark Effect Di
agnostic on TFTR 

F.M. Levinton 

PPPL-2854, August 1992, 25 pp 

Bootstrap Dependence on Plasma Profile 
Parameters 

N. Pomphrey 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, 
Acronyms, Symbols 

A 

A 

ac 

ACT-I 

ACWP 

ACX 

A/D 

ADP 

ADPE 

ADS 

ALADDIN 

ALARA 

Alcator 

ALT-I 

ALT-II 

amu 

ANL 

ANSI 

APS 

ARD3S 

ARPS 

ASC 

ASDEX 

ASDEX-U 
Asher 

Ampere 

Angstrom unit; 10 - 8 cm 

Alternating Current 

Advanced Concepts Torus-I (now the CDX-U at PPPL) 

Actual Cost of Work Performed 

Alpha Charge Exchange 

Analog-To-Digital 

Automated Data Processing 

Automated Data Processing Equipment 

Activity Data Sheets 

A Labeled Atomic Data Interface—an atomic physics data base 
for fusion applications. 

As Low As Reasonably Achievable 

A family of tokamak devices being developed and built at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (from the Italian for high-field torus) 

Advanced Limiter Test on TEXTOR (Jiilich, Germany); Version I 

Version II of ALT 

Atomic Mass Unit 

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 

American National Standards Institute 

American Physical Society 

Advanced Reactor Innovation Evaluation Study 

Automated Receipts Processing System at PPPL 

Area Safety Coordinator at PPPL 

Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment (Max-Planck-Institut fur 
Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany) 

ASDEX Upgrade (also AUG) 

A plasma magnetron. A device to create plasma using a longitudinal 
magnetic field and a radial electric field. 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

ASME 

ASQC 

ATC 

ATC/SEM 
ATF 

ATF-1 

AUG 

AWAFT 

AWS 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

American Society of Quality Control 

Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor (at PPPL in the 1970's) 

Advanced Technology Center in Surface Engineered Materials 

Advanced Toroidal Facility (a stellarator at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee) 

Advanced Toroidal Facility-1 

ASDEX Upgrade (also ASDEX-U) 

Automatic Work Approval Form Transfer (system) at PPPL 

American Welding Society 

BALDUR 

BBGKY 

BCWP 

BCWS 

BES 

BETAS 

BOFT 

Btu/Ft2 

BPX 

BYTES 

A PPPL one-dimensional tokamak transport code 

Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon 

Budgeted Cost of Work Performed 

Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled 

Beam Emission Spectrometer 

A three-dimensional equilibrium code 

Beginning of Flattop 

British Thermal Unit/per square foot 

Burning Plasma Experiment 

CAD 
CADD 
CAMAC 
CAMEO 
CAR 
CAS 
CASL 
CCD 
CCD 
CCF 
CCT 

CDA 

Computer-Aided Design 

Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (Facility) 

Computer-Automated Measurement and Control (System) 

Computer-Aided Management of Emergency Operations (program) 

Cost Analysis Report 

Cognizant Area Supervisor at PPPL 

Calibration and Service Laboratory at PPPL 

Capacitor Charge/Discharge 

Charge-Coupled Device 

Central Computer Facility 

Continuous Current Tokamak (at the University of California, 
Los Angeles) 

Conceptual Design Activity 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

CDR 
CDX 
CDX-U 
CEA 
CEBAF 

CENA 
CESEP 
CFC 
CFFTP 
CHERS 
CHIRPS 
CICADA 

CIT 
CIT 

cm 
CMA 
CMP 
COE 
COO 
COS 
COXRALM 
CPC 
CPS 
CPSR 
CPU 
CRABAs 
CRAY 
CRB 
CSD 
CSR 
CTEM 
CTL 

Conceptual Design Review 

Current-Drive Experiment at PPPL 

Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade at PPPL 

Commisariat A L'Energie Atomique 

The US Department of Energy's Continuous Electron Beam 
Accelerator Facility located in Newport News, Virginia 

Charge-Exchange Neutral Analyzer 

Combined Electrical and Sample Exposure Probe 

Carbon Fiber Composite 

Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project 

CHarge-Exchange Recombination Spectrometer 

Chicago Headquarter's Incident Reporting Programs 

Central Instrumentation, Control, and Data Acquisition 
(System) at PPPL 

Compact Ignition Tokamak 

Computing and Information Technology Department 
at Princeton University 

Centimeter 

Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer 

Configuration Management Plan 

Chief Operating Engineer 

Chicago Operations Office 

Console Operating Station 

Composite Optical Soft X-Ray Laser Microscope at PPPL 

Coil Protection Calculator 

Coil Protection System 

Contractor Procurement System Review 

Central Processing Unit 

Cooperative Research and Development Agreements 

A brand of computer made by Cray Research, founded by S. Cray 

Configuration Review Board 

Computer System Division at PPPL 

Cost and Schedule Review 

Collisionless Trapped-Electron Mode 

Calibration Test Laboratory 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

CTR 
CX 
CXRS 
CY 

Controlled Thermonuclear Research 

Charge-Exchange 

Change-Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy 

Calendar Year (January 1 to December 31) 

°C 

°K 

D/A 
DARM 

DAS 

DATS 

DAX 

dc 
DCS 
D-D 

DDC 

DEAR(s) 
DEC 

DECAT 

DEGAS 
DEMO 
D&GF 

DIALOG 

DIFFUSE 

D i n 

DIH-D 

DITE 

DN 
DNB 
DOE 

Degrees 

Degrees Centigrade 

Degrees Kelvin 

Digital-To-Analog 

Data Acquisition Room 

Data Acquisition System 

Differential Atmospheric Tritium Sampler at PPPL 

DAS supplemental system (uses a VAX computer) 

Direct Current 

Distributed Computer Services 

Deuterium-Deuterium 

Disruptive Discharge Cleaning 

Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation(s) 

Digital Equipment Corporation 

Drivers Energy Conservation Awareness Training 

A PPPL computer code for studying the behavior of neutrals in plasma 

Demonstration Power Reactor 

Design and General Fabrication (Section at PPPL) 

An interactive online information retrieval system used by 
the PPPL Library 

A computer code used to calculate the one-dimensional diffusion 
and trapping of atoms in a wall 

Doublet-III-A tokamak located at Genera! Atomics in San Diego, 
California 
Doublet-IU-D (upgrade of Dili, with D-shaped plasma) 

Divertor and Injection Tokamak Experiment (Cuiham Laboratory, 
United Kingdom) 

Double Null 

Diagnostic Neutral Beam 
Department of Energy 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

DOE/RECON 

DPI 

dpm 

D-T 

DVC 

An interactive online information retrieval system used by the 
PPPL Library 

Deuterium Pellet Injector 

Disintegrations per Minute 

Deuterium-Tritium 

Diagnostic Vacuum Controller 

EA 

EAD 

EAP 

ECE 

ECH 

ECU 

ECRF 

ECRH 

ECS 

EDA 

E D 6 

EDP 

EEED 

EF 

ELMs 

E-Mail 

EMCS 

EMI 

EML 

ENS 

EPA 

EPFL 

EPRI 

ERB 

ERI 

ERP 

ER/WM 

Environmental Assessment 

Engineering Analysis Division at PPPL 

Employee Assistance Program at PPPL 

Electron Cyclotron Emission 

Electron Cyclotron Heating 

Electron Cyclotron Resonance 

Electron Cyclotron Range of Frequencies 

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating 

Energy Conversion System 

Engineering Design Activity 

Electron Diffusion Gauge 

Employee Development Program at PPPL 

Electronic and Electrical Engineering Division at PPPL 

Equilibrium Field 

Edge Localized Modes 

Electronic Mail 

Energy Monitoring and Control System at PPPL 

Electromagnetic Interface 

(DOE's) Environmental Measurements Laboratory 

Emergency Notification System at PPPL 

Environmental Protection Agency 

Ecole Polytechnique Federate de Lausanne 

Electric Power Research Institute 

Engineering Review Board 

Electron Ripple Injection 

Edge Relaxation Phenomena 

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

ES&H 

ESB 

ESnet 

ESO 

ESU 

ETACS 

ETR 

ETS 

Eudora 

eV 

EZB 

Environment, Safety, and Health 

Executive Safety Board 

Energy Sciences Network 

Emergency Services Officer(s) 

Emergency Services Unit at PPPL 

Equipment Tracking and Control System at PPPL 

Engineering Test Reactor 

Engineering Test Station 

A program developed at the National Supercomputer Center 
(University of Illinois) to handle electronic mail 

Electron Volt 

Exclusion Zone Boundary 

FAR 

FAST 

FCPC 

FDR 

FEA 

FEAC 

FED 

FED 

FEDC 

FELIX 

FEM 

FER 

FIDE 

FIR 

FIS 

FLC 

FLOPSY 

FMECA(s) 

FMIT 

FPAC 

Federal Acquisition Regulation(s) 

Fast Automatic Transfer System 

Field Coil Power Conversion 

Final Design Review 

Finite Element Analysis 

Fusion Energy Advisory Committee 

Facilities Engineering Division at PPPL 

Fusion Engineering Device 

Fusion Engineering Design Center (at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory Oak Ridge, Tennessee) 

Fusion Electromagnetic Induction Experiment at the Argonne 
National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 

Finite Element Modeling or Finite Element Method 

Fusion Engineering Reactor 

Fast Ion Diagnostic Experiment 

Far-Infrared 

(Department of Energy) Financial Information System 

Federal Laboratory Consortium 

Flexible Optical Path System 

Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analyses 

Fusion Materials Irradiation Test 

Fusion Power Advisory Committee 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

FPSTEL 

FSAR 

FTE 

FTP 

FTP 

FTS 

FWCD 

FWHM 

FY 

Computer code used to solve the ripple-bounce-averaged Fokker-
Planck equation numerically 

Final Safety Analysis Report 

Full-Time Equivalent 

Field Task Proposal(s) 

File Transfer Protocol 

Federal Telecommunications System 

Fast-Wave Current Drive 

Full Width at Half Maximum 

Fiscal Year (October 1 to September 30) 

G 

GA 

G&A 

GAE 

GAO 

gBL 

GDC 

GHz 

GJ 

GLOBUS-M 

GPC 

gpm 

GPP 

GRD 

GSA 

GSF 

Gauss 

General Atomics, San Diego, California 

General and Administrative (cost or expense) 

Global Alfven Eigenmode 

General Accounting Office 

Generalized Balescu-Lenard 

Glow Discharge Cleaning 

Gigahertz; 10 9 cycles per second 

Gigajoule, a unit of energy; 10 9 joules 

A low-aspect-ratio tokamak at the Ioffe Institute 

Grating Polychromator 

Gallons Per Minute 

General Plant Projects 

General Requirements Document 

General Services Administration 

Gross Square Feet 

HAIFA 
HARD 
HAX 
HEDL 
HELIAC 

HERA 

Hydrogen Alpha Interference Filter Array 

High-Aspect Ratio Design (for ITER) 

High-Level Data Analysis (system); uses a VAX computer 

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory 

A computer code used to calculate vacuum magnetic surfaces 
in nonaxisymmetric three-dimensional toroidal geometries 

Helically invariant code 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

HF 

HFLX 

HLDAS 

H-mode 

HP 

HPA 

HPP 

HSD 

HTA 

HV 

HVAC 

HVE 

HVPS 

HVST 

HXIS 

Horizontal Field 

High-Field Ignition Experiment 

High-Level Data Analysis System; equivalent to HAX 

High-Confinement Mode 

Health Physics (Branch) at PPPL 

High Power Amplifier 

High Power Pulsing (Operations) 

Health and Safety Directive 

Hard Tube Amplifier 

High Voltage 

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 

High-Voltage Enclosure(s) 

High-Voltage Power Supplies 

High-Voltage Switch Tube 

Horizontal X-Ray Imaging System 

IACS 

IAEA 

IBL 

row 
IBWH 

I&C 

IC 

ICCD 

ICH 

ICRF 

ICRH 

ID 

IDEAL 

IG 

IGNITOR 
IHEM 

IMAPS 
IMF 

International Annealed Copper Standard 

International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria 

Inner Bumper Limiter 

Ion-Bernstein Wave 

Ion-Bernstein-Wave Heating 

Instrumentation and Control 

Internal Control 

Intensified Charge-Coupled Device 

Ion Cyclotron Heating 

Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies 

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating 

Inner Diameter 

ITER Divertor Experiment and Laboratory 

Inspector General 

Ignited Torus 

In-House Energy Management Program 

Interstellar Medium Absorption Profile Spectrograph 

Interplanetary Magnetic Field 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

INEL 

INTOR 

I/O 

IPA 

IPP 

IPP 

IPSG 

IR 

IRM 

ISCUS 

ISP 

ISS 

ISX 

ISX-B 

ITER 

ITG 

ITGDT 

ITOC 

ITR 

KRALM 

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho 

International Tokamak Reactor 

Input/Output 

Intermediate Power Amplifier 

Initial Protective Plates 

Institut fur Plasmaphysik at Garching, Germany 

Ignition Physics Study Group 

Infrared 

Information Resource Management 

ITER Steering Committee United States 

Ignition Studies Project 

Internal Support Structure 

Impurity Study Experiment (at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee) 

B version of ISX 

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 

Ion Temperature Gradient 

Ion-Temperature Gradient-Driven Turbulence 

Ignition Technical Oversight Committee 

Ignition Test Reactor 

Imaging Soft X-Ray Laser Microscope 

JAERI 

JCT 

JET 

JT-60 

JT-60U 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan 

Joint Central Team (for the International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor) 

Joint European Torus (at the Culhair. Laboratory, United Kingdom) 

JT stands for JAERI Tokamak and 60 means plasma volume in m 3 . 
A tokamak device in Japan. 

JT-60 Upgrade 

kA 

KBM 

kbytes 

KERMA 

Kiloamperes 

Kinetic Ballooning Mode 

1000 bytes 

A factor which, when multiplied by newton flux, gives volume-
averaged nuclear heating 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

keV Kilo-Electron-Volts 

KFA Kemforschungsanlage Jvuich, Germany 
KfK Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany 
kG Kilogauss 

kHz Kilohertz 

kJ Kilojoule 

kMHDBM Kinetically Calculated Magnetohydrodynamic Ballooning Mode 

ksi Kilopounds Per Square Inch (Pressure, Stress) 
kV Kilovolt 

kVA Kilovolt Ampere 

kW Kilowatt 

kWh Kilowatt Hour 

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 

LAN(s) Local Area Network(s) 
LAR Low-Aspect-Ratio 

LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 

LBM Lithium Blanket Module 

LCC Lithium Comparison Code 

LCCs Local Control Centers 

LCFS Last Closed Flux Surface 
LCP Large Coil Program 

LDEF Long Duration Exposure Facility 

LED Light Emitting Diodu 

LENS Low Energy Neutrai System 

LEO Low Earth Orbit 

LHCP Left-Hand Circularly Polarized 

LH Lower Hybrid 

LHCD Lower Hybrid Current Drive 

LHe Liquid Helium 

LHRF Lower Hybrid Range of Frequencies 

LHRH Lower Hybrid Resonance Heating 

LITE Laser Injected Trace Element (System) 

LITE Long-Pulse Ignited Test Experiment (at the Massachusetts Insti 
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts) 
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Glossary of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Symbols 

LLBL 

LLNL 

L-mode 

LO 

LOB 

LOTUS 

LPG 

LPI 

LPIS 

LSC 

LSM 

Low Latitude Boundary Layer 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California 

Low-Confinement Mode 

Local Oscillator 

Laboratory Office Building at PPPL 

Nuclear testing facility at Ecole Polytechnique Federale 
de Lausanne in Switzerland 

Liquid Propane Gas 

Lithium Pellet Injector 

Long-Pulse Ion Source 

Lower Hybrid Simulation Code 

Layered Synthetic Microstructures 

urn 

(Usee 

m 

MA 

M&O 

MARFE(s) 

MARS 

Mb 

MByte 

MCCB 

MCNC 

MCNP 

MED 

MeV 

MFAC 

MFE 

MFENET 

MFETF 

MFTF-B 

MG 

Micrometer; equivalent to micron 

Microsecond 

Meter 

Megamperes 

Management and Operating (contractors) 

Region(s) of enhanced edge radiation localized poloidally on the inner 
major-radius side of a plasma 

Mirror Advanced Reactor Study (Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory, Livermore, California) 

Megabyte; 1,000,000 bytes 

Megabyte 

Management Configuration Control Board 

Multichannel Neutron Collimator 

Monte-Carlo Neutron and Proton Code 

Mechanical Engineering Division at PPPL 

Mega-Electron-Volt 

Magnetic Fusion Advisory Committee 

Magnetic Fusion Energy 

Magnetic Fusion Energy Network 

Magnetic Fusion Energy Technology Fellowship (Program) 

Mirror Fusion Test Facility at the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratt ry, Livermore, California 

Motor Generator 
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MH3D 

MHD 

MHz 

mil 

MIRI 

MIST 

MIT 

MJ 

mm 

MMP 

MPa 

MSDS 

MSE 

msec 

MTBF 

MTL 

MTX 

MVA 

mW 

MW 

Magnetohydrodynamic Three-Dimensional Code 

Magnetohydrodynamics 

Megahertz 

A unit of length equal to 0.001 inch 

Multichannel Infrared Interferometer 

Multiple Ionization State Transport code. A computer code which 
follows impurity species through various stages of ionization, charge-
exchange, radiation, and transport within the plasma. 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Megajoules 

Millimeter 

Maintenance and Management Program at PPPL 

Mega-Pascal (Pressure, Stress) 

Material Safety Data Sheet 

Motional Stark Effect 

Millisecond 

Mean Time Between Failure 

Material Test Laboratory 

Microwave Tokamak Experiment at the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, Livermore, California 

Megavolt Ampere 

Milliwatt 

Megawatt 

NASA 
NASA/RECON 

NASTRAN 
NB 
NBETF 
NBI 
NBIS 
NBLs 
NBPC 
NBPS 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

An interactive online information retrieval system used by 
the PPPL Library 

A structural analysis code 

Neutral Beam 

Neutral Beam Engineering Test Facility 

Neutral-Beam Injection 

Neutral-Beam Injection System 

Neutral Beamlines 

Neutral Beam Power Conversion (Buildingj 

Neutral Beam Power Supply 
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NBTC 
NCR 
NCTTA 
NEPA 
NERSC 

NET 
NIST 
NJDEPE 
NJIT 
nm 
NMFECC 

NOAA 
NOVA-K 
NPB 
NRC 
nsec 

NSF 

NTXS 

Neutral Beam Test Cell 

Nonconformance Report 

National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1990 

National Environmental Policy Act 

National Energy Research Supercomputer Center [formerly the 
National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC)] 

Next European Torus 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 

New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and Energy 

New Jersey Institute of Technology 

Nanometer 

National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (now the 
National Energy Research Supercomputer Center) 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

A nonvariational stability code with kinetic effects 

Neutral Probe Beam 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Nanosecond 

National Science Foundation 

National Technical Information Service 

I D 

OD 

OER 

OFE 

OH 

OMA 

OMO 

ORM 

ORB 

ORC 

ORNL 

ORR 

OSB 

OSES 

One Dimensional 

Outer Diameter 

Office of Energy Research 

Office of Fusion Energy 

Ohmic Heating 

Optical Multichannel Analyzer 

Occupational Medicine Office at PPPL 

Office of Resource Management at PPPL 

Operations Review Board 

Operations Review Committee 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Operational Readiness Review 

Occupational Safety Branch 

Operations System Engineering Support 
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OSHA 

OTT 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

Office of Technology Transfer at PPPL 

PACE 

PADS 

PAO 

PAP 

PBX 

PBX-M 

PC 

pC 

PCB 

PDC 

PDI 

PDB 

PDX 

PEP-Hmodes 

PEMs 

PEST 

PF 

PFC 

PHA 

PID 

PIES 

PIV 

PLANET 

PLC 

PLCS 

PLT 

PM 

PM&E 

PMP 

Plant and Capital Equipment 

Procurement Automated Data Processing System 

Princeton Area Office 

Plasma "Apprentice" Program 

Princeton Beta Experiment at PPPL 

Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification at PPPL 

Personal Computer 

Pico Coulomb 

Polychlorinated Biphenyl 

Pulse-Discharge Cleaning 

Proportional-Derivative-Integral 

Preliminary Design Review 

Poloidal Divertor Experiment (now the PBX-M) at PPPL 

Pellet-Enhanced Profile H-Mode 

Photoelastic Modulators 

Princeton Equilibrium, Stability, and Transport Code 

Poloidal Field 

Plasma Fusion Center (at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts) 

Pulse-Height Analy.:er 

Proportional, Integral, Differential 

Princeton Iterative Equilibrium Solver Code 

Plenum Interface Valve 

A two-dimensional transport code used to study the scrape-off region 
created by divertors and limiters 

Programmable Logic Controller 

Power Line Carrier System 

Princeton Large Torus (at PPPL in the 1970s and 1980s) 

Preventive Maintenance 

Plant Maintenance and Engineering (now the Facilities Engineering 
Division) at PPPL 

Project Management Plan 
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PMS 

PMS 

PP-Lasers 

PPLCATS 

PPLCC 

PPM 

PPPL 

PQA 

PSE&G Co. 

psec 

psi 

psig 

PSPL 

PUBSYS 

PUCC 

Performance Management System 

Performance Measurement System 

Power, Picosecond Lasers 

A PPPL Library data base effusion-related articles 

Plasma Physics Laboratory Computer Center 

Parts per Million 

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey 

Procurement Quality Assurance 

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (New Jersey) 

Picosecond 

Pounds Per Square Inch 

Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge 

Powerful Subpicosecond Laser 

Public System [PPL Public Information System (installed on the 
Princeton University IBM 3081 computer)] 

Princeton University Computer Center 

QA 

QA/R 

QC 

QE 

QMS 

Quality Assurance 

Quality Assurance end Reliability 

Quality Control 

Quantum Efficiency 

Quadpole Mass Spectrometer 

RAM 
RAM 
RAP 
RAX 
R&D 
RDAC 
REML 
RESA 
rf 
RFBA 
RFP 

Random Access Memory 

Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability 

Risk Assessment Plan 

TFTR off-line data reduction system (uses a VAX computer) 

Research and Development 

Research and Development Activity 

Radialogical Environmental Monitoring Laboratory 

Research Equipment Storage and Assembly 

Radio-Frequency 

Request for Baseline Adjustment 

Request for Proposal 
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RFP 

RFTF 

RGA 

RHCP 

RIF 

RIPLOS 

RIV 

RLIN 

RLW 

RMC 

rms 

RPI 

rpm 

RTD 

Reversed-Field Pinch (device) at Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 
Radio-Frequency Test Facility 

Residual Gas Analyzer 

Right-Hand Circularly Polarized 

Reduction-in-Force 

Ripple Loss Code 

Rapid Intervention Vehicle 

Research Libraries Information Network 

Rebut-Lallia-Watkins 

Realizable Markovian Closure 

Root-Mean-Square 

Repeating Pellet Injector also Repeating Pneumatic Injector 

Revolutions Per Minute 

Resistive Thermal Detector 

S-l Spheromak 

S-l Upgrade 

SAD 

SBD 

SBIR 

seem 

SCOE 

SCR 

S/DB 

SDS 

SEAB 

SEAS 

sec 

SEM 

SEMATECH 

SF 

SF 6 

A compact toroid device (formerly at PPPL) 

S-l Spheromak Upgrade 

Safety Assessment Document 

Surface Barrier Diode 

Small Business Innovative Research 

Standard Cubic Centimeter Per Minute 

SEMATECH Centers of Excellence 

Silicon Controlled Rectifier 

Small and Disadvantaged Businesses 

Safety Disconnect Switch(es) 

Secretary of Energy Advisory Board 

School of Engineering and Applied Science at Princeton University 

Second 

Scanning Electron Microscope 

A consortium of thirteen US semiconductor manufacturers whose mission is 
to provide US industry with the domestic capacity for world leadership in 
semiconductor manufacturing. SEMATECH is located in Austin, Texas. 

Shaping Field, equivalent to EF 

Sulfur Hexafluoride 
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SHEILA 

SIMS 

SIR 

SM 

SMP 

SNAP 

SN 

SNL 

SOL 

SOP 

SOXMOS 

SPARK 

SPEB 

SPICE 

SPRED 

SPRED 

SPS 

Sr 

SR 

SRD 

SRX 

SSAT 

SST 

SSTR 

START-UP 

STEP 

SUNY 

Supershots 

SURF 

Australian Heliac 

Secondary-Ion Mass Spectroscopy 

Statutory Invention Registration 

Slave Manipulator 

Stationary Magnetic Perturbation 

Time-independent power equilibrium code 

Single Null 

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
and Livermore, California 

Scrape-Off Layer 

Safe Operating Procedure(s) 

Soft X-Ray Monochromator Spectrometer 

A general geometry computer code that calculates transient eddy 
currents and the resulting fields 

Subcontract Proposal Evaluation Panel 

A general purpose circuit simulation code 

Survey, Power Resolution, Extended Domain Code 

Ultraviolet survey spectrometer 

Surface Pumping System 

Steradian 

Safety Requirements 

System Requirements Document 

Soft X-Ray 

Steady-State Advanced Tokamak 

Site Specific Plan 

Steady-State Tokamak Reactor 

A computer code which evaluates free boundary axisymmetric 
equilibria and transport 

Stellarator expansion equilibrium and stability code 

State University of New York 

Low-current, high-density plasma discharges combined with 
intensive neutral-beam heating that are fired in a machine where the 
walls have been scrupulously conditioned via high-power discharges 
to remove adsorbed deuterium 

Synchrotron Ultraviolet User Facility (at the National Bureau 
of Standards) 
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SURFAS 

SXL 

SXR 

A fast between-shot moments code 

Soft X-Rav Laser 

Soft X-Ray 

2-D 
3-D 
T3 
TAB 
TAC 
TAE 
TCV 

TCS 
TDC 
TDMX 
TEA 
TEM 
TEXT 
TEXTOR 

TF 
TFCFC 
TFCD 
TFCX 
TFD 
TFM 
TFTR 
TGI 
TIBER 
TIV 
TLD 
TMPs 
TMX 

Two-Dimensional 

Three-Dimensional 

A toroidal W solver 

Technical Advisory Board 

Technical Advisory Committee 

Toroidicity-Induced Alfven Eigenmode or Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode 

Tokamak Condition Variable—a tokamak under construction at 
Ecole Polytechnique Federate dp Lausanne in Switzerland 

Torus Cleanup System 

Taylor-Discharge Cleaning 

TFTR Data Management System 

Transverse Electrical excitation at Atmospheric pressure 

Transmission Electron Microscope 

Texas Experimental Tokamak at the University of Texas, Austin, Texas 

Tokamak Experiment for Technologically Oriented Research 
(Jiilich, Germany) 

Toroidal Field 

Toroidal Field Coil Power Conversion (Building) 

Tokamak Fusion Core Device 

Tokamak Fusion Core Experiment 

Telemetry Fault Detector 

TFTR Flexibility Modification 

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor at PPPL 

Tritium Gas Injeciton 

Tokamak Ignition/Burn Experiment 

Torus Interface Valve 

Thermoluminescent Dosimeters 

Turbomolecular Pumps 

Tandem Mirror Experiment at the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory, Livermore, California 
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TMX-U 

TNB 
Tore-Supra 
Torr 
TOS 
TOS 
TPI 
TPS 
TPX 
TRAC 
TRANSP 
TRECAMS 
TSC 
TSCALE 

TSDCS 
TSDS 
TSS 
TSTA 
TVCS 
TVPS 
TVTS 

Tandem Mirror Experiment Upgrade at the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, Livermore, California 

Tritium Neutral Beam (system) 

Tokamak at Cadarache, France 

A unit of pressure equal to 1/760 of an atmosphere 

Teleoperator System 

Terminal Operating Station 

Tritium Pellet Injector 

Tritium Purification System 

Tokamak Physics Experiment 

Teacher Research Associates Program at PPPL 

Time-dependent transport analysis code 

Tritium Remote Control and Monitoring System 

Tokamak Simulation Code 

A computer code that scales plasma equilibrium parameters over 
a wide range of major radius and aspect ratio 

Tritium Storage and Delivery Cleanup System 

Tritium Storage and Delivery System 

Tokamak Simulation System (Project) 

Tritium Systems Test Assembly 

Tritium Vault Cleanup System 

Torus Vacuum Pumping System 

TV Thomson Scattering 

UCLA 
UHF 
UPS 
US 
use 
USEPA 
USGS 
USNBC 
USSR 

University of California at Los Angeles 

Ultrahigh Frequency 

Uninterruptible power supply 

United States 

User Service Center at PPPL; implemented on a Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) PDP-10 computer. 

United States Environmental Protection Agency 

United States Geological Survey 

United States Regulatory Commission 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
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UV Ultraviolet 

V 

VAX 

VC 

VCD 

VF 

VHF 

VIPS 

VLSI 

VMEC 

VSWR 

VUV 

W 

vxcs 

Volt 

Digital Equipment Corporation computer; "Virtual Address Extension" 

Variable Curvature 

Viscous Current Drive 

Vertical Field 

Very High Frequency 

Visible Impurity Photometric Spectrometer 

Very Large Scale Integrated 

Variational Method for Equilibrium Calculations (Code) 

Variable Standing Wave Ratio 

Vacuum Ultraviolet 

Vacuum Vessel 

Vertical X-Ray Crystal Spectrometer 

W 

WAF 

WFO 

WBS 

WHIST 

WKB 

W-VHAS 

Watt 

Work Approval Form (system) 

Work for Others 

Work Breakdown Structure 

A one-dimensional transport code developed by the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (A method for analyzing wave behaviorif 
propagation characteristics depend on position.) 

Wendelstein VII Stellarator Modified (at Garching, Germany) 

xcs 
XIS 

XUV 

X-Ray Crystal Spectrometer 

(Horizontal) X-Ray Imaging System 

Extreme Ultraviolet 

0-D 

ZT-H 

Zero-Dimensional 

A 4-MA reversed-field pinch experiment at the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 
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